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Summary
Furthermore, the resolution prescribes a narrow
exemption for a trade in specific items while it in principle recommends closure of the markets. Seeing such
provision explicitly allowing an exceptional trade in
the market to be closed, it is obvious that the resolution intends to make a general reference to the markets as objects of the closure.
Even the fact emphasized by GoJ that the new phrase
as “that is contributing to poaching or illegal trade”
was inserted in the final draft should mean, considering the process of discussion and adoption of the revision, not to designate a special exemption but to make
the supposed effect of the original draft clearer. This
theory simply based on the facts that the paragraph
providing the exemption of specific items mentioned
above was also added along with the phrase in question. Additionally, the process that a proposed revision
by GoJ for inserting the phrase “that is contributing to
significant illegal trade increasing poaching” as an alternative, which was clearly intended to exclude Japan
from the closure was not adopted by the other Parties
suggests that they didn’t intend to designate a comprehensive exemption of a whole market of a country.

Background

In response to the ivory poaching crisis on African
elephants reminiscent of the nightmare in 1980s, China, which is the greatest destination of illegal ivory and
the largest ivory market in the world, declared together
with the United States to close its domestic ivory market in September 2015. These progressive efforts led
all countries to adopt the resolution on the worldwide
closure of domestic ivory markets by consensus in
October 2016 at the 17th meeting of the Conference
of the Parties (CoP17) to the “Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora” (CITES). After the meeting, China announced
that it will prohibit sales of all ivory by the end of December 2017. The United Kingdom, France and Hong
Kong SAR are also tightening the ivory trade in accordance with the resolution, and further Singapore
has declared closure of its domestic ivory market.
Unlike in the case of these other major ivory consuming countries above, Japan refuses to comply without any reluctance. Japan imported the largest amount
of ivory during the 1980s when African elephants
faced the most severe ivory poaching crisis of all time.
The Japanese self-serving argument is that the domestic market is not subject to closure as recommended
by the resolution – completely ignoring the language
and revising process of the resolution.
Can we consider accepting the claim by Japan that
its domestic ivory market is exempted from the market to be closed based on the recommendation of the
resolution? The objective of this report is to provide a
clear answer to the question above.

Japan’s ivory market rapidly activated with assistance of a new trade platform - online trade

Although consumers’ ivory preference should have
been damaged somehow in response to the event of
illegalization of ivory import (1989-1990), there is no
evidence that the consumer’s ivory preference has declined since 1994, so it is considered that it has been
maintained since 1994. Furthermore, Japan’s ivory
market rapidly activated with assistance of a new trade
platform - online trade.
The fact-finding survey on internet trade revealed
the facts as follows.
• Ivory is sold in high volume through online auction
sites / shopping sites in various forms of product
▷ 1,800 whole tusks derived from estimated 1,000 elephants were sold on Yahoo! Japan Auction within
7 years between 2009 and 2015.
▷ 20 tonnes of cut pieces derived from estimated 6,000
elephants were sold on Yahoo! Japan Auction within
7 years between 2009 and 2015.
▷ Hanko occupied the advertisement by 95% around
in both number of ad and total prices of ads on the
two largest shopping sites, and account to more

The language and the revising process of the
resolution on closure of domestic ivory markets does not suggest “exempting” Japan

The government of Japan (GoJ) claims that the insertion of this language “that is contributing to poaching or illegal trade” which was added at the final revising stage, should lead to exempting Japan. It does not
agree that its ivory market is contributing to poaching
or illegal trade, and therefore makes it “not applicable”
to the language of the resolution.
Simply reading the language, however, it should be
natural to interpret that the resolution recommends
closing any domestic ivory market which may have any
cases of illegal trade having been documented there.
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than 12,000 in pieces sold and more than 630 million yen (US$ 5.1 million) as the total of two shopping sites (Rakuten Ichiba and Yahoo! Shopping).
▷ Furnishing goods were sold in 26,000 bids at
1,200 million yen (US$ 9.7 million) in amount on
Yahoo! Japan Auction within 7 years between 2009
and 2015.
▷ Accessories were sold in 23,000 bids at 200 million yen
(US$ 1.6 million) in amount on Yahoo! Japan Auction
within 7 years between 2009 and 2015.
• Trade in ivory on the Yahoo! Japan Auction Site has
been rapidly activating and increased
▷ Sales of products (in total) have constantly increased
in number and amount since 2009 until 2015.
▶︎ Hanko trade has constantly increased in the price
per piece since 2012 until 2015.
▶ Bachi (an accessory of a Japanese musical instrument) trade has constantly increased in number
since 2009 until 2015.
▷ Sales of whole tusks have increased since 2012 until
2015 via the surge in 2014.
▷ Sales of cut pieces soared in 2011 and still remain
at high levels in 2015.
• Various types of businesses utilizing the Internet
to get new business opportunities for selling ivory
goods and strengthening the ties with China’s market help Japan’s domestic ivory market rapidly expand, activate and achieve new development.

Three of the 10 cases were imposed with administrative dispositions against illegal exports of ivory in 2009,
2014 and 2015 each by the Japanese Customs. All of the
other 7 cases since 2014 were cracked down in China.
In one case of the 7, one Chinese couple was found
guilty and sentenced to 15 years imprisonment at the
Chinese court for exporting more than 3.2 tonnes of
raw and worked ivory from Japan to China over an
18-month period of time between November 2010 and
April 2012. The ivory exported in the above case was
bought at Yahoo! Japan Auction.
In the other case with a seizure of 804.4 kg of ivory,
online trade and parcel service (a mail or a courier)
were utilized for the illegal trade. Similarly, in the
case with a seizure of 18 whole tusks cracked down in
Tsingtao, those tusks were packaged into seven EMSs
and exported.
In reality, online trade as the measure for purchasing
ivory, and international mail and courier services as
the measure of transportation have been used. Additionally, a cross-border online bidding/shopping agent
business is suspected to be involved with the series of
actions from purchase to transportation of ivory.

The special provision on exemption for international mail makes a loophole of the Customs Law

As seen in the enforcement efforts by China, the
international community is focusing on international
mail service as a low-risk measure of transportation to
smuggle wildlife contrabands including ivory.

Continuous attempts for exporting ivory enclosed in EMS from African countries, etc. to
Japan

Nevertheless, some international mails are exempted
under specific conditions from the mandate of import/
export declaration and permission as a “special provision” in Japan. As the result, international mails have been
relegated to a lower priority of inspection as a matter of
practice. Therefore it is a valid concern that illegal import/
export would be attempted by using international mail
services e.g. EMS which has been actually used in the case
of the aforementioned imports from Nigeria and Zimbabwe into Japan, and the exports from Japan to China.

Illegal ivory import into Japan has continued with
changes of the transportation mode from large-scaled
marine container to small-packaged shipment.
In August 2014, the customs office opened and
searched an EMS exported from the military base in
Lagos, Nigeria as “sample of cassia wood” and found
a lot of ivory cut pieces. Since the event, the customs
exposed 10 cases on exporting ivory packaged in EMS
from Nigeria and Zimbabwe into Japan until October
2016.

Therefore, the illegal cases discovered in Japan
should be seen as just the tip of the iceberg (no crackdown has been recorded on export mail containing
ivory from Japan).

Illegal ivory export to China

In recent years, illegal export has taken place next by
next. As far as confirmed between 2009 and 2016 by the
author, 10 cases were cracked down in China or Japan.
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The circular issued by the Ministry of Finance
would make the crackdown of a violation of
the Customs Law / Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Law impossible de facto

Furthermore, these numerous cases probably only
represent a tip of the iceberg of the pathological phenomenon of Japan’s domestic ivory market. That is to
say because most ivory items are allowed to be freely
traded, there are very limited regulation which suffers
from serious loopholes that could easily allow illegal
ivory to enter the domestic market.

When a customs official finds an ivory inside the
international mail, he/she is uniformly mandated by a
circular established by Ministry of Finance to inform the
addressee / addresser the fact of finding by mail. Consequently, an illegal importer/exporter can prepare for
pretending to know nothing about the mail in question,
so it would become impossible de facto to crack down
the violation of the Customs Law / the Foreign Exchange
and Foreign Trade Law. Furthermore the mail would be
returned to the said addressor finally.

Only the whole tusk is regulated

It should be noted that; first, the subject of regulation is limited only to a whole tusk, so all cut pieces
and processed or carved ivory products are freely
traded without any regulation. Therefore, there is no
measure in the internal trade controls in preparation
for eliminating illegal ivory from the domestic market,
which has run through the water edge in divided or in
the form of products.

It is realistically impossible to tighten inspection for ivory for the customs offices which
find themselves in the middle of swift customs
clearance and careful inspection of prohibited
goods

Although there is a supervisory scheme over the
traders dealing ivory cut pieces and ivory products, it
does very little for meaningful control or oversite. The
administrators do neither pursue to obtain the individual trade records from the business operators in a
timely manner; nor are the belatedly received records
stored electronically. Therefore it is totally impossible
for them to supervise the real transfer of cut pieces
and ivory products effectively.

The most underlying problem of the import/export
regulation is an undeniable limit of law enforcement
efforts for preventing illegal ivory from entering into
the domestic market even though the loopholes of the
regulation were closed.
Under the free trade regime, the customs officers
find themselves in the middle of conducting swift and
efficient customs clearance of international freights
and international passengers, and careful inspection
on so-called prohibited goods including drugs & explosives, so they realistically can’t afford to prioritize
inspections for ivory.

Regulation of a whole tusk is so full of loopholes which lead to a cascade of laundering

A whole tusk is prohibited to be traded without registration to be given when the specific requirements
meet, however, under the existing laws and regulations
to obtain a registration, it is not mandatory to provide
objective proof or evidence proving the registration
requirements. So, it is easy for the ivory, no matter the
source, to be registered falsely. This could encourage a
kind of “official laundering” to prevail. The ivory manufacturers have exploited the loophole by establishing
an ivory whole tusk laundering system which has now
firmly taken root in Japan’s domestic ivory market.
More specifically, nationwide antiquary networks
would collect ivory whole tusks, launder them by using the fraudulent registration, and sell the registered
tusks to the ivory manufacturers.

Therefore, internal trade controls “to exclude smuggled ivory from domestic market” should assume
heavy responsibility.

Illegal internal ivory trade

In 2010s, the violation of internal trade regulation
drew attention of the police.
Beginning by the case of receiving 58 unregistered
ivory tusks by “Takaichi,” the largest ivory manufacturing company, illegal trades in unregistered tusks
through Yahoo! Japan Auction and face-to-face purchase by antiquaries have been cracked down by the
police one after another. As many as 12 cases have
been confirmed as far as the author knows, and 7 cases
out of them have occurred in 2016 and beyond.

Furthermore, any physical inspection of the applied
whole tusk is not required by the existing laws and regulations. Accordingly, because authenticating the soxiv

applied “ivory tusk” would not take place, it is easy to
falsely create a registration and then use the provided
registration card for a smuggled whole tusk. Identifying and marking the ivory tusks to be registered tusks
cannot be done simply because it is impossible to do it
without a physical inspection. Consequently, the registration process is highly unlikely to be able to monitor
the dividing (carving) tusks and distribution of the
registered tusk effectively. It means that it is easy to use
the registration card for a smuggled ivory tusk, which
was issued for the whole tusk already consumed.
Easy false registration and easy use or diversion of
registration cards suggest that a cascade of laundering
would have emerged.

for me is to make up each story and get the registration based on that. That way, you the customer,
are completely innocent.”
▶”We often use a ‘pre-determined route’ for registration
using the name of someone who owns lots of ivory.”
▶“I will ask someone to fake that he has owned the
ivory, then we will apply for registration (under
his name).”
▷Misrepresenting the date of acquisition
The ivory buyers recommended to “create a story
and most of them are pretty predictable, common stories”, “lie on these official statements”, “just make up
a story”, “talk yourself into acquiring the ivory in the
year” though “It is prohibited”, and a “cunning way”,
etc. in order to make up the year of acquisition in the
Showa era (until 7th January 1989) which precedes
the deadline (before 18th January, 1990) set by the
laws and regulations as the registration requirement.
• Use of websites for disguising a law-abiding trade
The ivory buyers who were willing to launder ivory
whole tusks by using fraudulent registrations are
more likely to display on their websites specific explanations on the registration scheme. It is likely that
they wanted to disseminate misleading information
for disguising their non-compliance with the law
and regulations.

Results of phone survey to ivory buyers

In 2015, a phone survey of ivory buyers was conducted to understand the reality of illegal trade in the
ivory whole tusks in Japan’s domestic market.
• Legality of the responses
Responses suggesting illegal purchasing of unregistered whole tusks and/or instructing a way based
on specific false facts to get the registration reached
to 30 out of 37 buyers (81%). On the other hand, legal responses reached to only 7 out of 37 (19%).
• Intention to launder illegal tusks into the legal
market
The number of ivory buyers who intended to supply
the laundered whole tusks into the legal market by using fraud registration reached to 26 out of 37 (70%).
• Usage of purchased whole tusks
The number of the buyers who intended to resale
whole tusks to Japanese manufacturers of hanko, etc.
and one of the buyers to do so to Chinese traders
were equally matched.
• Relationship between the price to buy the ivory
and its intended use after purchase
Ivory buyers who intend to resale the purchased
tusks to domestic manufacturers offered a purchasing
price higher and less in variation than one offered by
the buyers who intend to resale the tusks to Chinese.
Accordingly, domestic ivory manufactures seem to
successfully secure whole tusk stocks more reliably
and competitively than Chinese buyers recently.
• Modus operandi for false registration application
▷Disguising title of the application
▶“The only way to play it safe completely would be

Results of door-to-door survey with ivory sellers

In 2015, a door-to-door survey to ivory sellers was
conducted to understand the reality of illegal ivory export from Japan to China.
• Resale destination
The resale destination supposed by the ivory sellers includes both Japanese and Chinese.
Many of the sellers have a waiting list of their customers for ivory tusks. They are making such deals
as securing the buyers on the list first and purchasing ivory tusks depending on the situation of the list.
• Illegal export of ivory to China
▷All of them were willing to sell their ivory to the investigator, recognizing that the buyer (investigator)
is supposed to tranship it to those countries.
▷A seller explained a system of using a transportation
agency providing a paid service to carry ivory to
China, and advised the buyer (investigator) to use it.
▷A seller explained that a trade partner based in
Hong Kong has transported the ivory purchased in
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Japan to Vietnam or Macao by container, and then
carried it into China; in the case the piece was too
large, the trade partner would divide the tusk into
pieces; and the tusk imported from Japan would be
processed in HK, then be carried into China.
▷A seller advised that an easy way for bringing the
ivory back to China is buying it on an online auction site like Yahoo! Japan Auction through a bidding service agent.

without registration by discretion of him/her even if
the tusk is supposed to be legally subject for registration. Furthermore, he abetted the applicant (investigator) when defending herself, to claim lack of criminal intent in case charged with attempted transfer of
the unregistered whole tusk as follows:
▷“You should stick to your argument. If you decide
you don’t get it (the registration), then, you can just
state flatly that the tusk is not in ‘whole shape’. No
matter who like buyers on internet or even police,
it is making the claim that you need a registration,
you should argue ‘it’s not in whole shape’ and ‘is
there a problem?’ ”
▷“Just stand your ground. Just say ‘It is so carved up
and it has ‘not maintained its whole shape’ and for
this reason it doesn’t need a registration and is there
a problem with that?’ ”

Results of phone survey to the registration organisation (Japan Wildlife Research Centre)

In 2015, a phone survey to the registration organization was conducted to understand the reality of the
registration process, particularly the extent of strictness for confirming registration requirements.
• The documents received by the registration organisation (JWRC) as the proof for the acquisition of
the ivory suggested in the applicant’s self-statement
JWRC claims to require an official document to
prove legal requirement for the ivory being registered on its website. However, the investigation
revealed that a JWRC official directly stated that he
would accept a written statement made by a person
other than the applicant (a “certificate written by a
third party”) in place of an official document.
• Who qualifies as a ‘Third party’ for writing a statement on the acquisition
If the applicant insists he cannot find any third
party to write the certificate of acquisition, JWRC
accepts without any hesitation a written statement
by blood relatives as a third party.
• Description about the date of acquisition: coaching
a false description
JWRC staff advised as, “if it was Showa era, like
1985 or 1988 that is ok”, “so anytime during the
Showa era then there would be absolutely no question about the time period”, he stressed that point,
but “if you enter into the Heisei era”, “you say it’s
15 years ago”, he said against the investigator’s talk,
and then “if you were to tell me that your father had
these things in his possession from the Showa era,
then we can start on the process, and there would be
no doubt, no problem” he explained.
• Coaching tactics for selling unregistered whole tusks
The JWRC official gave advice (violating the laws
and regulations) that the owner can sell their ivory

Time allotted by registration organization per
application

According to official documents clarifying the estimation of actual expenses for tusk registration, it is written how much time should be spent on confirming the
registration per application. It states that no operation
of registration-related duty of JWRC for confirming acquisition background of the ivory tusk is required, other
than the phone calls within 20 minutes in total.

The Finances behind the registration fees

JWRC designates an independent special account
for registration affairs, and its income is composed of
just the registration fee. The fee income on ivory registration has increased to 8.4 times since FY 2010 to FY
2014 and then during the same period its share in total
fee income has increased from 4% to 22% or 5 times
that of the former rate in FY 2014. It can be said that
a significant portion of the financial structure of the
registration organization has come to financially depend on the registration fee of ivory tusks. Under such
a situation, JWRC is therefore continually forced to
continue registering new ivory tusks to collect the fee,
and as a result the registration process itself would lose
substance more than ever, and the “official laundering”
would be encouraged further.

Results of information disclosed by GoJ
on the preparer of the “certificate written
by a third party”
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The total number of applications for registration was
360 ivory tusks from January to April, 2016, and the
type of registration requirements applied to the cases
was ‘pre-convention acquisition’ without one exception. In each case, a certificate written by a third party
was accepted as the confirmation of the proof of legal
requirement. Not a single case was found where a document made by public agencies was received. In 99%
(356/358) of the cases, the document was written by
a general third party other than the transferor of the
tusk in question. Furthermore, the ‘third parties’ were
a family member of the applicants in half the cases of
these (170/358).

Rampant laundering revealed in the “Raftel case”

On 20th June, 2017, 27 persons including an antiquary company named “Raftel” illegally traded in unregistered ivory tusks were cracked down on.
Raftel started purchasing ivory tusks around 2012
and is suspected to have bought about 400-500 tusks
(100 tusks per year) from the customers. 80% of them
are alleged to be unregistered.
The case revealed the reality of Japan’s domestic
ivory market as follows.
▷ A laundering system for ivory tusks is deeply rooted in Japan’s domestic ivory market;
▷ As one of the methods of purchasing ivory tusks
an escrow type agent service was provided, which
essentially comprised of (i) receiving delivery of unregistered tusks and (ii) false registration;
▷ JWRC turned a blind eye to Raftel’s illegal agent
services and proceeded to register a lot of ivory in a
conniving manner ; and
▷ The oversight of Ministry of Environment to the
registration organization is failing.

The rising volume of tusk registration
due to the proliferation of loopholes in
internal trade controls

In Japan, the volume of registered whole tusks
showed an increase in 2005, further exploded in 2011,
and has soared until 2015. The total volume of the
registered tusks between 2011 and June, 2017 (during
6.5 years) was approx.10,000 in number and 99 tons in
weight, which corresponds to 5,500 elephants worth of
ivory. In 2015, it reached to as much as 2,100 in num-
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ber and 21 tons in weight.
The alarming fact that such a huge number of ivory
tusks have been registered suggests the serious effect of
the legal loopholes and how firmly the ivory laundering
system has been rooted in Japan’s domestic ivory market.

Non-compliance of the CITES resolution
over 20 years
Logically, it is impossible to comply with CITES Resolution 10.10 under the controls of ivory trade with these
many serious loopholes
It is a serious problem in particular that Japan has not
complied with the sentence “c)” in Paragraph 6 of the
resolution over 10 years time, which is the heart of the
measures for controls on internal ivory trade of the Parties with a domestic ivory market located in the jurisdiction, and has not been substantially changed since the
launch of the original resolution.

Updated amendments to LCES 2017 are superficial extensions of an already broken trade
control system

The key aspect of Japan’s internal ivory trade controls
is to tighten the scope of the trade regulation and leading to less intervention by the police, and supervise
the ivory businesses by the hands of the competent
administrative bodies instead, based on the consideration to the domestic ivory manufacturers who cannot
legally obtain the raw material from overseas by their
own efforts. In fact, the existing laws and regulations
put a protective supervision over the traders and prevent the law enforcement authority from stepping into
the deals made by the traders. Such approach is epitomized by the response of GoJ emphasizing full coordination between public and private sectors through the
establishment of the “Public-Private Council for the
Promotion of Appropriate Ivory Trade Measures” together, with the Japan Ivory Association (JIA), Yahoo!
Japan, etc.. Nevertheless, placing minimal legal restrictions on ivory traders with an administrative blanket
of protection may leave too much opportunity for
illegal items to enter the market. In fact, continuous
crackdowns of major members of the ivory association
(JIA) including Takaichi in 2011 and Nippon Ivory
in 2016 demonstrate that such an approach is already
dysfunctional.

However, GoJ has made no attempt to free itself
from this traditional paradigm. Though GoJ had a
chance to reform the internal ivory trade controls
through the amendment to the Law for Conservation
of Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (LCES)
in 2017, the measures taken by the amendment only
offered an extension of the status quo of the dysfunctional system.
In fact, the amendment cannot be praised primarily
because no sweeping review with regard to the trade
regulation / registration scheme which is the heart of
the internal ivory trade controls in Japan was made,
and secondly because it fails to strengthen supervisory scheme over ivory business meaningfully so that
traceability of ivory cut pieces and ivory products are
secured.
Consequently, the amendment to LCES 2017 remains just as a PR effort to demonstrate that the competent administrations are willing to force the businesses to comply with the laws and regulations, but in
truth it won’t lead to meaningful reform of the internal
ivory trade controls.

Compounding the problem, GoJ launched a
campaign in 2017 to register more ‘legal’ ivory
which encourages more laundering

GoJ launched a nationwide campaign on August
31st, 2017 to promote the registration of whole tusks
over the next 2 years. It is distributing posters and
urging local governments to promptly publicize the
campaign under the guise as “it is needed to get the
picture of ivory whole tusks stockpiled in Japan”.

internal trade has significantly increased, the Government of Japan is determined to oppose the resolution
of closure of domestic ivory market, and has taken
steps on the contrary, to avoid closing the serious legal
loopholes in the internal trade controls and is consistently vitalizing ivory supplies into the market and increasing the demand for ivory.
There is no question that Japan’s domestic ivory
market should be urgently closed down in accordance
with CITES Resolution 10.10 (Rev. CoP17).

Recommendation

The government of Japan is urged to urgently express a clear message of its policy change to close
down its domestic ivory market in accordance with
CITES resolution, and urgently prepare and launch
necessary legislation and administrative measures towards closure.
The CITES Secretariat is recommended to understand the problem of Japan’s domestic ivory market
and the controls on it for the purpose of reporting its
findings to the Standing Committee.
The CITES Standing Committee is recommended
to recommend the government of Japan to implement
the resolution of closure of domestic ivory market
while keeping an eye on the measures in accordance
with Resolution Conf. 14.3 on CITES compliance
measures.

Even more surprisingly, tightening of the defective
registration process is to be considered 2 years after the
period of the registration promotion campaign is over.
It is obvious that GoJ is actively attempting to inject
more whole tusks into the ivory market and stipulate
the demand for ivory though it should have recognized the reality that falsely registered ivory tusks have
been flowing into the market due to the defects of the
registration process.

Conclusion

Although Japan’s ivory market has been significantly
vitalized by the Internet trade, illegal international/internal trade has continued, and in particular the illegal
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Terminology of “ivory”
The terminology of “ivory” used in the resolutions of CITES is different from one used in
Japan’s domestic law and regulation (“Law for Conservation of Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora” (LCES hereinafter)).
Moreover, LCES does not express comprehensive definition in particular for ivory.
Thus, the terminology to be used in this report is decided as presented in the following table,
considering both of the legal terms and another terms used on the ground. Incidentally, how
the terminology used by this report would cover the terms used in LCES and CITES resolutions.
Nevertheless, the terms of LCES or CITES resolutions would be directly used when it is necessary or appropriate to do so in the context including discussion of interpretation of those
terms(e.g. “maintaining the whole shape”, “raw ivory”, “worked ivory”, etc.).

Table
Generral terminology
in this report

Raw
material
ivory

Ivory products

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

LCES and by-law for implementng it
Tusk or processed product of it which does
"maintain the whole shape"
1
raw tusk ("body part" ),
polished tusk ("processed product"2),
carved tusk ("processed product")

Whole
tusk

Cut
piece

Terminology of "ivory" in this report

Tusk or processed
product of it which
does "not maintain
the whole shape"3
＝"Designated
body part, etc."4
("Business-related
designted body
part, etc.")5
("Special designated
body part, etc.")10

CITES Resolution Conf. 10.109

whole
tusk

Material or Raw material6

（terminology used on the
ground, including cut piece
and scrap.)
raw tusk ("body part"),

polished tusk

cut
piece

("processed product"),
cut piece ("body part"),
chip ("processed product")

Product7

ʻraw ivoryʼ shall include all
whole elephant tusks,
polished or unpolished and
in any form whatsoever, and
all elephant ivory in cut
pieces, polished or
unpolished and howsoever
changed from its original
form, except for ʻworked
ivory'.

worked ivory

("processed product"),

carved tusk

（things on the process
of manufacturing are
called "product, etc."8）

raw ivory

No deﬁnition

（A term of "IVC"
＝Ivory carving is
used in CITES
TRADE DATABASE11)

'worked ivory' shall be
interpreted to mean ivory
that has been carved,
shaped or
processed, either fully or
partially, but shall not
include whole tusks in any
form, except where
the whole surface has been
carved.

LCES Cabinet Order Article 2-2 and Annex 4 (see4.1 about details)
LCES Cabinet Order Article 2-3 and Annex 4, and LCES Ministry Order Article 1 (see4.1 about details)
LCES Cabinet Order Article 2-5 (see4.1 about details)
LCES Article 12 Paragraph 1 (c), Article 17 (see4.1 about details)
Ministry Order on notiﬁcation of business Article 6 (b) (see4.1 about details)
Format No.3-A, list of products code for the ledger used by international endangered species business operators
http://www.meti.go.jp/policy/mono̲info̲service/mono/paper̲consumergoods/main̲05.html#todokede
(see5.3.3 about details)
LCES Article 33-7 Paragraph 1 (see5.2 about details)
Ministry Order on notiﬁcation of business Article 1 Paragraph 1 (see5.3.3 about details)
CITES Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev.CoP17)
The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-6 Paragraph 1
https://trade.cites.org/
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Denomination in U.S. Dollars
•

The currency exchange rates at the month/year at the time of the event in question
are used. In the case, the rates were clarified in each case.

•

The currency exchange rate at the time of June 2017 is used where the amount of
criminal fine is shown.
1US$ = 110 yen at the time of June, 2017
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Chapter 1 Application of the CITES Resolution on closure of domestic ivory market to Japan
- Objective and structure of this report 1.1 Background
Every year, as much as 20,000 or 30,000 of African
elephants (Loxodonta africana) are killed for their
ivory tusks1.
African elephants living in the savanna (Loxodonta
africana africana) started to decline at a continental level since 20072. Between 2010 and 2014,
27,700 elephants were poached which led to an
annual population decline of 8%3. The remaining
population of savanna elephants,(estimated as of
350,000 at the time of 20144) could drop by half
in nine years (in 2023) if nothing changes5.
Similarly, population of forest elephants (Loxodonta
africana cyclotis6), which inhabit the tropical forests of central Africa and a limited part of west
Africa in small number, have declined by 63.7%
during the period of 2002 – 20127. Furthermore,
even in one of the largest and most highly protected areas such as Gabon, where 50% of forest
elephants in central Africa is thought to reside,
the numbers declined by 78–81% (more than
25,000 elephants) in over ten years between 2004
and 20148.
According to the ”African Elephant Status Report 2016” launched by the African Elephant
Specialist Group, Species Survival Commission
(SSC) / International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) at the 17th meeting of the
Conference of the Parties (CoP17) to the “Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora “ (CITES) in
September 2016, the elephant population in the
African continent declined by 111,000 elephants
since 2006, and as of 2015, the population was
found to be only 415,000 elephants9.
1
2
3
4

Wittemyer et.al, 2014, Chase et.al., 2016
Chase et.al., 2016
Ibid.
Except for the Savanna populations in Namibia, South Sudan
and Central Africa Republic (Chase et.al., 2016).
5 Ibid.
6 Based on genetic evidences, a compelling theory suggests
that the Forest Elephant (Loxodonta africana cyclotis) should
be a different species from the Savanna Elephant (Loxodonta
africana), however, the African Elephant Specialist Group
of SSC/IUCN claims that re-classification is pre-matured
considering that dividing species may leave hybrids in an
uncertain conservation status (Blanc et.al., 2008). The critics argued fears that some nations would pull out of all ivory
trade restrictions if forest elephants would get listed on CITES
Appendix I (as well as on ‘Critically Endangered’ under the
IUCN Red List) have prevented the IUCN AfESG from recognizing them as different species (Poulsen et al., 2017).
7 Wittemyer et.al, 2014
8 Poulsen et al., 2017
9 https://www.iucn.org/ssc-groups/mammals/african-ele-

Under such situation, the United States and
China recognized the reality that laundering illegal ivory using legalized domestic ivory market
as a cover has caused the current devastating
poaching of elephants, and China with the largest
domestic ivory market in the world decided to
move in steps with the US for closure of their legalized market in September 201510, followed by
Hong Kong SAR in January 201611 and France.12
These progressive efforts made by some selected countries led to adoption of the resolution on
closure of domestic ivory market by consensus
on October 3rd 2016 at CITES CoP1713.
In December, just after the resolution was
adopted at CoP17, Hong Kong outlined a three
step process for ensuring a complete prohibition of ivory trade to be completed by the end of
202114. During that time China announced that it
will prohibit some ivory manufacturing and sales
of the products by some designated venders by
the end of March 2017, ensuring a complete ban
on all sales of ivory by the end of December15.
The Government of Japan, however is taking a
self-serving argument on the interpretation of the
CITES resolution. It claims that Japanese market
is not the subject of closure as recommended by
the CITES resolution - ignoring the language and
revising process of the resolution16.
Should Japan’s domestic ivory market be exempted from the subject of closure?
This report will make it clear based on the situation of Japan’s domestic ivory market and the assessment of the effectiveness of Japan’s control on
ivory trade.
phant-specialist-group
1 0 h t t p s : / / w w w. w h i t e h o u s e . g o v / t h e - p r e s s - o f fice/2015/09/25/fact-sheet-president-xi-jinpings-statevisit-united-states
1 1 h t t p : / / w w w. i n f o . g o v. h k / g i a / g e n e r a l / 2 0 1 6 0 1 / 1 3 /
P201601130793_print.htm
12 http://www.hsi.org/world/europe/news/releases/2016/05/
francebansivorytrade050116.
html?referrer=https://www.google.co.jp/
13 https://cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/cop/17/Plen/ECoP17-Plen-Rec-04.pdf
14 Hong Kong Free Press dated on 21th December 2016 https://www.hongkongfp.com/2016/12/21/hong-kongs-ivorytrade-to-be-gradually-banned-by-the-end-of-2021/
15 Website of Chinese government http://www.gov.cn/
zhengce/content/2016-12/30/content_5155017.htm?from=
groupmessage&isappinstalled=0
16 MoFA, METI and MoE, 2016
http://www.meti.go.jp/committee/kenkyukai/seizou/zouge_
torihiki/pdf/003_01_00.pdf
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1.2 Resolution on closure of domestic ivory market
In April 2017, ten African elephant range states,
including Kenya and Niger, proposed a draft
resolution for the closure of domestic ivory market to CITES CoP17 to be held in South Africa
on September, 201717. The proposed agenda by
the United States also included a draft revision of
CITES Resolution Conf.10.10 (Rev. CoP16) recommending to the Parties to close the domestic
ivory market.18
CITES CoP17 discussed these proposals jointly
and adopted a revision to CITES Resolution
10.10, including a recommendation on closure
of domestic ivory market to the related Parties at
both of the Committee 2 and the Plenary on consensus,
The languages of the relevant paragraph related
to the closure of domestic ivory market were negotiated at the working group organized by the
Committee 2.
In fact, the resolution on closure of domestic
ivory market forms a part of the revised Resolution 10.10. The relevant paragraphs to closure of
domestic ivory market are as follows19 (The underlines were made by the author).

9.20 FURTHER DIRECTS the Secretariat, with reference to the findings of ETIS21, MIKE22 and its findings on the status of domestic ivory markets, and
within available resources
a) to identify those Parties that have unregulated
internal markets for ivory, where ivory is found
to be illegally traded, where ivory stockpiles are
not well secured, or that have significant levels of
illegal trade in ivory;
b) to seek from each Party so identified information
concerning its implementation of the provisions
of this Resolution relating to ivory trade and,
where appropriate and in consultation with the
Party, undertake in situ verification missions; and
c) to report its findings and recommendations to
the Standing Committee, which may consider
recommendations to support the implementation of the present Resolution, including requests
to identified Parties to develop and implement
National Ivory Action Plans, and monitor progress in executing these Action Plans, in accordance with the Guidelines contained in Annex 3,
as well as other appropriate measures in accordance with Resolution Conf. 14.3 on CITES compliance procedures

3.RECOMMENDS that all Parties and non-Parties
in whose jurisdiction there is a legal domestic market for ivory that is contributing to poaching or illegal trade, take all necessary legislative, regulatory
and enforcement measures to close their domestic
markets for commercial trade in raw and worked
ivory as a matter of urgency;
4. RECOGNIZES that narrow exemptions to this
closure for some items may be warranted; any exemptions should not contribute to poaching or illegal trade
5. URGES those Parties in whose jurisdiction there
is a legal domestic market for ivory that is contributing to poaching or illegal trade and that have not
closed their domestic ivory markets for commercial trade in ivory to implement the above recommendation as a matter of urgency
8. REQUESTS Parties to inform the Secretariat of
the status of the legality of their domestic ivory
markets and efforts to implement the provisions
of this Resolution, including efforts to close those
markets that contribute to poaching or illegal trade
17 CoP17 Doc. 57.2
18 CoP17 Doc. 27 Annex 1
19 https://cites.org/sites/default/files/document/E-Res10-10-R17.pdf
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20 This paragraph was established prior to the revision at CoP17.
The CITES Standing Committee is authorized to recommend
the relevant Parties to develop and implement National Ivory
Action Plans, and recommend the Conference of the Parties
other appropriate measures including penal measures based
on Resolution Conf.14.3 to support the implementation of
the present resolution by a specific Party.
The Secretariat is directed to collect the information, undertake an in situ verification mission and report the findings
to SC for assisting it for its action.
The revised resolution at CoP17 clearly stated “recommendation to support the present resolution” (Paragraph 9, (c))
and also mandated the Secretariat to prepare fact-finding
regarding “on the status of domestic ivory markets” (Paragraph
9, main paragraph).
It can be recognized that securing compliance with the
relevant paragraphs related to closure of domestic ivory
market were integrated into the set of procedures including
research, verification and report by the Secretariat and SC
recommendation which is to bring a penal measure into view.
21 “The Elephant Trade Information System”, an official CITES
program. https://www.cites.org/eng/prog/etis/index.php
22 “Monitoring the Illegal Killing of Elephants”, an official
CITES program. https://www.cites.org/eng/prog/mike
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1.3 Application of the resolution on closure
of domestic ivory market to Japan in terms
of the process of discussion at CoP17 and
the adopted languages
1.3.1 From the discussion on revising the draft
resolution on closure of domestic ivory markets, it is apparent that Japan’s domestic ivory
market was also considered as a subject of attention.
The language of “that is contributing to poaching or illegal trade” was inserted on the process of
discussion at the working group formed during
CITES CoP17. Government of Japan (GoJ) seems
to claim that Japan should be excluded from the
mandated countries which are asked to close
their markets referring that Japan “do not contribute” to poaching or illegal trade23. But, such a
claim is contradictory to the process of revising
the languages of the draft resolution.
The original draft resolution (before the
amendment) was brought up to prevent legalized domestic ivory markets from contributing to
poaching or illegal trade in ivory. In other words,
it would not be logically required to be closed if
there would have been any market such that it is
not contributing to poaching and illegal trade.
Means, the addition of the new phrase, “that is
contributing to poaching or illegal trade”, in the
final draft means is not to designate special exemption but merely to make the supposed effect
of the original draft clearer.
In the first place, a market that does not contribute to poaching and illegal trade can happen
only in theory, as legalized market do provide
opportunities for laundering illegal ivory using
legalized trade in ivory as a cover. Illegal markets
also favor traders in cost and tax exemption despite of high price tag when the illegal products
are transformed to as legalized products. Hence,
there is a clear financial benefit for traders seeking profit by marketing illegal ivory.
Under such a situation, the attempt of Japan to
insert the sentence “that is contributing to significant illegal trade increasing poaching”, instead of,
“that is contributing to poaching or illegal trade”
is to designate a special exemption from the market closure itself24. But, the working group did not
support Japan’s amendment, instead welcomed
23 GoJ stated, “as the result, an amendment was endorsed,
which reflects the view of not only Japan but also the US,
etc. that the domestic markets to be closed are ones that
contribute to poaching or illegal trade. (MoFA, METI & MoE,
2016). See 7.3, also.
24 No official minute of the working group has not been
prepared, however the author himself participated in the
meeting.

the language of the final draft and adopted it.
It is apparent that Japan’s domestic ivory market
was supposed to be subject to closure when looking at the process of discussion above on revising
the draft resolution.

1.3.2 It is apparent that exempting an entire
market from closure is beyond the scope of the
assumption when looking at designation of a
new paragraph warranting narrow exemptions
to closure for some items
The working group formed during CITES
CoP17 revised the original draft considering the
negative position of EU, Japan, etc. by adding a
new 4th paragraph “Recognize that narrow exemptions to this closure for some items may be
warranted”.
It is very clear from the final draft of the resolution that, all domestic ivory markets in the world
are subject of closure while a small part of ivory
products may be allowed to be traded under the
different circumstances in the countries concerned. It is beyond the scope of the assumption
of the resolution that a market itself could be exempted from the subject of closure.
In fact, some countries like France25 and UK26are
considering to accept the recommendation mentioned in the 3rd paragraph of the document in
closing their domestic ivory markets and to leave
the discussions on the range of “narrow exemptions to this closure for some items” allowed to be
traded on the 4th paragraph (e.g. certain antiques,
a part of musical instruments and items that contain a small (de minimis) amount of ivory).

1.4 Japan, the largest legal ivory market in
the world after the closure of the market in
China and HK.
1.4.1 Japan emerged as the world’s largest ivory
market in 1970s.
In 1970s the annual imports of raw ivory by Japan
was 255 tons on an average. It reached to 368 tons
in 1978 when Japan was regarded as the world’s
largest ivory consuming country27. The largest importing country of raw ivory at the time was Hong
Kong SAR which imported average of 463 tons per
year while considerable part of the imported ivory
25 https://www.antiquestradegazette.com/news/2016/governmentwill-crackdown-on-sales-of-ivory-less-than-70-years-old-frommarch/
26 https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jan/07/
uk-ivory-trade-fuels-poaching
27 Martin, 1985
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was re-exported to China and Japan28. Thereafter,
Japan overtook HK with regard to the importing
volume to become the world’s largest importing
country of ivory also, then imported 2,727 tons
in total of raw ivory corresponding to 120,000
elephants within 10 years (1979 – 1988)29while elephants were slaughtered in African continent for
taking ivory tusks in the same period.

1.4.2 Consumers’ ivory preference has maintained in Japan’s market since 1994
Figure 1-1 shows the change in the Japanese
consumer confidence index30 between 1989 and
2015 together with the events influencing consumer views of ivory consumption, or illegalization of international trade in ivory (trade ban)
and legalization of it (one-off sales and imports of
the sold).
Considering those information, the change in
consumers’ ivory preference31 can be discussed
28 Ibid.
29 Milliken, 1989
30 “Consumer confidence index” are regularly announced by
the Cabinet office as the result of the survey on consumption trend.
http://www.esri.cao.go.jp/en/stat/shouhi/shouhi-e.html
The survey seeks to gain a quick understanding of shifts
in consumer perception, price expectation, expenditure on
services, and purchasing/replacement of principle consumer
durables, as a basic tool for evaluating economic trends.
http://www.esri.cao.go.jp/en/stat/shouhi/shouhi_kaisetsue.html
31 A report attempted to estimate Japanese consumer’s demand for and preference to ivory by comparing amounts
of ivory items over the counter with those in the past, and
interviews to ivory manufacturers, then concluded as “the
golden days of ivory carving in Japan have ended”, and “both
traders and buyers are gradually losing confidence and thus
interest in ivory” (Vigne & Martin, 2010). However, the former method is almost ineffective because it does neither
consider the impact of production adjustment by the manufacturers (see 4.3.2) nor the scale of online sales of ivory
items. The latter method is also unreliable because the narrative of the manufacturers about the trend of “whole” ivory

as follows;
In the period of 1989 – 1990 when the ivory
trade ban was introduced32, ivory wholesalers
rushed to ivory hanko manufacturers for securing their stocks, so the price of ivory blank hanko
skyrocketed and the market was disrupted 33.
During this time, the negative impact of consumindustry did not base concrete data but just played their
hunch.
The other report introduced a survey to understand attitude
and demand for ivory products like ivory hanko using structured questionnaires to general consumers including questions on interest in future purchases of it, and concluded as
“from the consumers’ perspective, however, interest in purchasing ivory products is low”, “while ownership of a hanko is
a necessity for adults in Japan, a preference for ivory is unlikely to remain”(Kitade & Toko, 2016). However, the report
missed the fact that purchasing hanko, especially one to be
officially registered, would be quite limited in general people’
s life, and therefore, awareness of selection of hanko material
could be arose just at the opportunity of purchasing hanko. It
means that a questionnaire not be conducted at the pinpoint
of the opportunity of purchasing should lead to the conclusion that the questionees do not have specific interest in
the matter. Such questionnaire is meaningless at least about
hanko material.
Japanese consumer’s selection of hanko material is considered to depend exclusively on the sales pitch by hanko retailers. The main stream of hanko retailing strategy thus far
can be illustrated by an example as: “the appeal of ivory: the
premier grand gru of hanko material”(Anon, 2015).
32 On 19th June, 1989, METI prohibited to import worked
and semi-worked ivory, and allowed to import only the raw
ivory which are exported as within the export quota mandated to each African range state.
Subsequently, METI applied Japan’s import quota system to
raw ivory and put zero quota to it (Milliken, 1989). It means
import of ivory into Japan was totally banned at the time.
All populations of African elephants were transferred from
Appendix I to Appendix II, so international trade in ivory was
banned at CITES CoP7 in October,1989.
(https://www.cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/cop/07/E07Appendices.pdf)
The decision entered into effect in January, 1990 (CITES
Article 1 (c)).
33 As the result of increase in wholesale price of ivory blank
hanko made by the manufacturers (Takaichi, 1992.a), the
Tokyo Hanko Cooperative Association increased its recommended retail price (to the members) threefold or up to
63,000 yen (US$504) for standard grade to 93,000 yen (US$
744) for extra grade (Anon., 2011).

Fig 1-1 Change in consumer conﬁdence index and the process of
legalization & illegalization of international ivory trade
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ing ivory to elephant conservation was highlighted by mass media which then led to negative
impression on ivory consumption34.
Therefore, consumers’ ivory preference should
have been damaged somehow in response to the
event of illegalization of ivory import (1989-1990)
while the boom price reduced soon35. However,
observing the change in consumer confidence
index, the demand for ivory is considered to
have been damaged neither by the introduction
of consumption tax in 1989 nor by the economic
recession by bubble economy burst (March 1991
- October 1993)36.
After the economic recession, the consumer
confidence which had recovered in 1994, turned
down again in 1997. This is the time when the
consumption tax was raised. But, the effect of the
turndown to the preference for ivory as luxurious
item was considered mostly mitigated by adoption of the first one-off sale/import of ivory at
CITES CoP1037 widely covered by media including TV and newspaper38, which took place on the
same year (1997).
10 years later, the consumer confidence turned
down in the period between March 2008 and
March 2009 caused by the economic recession
subsequent to the Global Financial Crisis39, however, the second one-off sale (auction) /import of
ivory took place in this particular period40 as if it
were to be prepared to prevent consumer’s preference from leaving from ivory.
34 Anon.(2011) presented a witness of a hanko retailer who
did his business as a tenant of a department store as “The
department store gave a warning to us to avoid standing
out by increasing or decreasing the price of ivory hanko.
It seems to be the common policy of department stores to
hate attracting attention on ivory considering the social atmosphere. In fact, a department store withdrew ivory products from store shelves.”
Also see Yomiuri Shimbun News article on dated 8th march
1990 “Stop selling ivory accessories by department stores
in a stream, With an eye toward public opinion supporting conservation?, But hanko sales is still in business ”,and
Takaichi, 1992.a
35 Takaichi, 1992.a
36 Incidentally, it was in the midst of an economic boom for
hanko business in 1989 when the international ivory ban was
adopted because of two big events promoting hanko demand, one of which is the change of era name from “Showa”
to “Heisei” and another of which is introduction of consumption tax (Anon., 2013.a).
37 CoP10 Com.I 10.13 (Rev.)
38 News article on NIKKEI Shimbun dated 20th June, 1997
“CITES meeting, Reopening ivory trade in 1999, Lifting the
ban adopted, Exporting to Japan becomes possible”, and on
Asahi Shimbun dated 20th June, 1997 “Ivory export exclusively for Japan, Lifting the ban adopted with conditions”,
“‘Lifting the ban of ivory conditionally’ Bringing utilization of
natural resources to the forward, Some concern about compatibility with conservation”, etc..
39 Cabinet Office website
http://www.esri.cao.go.jp/jp/stat/di/150724hiduke.html
40 CITES SC58 Doc.36.3 (Rev.1)

Afterwards, the consumer confidence has become stable or moderately increasing.
Observing the changes mentioned, there is no
evidence found that the consumer’s ivory preference has further declined since 1994 until 2015.
There was no specific event causing negative image to ivory consumption, on the contrary, two
influential events bringing positive image to it
occasionally took place41 at the right time to support the bottom of consumer confidence.

1.4.3 Chinese ivory market overwhelmed Japan
in the middle of 2000s
As mentioned above, Japan’s ivory market has
maintained its scale after the certain shrinking in
a time of introducing international ban.
On the other hand, ivory demand in China has
rapidly increased driven by its economic growth
and the boom in retrieving Chinese antiquities
from overseas42.
An analysis of ivory seizure worldwide reported
at CITES CoP12 in 2002 paid great attention at
China43, and the subsequent analysis reported
at CoP13 in 2004 suggested that China has been
surpassing Japan’s scale of ivory manufacturing44.
From that time, China has been considered as the
largest ivory market in the world.

1.4.4 Recent trend of Japan’s ivory market
But, since 2011 when the news of several ivory
seizures broke out worldwide 45, Japan’s ivory
market activated again with assistance of a new
trade platform - online trade. The details will be
reported in Chapter 2.
This trend of legalizing illegal ivory remains
significant even during this time, and in especially converting the whole tusks as the raw material
for manufacturing. The details will be further
discussed in Chapter 4.

41 The fall in human population in Japan is considered to
affect the ivory demand but should exert long-time effect
slowly.
42 See 3.1.2.
43 CoP12 Doc. 34.1
44 CoP13 Doc. 29.2 Annex
45 CITES CoP16 Doc.53.2.2 (Rev.1)
https://www.cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/cop/16/doc/ECoP16-53-02-02.pdf
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1.5 Reality of Japan’s controls on ivory trade
and application of the resolution on closure
of domestic ivory market to it.
An ivory market with a serious loophole in the
controls on ivory trade should be regarded as “contributing to poaching or illegal trade”.
The reality of Japan’s controls on ivory trade
and the assessment of it will be discussed in
Chapter 3 (The controls on import and export of
ivory), Chapter 4 (The controls on internal trade
of ivory / the registration scheme of ivory tusks)
and Chapter 5 (The supervision scheme over the
business and the products certification scheme,
for internal trade control on ivory cut pieces and
ivory products).

1.6 Japan’s non-compliance with the mandate
on taking measures for internal trade control urged by CITES Resolution Conf. 10.10
for 20 years, and application of the resolution on closure of domestic ivory market.
CITES Resolution Conf.10.10 has urged the
measures for controlling internal ivory trade
to the relevant countries since the adoption at
CoP10 in 1997. An ivory market of the country
lacking the controls complying with the resolution should be regarded as “contributing to
poaching or illegal trade”.
The reality on compliance CITES Resolution
Conf.10.10 by Japan will be discussed in Chapter 6.

1.7 Perspective of Japan’s controls of ivory
trade whether to be tightened by the government in the wake of the CITES resolution on closure of domestic ivory market.
An ivory market of the country lacking the
will to make drastic reform of deficiency of ivory
trade controls should be regarded as “contributing
to poaching or illegal trade”.
The recent responses of GoJ to the CITES resolution as well as assessment on the effectiveness
of the revised controls on internal ivory trade by
LCES amended in June 2017 will be discussed in
Chapter 7.

1.8 Final discussion, Conclusion and Recommendation.
Based on all of discussions done in each chapter, it will be thoroughly discussed in Chapter 8 if
6

“Japan’s domestic ivory market is to be exempted
from the subject of closure”, a conclusion will be
stated and further, a set of recommendations with
regard to compliance with the resolution on closure of domestic ivory market will be made.

Chapter 2

Chapter 2 Online Trade of Ivory in Japan
2.1 Ivory trade through the Internet in
Japan’s domestic ivory market
In recent years, heightening role of online trade
on illegal ivory and its influence on the effectiveness of internal ivory trade controls, have provoked a grave concern1.
Unfortunately, the details of the Internet trade
in ivory in Japan is not well understood. In particular, there has been little quantitative and systematic analysis regarding the modus of operandi
regarding online trading of illegal ivory.
Under this circumstance, there is a need to
compile a detailed report regarding online illegal
trade in Japan.
In this chapter, the details of a survey to identify online illegal ivory trade are outlined.
As a first step, a survey on the shopping sites
and auction sites which are believed to lead the
Internet ivory trade was carried out and analyzed.
Additionally, compliance with the advertisement
regulation 2 (introduced as a counter measure
against the Internet trade in endangered species)
will be assessed.

2.2 Survey of ivory trade on online 
shopping sites
2.2.1 Objective
The objective of the survey was to obtain the
information regarding type of ivory, number and
total price of the advertisement on the major (online) shopping sites in Japan.
2.2.2 Methodology
1) Sampling from targeted shopping site
Based on the purpose of the survey, the most
popular online shopping sites was selected. The
top ten shopping sites were selected on Aug 26th,
2015, based on the highest number of times it is
accessed in a week through “Benri.com” – an internet site which indicates the weekly ranking of
the most accessed sites.3
From the selected 10 websites, sites focusing on
apparels and food items were deselected. The new
selection showed 3 shopping sites as follows.
1
2
3

EIA, 2010, EIA, 2014, Matsumoto, 2015, etc.
See 4.2.1, Note 6, the 2nd Paragraph
http://www.benri.com/info/ranking.php?c=9

Amazon.co.jp
58,947 access
Rakuten Ichiba
52,601 access
Yahoo! Japan Shopping 6,456 access

Among them, “Amazon.co.jp” was deselected because it was difficult to limit the search by specific
search terms due to the function of the site4. Finally, “Rakuten Ichiba” and “Yahoo! Japan Shopping”
were selected as the targets of the survey.
“Rakuten Ichiba” is introduced by “Benri.com”
as the “No.1 online shopping community in
terms of both popularity and ability5”.

2) Selection of the key word to be used for the
search
In terms of the key word to be used for the
search inside the targeted online shopping sites,
“Hon-zouge” (real ivory) was selected instead of
“zouge” (ivory) to exclude the bulk of data on
goods not containing ivory or artificial ivory. If
the word “zouge” is searched, then huge efforts
are required to exclude those data. Even within
the search results of “Hon-zouge”, there were irrelevant information, but the frequency was far less.
Nevertheless, it should be taken into consideration that some part of data on goods really
containing ivory may be excluded from the result
by using “Hon-zouge”. Thus, the data gathered
should be considered only as a part of the true
global online trade in ivory.
Also, it is impossible to confirm if searched
goods authentically contain elephant ivory, whatever keyword is used. Hence the searched goods
by using “Hon-zouge” as the keyword for the
search is termed as “Hon-zouge” (items).
3) Rakuten Ichiba
Obtaining the data of advertisement on the
website
“Hon-zouge” or real ivory was searched on
“Rakuten Ichiba” website by using its function for
search between 13:26 on 12th and 11:32 on 13th
August, 2015. From the search results, 10,191
data were copied and pasted into Microsoft Excel
format through the two days. Duplication of the
data was verified, but no duplication was found.
4 Nevertheless, they say that Amazon had already pulled ads
of ivory from its online shopping site (EIA, 2014).
5 http://www.benri.com/c/shopping/
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Specify and categorize the data of advertisement on “Hon-zouge”
The data of “Hon-zouge” above were checked
based on the description of each advertisement
that exclude any data apparently presenting goods
containing no ivory as its material. The number
of advertisement of “Hon-zouge” screened in the
process above counted to 6,441 and those advertisements were identified as the finally targeted
advertisement of “Hon-zouge”.
The products that were categorized as “whole
tusk”, “cut piece”, “products”, and other “products” were further grouped in accordance with
the category of ivory products provisioned in
the law and regulation6. The products other than
“hanko”, “accessories” and “furnishing goods”
were grouped as in “others” because the number
of search results was relatively less.

4) Yahoo! Japan Shopping
Obtaining the data on advertisement on the
website
“Hon-zouge” or real ivory was researched on
“Yahoo! Shopping” website, and the text data was
copied to Microsoft Excel format between 15:11
on August 5th and 11:22 on August 6th 2015. The
data searched as of 9,148 was copied to Microsoft
Excel, and the total number was confirmed as
9,759.
Eliminating duplication
After verification of 9,759 data on all of the 14
categories of advertisements such as “category”,
“brand”, “amount” and “shipping cost”; duplication of 603 data was found. After removing the
duplicated lists, the total sample size came up to
9,156.
Specifying and categorizing the data of advertisement on “Hon-zouge”
The data of “Hon-zouge” was verified based on
the description on each advertisement to exclude
any goods not containing ivory.
The number of advertisement of “Hon-zouge”
screened in the process above counted to 5,797
and these advertisements were identified as the
final list of advertisement of “Hon-zouge”.
These “Hon-zouge” were categorized as “hanko”,
“accessories”, “furnishing goods” and “others” –
similar to the way it was presented in Rakuten
Ichiba.
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See 5.2

2.2.3 Results
The advertisements of “Hon-zouge” on Rakuten
Ichiba and Yahoo! Japan Shopping are shown in
the Table 1 and 2 each.
Rakuten Ichiba and Yahoo! Japan Shopping
listed around 6,000 products each and the total advertised prices of “Hon-zouge” counted to
around 320 million yen each (320 million yen is
approx. US$2.58 million at the exchange rate of
1US$ = 124 yen at the time of the survey. Same
rate will be used in this Chapter.).
In view of the type of “Hon-zouge”, two shopping sites share the same character. It means most
of the advertisements provided by them listed
real hanko. The total advertisements of hanko on
the two shopping sites are more than 11,000 in
number and more than 610 million yen (US$4.9
million).
Table 2-1 Number of advertisement and advertised price of
"Hon-zouge" (real ivory) at Rakuten Ichiba
Number of advertisement Total of advertised price (unit: yen)

Whole tusk

0

0%

0

0%

Cut piece

0

0

0

0

Products

6,441

100%

321,219,030

100%

6,203

96.3%

311,716,036

97.0%

63

1.0%

1,109,357

0.3%

52

0.8%

1,851,914

0.6%

123

1.9%

6,541,723

2.0%

6,441

100%

321,219,030

100%

Hankos
Accessory

Furnishing
goods
Others
Total

Table 2-2 Number of advertisement and advertised price of
"Hon-zouge" (real ivory) at Yahoo! Japan Shopping
Number of advertisement Total of advertised price (unit: yen)

Whole tusk

3

0.1%

1,566,720

0.5%

Cut piece

0

0

0

0

Products

5,794

9 9.9%

314,703,493

99.5%

5,409

9 3.3%

301,007,913

95.2%

135

2.3%

2,900,409

0.9%

28

0.5%

1,373,757

0.4%

222

4.0%

9,421,414

3.0%

5,797

100%

316,270,213

100%

Hankos
Accessory

Furnishing
goods
Others
Total
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2.3 Survey of ivory trade on online Auction
sites
2.3.1 Objective
The objective of the survey is to obtain the information regarding the type of ivory, number
and total amount of the closing bids, and display
with regard to registration of whole tusks, etc. on
the major (online) auction sites in Japan.
2.3.2 Methodology
1) Sampling targeted auction site
The top five auction sites were classified based
on the number of times its accessed per week7. The
search was made on August 26th, 2015 through
“Benri.com”. The classified list is as follows;
1 Yahoo! Japan auction
35,597 access
2 Rakuten Auction
7,402 access
3 Sekaimon officially
approved by eBay
5,619 access
4 WANTED AUCTION ! 3,188 access
5 Mobile auction for
everyone, Mobaoku
1,641 access
“Sekaimon” of which sales come almost entirely from the United States was deselected as
well as “WANTED AUCTION!” used in much
the same way as free markets8. Then, three auction sites, namely “Yahoo! Japan Auction” as top
share- holder, “Rakuten Auction9” as second and
“Mobaoku” proclaiming free charge and easy
opening, were finally selected. Above all, “Yahoo!
Japan Auction” is introduced on “Benri.com” as
“biggest auction site in Japan holding devastating
assortment of products”.

2) Obtaining the data on closing bids of “Honzouge” using a download service site
“Aucfan” is the top multidisciplinary internet site
searching price comparison and market rate in Japan10.
7
8

http://www.benri.com/info/ranking.php?c=10&num=50
Free market-like website was excluded from the subject
of the survey at this time. However, it should be noted that
free market-like websites like “Mercari” appealing suitability
for smart phone users and simple process for selling items
have been getting more and more popular. And the most importantly, trade in endangered species including ivory whole
tusks and other ivory goods are sold in considerable scale
(NNN New dated 3rd May, 2017 “More and more stuffed
animals on Mercari…Likely illegal”)
9 Rakuten announced to end the services on Rakuten Auction at the end of October, 2016. According to Rakuten, the
sales amount on “Rakuma” which is an auction application
for smartphones, exceeded one on Rakuten Auction in February, 2016 because the users had more shifted from PC to
mobile devices.
http://auction.rakuten.co.jp/guide/info/info160804.html
http://headlines.yahoo.co.jp/hl?a=20160804-00000090-mai-bus_all
10 https://twitter.com/aucfan

People can search auctioned goods in specific
term, which are related to the search term entered, and obtain the information about title of the
goods, amount of bids accepted, seller ID and, etc..
Furthermore, Premium member of “Aucfan”
provides a service to download the records of
closing bids for 10 years from18 auction sites11.
The service above was employed, and records of
closing bids on “Hon-zouge” between 2012 and
201412 on “Yahoo! Japan Auction”, “Rakuten Auction” and “Mobaoku” were searched.
The datasets successfully obtained were “name
of auction site”, “title of goods”, “amount of bids accepted”, “date of closing”, “number of bids”, “URL
of thumbnail images”, “auction ID”, “URL of page
including detailed information” (a page inside
Aucfan site which reprints the explanation about
the goods and information about the seller, etc.),
“URL of the original auction site page representing the goods” (a page inside original auction page
including explanation about the goods, information about the seller, payment and delivery of the
goods), “date of starting bids” and “seller ID”.

3) Specifying and categorizing the data of closing bids on “Hon-zouge”
The data of “Hon-zouge” above were checked
based on the description on each closing bid to
exclude any data which apparently presenting a
goods including no ivory as its material, and those
remained were identified as the finally targeted
“Hon-zouge”.
Those products were categorized as in “whole
tusk”, “cut piece”, “products”, and the “products” were
further grouped in accordance with the category of
ivory products provisioned in the law and regulation13, but the products other than “hanko”, ”accessories” and ”furnishing goods” were grouped as in
”others” due to the lesser number of advertisements.
4) Detailed information of closing bids on
“Yahoo! Japan Auction”
The detailed information with regard to the closing bids on “Yahoo! Japan Auction” is listed below;
• In order to extend the period for analysis of the
data from 2012-2014 to 200514-2015, the data on
closing bids of “Hon-zouge” in 2005-2011 and
2015 were downloaded by using Aucfan.
11 http://aucfan.com/about.html
12 Calendar year (January 1st – December 31st) is used in
this Chapter.
13 See 5.2
14 The term of the survey is decided as “since 2005” because only the records during the past 10 years can be
downloaded by using Aucfan.
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• The number and the amount of closing bids on
“Hon-zouge” were calculated. Additionally, the
number of closing bids of all items in 2005-2015
was calculated in order to understand the trend
of closing bids of “Hon-zouge”. Data on closing
bids of “Hon-zouge” in 2009 15-2011 and 2015
were grouped by the types of “Hon-zouge” in the
same way as for the period of 2012 – 2014 in order to understand the change in various aspects
of the biddings through 2009-2015.
• Data on closing bids of whole tusks (2009-2015)
were categorized as “raw tusk”, “polished tusk”
and “carved tusk” with the information regarding
number, weight and amount, referring to “URL of
page including detailed information”.
•Additionally, representation of receipt of the registration and display of registration ID during the
period since 1st June 201416 was checked in order to assess the compliance with the advertisement regulation.
•The information of weight and amount of cut
pieces in the closing bids (2009-2015) was obtained.
•The information with regard to hanko and plectrum of shamisen17, of number and amount of
bids, number weight of the items in the closing
bids (2009-2015) were obtained.
•The information of the sellers involving large
number and amount of closing bids were
searched (201018- 2015) and the data representing the trends of their sales were put together.

The results indicate much larger volume of closing bids than the other 2 other auction sites.

2.3.3 Results: Change in total number and
amount of closing bids regarding “Hon-zouge”
on Yahoo! Japan auction, Rakuten auction and
Mobaoku (2012 – 2014)
The changes of total number and amount of
closing bids regarding “Hon-zouge” on Yahoo!
Japan auction, Rakuten auction and Mobaoku are
as follows.
15 The term of the survey is decided as “since 2009” because it is too much work to verify the related information
dating back to 2005. Incidentally, 2009 is the year that Japan
imported the first one-off sold ivory.
16 The date is that the advertisement regulation (LCES Article
21 Paragraph 2, Ministry order Article 11-3) was implemented.
17 Hanko is the most major ivory goods in Japan. Bachi of
Shamisen has an unique character or using the tusks of the
forest elephants (Loxodonta africana cyclotis) seriously
declining by poaching in particular. Considering those background, those items are selected to be studied in details.
18 Though “seller ID” is necessary for analyzing the sellers,
the data could not be automatically downloaded between
January and April, 2009 due to a systematic trouble of Aucfan. Thus, the term for survey is decided as “since 2010”.
Nevertheless, each seller ID was verified in the case of sales
of whole tusks which are surveyed particularly in details.
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Table 2-3-1 Change in number of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2012-2014）

2012

Whole tusk
Cut piece

2013

2014

Total in 2012~2014

196

1 .3 %

252

1 .2 %

378

1.4%

826

1.3%

4,078

2 6.9%

6,782

31 .5 %

6,639

24 .3 %

1 7, 499

27.3%

10,899

71 .8 %

14,515

67 .4 %

20,346

7 4.4%

45, 760

Hanko

1,162

7 .7 %

1,875

8 .7 %

1,859

6.8%

4, 896

7.6%

Accessory

2,127

14 .0 %

3,468

16 .0 %

6,771

2 4.7%

12, 366

19.3%

3,787

25 .0 %

4,113

19 .1 %

4,910

1 7.9%

12, 810

20.0%

3,823

25 .2 %

5,059

23 .5 %

6,806

2 4.9%

15, 688

24.5%

Products

Furnishing
goods

Others
Total

15,173 10 0.0%

21,549 10 0.0%

27,363 1 00 .0 %

71.4%

64, 085 100.0%

Unit：no.

Table 2-3-2 Change in amount of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2012-2014）

2012
Whole tusk

44,857,115 12.8%

Cut piece
Products

Accessory

Total in 2012~2014

81,210,880 16.9% 106,891,861 15.5%

229,414,750 15.1%
232,959,856 15.3%

11,694,805

3.3%

18,356,899

3.8%

23,102,661

3.3%

53,154,365

3.5%

14,884,599

4.2%

30,859,698

6.4%

68,469,337

9.9%

114,213,634

7.5%

167,414,423 47.7% 191,984,618 40.1% 221,128,561 32.0%
69,988,906 19.9%

Others
Total

2014

58,492,095 12.2% 128,939,494 18.7%

263,982,733 75.2% 339,630,971 70.9% 454,587,965 65.8% 1,058,201,669 69.6%

Hanko
Furnishing
goods

2013

41,983,161 12.0%

98,429,756 20.5% 141,887,406 20.6%

580,527,602 38.2%
310,306,068 20.4%

350,823,009 100.0% 479,333,946 100.0% 690,419,320 100.0% 1,520,576,275 100.0%

Unit: yen

Table 2-4-1 Change in number of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) at Rakuten! Auction (2012-2014）

2012

2013

2014

Total in 2012~2014

Whole tusk

0

0%

1

2 .0 %

0

0%

1

Cut piece

0

0%

2

4 .0 %

0

0%

2

Products

17 1 00 .0 %

47

94 .0 %

40 10 0.0%

0.9%
1.9%

104

97.2%

Hanko

7

41 .2 %

10

20 .0 %

7

1 7.5%

24

22.4%

Accessory

8

47 .1 %

19

38 .0 %

20

5 0.0%

47

43.9%

1

5 .9 %

13

26 .0 %

6

1 5.0%

20

18.7%

1

5 .9 %

5

10 .0 %

7

1 7.5%

13

12.1%

Furnishing
goods

Others
Total

17 1 00 .0 %

50 10 0.0%

40 10 0.0%

107 100.0%

Unit：no.

Table 2-4-2 Change in amount of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) at Rakuten Auction (2012-2014）

2012
Whole tusk
Cut piece

2013

0

0%

0

0%

30,000
2,100

2014
4.7%
0.3%

0%

0

0%

2,100

2.1%
0.1%

74,451 100.0%

Hanko

43,600 54.9%

47,300

7.5%

56,380

7.5%

147,280 10.1%

28,551 35.9%

44,953

7.1%

78,253 10.5%

151,757 10.4%

501,600 79.1%

445,700 59.6%

950,400 65.1%

Furnishing
goods

Others
Total

3,100

3.9%

4,200

5.3%

79,451 100.0%

8,000

747,433 100.0%

30,000

Products

Accessory

601,853 94.9%

Total in 2012~2014

0

1,428,737 97.8%

1.3%

167,100 22.4%

179,300 12.3%

633,953 100.0%

747,433 100.0%

1,460,837 100.0%
Unit: yen

Table 2-5-1 Change in number of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) at Mobile Auction (2012-2014）

2012

2013

2014

Total in 2012~2014

Whole tusk

0

0%

0

0%

1

6.7%

1

Cut piece

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

Products

Hanko
Accessory
Furnishing
goods

Others
Total

22 1 00 .0 %

20

1 00 %

14

9 3.3%

1.8%
0%

56

98.2%

1

4 .5 %

1

5.0%

1

6.7%

3

5.3%

21

95 .5 %

17

8 5.0%

9

6 0.0%

47

82.5%

0

0%

1

5.0%

2

1 3.3%

3

5.3%

0

0%

1

5.0%

2

1 3.3%

3

5.3%

22 1 00 .0 %

20 10 0.0%

15 1 00 .0 %

57 100.0%

Unit：no.

Table 2-5-2 Change in amount of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) at Mobile Auction (2012-2014）
Whole tusk
Cut piece
Products

Hanko
Accessory
Furnishing
goods

Others
Total

2012

0
0

2013
0%
0%

49,467 100.0%
4,600

9.3%

44,867 90.7%

0
0

2014
0%
0%

157,030 100.0%
9,000

5.7%

Total in 2012~2014

52,000 37.7%
0

0%

85,961 62.3%
6,000

4.3%

29,030 18.5%

41,960 30.4%

52,000 15.1%
0

0%

292,458 84.9%
19,600

5.7%

115,857 33.6%

0

0%

42,000 26.7%

13,500

9.8%

55,500 16.1%

0

0%

77,000 49.0%

24,501 17.8%

101,501 29.5%

49,467 100.0%

157,030 100.0%

137,961 100.0%

344,458 100.0%

Unit: yen

As is obvious in table 2-3-1 and 2-3-2,“Yahoo!
Japan Auction” has achieved the highest closing
bids regarding “Hon-zouge” which is of several
orders of magnitude more than other auction
sites. The result made by “Rakuten Auction” and
“Mobaoku” are negligibly small. It is important to
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2) Comparison of “Hon-zouge” and all items
with regard to the change in number of closing
bids on Yahoo! Japan Auction (2005-2015)

note that, auctions of whole tusks and cut pieces
concentrates on “Yahoo! Japan Auction”.

2.3.4 Results: Details of closing bids of “Honzouge” on “Yahoo! Japan Auction”

Table 2-7: Changes in number of closing bids on
all items at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2005-2015)

1) Change of number and amount of closing
bids of “Hon-zouge” on “Yahoo! Japan Auction”
(2005-2015)
The number and amount of closing bids of “Honzouge” are shown in Table 2-6 and Figure 2-1.
Table 2-6: Changes in number and amount of closing bids on
"Hon-zouge" (real ivory) at Yahoo! Japan Auciton (2005-2015)
Number (case)

Amount (yen)

3,846
3,815
4,376
6,530
8,027
9,213
12,549
15,173
21,549
27,363
28,407

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

67,824,888
75,839,001
87,230,581
134,116,868
133,887,812
188,785,660
367,073,887
350,823,009
479,333,946
690,419,320
714,754,078

Figure 2-2 Changes in number of closing bids on all items at Yahoo!
Japan Auction (2005-2015)

400,000,000

200,000,000

100,000,000

400,000,000
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The number of closing bids of all items on Yahoo!
Japan Auction is shown as Table 2-7. The characteristic of the change is compared with the
change in “Hon-zouge” in Figure 2-2 (The scale
on the vertical axes for the two graphs are made
different to compare the trends in a visual way).
Evidently, “Hon-zouge” has consistently increased until 2015 while all items have peaked
in 2008. It means “Hon-zouge” has exclusively
increased among the items dealt on Yahoo! Japan
Auction.

(case)

2007

All items

600,000,000

30,000

2005

"Hon-zouge"
(real ivory)

300,000,000

0

0

(case)

(case)

(JPY)
800,000,000

10,000

"Hon-zouge"

All item

Figure 2-1 Changes in number and amount of closing bids on
"Hon-zouge" (real ivory) at Yahoo! Japan Auciton (2005-2015）

Amount (JPY)

All items
57,041,582
60,582,543
82,460,437
120,619,655
121,383,505
121,879,371
118,192,705
111,888,648
108,858,244
114,968,107
112,494,540

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

2013

2015

200,000,000

0

Both number of cases and amount of closing
bids regarding “Hon-zouge” on Yahoo! Japan
Auction have constantly soared. The bids has increased by 7.1 times in number and 10.2 times by
amount during the 10 years in 2005-2015.
Consequently, the closing bids recorded 28,000
in number and 710 million yen (US$5.7 million)
in amount in 2015.
The total number of bids and price during the
period 2011-2015 shows a sharp increase reaching up to 105,000 bids and amounting to 2.6 billion yen (US$21 million).

3) Breakdown of “Hon-zouge” by the types of
ivory (2009 – 2015)
The breakdown of closing bids in number on
“Hon-zouge” by the types of ivory (2009 – 2015)
is shown in Table 2-8-1 and Figure 2-3 while
the breakdown in weight by the types of ivory is
shown in Table 2-8-2 and Figure 2-4.

Table 2-8-1 Change in number of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009-2015）
Whole tusk
Cut piece
Products
Hanko

Accessory

Furnishing
goods

Others

Total

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Total in 2009-2015

143

1.8%

185

2.0%

174

1.4%

196

1.3%

252

1.2%

378

1.4%

435

1.5%

1, 76 3

1.4%

2 ,0 6 7

25.8%

2,602

28.2%

4,356

34.7%

4, 078

26.9%

6, 782

31.5%

6, 639

24.3%

5, 831

20.5%

32, 35 5

26.5%

5 ,8 1 7

72.5%

6,426

69.7%

8,019

63.9%

10, 899

71.8%

14, 515

67.4%

20, 346

74.4%

22, 141

77.9%

88, 16 3

909

11.3%

810

8.8%

981

7.8%

1, 162

7.7%

1, 875

8.7%

1, 859

6.8%

1, 756

6.2%

9, 35 2

7.6%

736

9.2%

830

9.0%

1,177

9.4%

2, 127

14.0%

3, 468

16.0%

6, 771

24.7%

7, 449

26.2%

22, 55 8

18.4%

1 ,6 5 7

20.6%

2,121

23.0%

3,118

24.8%

3, 787

25.0%

4, 113

19.1%

4, 910

17.9%

6, 511

22.9%

26, 21 7

21.4%

2 ,5 1 5

31.3%

2,665

28.9%

2,743

21.9%

3, 823

25.2%

5, 059

23.5%

6, 806

24.9%

6, 425

22.6%

30, 03 6

24.6%

8 ,0 2 7 1 0 0 . 0 %

9,213 100.0%

12,549 100.0%

15, 173 100.0%

21, 549 100.0%

27, 363 100.0%

28, 407 100.0%

72.1%

122, 28 1 1 0 0 . 0 %
Unit：no.
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Table 2-8-2 Change in amount of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009-2015）
2009

Whole tusk
Cut piece
Products
Hanko

Furnishing
goods

Total

2011

2012

26,422,987 14.0% 49,552,243 13.5%

10,168,366 7.6%

17,182,354 9.1% 100,407,410 27.4%

44,857,115 12.8%

2014

2015

Total in 2009-2015

58,492,095

12.2%

81,210,880

16.9%

106,891,861 15.5%

70.9%

454,587,965 65.8% 520,970,364 72.9% 2,050,979,723 70.1%

128,939,494 18.7% 114,971,634 16.1%
78,812,080 11.0%

434,567,923 14.9%
439,530,066 15.0%

6,134,095 4.6%

5,856,107 3.1%

8,260,036 2.3%

11,694,805

3.3%

18,356,899

3.8%

23,102,661

3.3%

16,183,193 2.3%

89,587,796 3.1%

4,233,580 3.2%

4,545,016 2.4% 10,561,482 2.9%

14,884,599

4.2%

30,859,698

6.4%

9.9%

61,185,493 8.6%

194,739,205 6.7%

53,416,348 39.9%

91,949,995 48.7% 149,159,486 40.6% 167,414,423 47.7% 191,984,618

68,469,337

40.1%

45,729,114 34.2%

42,829,201 22.7% 49,133,230 13.4%

20.5%

69,988,906 19.9%

98,429,756

221,128,561 32.0% 311,666,682 43.6% 1,186,720,113 40.6%
141,887,406 20.6% 131,934,996 18.5%

579,932,609 19.8%

133,887,812100.0% 188,785,660100.0% 367,073,887100.0% 350,823,009 100.0% 479,333,946 100.0% 690,419,320 100.0% 714,754,078100.0% 2,925,077,712 100.0%

Figure 2-3
(no.)

30,000

Unit：yen

Change in number of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real
ivory) at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009-2015)

Figure 2-4 Change in amount of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real
ivory) at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009-2015）
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10,000
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5,000
0
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41,983,161 12.0%

109,513,137 81.8% 145,180,319 76.9% 217,114,234 59.1% 263,982,733 75.2% 339,630,971
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14,206,309 10.6%
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Obviously, “Hon-zouge” in both number and
amount for each year, products account for
around 70% share and cut pieces and whole tusks
account for around 30%.
In terms of breakdown of the products, furnishing goods is the largest both in number and
amount (except for “the others”) and has a nearly
60% share of the total amount. Hanko, the item
characterizing Japan’s domestic market at most is
dealt little on Yahoo! Japan Auction. The trend is
probably caused by the obvious nature of hanko
as a daily practical item as well as due to the
standardized price. Hanko is not the most favorable item on auction sites while it is a predominant
item on shopping sites19.
As shown above, products is the largest in
number or amount among “Hon-zouge” items
on Yahoo! Japan Auction which overwhelmingly
dominates the share of closing bids among online

auction sites.
Because all ivory products are exempted from
the internal trade control20, a tremendous volume
of “Hon-zouge” products with a wide range of
varieties have been sold at Yahoo! Japan Auction
as shown in Figure 2.4.

19

20

See 2.2.3

4)Details of closing bids on “Hon-zouge” (real
ivory) whole tusks at Yahoo! Japan Auction
(2009 – 2015)
Change in closing bids of whole tusks
The data on closing bids on all of the “Honzouge” (real ivory) whole tusks at Yahoo! Japan
Auction (2009 – 2015) is shown in Table 2-9-1 (all
of the whole tusks), and the breakdown is shown
in Table 2-9-2 (raw whole tusks), Table 2-9-3
(polished whole tusks) and Table 2-9-4 (carved
whole tusks).
See 4.2.1

Table 2-9-1 Details of closing bids on all of the "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) whole tusks at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009-2015）
All of the
whole tusks

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Total in yrs
2009~2015

12

Number of tusks

Number of
with the
information of
tusks（no.） their
weight (no. )

Total weight
(kg)

Total amount
(yen)

145
191
177
204
254
382
436

130
174
168
195
237
358
414

446.977
710.563
823.256
942.118
1,085.317
2,032.295
2,156.339

13,349,216
24,608,020
48,183,532
40,877,009
55,821,550
127,250,988
113,580,511

1,789

1,676

8,196.865

423,670,826

Weight per one Amount per 1kg
tusk ( k g )
(yen)

3.438
4.084
4.900
4.831
4.579
5.677
5.209

29,866
34,632
58,528
43,388
51,433
62,614
52,673

*The ﬁgure on "Number of tusks" is
different from one on number of
closing bids because one sales may
include multiple tusks.

4.891

51,687

*"Amount per 1kg(yen)"＝
"Total amount (yen）" / "Total weight（kg）"

*"Total weight" and "Total amount" are
calculated based on the bids with the
information of their weight.
*"Weight per one tusk (kg)" = "Total
weight (kg)" / "Number of tusks with
the information of their weight（no.）"
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Table 2-9-2 Details of closing bids in "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) raw whole tusks at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009-2015）
Raw whole
tusks

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Total in yrs
2009~2015

Number of tusks

Number of
with the
information of
tusks（no.） their
weight (no. )

2
2
6
4
7
10
5

2
0
5
4
6
10
5

36

32

Total weight
(kg)

3.500
0
35.973
25.200
56.410
52.256
46.400

219.739

Total amount
(yen)

Weight per one Amount per 1kg
tusk ( k g )
(yen)

52,100
0
1,120,000
794,454
2,979,216
2,750,511
2,754,850

10,451,131

1.750
7.195
6.300
9.402
5.226
9.280

14,886
31,134
31,526
52,814
52,635
59,372

* The ﬁgure on "Number of tusks" is

6.867

47,562

* "Amount per 1kg(yen)"＝

different from one on number of
closing bids because one sales may
include multiple tusks.

* "Total weight" and "Total amount" are

calculated based on the bids with the
information of their weight.

* "Weight per one tusk (kg)" = "Total

weight (kg)" / "Number of tusks with
the information of their weight（no.）"
"Total amount (yen）" / "Total weight（kg）"

Table 2-9-3 Details of closing bids in "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) polished whole tusks at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009-2015）
Number of
Polished
whole tusks tusks（no.）

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Total in yrs
2009~2015

83
99
84
100
137
208
275

986

Number of tusks
with the
information of
their weight (no. )

Total weight
(kg)

81
95
83
98
135
208
271

334.782
458.707
545.888
562.109
738.961
1,479.652
1,700.117

971

5,820.216

Total amount
(yen)

Weight per one Amount per 1kg
tusk ( k g )
(yen)

9,458,376
15,927,539
32,260,478
22,939,470
35,154,937
96,840,970
91,600,956

304,182,726

4.133
4.828
6.577
5.736
5.474
7.114
6.273

28,252
34,723
59,097
40,810
47,573
65,448
53,879

* The ﬁgure on "Number of tusks" is

5.994

52,263

* "Amount per 1kg(yen)"＝

different from one on number of
closing bids because one sales may
include multiple tusks.

* "Total weight" and "Total amount" are

calculated based on the bids with the
information of their weight.

* "Weight per one tusk (kg)" = "Total

weight (kg)" / "Number of tusks with
the information of their weight（no.）"
"Total amount (yen）" / "Total weight（kg）"

Table 2-9-4 Details of closing bids in "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) carved whole tusks at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009-2015）
Carved whole Number of
tusks
tusks（no.）

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Total in yrs
2009~2015

60
90
87
100
110
164
156

767

Number of tusks
with the
information of
their weight (no. )

47
79
80
93
96
140
138

673

Total weight
(kg)

108.695
251.856
241.395
354.809
289.946
500.387
409.822

2,156.910

Total amount
(yen)

Weight per one Amount per 1kg
tusk ( k g )
(yen)

3,838,740
8,680,481
14,803,054
17,143,085
17,687,397
27,659,507
19,224,705

109,036,969

Based on those data shown in the tables above,
the three points will be analyzed.
• Change in the number of raw, polished and
carved whole tusks won a bid
• Change in the weight per tusk of each category
of whole tusks.
• Change in the amount per kg of each category
of whole tusks

Change in the number of whole tusks sold
at auctions by the type of raw, polished and
carved tusks
The change in the number of whole tusks sold
at auctions by the type of raw, polished and
carved tusks is shown in Figure 2-5.

2.313
3.188
3.017
3.815
3.020
3.574
2.970

35,317
34,466
61,323
48,316
61,002
55,276
46,910

* The ﬁgure on "Number of tusks" is

3.205

50,552

* "Amount per 1kg(yen)"＝

different from one on number of
closing bids because one sales may
include multiple tusks.

* "Total weight" and "Total amount" are

calculated based on the bids with the
information of their weight.

* "Weight per one tusk (kg)" = "Total

weight (kg)" / "Number of tusks with
the information of their weight（no.）"
"Total amount (yen）" / "Total weight（kg）"

Figure 2-5 Change in number of closing bids on "Honzouge" (real ivory) whole tusks at Yahoo! Japan Auction
(2009-2015)
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The number of tusks bought at auctions between 2009 and 2015 has continually increased
due to the consistent increase of polished tusks
which are predominant in the entire whole tusks.
(Incidentally, carved tusks had even increased
until 2014.)
The total number of tusks bought in 2015 at
Yahoo! Japan Auction was 436.
13

Change in the weight per tusk by type of raw,
polished and carved tusks
The weight per tusk by the type of raw, polished
and carved tusks is shown in Figure 2-6.

While the sales peaked in 2013 for carved
tusks and in 2014 for polished tusks, no significant change is found since 2011 which is when
the price was boosted up. Also, the gap in the
amount between polished and carved tusks cannot be found.
On the other hand, the amount of raw tusks
bought at auction has continued to increase by
the year 2015. The price per tusk was 60,000 yen
(US$ 484) which is more expensive than the average of total whole tusks (50,000 yen (US$ 403)).

Figure 2-6 Change in weight per one tusk (kg) of
"Hon-zouge"(real ivory) whole tusks at Yahoo! Japan
Auction (2009-2015)
(kg)
10

Raw

8

Polished

6

Share of sales amount on whole tusks among
the groups organized by the number of tusks
sold at Yahoo! Japan Auction
The sales amount of whole tusks earned by the
each group organized by the number of tusks sold
at Yahoo! Japan Auction 2009 - 2015 is shown in
Table 2-10 while the share of sales amount among
the groups is shown in Figure 2-8.
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The weight of polished and carved tusks have
stayed mostly unchanged while the weight of raw
whole tusk has fluctuated significantly yearly due
to the small number of samples.
On the other hand, the yearly average weight of polished tusks has exceeded 7kg in only one year. The average weight of carved tusks has never exceeded 4kg.

Figure 2-8 Share of sales amount on "Hon-zouge"(real ivory) whole
tusks among the groups organised by the number of tusks sold at
Yahoo! Japan Auction（2009-2015）
150,000,000
１

60,000,000
30,000,000

0

Figure 2-7 Change in amount per kg of "Hon-zouge" (real
ivory) whole tusks at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009-2015)

52500
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Table 2-10
Number of
tusks won the
closing bids

21tusks or more
11〜20 tusks
2〜10 tusks
1 tusk

Annual total

14

2011

2012

2013

2014

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Obviously, the number of the sellers who sold
over 11 tusks in one year has reduced. Furthermore, small sellers who sold 10 or less have rapidly increased since 2014. It means small-scaled
sellers have been expanding their base for selling
whole tusks.
Thus, taking into consideration that a new regulation on ivory products will be in place, enforcement of it would not be easy if the closing bids
would increase and those would become more
and more occupied by several small sellers.

(yen)

70000

17500

11〜20
21 or more

90,000,000

Change in the amount of whole tusks bought at
auctions by type of raw, polished and carved tusk
The change in the amount of whole tusks
bought at auctions, the weights of which are
known by the type of raw, polished and carved
tusk is shown in Figure 2-7.

35000

２〜10

120,000,000

2015

Share of sales amount on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) whole tusks among the groups organised by the number of
tusks sold at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009-2015)

Number of
ID of the
sellers

2009

Amount
（yen）

0

0

1

1,885,380

30

7,143,130

47

5,177,799

78

14,206,309

Number of
ID of the
sellers

2010

Amount
（yen）

0

0

1

1,603,932

35

12,119,901

72

12,699,154

108

26,422,987

Number of
ID of the
sellers

2011

Amount（yen）

0

0

1

2,892,700

32

32,206,824

63

14,452,719

96

49,552,243

Number of
ID of the
sellers

2012

Amount（yen）

2

11,963,138

1

3,477,688

25

13,693,568

Number of
ID of the
sellers

2013

Amount（yen）

0

0

3

9,090,155

36

54

12,848,767

82

41,983,161 124

85

27,246,823

Number of
ID of the
sellers

2014

Amount（yen）

1

4,226,730

4

14,433,894

61

22,155,117 108

76,305,442

Number of
ID of the
sellers

2015

Amount（yen）

1

7,339,000

4

10,135,670

73

33,973,428 115

64,912,517
32,584,447

58,492,095 174 128,939,494 193 114,971,634
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5) Details of closing bids on “Hon-zouge” cut
pieces at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009 - 2015)

Change in amount per kg of sold cut pieces at
auctions
Change in the amount per kg of sold cut pieces
is shown in Figure 2-10.

Change in cut pieces sold at auctions
Details of closing bids on “Hon-zouge” (real
ivory) cut pieces sold at Yahoo! Japan Auction
(2009 - 2015) are shown in Table 2-11.

Figure 2-10 Change in estimated amount of "Hon-zouge"
(real ivory) cut pieces per kg at Yahoo! Japan Auction
(2009-2015)
(yen)

Table 2-11 Details of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) cut pieces at Yahoo! Japan Auction（2009 - 2015）
Number of
bids（no.）

Year

1,060.739

1,278.0

2,602
4,356

2, 1 4 9
3, 6 7 4

0.83
0.84

1,334.178
4,518.203

1,607.4 17,182,354
5,378.8 100,407,410

10,689
18,667

4,078

3, 5 3 3

0.87

2,860.112

3,287.5

44,857,115

13,645

6,639

5, 1 2 6

2,370.568

3,078.7 106,891,861

34,720

2010

2013

6,782

2014
2015
Total in
2009~2015

Estimated
amount
per kg (yen)

0.83

2,067

2012

Total amount of
the bids （yen）

1, 7 1 8

2009
2011

Total weight of the
Number of bids
pieces sold in the bids Total estimated
with the
information of Occupancy with the information
weight (kg)
of weight(kg)
the weight (no. )

5,831
32,355

5, 0 9 2
5, 0 3 3
26,3 2 5

0.75
0.77
0.86

2,315.983
2,052.620

0 . 8 1 16,512.402

3,007.8
2,386.8

10,168,366

81,210,880
78,812,080

20,385.7 439,530,066

7,956

27,000
33,020

40,000
30,000

Estimated amount per kg

20,000
10,000

21,561

0

* "Total estimated weight(kg)" = "Total weight of pieces sold in bids with weight information (kg)" ÷ "occupancy"
* "Estimated amount per kg (yen)" = "Total amount of the bids （yen）" + "Total estimated weight (kg)"

Based on those data shown in the table above,
the two points will be analyzed.
• Change in the weight of sold cut pieces at
auctions
• Change in the amount per kg of cut pieces

Change in weight of sold cut pieces at auctions
Change in the weight of sold cut pieces at auctions is shown in Figure 2-9.
Figure 2-9 Change in estimated weight of "Hon-zouge"(real
ivory) cut pieces at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009-2015)
(kg)
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Obviously, the amount per kg of the sold cut
pieces rose suddenly in 2011, then in 2012came
back to the level in 2010. But, it took a jump
again in 2013 and 2014, and still keeps a high level in 2015. The price in 2015 is more than three
times that of one in 2009.

6) Details of closing bids on “Hon-zouge”
hanko at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009 - 2015)
Change in “Hon-zouge” hanko sold at auctions
Change in “Hon-zouge” hanko sold at auctions
is shown in Table 2-12.

Table 2-12 Details of closing bids in "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) hanko at Yahoo! Japan Auction（2009 - 2015）

4500

Year

Estimated weight

3000

90 9

3 ,0 9 4

2010

81 0
98 1

2 ,3 6 0
4 ,3 6 1

1 ,1 6 2

6 ,2 2 8

2012
2013
2014

0

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

The amount of cut pieces sold by weight
during the auctions rapidly increased in
2011. The sales were at a medium level
between 2010 and 2011. The sales in 2012
dropped again in 2015.
The total weight of them between 2009 and
2015 can be estimated as over 21 tons (Table
2-11).

Number of
hanko (no.)

2009
2011

1500

Number of
bids (no.)

2015
Total in
2009~2015

1 ,8 7 5
1 ,8 5 9
1 ,7 5 6
9 ,3 5 2

7 ,6 5 5
8 ,0 5 7

Occupancy of the
bids discribing the
number of hanko
sold（％）

Standard number Occupancy of the Standard amount for
bids not including
for calculation other items made
calculation (yen)
(no.)
of non-ivory（％）

Amount per no.
(yen)

9 9 .9 %

2,3 6 6

7 6 .5 %

4,128,592

1,745

9 8 .6 %

8 1 .9 %

9 9 .1 %

1,9 3 2
3,7 1 7

3,590,326
4,569,129

1,858
1,229

9 9 .8 %

5,5 9 9

8 9 .9 %

8,514,514

1,521

20,054,984

2,788

1 0 0 .0 %
1 0 0 .0 %

6,9 1 9
7,1 9 3

8 5 .2 %
9 0 .4 %
8 9 .3 %

14,470,684

4 ,4 6 7

9 9 .5 %

3,7 1 5

8 3 .2 %

12,273,075

36 ,2 2 2

9 9 .7 %

31 ,4 4 1

8 6 .8 %

67,601,304

2,091
3,304
2,150

* "Number of hanko"means total of the number shown in the "title of goods"
* "Standard number for calculation(no.)"and "standard amount for calculation(yen)" are exclusively calculated in order to
exclude the bids which reﬂect the number or amount for other items made of non-ivory.

* "Amount per no.(yen)" = "Standard amount for calculation (yen)"/ "Standard number for calculation(no.)"

Based on the data shown in the above tables,
three variables influencing the demand are analyzed as follows;
• Change in the number of “Hon-zouge” hanko
• Change in the price per piece of “Hon-zouge”
hanko
• Share of sales amount on “Hon-zouge” hanko
among the groups organized by the number of
closing bids (sales) of it at Yahoo! Japan Auction
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Change in the number of “Hon-zouge” hanko
sold at auctions
Change in the number of “Hon-zouge” hanko
sold at auctions is shown in Figure 2-11.

amount among the group is shown in Figure 2-13.
Figure 2-13 Share of sales amount on "Hon-zouge" (real
ivory) hanko among the groups organised by he number of
closing bids (sales) of it at Yahoo! Japan Auction
(yen)

25,000,000

Figure 2-11 Change in number of "Hon-zouge"(real ivory)
hanko at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009-2015)
(no.)
9,000

101 and more

4,500

5,000,000
0

2,250
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

51〜100

15,000,000
10,000,000

2009

11〜50

20,000,000

6,750

0

１〜10

2015

The number had increased until 2014, but significantly decreased in 2015.
However, Hanko remained as one of the single popular “Hon-zouge” item in the online shopping sites21.

Change in the price of “Hon-zouge” hanko sold
at auctions
Change in the price per piece of “Hon-zouge”
hanko is shown in Figure 2-12.
Figure 2-12 Change in price of "Hon-zouge"(real ivory)
hanko at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009-2015)
(yen)

4,000

Price per no.

3,000

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Looking at the graph, there are just one or two
sellers every year, who won over 101 closing bids
of “Hon-zouge” hanko. In particular, such seller
in 2014 and 2015 was only one, and it downsized
the sales by near half of the previous year.
On the other hand, small sellers who won 10 bids
or less have rapidly increased since 2013, and has occupied 45% of the total amount of the closing bids in
2015. The share is twice as much as the one in 2013.
This suggests that small-scaled sellers of “Honzouge” hanko have been spreading their base.
Providing the fact that a new regulation could
be in place to control online trade, the above
analysis indicates that it will be still difficult to
monitor the trade as the closing-bids will be
mostly occupied by several of the small sellers.

2,000

7) Details of closing bids on “Hon-zouge” (real
ivory) bachi (plectrum) at Yahoo! Japan Auc1,000
tion (2009 – 2015)
In Japan ivory is used in traditional musical in0 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
strument e.g. plectra, tuning pegs, and bridges for
The price per piece of “Hon-zouge” hanko
shamisen (a three-stringed, traditional Japanese
soared since 2012. Consequently, the price in
musical instrument), bridges and finger picks
2015 is twice as much as one in 2009.
for koto (traditional Japanese musical instrument with 13 strings that are usually strung
Share of sales amount on “Hon-zouge” hanko
over 13 movable bridges along the width of the
among the groups organized by the number of
instrument)22.
closing bids (sales) of it at Yahoo! Japan Auction
In particular, as the material for plectra of
shamisen,
so-called “hard ivory” or ivory tusk
The sales amount on “Hon-zouge” hanko among
owned by forest elephants (Loxodonta Africana
the groups organized by the number of closing
cyclotis) is required23.
bids (sales) at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2010–2015)
There are two types of bachi or “Maru-bachi”
is shown in Table 2-13. The share of the sales
Table 2-13 Share of sales amount on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) hanko among the groups organised by the number carved up from one ivory
of sales won the closing bids at Yahoo! Japan Auction（2010-2015）
block and “Tsugi-bachi”
2015
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Number of
made up by gluing several
sales won the
Amount
Amount
Amount
Amount
Amount
Amount
closing bids
ivory parts 24. Maru-bachi
2 2,399,323
1 2,279,404
2 6,388,147
2 7,994,986
1 8,282,157 2 (Note) 4,590,097
101 or more
51 - 100
2
4 2,702,862
0
4 3,725,292
3 1,737,965
1
681,096
0
375,116 is particularly large and
9 1,246,195
8 1,344,628
16 3,199,546 14 2,836,729 1 4 5,904,091 1 5 3,923,674 requires a whole tusk with
11 - 50
1 - 10
99 1,529,493 121 1,933,142 128 2,107,112 190 3,799,892 2 7 7 7,178,448 3 1 6 7,294,306
no less than 20kg for the
Annual total 112 5,856,107 134 8,260,036 146 11,694,805 210 18,356,899 2 9 5 23,102,661 3 3 2 16,183,193
carving25.
Number of
ID of the
sellers

（yen）

Number of
ID of the
sellers

（yen）

Number of
ID of the
sellers

（yen）

Number of
ID of the
sellers

（yen）

Number of
ID of the
sellers

（yen）

Number of
ID of the
sellers

（yen）

* "Number of bids"and "Amount of bids"include the cases which sold other items made of non-ivory along with "Honzouge" hanko.
Note: Two IDs used by one dealer are shown here.

21

16

See 2.2.3

22
23
24
25

Anon., 1989
Martin, 1985
Anon., 2014.b
Martin, 1985
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The average weight of “Hon-zouge” bachi on sales
at Yahoo! Japan Auction is about 130g (Table 2-14).
Table 2-14 Change in weight of "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) bachi
at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009-2015)
Year

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Total in
2009~2015

Weight
(g)

7,738.0
14,585.7
21,372.1
31,316.3
32,896.6
39,265.4
63,246.2

Standard
Weight per number
number for
（g）
calculation(no.)

53
112
153
221
274
305
471

146.00
130.23
139.69
141.70
120.06
128.74
134.28

210,420.2 1,589

5,000
0

132.42

The change in details of the sold bachi except
for the weight are shown in Table 2-15.
Table 2-15 Details of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) bachi at Yahoo! Japan Auction（2009 - 2015）
Standard
Number number
for
calculation
(no.)

356 7,515,080
378
396 8,489,460
433
394 7,129,265
447
485 9,742,513
570
605 9,376,662
681
686 12,085,809
779
8 7 7 1 7 , 2 0 3 , 1 9 6 1,010

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Total in
2009~2015

Amount of bids
（yen）

(no.)

274
316
299
405
573
549
755

3,799 71,541,985 4,298 3,171

Occupancy of the
bids not including Standard amount for
calculation
other items made
(yen)
of non-ivory（％）

Amount per no.
(yen)

74.8%

5,421,537
5,285,992
4,661,308
6,300,490
6,582,145
8,181,977
12,733,283

73.8%

49,166,732 15,505

72.5%
73.0%
66.9%
71.1%
84.1%
70.5%

(yen)

20,000

10,000

not reﬂect the weight of other items made of non-ivory.
*"Standard number for calculation"means total of the number shown in the bids which
describe weight in their "title of goods", which does not reﬂect the weights for
other items made of non-ivory. However, the number is counted as one when the
number is not described.

Number of
bids(no.)

Figure 2-15 Change in amount of "Honzouge"(real ivory)
bachi at Yahoo! Auction (2009-2015)

15,000

* "Weight" means total of weights described in "title of goods" of each bid which does

Year

Change in the price of “Hon-zouge” bachi sold at
auctions

19,787
16,728
15,590
15,557
11,487
14,903
16,865

2009

Obviously, the number and amount of bids
have increased year by year.
Further, the change in number of sold bachi
and their prices will be observed.

Change in number of sold “Hon-zouge” bachi
Figure 2-14 Change in number of "Hon-zouge"(real ivory)
bachi at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2009-2015)
(no.)

1,100

2012

2010
Number of bids (no.）
Total
1st
2nd
3rd

A
E

C

9,213 100.0%

1st
2nd
3rd

A
E

D

18.1%

14,462,463

7.7%

866

9.4%

4,694,345

2.5%

360

3.9%

811,874

0.4%

2011
12,549 100.0%

1st
2nd

A
D
E

1st
3rd

A
C
G

26.6%

1,176

9.4%

23,711,431

6.5%

342

2.7%

26,916,254

1st

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

It is obvious that the number of bachi sold at
auctions has increased year by year during the 7
years.

2nd
3rd

A
C

H

7.3%

15,173 100.0%

1st
2nd
3rd

A
C
G

Amount of bids（yen）

350,823,009 100.0%

3478

22.9%

672

4.4%

46,727,290 13.3%

624

4.1%

32,123,182
16,071,891

9.2%

4.6%

2013
21,549 100.0%

Amount of bids（yen）

479,333,946 100.0%

5,550

26.9%

79,673,065 16.6%

1,863

26.9%

14,940,621

3.1%

574

26.9%

7,779,125

1.6%

2014
27,363 100.0%

Amount of bids（yen）

690,419,320 100.0%

6,000

21.9%

2,419

8.8%

25,423,756

3.7%

641

2.3%

3,013,778

111,855,743 16.2%
0.4%

2015年
Number of bids (no.）

Total

80,908,260 22.0%

2012

Number of bids (no.）
Total

Amount of bids（yen）

367,073,887 100.0%

3,337

Number of bids (no.）
Total

Amount of bids（yen）

188,785,660 100.0%

1,670

Number of bids (no.）
Total

2nd

2009

2015

(2010-2015)

Number of bids (no.）

275

2014

Figure 2-16-1 Major sellers of "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) ranked
by number of closing bids won at Yahoo! Japan Auction

Total

550

2013

8) Deals made by major sellers of “Honzouge” (real ivory) at Yahoo! Japan Auction
(2010-2015)
The details of the top-three sellers of “Honzouge” (real ivory) at Yahoo! Japan Auction
(2010-2015) is shown by the number of closing
bids (Table 16-1) and by the amount of the bids
(Table 16-2) . A more detailed analysis of the
dealers is also explained.

3rd

825

0

2011

The price of “Hon-zouge” bachi is stable at 15,000
yen around per piece during this 7 years.

* "Number of bids"and "Amount of bids"include ones which sold other items made of non-ivory along with "Hon-zouge" bach.
* "Number (no.)"means total of the number shown in the "title of goods". However, the number is counted as one when the number is
not described.
* "Standard number for calculation (no.)"and "standard amount for calculation (yen)" are exclusively calculated in order to exclude the
bids which reﬂect the number or amount for other items made of non-ivory.
* "Amount per no.(yen)" = "Standard amount for calculation (yen)"/ "Standard number for calculation(no.)"

2010

28,407 100.0%

Amount of bids（yen）

714,754,078 100.0%

4,588

16.2%

58,427,653

8.2%

1,828

6.4%

14,751,697

2.1%

886

3.1%

3,696,982

0.5%

*"A" has used new ID alongwith old ID since 2015.
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[Seller “A”]
Seller “A” is an ivory manufacturer specialized in hanko and accessories and was contacted
through a phone survey26. Seller “A” has maintained the top position since throughout 20102015 on the number of closing bids (Table 2-161). Seller “A” has also won the top 1 on amount
of closing bids since 2013 leaving others far
behind(Table 2-16-2). However, his deals decreased in both number and amount in 2015.

Figure 2-16-2 Major sellers of "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) ranked
by amount of closing bids won at Yahoo! Japan Auction
(2010-2015)

2010
Amount of bids（JPY）
Total
1st
2nd

B

A
F

3rd

Total

A

1st
2nd

B

D

3rd

Total

D

1st
2nd

A
B

3rd

Total

A

1st
2nd

D
B

3rd

Total
1st
2nd
3rd

A
B

C

Total
1st
2nd
3rd

Number of bids (no.）

188,785,660 100.0%

A
B
I

9,213 100.0%

21,226,539

11.2%

114

1.2%

14,462,463

7.7%

1,670

18.1%

7,381,148

3.9%

108

1.2%

2011
Amount of bids（JPY）

Number of bids (no.）

367,073,887 100.0%

12,549 100.0%

80,908,260

22.0%

3,337

26.6%

30,276,933

8.2%

145

1.2%

26,916,254

7.3%

342

2.7%

The most significant character of the deals by
seller “A” is the huge volume of sales on cut pieces. The sales of cut pieces for 6 years account for
270 million yen (US$ 2.2 million) while its total
sales of “Hon-zouge” were 370 million yen (US$
3 million). The deals of cut pieces by “A” occupy
considerable portions of the entire deals of cut
pieces at Yahoo! Japan Auction27. The auctioned
cut pieces may be generated from the manufacturing process of hanko and accessories.
Apart from cut pieces, sales of hanko and accessories have increased since 2014.

2012
Amount of bids（JPY）

Number of bids (no.）

350,823,009 100.0%

15,173 100.0%

46,727,290

13.3%

672

4.4%

32,123,182

9.2%

3,478

22.9%

18,966,976

5.4%

171

1.1%

2013
Amount of bids（JPY）

Number of bids (no.）

479,333,946 100.0%

21,549 100.0%

79,673,065

16.6%

5,550

25.8%

26,792,122

5.6%

558

2.6%

23,286,375

4.9%

162

0.8%

2014
Amount of bids（JPY）

Number of bids (no.）

690,419,320 100.0%

27,363 100.0%

111,855,743

16.2%

6,000

21.9%

37,702,170

5.5%

288

1.1%

25,423,756

3.7%

2,419

8.8%

Also, seller “A” sold some whole tusks though it
is an ivory manufacturer having a need for whole
tusks as manufacturing material. The details of
the deal are shown in Table 2-18.

2015
Amount of bids（JPY）

Number of bids (no.）

714,754,078 100.0%

28,407 100.0%

58,427,653

8.2%

4,588

16.2%

36,037,233

5.0%

260

0.9%

33,766,270

4.7%

187

0.7%

*"A" has used new ID alongwith old ID since 2015.

Table 2-17-1 Change in number of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) seller "A" won at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2010-2015)
2010

Whole tusk
Cut piece
Products
Hanko

Accessory

Furnishing
goods

Others

Total

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Total in 2009~2015

5

0.3%

3

0.7%

0

0.0%

3

0.1%

4

0.1%

0

0.0%

15

0.1%

1,483

88.8%

3,248

98.4%

3,225

92.7%

4,185

75.4%

3,122

52.0%

2,846

62.0%

18,109

73.5%

182

10.9%

86

0.9%

253

7.3%

1,362

24.5%

2,874

47.9%

1 , 7 4 2 38.0%

6,499

26.4%

140

8.4%

75

0.7%

187

5.4%

857

15.4%

675

11.3%

7 2 2 15.7%

2,656

10.8%

0.0%

0

0.0%

39

1.1%

49

0.9%

763

12.7%

383

8.3%

1,234

5.0%

19

1.1%

4

0.1%

4

0.1%

21

0.4%

12

0.2%

10

0.2%

70

0.3%

23

1.4%

7

0.1%

23

0.7%

435

7.8%

1,424

23.7%

6 2 7 13.7%

2,539

10.3%

6 , 0 0 0 100.0%

4 , 5 8 8 100.0%

0

1 , 6 7 0 100.0%

3 , 3 3 7 100.0%

3 , 4 7 8 100.0%

5 , 5 5 0 100.0%

2 4 , 6 2 3 100.0%

Unit：no.

Table 2-17-2 Change in amount of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) seller "A" won at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2010-2015)
2010

Whole tusk
Cut piece
Products
Hanko

Accessory
Furnishing
goods

Others

420,101

2011
2.9%

555,017

2012
0.7%

0

2013
0.0%

484,222

771,190

2015
0.7%

0

Total in 2009~2015
0.0%

12,409,288 85.8% 79,623,182 98.4% 30,170,715 93.9% 56,708,352 71.2% 60,287,169 53.9% 35,269,218 60.4%
22,480,491 28.2% 50,797,384 45.4% 23,158,435 39.6%

2,230,530

0.6%

274,467,924 72.7%

1,633,074

0.0%

730,061

0.9%

1,952,467

6.1%

1,336,878

9.2%

600,761

0.7%

1,419,269

4.4%

7,380,244

9.3%

8,282,157

7.4%

4,590,097

7.9%

23,609,406

6.3%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

174,587

0.5%

626,798

0.8%

15,427,519

13.8%

7,783,961

13.3%

24,012,865

6.4%

78,142

0.5%

56,900

0.1%

47,161

0.1%

247,393

0.3%

92,270

0.1%

204,968

0.4%

726,834

0.2%

218,054

1.5%

72,400

0.1%

311,450

1.0%

100,751,912 26.7%

14,226,056 17.9% 26,995,438 24.1% 10,579,409 18.1%

52,402,807 13.9%

Total 14,462,463 100.0% 80,908,260 100.0% 32,123,182 100.0% 79,673,065 100.0% 111,855,743 100.0% 58,427,653 100.0%

377,450,366 100.0%

26
27

18

2014
0.6%

Phone survey (see 4.4.3) to ivory buyer No.6
Compare Table 2-8-2 and Table 2-17-2

Unit：yen
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[Seller “B”]
Seller “B” is a big antique company, who was
sentenced guilty along with Takaichi - the biggest
ivory manufacturer in Japan. Takaichi was guilty
of buying unregistered 58 tusks from antiquaries, etc. including from seller “B29”. Previously,
Seller“B”had sold 500 -1,000 unregistered tusks
to Takaichi at about 50 times deals during 5 years
between July 2005 and June 2010, and earned
500 million yen (US$46 million based on the exchange rate of 1US$ = 91 yen as the rate in June,
2010)30.
“B” constantly sells whole tusks at auctions (220) while most of the deals of “B” are comprised
of furnishing goods (Table 2-19-1, 2-19-2).

Table 2-18 Details of closing bids in "Hon-zouge" (real ivory)
whole tusks seller "A" won at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2010-2015)
Year

Number
of tusks
（no.）

2010

5

2012

0

3

2011

3

2013

4

2014

0

2015
Total in
2010~
2015

15

Number of
tusks with the
information of
their weight
（no.）

All of the whole tusks

Total weight Total amount Weight per Amount per
one tusk
1kｇ
(kg)
（yen）
（Kg）
（yen）

5

12.519

420,101

2.504

0

0.000

0

-

3
3
4
0
15

13.360

555,017

33,557

4.453

41,543
-

9.380

484,222

3.127

0.000

0

-

52,605
-

3.328

44,683

14.660

771,190

4 9 . 9 1 9 2,230,530

51,623

3.665

*"Weight

per one tusk (kg)" = "Total weight (kg)" / "Number of tusks with the
information of their weight（no.）"

*"Amount per 1kg (yen)"= "Total amount (yen）" / "Total weight（kg）"

Seller “A” sold 15 whole tusks during the 6
years. The average weight of them is only 3.3kg
and even the maximum weight is 4.5kg. It suggests that “A” put small tusks unsuitable for manufacturing hanko into auctions.
In terms of raw material ivory which “A” needs
for its manufacturing, it has been actively purchased them through the network of antiquaries. “A” has also advised private owners of ivory
on how to apply for registration of a whole tusk
based on false documents28.

Table 2-20 Details of closing bids in "Hon-zouge" (real ivory)
whole tusks seller "B" won at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2010-2015)
Year

2010

(no. )

5 .1 0 0

2

Amount per
1kｇ（yen）

171,000

2.550

33,529

3,477,688

5.393

10

10

8 3 .8 0 0

5,500,744

2013

14

13

2 7 .1 9 5

1,540,655

2014
2015

Total in
2009~
2015

*

2

Weight per
one tusk
（Kg）

Total amount
（yen）

2011
2012

*

Number of

Number tusks with the Total weight
of tusks information of
(kg)
（no.） their weight

14

7 5 .5 0 0

14

22

5 5 .2 4 0

22

15

3 1 .6 6 5

15

77

76

4,226,730
1,628,109

2 7 8 .5 0 0 16,544,926

8.380
2.092
2.511

65,641

46,062

56,652

2.111

76,516
51,417

3.664

59,407

"Weight per one tusk (kg)" = "Total weight (kg)" / "Number of tusks with the
information of their weight（no.）"
"Amount per 1kg (yen)"= "Total amount (yen）" / "Total weight（kg）"

Table 2-19-1 Change in number of ﬁnal closing bids on "Honzouge" (real ivory) seller "B" won at Yahoo! Auction (2010-2015)
Whole tusk
Cut piece

2010

2011

2012

14

8.2%

13

8.0%

22

7.6%

15

5.8%

76

0

0.0%

1

0.7%

1

0.6%

2

1.2%

3

1.0%

11

4.2%

18

0.6%

12

1.1%

1 9 5 75.0%

944

82.8%

83

7.3%

0.0%

0

0.0%

1

0.3%

6

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

11

1 4 3 83.6%

135

83.3%

236

81.9%

12

7.4%

26

9.0%

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0

0.0%

1

0.7%

0

107

93.9%

128

88.3%

5

4.4%

5

3.4%

1 4 5 100.0%

7

4.2%

91.3%

0

1 1 4 100.0%

2.3%

263

Hanko

13

7.6%

1 7 1 100.0%

1 6 2 100.0%

2 8 8 100.0%

1.6%
91.8%

90.7%

92.4%

6.7%

1,046

2 3 4 90.0%

147

1 5 6 91.2%

134

Total

Total in 2009~2015

6.9%

98.2%

Others

2015

10

112

Furnishing
goods

2014

1.8%

Products
Accessory

2013

2

22

8.5%

2 6 0 100.0%

1 , 1 4 0 100.0%

Unit：no.

Table 2-19-2 Change in amount of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) seller "B" won at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2010-2015)
Whole tusk
Cut piece
Products
Hanko

Accessory
Furnishing
goods

Others

2010

171,000

0.8%

0

0.0%

0
0

2011

2012

5,500,774 18.2%

3,477,688 18.3%

2,214,655

2013
9.5%

5,251 0.03%

18,000

0.1%

27,000

0.1%

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

381,000

1.3%

0

0.0%

0

2014

2015

4,226,730 11.2%

Total in 2009~2015

1,628,109

4.5%

494,786

1.4%

95,750

0.3%

0.0%

49,000

0.1%

29,575

0.1%

0.0%

0

0.0%

207,536

0.6%

21,055,539 99.2% 24,749,159 81.7% 15,484,037 81.6% 21,053,720 90.4% 33,379,690 88.5% 33,914,338 94.1%

20,217,039 95.2% 24,162,709 79.8% 13,671,128 72.1% 19,367,574 83.2% 30,351,709 80.5% 31,521,733 87.5%
838,500

4.0%

205,450

0.7%

1,812,909

9.6%

1,686,146

7.2%

Total 21,226,539 100.0% 30,276,933 100.0% 18,966,976 100.0% 23,286,375 100.0%

28 Seller “A” is the ivory buyer No.6 targeted by the phone
survey (see 4.4.3). See Annex 1, also.

29
30

2,978,981

7.9%

2,155,494

6.0%

37,702,170 100.0% 36,037,233 100.0%

17,218,956 10.3%
640,787

0.4%

149,636,483 89.3%
78,575 0.05%
588,536

0.4%

139,291,892 83.2%
9,677,480

5.8%

167,496,226 100.0%

Unit：yen

Sakamoto, 2013
Sakamoto, 2011. b
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9) Compliance with the regulation on advertising whole tusks by the sellers at Yahoo! Japan
Auction (2014 - 2015)
Under the existing laws and regulations in Japan,
when whole tusks are to be advertised for the
purpose of selling or distribution, information
regarding their registration and codes of the registrations should be displayed (“advertisement
regulation” hereinafter) 32. This advertisement
regulation came into force on June 1st, 2014.
To identify the effectiveness of this regulation,
a survey was conducted to compare compliance
by the sellers at Yahoo! Japan Auction since the
implementation of the regulation.

It sold 77 whole tusks at Yahoo! Japan Auction
during the 6 years, and the average weight during the period is only 3.7 kg. On the other hand,
it was exposed through the door-to-door survey
that seller ”B” has still bought large whole tusks
and resold them31.
Analysing these facts in a consistent way, it can
be assumed that “B” could be reselling a size of
whole tusks suitable for hanko to manufactures
as before, and selling the other ones at auctions.

[Seller “C”]
It can be said that seller “C” is specialized in selling cut pieces at auctions (Table 2-21-1, 2-21-2).
The number of closing bids won by seller “C”
shot up in 2013, and then “A” and “C” occupy the
considerable portions of the deals in cut pieces at
Yahoo! Japan Auction between 2013 and 2015.
The profile of “C” is unknown at this moment.
But, considering the volume of the deals in cut
pieces, it is suspected that “C” is an ivory manufacturer.

Methodology
•The mandated display was verified on each
closing bid after the day of the implementation
of the advertisement regulation by referring to
the “explanation about the goods” in the “URL
of the original auction site page representing the
goods33”.
•In terms of “information on that they have been
registered”, the requirement is considered met
when such description is shown or a photo of
registration card is displayed on the website.
•In terms of “codes of the registrations”, it is
decided that the requirement is met when the
registration ID is specifically described or it

Table 2-21-1 Change in number of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) seller "C" won at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2010-2015)
Whole tusk
Cut piece
Products
Hankos
Accessory
Furnishing
goods

Others
Total

2011

2010

0

0.0%

309

85.8%

51
0

0

2012
0.0%

5 3 100.0%

0

2013

2014

2015

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

1 8 7 100.0%

1,796

96.4%

2,319

95.9%

0

Total in 2009~2015
0.0%

0

0.0%

1 , 8 2 8 100.0%

6,492

96.8%

14.2%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

67

3.6%

100

4.1%

0

0.0%

218

3.2%

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

65

3,5%

97

4.0%

0

0.0%

162

2.4%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

2

0.1%

3

0.1%

0

0.0%

5

0.1%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

51

14.2%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

51

0.8%

3 6 0 100.0%

5 3 100.0%

1 8 7 100.0%

1 , 8 6 3 100.0%

2 , 4 1 9 100.0%

1 , 8 2 8 100.0%

6 , 7 1 0 100.0%
Unit：no.

Table 2-21-2 Change in amount of closing bids on "Hon-zouge" (real ivory) seller "C" won at Yahoo! Japan Auction (2010-2015)
Whole tusk
Cut piece
Products
Hankos
Accessory
Furnishing
goods

Others
Total

2011

2010

0

0.0%

0

2012
0.0%

0

2013
0.0%

2014
0.0%

0

2015
0.0%

0

Total in 2009~2015
0.0%

613,464 100.0% 14,311,484 95.8% 24,420,606 96.1% 14,751,697 100.0%

0

0.0%

753,074 92.8%
58,800

236,661 100.0%

7.2%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

629,137

4.2%

1,003,150

3.9%

0

0.0%

1,691,087

3.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

625,637

4.2%

992,150

3.9%

0

0.0%

1,617,787

2.8%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

11,000 0.04%

0

0.0%

14,500 0.03%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

58,800

7.2%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

58,800

0.1%

811,874 100.0%

236,661 100.0%

3,500 0.02%

613,464 100.0% 14,940,621 100.0% 25,423,756 100.0% 14,751,697 100.0%

31 Seller “B” is the ivory seller No.7 targeted by the doorto-door survey. See 4.4.5, 3).
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0

55,086,986 97.0%

56,778,073 100.0%
Unit：yen

32 LCES Article 21 Paragraph 2, Ministry Order Article 11-3.
Those having violated the provisions above shall be fined an
amount not exceeding 300 thousand yen (US$2,727) (Article 63
Section 6).
33 See 2.3.2, 2)
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is illegible on the photos of registration card
displayed on the website. (It means, it shall be
judged that the requirement is not met when the
registration ID cannot be read due to the photo
of registration card is objectively faint.)
•One year and half since the date of implementation were divided by 6 months in three terms (1st
Jun. - 30th Nov. 2014; 1st Dec. 2014 - 31th May
2015; and 1st Jun. - 30th Nov. 2015), then the
compliance during the terms were compared.

the registration of it.
Nevertheless, the advertisement regulation is
not meaningless. It would provide an important
opportunity for the police in detecting more serious crime including display of an unregistered
tusk for sales purpose and transfer, etc. of an unregistered tusk because the violation of advertisement regulation can be objectively judged from
the display at the website34.
Depending on the degree of the compliance, however,
the advertisement regulation could backfire
Results
against effective law enforcement efforts. In fact, low
The result of the survey is shown in Table 2-22.
compliance with the
advertisement regulaTable 2-22 Compliance with the regulation on advertising whole tusks by the sellers of "Hon-zouge" (real ivory)
at Yahoo! Japan auction（Jun. 2014 - Nov.2015）
tion may detract the
Complied
Non-complied
efficiency of detection
Total
Discribed as
Discribed as
Yes
Yes
number of registered
registered
on a focused serious
Non-complied in
Discribed as
No Registration ID
tusks
total
Registration ID
registered
Yes
No
trade in unregistered
is legible
is legible
Jun. 2014 - Nov. 2014
54.7%
45.3%
23.4%
22.0%
214
117
97
50
47
tusks by the police be38.4%
61.6%
13.8%
47.8%
268
103
Dec. 2014 - May. 2015
165
37
128
cause it may increase
34.9%
21.0%
44.1%
65.1%
Jun. 2015 - Nov. 2015
186
65
121
39
82
the possibility within
Unit：no.
*"Regsitration ID is legible" is not applicable to the case that the regsitration ID is illegible on the photos of
registration card displayed at the website.
the case that the tusk
* One tusk is excluded from "Total number of tusks" between Jun. 2015 and Nov. 2015, the information of which
has been elinimated before this analysis.
has been registered
but the provisioned
As shown above, the rate of non-compliance
matters were merely neglected to be displayed.
had made a transition from 45% during the first
In that context, thorough public awareness of the
period to 62% during the second period, then to
advertisement regulation is very important.
65% during the third period. It means that the
compliance with the regulation had gotten worse
and worse. During the second and third period,
in particular, non-compliance due to the negligence of displaying the registration ID was high
2.4 Discussion
(the rate is more than 40%).
The result suggests that public awareness of the
2.4.1 The major platforms for internet trade in
regulation by GoJ had been ineffective and that
ivory
effective measure to control its client had not
The major online platforms for ivory trade are
been taken by Yahoo! Japan.
Yahoo! Japan Auction, Rakuten Ichiba35 and Yahoo!
Shopping.
Proliferation of a serious problem due to poor
By using “Hon-zouge” as an indicator, the scale
compliance with the advertisement regulation
of online ivory market of ivory can be illustrated
The mandate imposed by the advertisement
as follows.
regulation is merely one of the requirements for
•During one day in August 2015, advertisements
management of the ivory whole tusks already
in total of 12,000 in number and 630 million yen
legalized through registration. Therefore, those
(US$ 5 million) in totalling price were found at
who intend to sell ivory whole tusks at auctions
Rakuten Ichiba and Yahoo! Shopping sites in total.
may tend to think that there are no serious per•The number and amount of final closing bids on
cussions as long as the tusks have been registered
Yahoo! Japan Auction during 5 years between
in advance even if they neglect to compile with
2011 and 2015 is over 105,000 and 2.6 billion yen
such a management procedure of the advertise(US$ 21 million) each. The number and amount
of the bids for one year of 2015 is 28,000 and 710
ment regulations. The weak criminal penalty
million yen (US$5.7 million) each.
against the mandate may enhance such feeling
though it should be logically difficult to set up a
penalty for the violation as strict as the one for
34 See, 4.4.4, 1)
neglecting legalization of the ivory by receiving
35 See Note 55
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2.4.2 Ivory is sold in high volume through online auction sites / shopping sites in various
forms of product
Ivory (“Hon-zouge”) traded in Japan’s domestic
market can be categorized in various whole tusks
(as a raw material for manufacturing ivory products or for ornamental use), cut pieces for manufacturing various items and finished products
(e.g. hanko for practical use, various carvings for
ornamental use).
Those ivory items, depending on their characteristics, would have been traded online in two
main separated channels. The first one is auction
sites where price-negotiable items (which were
exclusively traded in a face-face deal in the past)
and/or speculative items are traded. The second
one is shopping sites where items with largely
standardized price and/or practical items (e.g.
hanko) are traded. Some of the details of the
trade are listed below;
•1,800 whole tusks derived from estimated
1,000 elephants36 were sold within 7 years between 2009 and 2015.
•20 tonnes of cut pieces derived from estimated 6,000 elephants37 were sold within 7 years
between 2009 and 2015.
•Hanko occupied the advertisement by 95%
around in both number of ad and total prices
of ad on the two largest shopping sites, and
account to more than 11,000 in number and
more than 610 million yen (US$ 4.9 million) as
the total of two shopping sites38.
•Furnishing goods were sold in 26,000 bids at
1,200 million yen (US$ 9.7 million) in amount
within 7 years between 2009 and 201539.
•Accessories were sold in 23,000 bids at 200
million yen (US$ 1.6 million) in amount within 7
years between 2009 and 201540.

This analysis of the data clearly represents that
ivory is enormously traded in Japan’s domestic
market through the internet – providing a new
channel for marketing several types of ivory
products.
36 Calculated as follows;
1,789 (number of whole tusks: see Table 2-9-1) ÷ 1.88
(average number of tusks one African elephant own: see
Milliken, 1989)=952
37 Calculated as follows;
20,385.71kg (estimated weight of cut pieces: see Table
2-11) ÷ 0.4 (yield ratio of ivory manufacturing is 0.6 in
average : CITES Inf. SC41.6.1 (Rev.)) ÷ 4.891kg (average
weight of a whole tusk sold in a closing bid: Table 2-9-1) ÷
1.88 (see Milliken, 1989)=5,543
38 See 2-1, 2-2
39 See Table 2-8-1 and 2-8-2
40 Ibid.
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2.4.3 Trade in ivory on Yahoo! Japan Auction
has been rapidly activating
Both number and amount of closing bids regarding “Hon-zouge” (real ivory) on Yahoo!
Japan Auction have continually increased since
2005, in particular represented a surge in 2011,
2013 and 201441.
In terms of particular goods, the following
trends are found.
•Sales of products (in total) have constantly increased in number and amount since 2009 until
201542.
▷Hanko trade has constantly increased in the price
per piece since 2012 until 201543.
▷Bachi trade has constantly increased in number
since 2009 until 201544.

•Sales of whole tusks have increased since 2012
until 2015 via the surge in 201445.
•Sales of cut pieces soared in 2011 and still remain
at the high levels in 201546.

The above data indicates that trade in a wide
variety of ivory goods have rapidly activated and
suggests high level of sales may continue unless
some effective intervention is made.

2.4.4 Various types of businesses utilizing the
Internet to get new business opportunities for
selling ivory goods and strengthening the ties
to China’s market help Japan’s domestic ivory
market rapidly expand, activate and achieve
new development
Traditional manufacturers are selling too small
whole tusks for them to process a certain size
of products and cut pieces produced during the
process of manufacturing 47. Finished products
are also sold directly through shopping sites
without a wholesaler or a retailer, especially while
marketing hanko.
Newcomers in small carving business 48 who
seem to increase in recent years can buy the
manufacturing material and sell their products
at an auction though they have neither their own
ivory stock nor original sales channel.
Antiquaries who are moving aggressively into the
Internet trade by using the auction sites49 are utiliz41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
or

See Figure 2-3, 2-4
See Figure 2-1, 2-2
See Figure 2-12
See Figure 2-14
See Figure 2-5
See Figure 2-3, 2-4
See 2.3.4 8)【Seller “A”】
See 5.4.1, 1)
Any person who intends to engage in business for trading
exchanging antique (including where the business is oper-
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ing auction sites effectively for selling ivory goods,
particularly furnishing goods. Moreover, large antique companies that are engaged in procurement
of whole tusks on behalf of ivory manufacturers50
are selling whole tusks at auctions, which are too
small for resell to the manufacturers51.
Japan’s domestic ivory market activated by
those business players using the Internet has
provided an opportunity for several unspecified
speculative businesses. The trend is reflected in
the change in share of sales amount among the
groups organized by the number of closing bids
(sales) at Yahoo! Japan Auction52. Formerly, largescaled sellers dominated the ivory market. But
in recent years, small-scale sellers have increased
triggering up the number/price of auction sales,
and consequently overtaking the small number
of large-scaled sellers.
Ivory internet trade market in Japan has rapidly
developed by various types of businesses including traditional manufacturers, newcomers in
small carving business, antiquaries and speculative business, who are interacting with each other
to expand their business opportunities.
Furthermore, cross-border online bidding/
shopping agent businesses which target the
customers in mainland China, etc. have moved
aggressively into Japan’s online ivory market.
The ivory purchased by them is supposed to be
brought back to China53. In fact, it was found
that much larger volume of cut pieces than demanded in Japan had been sold on Yahoo! Japan
Auction54. The ivory markets of Japan and China,
which have historically strong ties have grown
closer and even been integrating together using
the internet as a new platform.
Needless to say, with Yahoo! Japan and Rakuten55
ated by outsourcing) shall be permitted by Tokyo Metropolitan Public Safety Commission or Prefectural Public Safety
Commissions (Antique Dealing Act Article 3 Paragraph 1).
Furthermore, the following measures were introduced recently because effectiveness of supervision on the business
operators had been undermined due to the massive shift
of their operation toward the Internet trade. When a business operator intends to operate the business on a website,
he/she has to inscribe the URL on the application form for
permission of the business (ADA Article 5 Paragraph 1 (f)).
When a business operator already permitted intends to start
an online business, he/she has to notify the change (ADA Article 7 Paragraph 1). The competent Public Safety Commission shall disclose the name of the antique business operator,
URL and Antique business permission ID to protect the consumers and trade partners (ADA Article 8-2 Paragraph 1).
50 See 4.8.2 ,1)
51 See 2.3.4, 8)【Seller “B”】
52 See Figure 2-8, 2-13
53 See 3.1.3
54 See 3.1.3, 1)
55 As of July 1, 2017, Rakuten changed it policies to prohibit the sale of ivory products on its shopping site:“Rakuten
Ichiba” by changing its code. They prohibit the sales of

hosting major auction/shopping sites, the growth
of Japan’s domestic ivory market has increased
through the Internet trade.

2.4.5 No option other than prohibiting the
trade in ivory including all products made of
it in order to eliminate illegal ivory from the
online market effectively
The most serious situation found in the survey
of the Internet trade in “Hon-zouge” is that ivory
products are entirely out of the regulation though
hanko, furnishing goods, accessories and other
tremendous variety and number of products are
on sale.
Under such situation, where the trade of ivory
products is high in variety and number, it is clear
that even if regulation on internet trade is heightened, it is difficult for it to be enforced. The constraints in enforcement can be further complicated with the involvement of many and unspecified
market players with various type of business.
Considering the fact that the compliance with
the advertisement regulation cannot be secured,
which is the only existing measure56 to supervise
the internet trade in ivory, there is a need for a
more stringent regulation on the online trading
business to avoid laundering of illegal ivory.
In conclusion, in the current context, prohibiting the trade on the Internet of ivory (including
all ivory products) in order to eliminate illegal
ivory from the online market effectively.
bekko or tortoise shell products as well. They explained
the reason for the change of policy as considering “the
tide of international opinion”(Kyodo News article dated
6th July, 2017 https://this.kiji.is/255666533750277624
?c=39546741839462401). They anticipate it would take
one to 2 months until those products are phased out from
the shopping site (AFP News article dated 8th July, 2017
http://www.afpbb.com/articles/-/3135005). According
to Rakuten, the transition is at the final stage at the time of
7:00 PM on August 2nd. In fact, the number of ivory items
found by Rakuten at the time was less than 20 advertised
by three stores. Rakuten’s free-market app “Rakuma” and
Rakuten-owned “Fril”, which are the platform for the trade
among private users, have already prohibited the users from
trading in ivory products. Rakuten’s spokesman explained
the background of the decision as “comprehensive judgment
including consideration of growing international opinion in
recent days”(Asahi Shimbun news article dated 3rd August,
2017, “Rakuten, Total ban on online ivory trade, By the end
of August” http://digital.asahi.com/articles/ASK7X4GNCK7XULBJ00F.html). Rakuten is the original member of the
“Public-Private Council for the Promotion of Appropriate
Ivory Trade Measures” (see 7.2.2), but it is “considering” if it
will withdraw the membership (ibid).
On the contrary, Yahoo! Japan stated it did not plan to halt
the trade, saying: “We don’t think that the legal ivory trade
in Japan has any impact on African elephant numbers,” “It
is important to recognize there are cultural differences between different countries.” (BBC News article dated 8th July,
2017 http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-40535801).
56 See 2.3.4, 9)
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Chapter 3 Import/export of ivory between Japan and the other countries including China,
and regulation on Import/export in Japan
3.1 Movement of ivory between Japan and
China
3.1.1 Cases of illegal export of ivory from
Japan to China
Prior to the year 2000, the focus of illegal import of ivory was from China to Japan1. However, this trend changed and illegal export from
Japan to China became significant since the end
of 2000 as a result of Chinese ivory market being
active during that time.
There has been no criminal case related to the
attempt of illegal export of ivory from Japan to
China. The first case of administrative disposition2 was recorded in 2009 where a Chinese man
and a Japanese woman attempted to smuggle out
63 items of ivory and ivory carvings worth value
of 650,000 yen (US$ 7,303 at the exchange rate
of 1US$=89 yen) by hiding them inside their
luggage from Fukuoka airport to China3. Subsequently, the Japanese Customs announced two
administrative dispositions against illegal exports
of ivory in 2014 and 2015 each4.
On the other hand, China has actively cracked
down on illegal import of ivory shipped from
Japan. According to the ETIS report 5 submitted to CoP17, one Chinese couple was arrested,
prosecuted and sentenced to 15 years imprisonment in China for importing more than 3.2
tonnes of raw and worked ivory from Japan over
an 18-month period of time between November
2010 and April 2012. The ivory exported in the
above case was bought at Yahoo! Japan Auction6.
In a similar incident, Beijing Forest Police arrested 16 suspects in a major wildlife trafficking
case codenamed “May 21”, which led to the confiscation of wildlife products including 804.4 kg
ivory, 11.3 kg rhino horn and 35 bear paws worth
the total value of almost US$ 4 million7. Those
ivory, etc. were brought from Japan through
Hong Kong to mainland China, where the gang
was said to operate across a network that ranged
1 Sakamoto, 2013
2 See 3.3.1
3 MoF, 2010
4 MoF, 2015.a, MoF, 2016.a
5 CITES CoP17 Doc.57.6 Annex
6 The Court of Anhui website (Chinese)
http://www.ahcourt.gov.cn/sitecn/mtjjahfy/57146.html
7 TRAFFIC, 2015,
CCTV America news dated 12th October, 2015 “Ivory smuggling Learn: haul, market value, seizure, tusks, transported”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DQ642JvCUuY
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from Guangdong to Shandong and Beijing, using
antique shops as cover for their operations8 and
using online illegal trading and couriers for their
distribution9.
The illegal ivory exporting cases cracked down
in China or Japan are shown in the table 3-1.

3.1.2 Background of ivory outflow from Japan
to China: “Buy-back” of Chinese antique exists
in Japan
By the year 2013, China became the largest international art auction market in the world10. It
was common in China to buy works of art for
the purpose of investment so that it had evolved
into the high-end art market11. While the rapid
economic growth must be behind the trend, the
increase in the price of fine arts is especially significant, particularly since 2003 - 200412. It is due
to the expansion of the whole art market by investment of the new wealthy class in China13.
Under such background, a phenomenon 14 of
buying back antique art works that once flowed
out of China during the period of war, insurgency and; the disorder caused by the Cultural
Revolution15, became popular since 2010.
In fact, Chinese buyers have actively purchased
Chinese art works in Japan where a lot of Chinese
art works had been once collected. Similarly huge
8 TRAFFIC, 2015
9 Ibid.
10 Record china, news article dated on 26th August 2013
“China became world largest art auction market said Russian
media” http://www.recordchina.co.jp/a75961.html
11 Ibid.
12 According to Handa (2007), sales of art works has got
gradually popular in China since the launch of reform and
door-opening policies in 1980s. After the first auction was
held in Beijing in 1992, the art market started to expand rapidly. In 1995, the art auctions in Beijing, Shanghai, etc. joined
to the existing Hong Kong market, and the deals have been
made there actively. In 2004, they saw an upsurge in number
and the price of art works to be sold mainly in HK. The HK
auction market has attracted many Chinese people while it is
an international market. Thus, buy-back of Chinese cultural
treasures from overseas got significant there in association
with China’s economic development and expansion of the
art market.
13 Ibid.
14 There is a motivation not only for preventing flow-out
of Chinese arts but also for buying back them which flowed
out from China in the past. This motivation is likely to be related to the art- nationalism. It is a trend commonly seen in
Japan or China trying to maintain national treasures inside
the country and hostile to have them flow out to overseas
(Handa, 2007).
15 Nojima, 2014
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Table 3-1

Illegal ivory exports from Japan to China revealed by the Customs 2009-2016

・This list is comprised of the cases of which information has been obtained by JTEF. It does not necessarily list entire cases.
・The year in bracket shows the year when the illegal export was found by the customs or the police.

Facts

N ote

Sou rce
A disclosed ofﬁcial
document by Ministry of
Finance under Information
Disclosure Act

Illegal export of 63 pieces of "ivory and
worked ivory" from Fukuoka Airport

Japan (Fukuoka
Airport Branch of
Moji Customs)

China

*Performed in
2010 - 2012

Illegal export of 3257.204kg
(135,700,000 Yuan)of "raw ivory
and worked ivory"

Case 3 (2014)

Illegal export of 22 pieces of ivory
from Chubu Airport.

Japan (Chubu Airport
Branch of Nagoya
Customs)

Case 4 (2014)

Illegal export of 6 "whole tusks", 64
pieces of "ivory products" (weighing
37.87kg and valued with 2 million
Yuan) and over 40 "small cut pieces"

China
(Dalian customs)

Case 5 (2015)

Illegal export of 105 pieces of "ivory
and worked ivory" from Natira Airport

Japan (Narita
Airport Branch of
Tokyo Customs)

Case 6 (2015)

Illegal export of 804kg of ivory and
other items to Hong Kong.

China
(Beijing Forest
Police)

Online trade and
couriers were used
for their
distribution.

TRAFFIC, 2015, “Beijing
Forest Police smash major
wildlife trafﬁcking ring” ,
October 12, 2015

Case 7 (2015)

16 "raw tusks", 2 "carved tusks"
(whole tusks), 2 "ivory products"
(131kg, 3,870,000 Yuan in total)

China
(Tsingtao customs
Internatinal mail
branch ofﬁce)

The ivory was
segmented into 7
EMS packages.

Chinatimes.com
http://www.chinatimes.c
om/realtimenews/201504
08004529260408

Illegal export of 56 "ivory disks"(3,076 g)

China

The ivory was
enclosed in EMS.

On The Trail #14. 2016.
Information and analysis
bulletin on animal poaching
and smuggling n°14 / 1st
July - 30th September 2016.
Robin des Bois/Robin Hood

Illegal export of 10g of "ivory
products"and other items

China
(Dalian customs,
Dalian quarantine)

News article on
www.dlxww.com dated
in June 3rd 2016, “Dalian
Customs made the ﬁrst
seizure of intact tiger
skin”

Illegal export of 1,639 pieces of
"ivory products" weighing 101.4kg
to Hebei Province

China
(Hebei customs and
Capital Airport
Customs in Beijing)

News article on Ecns
dated August 15th 2016

Case 1 (2009)
Case 2 (2014)

Case 8 (2016)
*Performed down
in 2014

Case 9 (2016)

Case 10 (2016)

(desitined to Autonomous Region of Tianjin
and Huludao, Liaoning Province,)

quantity of fine arts has been brought in China16.
Chinese buyers seeking for Chinese antiques have
visited Japan frequently. Incidentally, an auction
was found with about 150 Chinese buyers in the
auction room held in 2013, and the number is
said to increase year by year17.
In fact, ivory products are found in sales at
those auctions which mainly focus on Chinese
customers from the mainland (see Figure 3-1 and
3-2).
16
17

Place of exposure

The ivory was
bought on Yahoo!
Japan Auction.

CITES CoP17 Doc.57.6 Annex
The Court of Anhui website (Chinese)
http://www.ahcourt.gov.cn/site
cn/mtjjahfy/57146.htmlml
A disclosed ofﬁcial
document by Ministry of
Finance under Information
Disclosure Act

The ivory was
concealed in a
container

News article on NetEase
dated May 29th 2014,
“Seizure of smuggled ivory
at 38kg valued in 2 million
yuan in Dalian”
A disclosed ofﬁcial
document by Ministry of
Finance under Information
Disclosure Act

Figure 3-1
An example of sales in
an auction: 1
Source:JADE Auction
http://www.jade-auction.com

Ibid.
Shinta, 2014
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Figure 3-2 An example of sales in an auction: 2

Source:Yokohama International Auction http://www.ykauction.com/index_jp.html

A Chinese antiquary purchased 40 carton cases
of antiquities at an auction event in Japan, and
then exhibited over 1000 for sales in his building18.
Even though the hosts of Japanese auctions
caution notices Chinese buyers such as, “you
cannot take the ivory with you to your country”;
the probability cannot be denied that ivory could
be exported to China together with various antiquities in a container shipping by sea, air cargo,
passenger’s luggage, international mail and international courier.
The ivory traders investigated by phone and
door-to-door surveys explained that they have
even witnessed ivory been purchased in huge
volume and exported to China19.

3.1.3 Internet trade provides a new platform
for illegal export of ivory to China
1) Small whole tusks and cut pieces sold at auction
It is believed that 80% of raw material ivory is
used to produce hanko20. When blank hanko is
18 Mainichi Shimbun, news article dated 20th June, 2016
“China Sensation Part 3: People cross the border/ 3 (the
second round) Antiques are safe asset” http://mainichi.jp/
articles/20160620/ddm/003/030/065000c
19 See 4.4.3, 4.4.5
20 Takaichi, 1992.b, Vigne & Martin, 2010
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carved from a whole tusk or a cut piece with a
lump size, cut pieces with small size including
scraps are produced. Those cut pieces had been
re-exported to HK SAR and Taiwan as the material of accessories, etc.21.
But, Japan is not allowed to re-export them under the ban of international trade in ivory. Even
the cut pieces produced through the processing
of legally imported tusks in 1999 or 2009 are prohibited to re-export22. The question is how to dispose the cut pieces produced through the process
of manufacturing hanko. Considering the overwhelmingly smaller demand of ivory for accessories and ornaments than for hanko, those cut
pieces should be in oversupply23. Thus, they have
no choice but to keep them within the country24.
21 Kiyono, 1997
22 Annotation ii) of CITES Appendices with regard to Loxodonta africana
23 Also refer to 5.4.1, 1)
24 According to Anon. (1999.a), the exporting countries
which arranged the auction for one-off sold ivory which was
imported into Japan in 1999 set out 500kg piles of ivory
tusks as sales unit. They say that each pile was formed by
various sizes of ivory tusks including ivory pieces as small as
0.2kg - less than 1 kg. Experiences of ivory hanko manufacturers taught that limit of the weight for producing hanko
efficiently is 7 - 8kg (ibid.), and smaller tusks or cut pieces
have to be resold to accessory manufactures in Japan because they are prohibited to be exported to Hong Kong or
the other countries (ibid.)
Incidentally, the one-off sold ivory included a lot of tusks
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However, the following noteworthy facts
were found through an analysis on the result of
final closing bids of “Hon-zouge” (real ivory)
at Yahoo! Japan Auction.
First, over 20 tonnes of cut pieces were sold between 2009 and 201525 though it is obvious that
demand for cut pieces in Japan doesn’t go that far.
Second, whole tusks presented on the Yahoo! Japan
Auction share the characteristics as follows;
• The size is generally small26;
• Ivory hanko manufacturers themselves presented whole tusks on the auction27;
• Antiquaries who are suspected to make a pitch
for whole tusks to ivory hanko manufacturers
have sold only small tusks at the auction28.

Considering the characteristics above, it is assumed that whole tusks presented to Yahoo! Japan
Auction would not be bought by domestic hanko
manufacturers29. It means raw material ivory for
domestic manufacturing may have been traded
on a face-to-face basis30.
If so, the major demand for huge volume of
small whole tusks and cut pieces traded on the
Yahoo! Japan Auction can be from the manufacturer of accessories and figurines in China
including HK SAR and Taiwan, who require small
pieces as raw material for the parts of those products. In fact, the illegally exported ivory from Japan
to China in the case No.2 listed in Table 3-1 had
been purchased on Yahoo! Japan Auction. An
online trade was used in the case No.6, also.

using an agent deployed in Japan and transporting it to the address of the customers outside
Japan. Figure 3-3 is an explanation of its service
prepared by a business on its website.
Figure 3-3

As shown in the figure, “cross-border bidding/
shopping agent business” is handling the whole
process for their customers including bidding/
shopping of the selected products and international transportation.
Some examples of the website managed by
“cross-border bidding/shopping agent business”
are shown in Figure 3-4, 3-5, 3-6 and 3-7. In reality, general customers can search various “Honzouge” (real ivory) sold at Yahoo! Japan Auction,
or shopping sites including Rakuten Ichiba and
Yahoo! Japan Shopping through a variety of specially designated websites in Chinese many of
which have prepared English pages.
Figure 3-4

2) Cross-border online bidding/shopping agent
business
The existence of “cross-border bidding/shopping agent business” is considered to contribute
to the promotion of illegal export of ivory obtained through internet auction/ internet shopping. It would also provide a service to their customers residing overseas of taking order to bid/
buy a product on Japan’s online auction/shopping
sites through a dedicated site prepared by the
business, bidding/buying the selected product by
losing their tips and with many cracks. Such tusks are usually
with deep crack reaching to the core, so are unable to be
used for production of hanko (Anon., 1999. c). Poorly preserved Ivory would cause it to rot/crack. The warehouse in
Yokohama Port where the one-off sales of ivory was said to
be enveloped by a spoiled smell (ibid.).
25 See 2.3.4, 5)
26 Figure 2-6, Table 2-18, Table 2-20
27 See 2.3.4, 8)【Seller A】
28 See 2.3.4, 8)【Seller B】
29 A whole tusk for manufacturing hanko requires at least
7-8 kg in weight (Anon, 1999.b).
30 See 4.4.3, 4.4.5
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Figure 3-5

Figure 3-6

Figure 3-7

In 2010, a company based in Shanghai established a Japanese company managed by 2 Chinese
board members in Tokyo. According to the copy
of corporate registration of the company, the purpose of establishment is; “business on development of computer system and internet solution”
and “import/export and sales” of various goods.
The company in Shanghai was called as “China
office” and one in Tokyo as “Japan office”. Then,
it opened the dedicated website (see Figure 3-4)
and launched the cross-border online bidding/
shopping agent business.
If the ivory sold in Yahoo! Japan Auction
would have been obtained by Chinese customers
through those cross-border bidding agent businesses, it is understandable that huge volume of
cut pieces and many small whole tusks, which
are not suitable for the demand within Japan
mentioned in “1)”, would have been exported to
China .
In reality, online trade would be used for illegal
export of ivory from Japan to China31 like the
case No.2 listed in Table 3-1 in which the ivory
had been purchased on Yahoo! Japan Auction 32
as aforementioned.

31 Case 2 and 6 on Table 3-1
32 The Court of Anhui website (Chinese)
http://www.ahcourt.gov.cn/sitecn/mtjjahfy/57146.html
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3.1.4 “Re-returned” ivory from China and its
storage in Japan
According to the survey of ivory traders, most
of them pointed out that purchase and resale of
ivory whole tusks have decreased33.
In terms of the causes of the trend, it was
claimed that Chinese had bought up huge number of ivory whole tusks already until the stock in
Japan had dried up, and that the ivory holders are
hesitating to resell the tusks because resale value
of them has decreased to the level not worth the
cost34. They stressed the reasons for the price decline as the increased enforcement action against
illegal ivory trade and the economic downturn in
recently in China35.
There are more stories behind the flows of ivory
from Japan to China.
It is said that the Chinese art market at present
shares most of characteristics with Japanese art
market during the bubble economy (December 1986 – February 1991), so may possibly go
bankrupt in the future36. In fact, the Chinese art
market was stagnant during 201637. Additionally, antiquities have been highly appreciated as a
bribery, but now, due to tightening by the law enforcement efforts against corruption in the series
of the anti-corruption campaign by Xi Jinping
administration, demand for antiquities is said to
have been declining38.
On the enforcement side, search of passenger’s
luggage and international mail was tightened in
China in September 2015 in order to crack down
on the smuggled contrabands, and to strengthen
tax collections with regard to imported goods
through cross-border shopping agents, therefore
collected customs duties and seizure of contrabands increased in Guangzhou, Dalian, Shanghai,
etc.39. Additionally, tax collection from private
33 See 4.4.5, 9)
34 Ibid.
35 See 4.4.3, 8)
36 Handa (2007) claims that Chinese art market resembles
to Japanese market during the bubble economy. In the case
of Japan, a lot of art galleries got bankrupt, many of galleries inside department stores were closed because the price
of paintings had a great fall. Due to the loss of faith on art
market, the market was downsized by one tenth as a whole.
37 Aforementioned Mainich Shimbun, news article
38 It is the known tactic within the parties concerned that
the bribe-giving side deliveries the art works to bribe-receiving side, and let him/her bring them under the hammer,
and bribe-giving side takes bids at the rate of the supposed
bribery (aforementioned Mainichi Shimbun, news article).
39 Daily Saizo news article dated 25th August, 2015, “End of
Shopping spree?! Tightening inspection by Chinese customs”
http://www.cyzo.com/i/2015/08/post_23560_entry.html
Chinese network Japanese edition, news article dated 21st
October, 2015 ”Impact blow against cross-border shopping
agent Stricter inspection by Chinese customs? Shanghai cus-

import was strengthened in April 201640. Due to
those actions, it is expected that the rate of inspection on the personal effects should have increased.
It is likely that such measures taken by Chinese
customs has influenced the frequent seizures of
ivory illegally exported from Japan to China.
What is concerned under the situation is the
“re-return” of the ivory and furthermore the attempt for making Japan as an “ivory ban haven”
for storing ivory. It is said that wealthy Chinese
who regard antiques as a more secured property
than real estates, of which market rate cannot
be controlled by themselves, have increasingly
purchased antique arts in Japan. They consider
Japan as a safe place of purchase and storage of
antiques. For example, a warehouse for art in
Japan, when advertising its business to foreign
users at the beginning of 2015; the orders from
Chinese rapidly increased since the summer of
the year, which lead them to consider building an
extension because existing 200 rooms including
big and small were fully booked41.
From the above example, a clear phenomenon
of ivory flow from China to Japan has seemed to
emerge in later 2010, contrary to the situation
prior to early 2010.
Furthermore, such ivory may be stockpiled
within Japan.

3.1.5 A “haven” for illegal ivory barred out
from China and HK
As aforementioned, a movement for closing domestic ivory markets worldwide including China,
the world’s biggest market emerged since 2015.
Then, the resolution on closure of the domestic
ivory market was adopted by consensus on October 3 2016 at CITES CoP17, and China and HK
SAR announced the schedule toward closure of
their ivory markets42. France, UK, etc. are accelerating the discussion about the range of “narrow
exception”, based on the premise of compliance
with the resolution43. Those movement may enhance not only the ivory movement from China/
HK into Japan, but also moved stocks of ivory in
the rest of the world’s ivory market,(Such as in
the U.S., EU countries, etc.) would be directed to
toms denied the rumor”
http://j.people.com.cn/n/2015/1021/c94475-8964983.html
40 Financial Department of China, 2016, “Arrangement of
customs duty imposed to international import shipments”
Financial Department No.2 http://gss.mof.gov.cn/zhengwuxinxi/zhengcefabu/201603/t20160324_1922971.html
41 Aforementioned Mainich Shimbun, news article
42 See 1.1
43 Ibid.
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Japan for avoiding stricter regulation. But, the
most serious concern is that poached ivory in
Africa could be headed to Japan, which will be
the world’s largest legal ivory market44 following
the closure of Chinese and Hong Kong’s markets.

3.2 Japan’s import/export of ivory in accordance with CITES
3.2.1 Whole structure of the regulation on import/export of ivory
In Japan, the permits required by CITES for import/export are implemented by the Ministry of
Economy, Trade and Industry (“METI”), in compliance with the Law for Foreign Exchange and
Foreign Trade Act45 (“FEFT” hereinafter) and the
regulations for implementing the law46. Specifically, the approval of the Minister of Economy,
Trade and Industry is required for importing/exporting ivory47 because ivory is listed as ‘a body
part’ of the listed species on CITES Appendix I48.
Any individual who attempts to import/export
ivory without the approval shall be punished49.
44 The theory is based on the historical trend of Japan’s
market described in 1.4.3 and 1.4.5, and the current prosperity of the market described in 2.4.1and 2.4.4.
45 FEFT Article 48 Paragraph 3 (re. export)、FEFT Article
52 (re. import)
46 With regard to export; the Export Control Order, the Export Control Regulation, METI Notification and Export Precaution are prepared.
With regard to import; Import Control Order, Import Control Regulation, Import Notification, and Import Precaution
are prepared.
http://www.meti.go.jp/policy/external_economy/trade_control/01_seido/01_gaitame/gaiyou.html
47 With regard to export, FEFT Article 48 Paragraph 3, Export control order Article 2 Paragraph 1 (a), Export control
order Annex 2 (36) and related articles of Export precaution
are applied.
With regard to import, FEFT Article 52, Import control
order Article 4 Paragraph 1 (b), Import notification (METI
notification No.170) 2-2 and related articles of Import precaution are applied.
48 In terms of ivory, all African elephants including the populations of Botswana, Namibia, South Africa and Zimbabwe
are regarded as listed in Appendix I except for the one-off
sold ones with regard to the government stocks in 4 countries accumulated by the end of January 2007. https://www.
cites.org/eng/app/appendices.php#6
Therefore, import/export regulation for Appendix I species
is applied to ivory except for the ivory as hunting trophy derived from the population listed in Appendix II.
49 Any person who has imported/exported goods without
obtaining approval shall be punished by imprisonment with
work for not more than five years or a fine of not more than
five million yen, or both; provided, however, that when five
times the price of the subject matter of the violation exceeds
five million yen, a fine shall be not more than five times the
price (FEFT Article 69-7 Article 1 (d) : in the case of import, (e): in the case of export). When a representative or a
worker of a juridical person has carried out non-approved
import/export, not only the offender but also said juridical
person shall be punished by the same fine (FEFT Article 72).
Incidentally, the fine against import/export without approval was strengthened by the Bill for amendment to FEFT
in 2017 (Extra Law No. 38, May 24, 2017). The upper limit
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Compliance of FEFT at the time of the import/
export of the shipment is to be secured by the
Customs in accordance with the Customs Law50.
Any person who wishes to import/export a shipment has to get the permission of the Customs
director. Any import/export without the permission shall be punished51.

3.2.2 Import/export process of ivory based on
FEFT
1) Import/export process of ivory for non-commercial purposes
Import process of ivory for non-commercial
purposes
Any person who wishes to import ivory is required to make an application for issuing the
CITES import permit as well as an application
for the import approval based on FEFT52. In particular, application for the CITES import permit
has to be attached with provisioned documents53
responding to the requirements of CITES54.
Any person receiving the import approval has
to show the proof of it (the application form for
approval with the sign and mark of the METI
Minister) to the customs55 and submit the original of the CITES export/re-export permit with
the original of the CITES import permit attached
to them56 when he/she imports the ivory.
Export (including re-export) process of ivory
for non-commercial purposes
Any person seeking to (re-)export ivory is
required to make an application to METI (the
CITES Management Authority) for issuing the
CITES (re-)export permit as well as an application for the export approval based on FEFT57.
In particular, application for the CITES re-export permit has to be attached with provisioned
documents responding to the requirements of
of the fine was increased from 5 million to 10 million yen (the
Bill for amendment to FEFT Article 69-7 Article 1 (d), (e))
while the fine against the judicial person was increased from
5 million to 500 million yen (Article 72 Article 1 (c)) (to be
implemented on October 1st, 2017).
50 Customs Law Article 70 Paragraph 1
51 Any person who has carried out import/export without
permission by the customs director shall be punished by
imprisonment with work for not more than five years or a
fine of not more than five million yen, or both (Customs Law
Article 111 Article 1 Paragraph 1 (a)).
52 METI Notification No.170, Import Precaution 19 (d)
53 CITES Article III Paragraph 3
54 Import Precaution 11 (a)
55 Customs Law Article 70 Paragraph 1
56 Import Precaution 19 (d)
57 METI Notification No. 743, Export Precaution 24 (n)
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CITES58 as well as a copy of the CITES import
permit (obtained from the importer).
In fact, re-export of the ivory imported based
on the decision of CITES CoP10 or CoP14 shall
not be approved59.
Any person who has received the export approval has to show the proof of it (the application
form for approval with the sign and mark of the
METI Minister)60.

FEFT with the original of import (duty) declaration certifying customs clearance68 indicating the
date of import of the ivory, which is before the
date of CITES entered into effect for Japan69, and
a certificate of remaining stock of the imported
ivory70 attached.
Any person who received the re-export approval71 has to show it to the Customs when he/
she exports the ivory72.

2) Import/export process of pre-Convention acquired ivory

3)Import/export process of ivory as personal or
household effects
In Japan, as the domestic implementation of
the personal or household effects exemption 73,
any person who is supposed to leave Japan tentatively and enter it again are to be exempted from
the approval process for import/export based on
FEFT as far as “personal effects74”, “professional
instruments” and “gifts75” are concerned76.
In terms of ivory, it could be (re-)exported
only as “personal effects” or “professional instruments”.

Import process of pre-Convention acquired
ivory
Any person wishing to import a pre-Convention ‘acquired ivory’ is required to make an application for the import approval based on FEFT
with two copies of the document certifying that
the ivory was acquired before the provisions of
the present Convention applied to it61 (“pre-Convention certificate” hereinafter)62.
The pre-Convention certificate should be the
document which clearly demonstrates that the
African elephants’ or Asian elephants’ ivory tusk
or product made of it was acquired before the
date63 the provisions of the present Convention
applied to it64.
METI shall confirm the validity of the pre-Convention certificate by contacting the management
authority of the range state, the country issued
the certificate, or the CITES Secretariat if necessary65.
Any person receiving the export approval has
to show the proof of it (the application form for
approval with the sign and mark of the METI
Minister)66, and submit the original of the preConvention certificate to the customs when he/
she imports the ivory67.

Export process of pre-Convention acquired
ivory
Any person who wishes to export a pre-Convention acquired ivory is required to make an
application for the re-export approval based on
58 CITES Article 3 Paragraph 2 (export), Paragraph 4 (reexport)
59 Ibid.
60 Customs Law Article 70 Paragraph 1
61 CITES Article VII Paragraph 2
62 METI Notification No.170, Import Precaution 19 (d)
63 1st July,1975
64 Import Precaution 19 (d)
65 Ibid.
66 Customs Law Article 70 Paragraph 1
67 Import Precaution 19 (d)

68 METI requires the original of import declaration proving customs-cleared as the document of proof in principle.
In reality, however “proof based on social science or natural
science” including authentication on the date of antiques by
an expert institution, etc. is widely accepted as the alternative (METI, 2016.c).
69 4th November, 1980
70 The quantity of the imported (the figure of the exported
quantity recorded on the export permit which had been issued at the time by the exporting country) and the quantity
of the re-exported with permission afterwards (a “statement
on the residual quantity”) are required to be submitted because it would be possible that the re-exporter has already
re-exported a part of the imported. The “statement on the
residual quantity” is required only when the goods are reexported of which the original character and form has not
changed since the import (Export Precaution 55 (q)).
71 Export Precaution 55 (q), METI, 2016.a
72 Import Precaution 19 (d)
73 CITES Article VII Paragraph 1
74 The “personal effects” to be imported is limited to ones
declared at the time of embarkation.
METI website ”Outline of eligibility, scope of applicability
and notes” http://www.meti.go.jp/english/policy/external_
economy/CITES/exemptions.html
75 The exemption for gifts is to be applied only if satisfying
all of the following conditions.
See the aforementioned METI website.
1. The quantity of any species of animals or plants listed in Appendix II is not beyond the following limitations (abbr.) per person.
2. Scientific names of animals or plants can be confirmed by
documents provided by producers or distributors.
3. Only dead specimens, parts or derivatives
4. Not for commercial purposes.
76 Import Control Order Article 14 (b), Annex 2 Note
Export Control Order Article 4 Paragraph 2 (d), Annex 6 Note
METI website ”Outline of eligibility, scope of applicability
and notes” http://www.meti.go.jp/english/policy/external_
economy/CITES/exemptions.html
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3.2.3 Volume of pre-Convention acquired
ivory imported/exported with CITES permit

The followings facts can be observed from the
tables (Table 3-2-1, 3-2-2 and 3-2-3).

• Less import of the “tusks” and “ivory pieces”,
and no import of “ivory scrap” were found during
the 11 years.
• The “ivory carvings” / “carvings” had been constantly imported.
• The import records of “ivory pieces” / “carvings”
by Japan in Table 3-2-3 are shown by countries
in Table 3-3. It suggests the United States, UK,
Germany, Austria and France are the major exporters of “ivory pieces” to Japan. In fact, EU
member countries with the record of exporting
to Japan are 11 in total (including UK) while a
number of exports to Japan from other counties
like East Asian nation including China and HK
SAR, and African countries are found.

1)Volume of pre-Convention acquired ivory imported with CITES permit
The volume of pre-Convention acquired ivory
”tusk”, “ivory piece”, “ivory carving”, “ivory scrap”
and “carving” of Elephanitdae, which had been
imported into Japan during 11 years between
2005 and 201577 are as shown in Table 3-2-1, 3-22 and 3-2-3.
77 The data on imported/exported pre-Convention acquired ivory with CITES permit is based on a “comparative
tabulation report” of CITES TRADE DATABASE by selecting
the data variables as follows. https://trade.cites.org/
Year range: 2005-2014, Importing countries: All, Exporting
countries: Japan, Source: O, trade term: TUS/IVP/ IVC/
IVS/CAR, taxon: Elephantidae spp. / Loxodonta Africana
/ Elephas maximus

Table 3-2-1

CITES
Trade
Database

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

0

0

8

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

240kg

4

9

8

2

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

8

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

Volume reported by
importing country
(Japan)

Volume reported by
exporting countries

4

CITES Annual Report (Japan)

Table 3-2-2

CITES
Trade
Database

Imported "IVP" (ivory pieces) by Japan with CITES permits 2005-2015

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Volume reported by
importing country
(Japan)

0

50

0

8

0

8. 56kg

0

1

0

10.53kg

0

Volume reported by
exporting countries

27

0

23

0

44

8.56kg

5

16

1.26kg

1

52

105

0

0

50

0

8

0

8. 56kg

0

1

0

10. 53kg

0

CITES Annual Report (Japan)

Table 3-2-3

CITES
Trade
Database

Volume reported by
importing country
(Japan)

Volume reported by
exporting countries

CITES Annual Report (Japan)

Imported "IVC" (ivory carvings) by Japan with CITES permits 2005-2015

2005

2006

493

2 8 p a ir s

443

329

366

2007

404

7 p a ir s

152

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

0

0

0

0

0

0

230

0

404

304.5
680g

0

0

10. 53kg

0

2p a ir s
88se t s
400g

1 6 p a ir s
1 0 4 s et s

7 9 s et s

78sets
0.022kg

111

508

376

621

384

0

50

0

8

0

8. 56kg

0

1

Table 3-2-4

CITES
Trade
Database

Imported "TUS" (tusks) by Japan with CITES permits 2005-2015

Imported "CAR" (carvings) by Japan with CITES permits 2005-2015

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Volume reported by
importing country
(Japan)

0

0

0

432

377

699

288
0.61kg

253

352

0

0

Volume reported by
exporting countries

0

5

1

54

118

0

0

229
1s et

218.5

CITES Annual Report (Japan)

493

443
404
28pairs 7pairs

432

154
215
463
0.05kg 52.61kg 458.5 1.439kg

373
639
2pairs 30pairs

263

10pairs
5sets
0.61kg

257

351

* The data from CITES TRADE DATABASE (https://trade.cites.org/) is based on a "comparative tabulation report"of CTD by selecting the data variables as follows.
Importing countries: Japan, Exporting countries: All, Source: O, trade term: TUS/IVP/ IVC/IVS/CAR, taxon: Elephantidae spp./Loxodonta africana/Elephas maximus
*No data was found in terms of IVS.
*The ﬁgures on the tables are the total of ones for Elephantidae spp., Loxodonta africana, and Elephas maximus. The ﬁgures without discription of the unit show the total of
the ﬁgures which were recorded without unit, and are assumed to be in units of no.(number).
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Table 3-3 Exporting countries of "IVP" (ivory pieces) / "CAR" (carvings) to Japan (importing country: Japan) 2005-20 15

Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Hong Kong
Exp.
Imp.
Taiwan
Exp.

China

Korea
Sri Lanka
U.S.
Canada
U.K.

Germany

Austria
France
Belgium

Mexico
Uruguay
Unknown

2006
IVC
CAR
16pairs
0
16pairs
0
0
0
50
0
0
0
0
0

Imp.

0

0

2pairs

0

Exp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.

0
0
0
272
224
0
0
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
221
191
0
0
87

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Exp.

22

0

20

Imp.

122
30
2pairs
83sets
0.4kg
19
1
5sets

0

115

0

41
97sets

Exp.
Imp.
Exp.

2007
IVC
CAR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
7pairs

2008
IVC
CAR
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2009
IVC
CAR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2010
IVC
CAR
0
58
64
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2011
IVC
CAR
0
12
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0

2012
IVC
CAR
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

2013
IVC
CAR
0
0
0
0
0
17
17
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

14

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
79
0
0
0

0
30
0
5
0
0
0
36

0
0
0
0
13
0
0
0

0
0
0
66
0
0
0
102

0
0
0
0
236
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
313
0
0
0

0
0
0
55
0
10
8
17

0
0
0
0
566
0
0
0

0
0
0
52
0
0
0
52

0
0
0
0
175
0
0
0

0
0
0
72
0
1
0
70

0
0
0
84.5
65
0
0
63

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
52
50
0
0
36

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

27

0

66

0

0

50

0

0

50

0

342

0

292

110

0

19

0

0

114

0

0

102

0

72

0

0
0
0
10
0
0
0
384
129
0.05kg
203

0

128

0

83

0

72

56

0

62

0

0

15
78sets

0

49
76sets

0

93

0

202

0

56

128

0

83

0

76

57

0

65

0

0

4

0

2

0

0

3

0

7

0

8

0

1

0

10

0

34

3

0

16

0

0

3sets

0

1set

0

2sets

0

0

0

5

0

1

0

55

3

191

0

2

0

62

0

0

6

0

48

0

0

159

0

57

0

4

0

0

25

0

27

9.5

0

51.5

0

0

5

54

0

0

0

55

0

19

0

0

27.5

0

0

202

0

0

4

0

0

1.6kg

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
4
0
0
0
0
1
52
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Imp.

0

0

0

11

0

0

0

6

0

1

0

11
0.61kg
14
0.61kg
5

0

1

0

Exp.

0

0

1

0

7

0

1

0

0

8

0

5

0

11

0

1

0

28
0
7
7
16
16
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
18
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
4
0
48
0
0
0
3
3
0
5
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
10pairs
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
3
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
22
0
40
41
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
18
0
36
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

18
0
20
0
54
54
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9
3
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
17
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

3
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
4
0
0
0
52kg
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
21
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
24
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Exp.

5

2015
IVC
CAR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

147
0.022kg
0

15

2014
IVC
CAR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0

0
0
0
119
1
0
2
36

2
4sets
0

Imp.

Imp.
Italy
Exp.
Imp.
Denmark
Exp.
Imp.
Netherlands
Exp.
Imp.
Poland
Exp.
Imp.
Czech
Exp.
Imp.
Switzerland
Exp.
Imp.
Monaco
Exp.
Imp.
Spain
Exp.
Imp.
Portugal
Exp.
Imp.
Sweden
Exp.
Imp.
Finland
Exp.
Imp.
Turkey
Exp.
Imp.
Russia
Exp.
Imp.
Israel
Exp.
Imp.
Tunisia
Exp.
Imp.
Senegal
Exp.
Imp.
South Africa
Exp.
Imp.
Australia
Exp.

New Zealand

2005
IVC
CAR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Imp.

0

0

Exp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Exp.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

66.5
0.08kg
0
4
4
1.439kg
0.6kg
56
2
56
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
38

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

21

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
26
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

*Source: The "comparative tabulation report"of CITES TRADE DATABASE (https://trade.cites.org/) by selecting the data variables as follows.
Importing countries: Japan, Exporting countries: All, Source: O, trade term: IVC/CAR, taxon: Elephantidae spp./Loxodonta africana/Elephas maximus

*The figures on the tables are the total of ones for Elephantidae spp., Loxodonta africana, and Elephas maximus. The figures without
discription of the unit show the total of the figures which were recorded without unit, and are assumed to be in units of no.(number).
*"Imp.": The data reported by Japan, "Exp.": The data reported by the countries which exported the items to Japan
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2) Volume of pre-Convention acquired ivory exported with CITES permit
The volume of pre-Convention acquired ivory
”tusks”, “ivory pieces”, “ivory carvings”, “ivory
scrap” and “carvings” of Elephantidae, which had
been (re-) exported by Japan during 11 years between 2005 and 201578 are as shown in Table 3-41, 3-4-2 and 3-4-3.

78

The followings facts are found through the
tables.

• Less export of the “tusks” and the “ivory pieces”, and no export of “ivory scrap” were found.
• The “ivory carvings” / “carvings” had been constantly imported. The volume is a bit smaller than
importing volume (Table 3-2-3).
• The export records of “ivory carvings” / “carvings” by Japan in Table 3-5 are shown by countries in Table 3-5.
It suggests the United States, UK, France, Denmark and HK SAR are the major importers of
“ivory carvings” / “carvings” from Japan. The volume of import by China seems to be too small
considering the aforementioned outflow from
Japan to China79. Most of those are assumed to
be imported from Japan without CITES permits.

79

Ibid.

Table 3-4-1

CITES
Trade
Database

Exported "TUS" (tusks) by Japan with CITES permits 2005-2015
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Volume reported by
importing countries

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Volume reported by
exporting country
(Japan)

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

-

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

CITES Annual Report (Japan)

Table 3-4-2

CITES
Trade
Database

Exported "IVP" (ivory pieces) by Japan with CITES permits 2005-2015
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Volume reported by
importing countries

0

1

0

0

16

4

13

1

0

1

0

Volume reported by
exporting country
(Japan)

2

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

20

0

-

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

20

0

CITES Annual Report (Japan)

Table 3-4-3

Exported "IVC" (ivory carvings) by Japan with CITES permits 2005-2015
2005

CITES
Trade
Database

Volume reported by
importing countries
Volume reported by
exporting country
(Japan)

CITES Annual Report (Japan)

Table 3-4-4

CITES
Trade
Database

See 3.1.

465

2 p airs
1 sets
0 .3 kg

236

2006

251

1 6 pairs

371

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

346

26p airs

210

45

121

28

165

92

186

173

3 7 pairs
1 sets

3 7 pairs
1 3 se ts

1 4 3 pairs

186

０

0

0

0

0

0

2 0 9 .5

83. 5

-

0

0

０

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Exported "CAR" (carvings) by Japan with CITES permits 2005-2015
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Volume reported by
importing countries

0

0

0

2

115

160

114

55

167

0

0

Volume reported by
exporting country
(Japan)

0

0

0

547

299

375

291

284

2 9 5 .5

0

0

-

3 7 pairs
1 3 sets

186

353

284

2 9 5 .5

2 0 9 .5

83. 5

CITES Annual Report (Japan)

371

1 4 3 pairs 97p airs

334

6pairs

294

42p airs

192

47p airs
5set s

*The data from CITES TRADE DATABASE (https://trade.cites.org/) is based on a "comparative tabulation report"of CTD by selecting the data variables as follows.
Exporting countries: Japan, Importing countries: All, Source: O, trade term: TUS/IVP/ IVC/IVS/CAR, taxon: Elephantidae spp./Loxodonta africana/Elephas maximus
*No data was found in terms of IVS.
*The ﬁgures on the tables are the total of ones for Elephantidae spp., Loxodonta africana, and Elephas maximus. The ﬁgures without discription of the unit show the
total of the ﬁgures which were recorded without unit, and are assumed to be in units of no.(number).
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Table 3-5 Importing countries of "IVP" (ivory pieces) / "CAR" (carvings) from Japan (exporting country: Japan) 2005-2015

China
Hong Kong
Taiwan
Korea
Singapore
Indonesia
Sri Lanka

Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.

U.S.
Canada
Mexico
U.K.
France

Germany

Exp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Exp.

8

Imp.

6
2paira
17
2pairs
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
7
7
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

Exp.

Imp.
Austria
Exp.
Imp.
Belgium
Exp.
Imp.
Netherlands
Exp.
Imp.
Italy
Exp.
Imp.
Denmark
Exp.
Imp.
Hungary
Exp.
Imp.
Poland
Exp.
Imp.
Malta
Exp.
Imp.
Switzerland
Exp.
Imp.
Sweden
Exp.
Imp.
Finland
Exp.
Imp.
Portugal
Exp.
Imp.
Russia
Exp.
Imp.
Ukraine
Exp.
Imp.
Tajikistan
Exp.
Imp.
Turkey
Exp.
Imp.
Egypt
Exp.
Imp.
Tunisia
Exp.
Imp.
Israel
Exp.
Imp.
Australia
Exp.
Imp.
New

Zealand

Guernsey
Unknown

2005
IVC
CAR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
11pairs
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
199
0
1set
185
0
23pairs
1sets
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
251
0
15
0
1pairs
1
0
0.3kg
0

2006
IVC
CAR
16pairs
0
16pairs
0
59
0
59
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2007
IVC
CAR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
32
0
0
0
0
0

2008
IVC
CAR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
30

2009
IVC
CAR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2010
IVC
CAR
6
58
0
64
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2011
IVC
CAR
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
21
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2012
IVC
CAR
0
6
0
10
21
0
0
18
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2013
IVC
CAR
3
0
0
3
7
0
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2014
IVC
CAR
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2015
IVC
CAR
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

144

0

286

0

0

0

23

0

63

0

24

0

35

0

80

0

88

0

113

0

204
21pairs

0

19
143pairs

0

0

4

0

84

0

19

0

73

0

40

0

77

84.5

0

65.5

0

0
0
0
0
9

0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
13

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
59

0
0
2
0
0

0
0
0
2
98

0
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
0
35

0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
21

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
91

0
1
0
0
31

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

1

0

18

0

0

16

0

11

0

107

0

57

0

26

0

87

69

0

3

0

1

0

58

0

163

0

0

55

0

3

0

2

0

18

0

18

47

0

6

0

26
1sets

0

81

0

0

232

0

58

0

53

0

10

0

13

0

23

47

0

6

0

0

5

0

0

0

15
26pairs

0

19

0

49

0

0

76

0

5

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

31

0

23

0

0

129

0

88

0

82

0

107

0

45

0

6

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
11
0
0
13
13
20
22
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
1
12sets
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
3
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
3
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
16
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
82
0
0
0
0
0
25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
13
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
17
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

38
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
71
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
38
0
1
0
0
5
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
75
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
4
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
3.5
0
0
1
1
56
63
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
21
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

52
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Exp.

0

0

Imp.
Exp.
Imp.
Exp.

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
26

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

*Source: The "comparative tabulation report"of CITES TRADE DATABASE (https://trade.cites.org/) by selecting the data variables as follows.
Importing countries: All, Exporting countries: Japan, Source: O, trade term: IVC/CAR, taxon: Elephantidae spp./Loxodonta africana/Elephas
maximus
*The figures on the tables are the total of ones for Elephantidae spp., Loxodonta africana, and Elephas maximus. The figures without discription
of the unit show the total of the figures which were recorded without unit, and are assumed to be in units of no.(number).
*"Imp.": The data reported by the countries which imported the items from Japan, "Exp.": The data reported by Japan
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3.3 Japan’s Illegal import/export of ivory

3.3.2 Regulation on international mail

3.3.1 Import/export declaration, permission and
compliance measures based on the Customs Law
As aforementioned80, the regulation at the water-edge is enforced by the customs based on the
Customs Law.
Any person wishing to export/import goods shall
declare the name of goods, volume, price and other
necessary matters to the customs director, receive
the necessary inspection, and receive the permission81. The declarant shall prove that the goods
have been approved for importing/exporting under FEFT to the customs82. The goods should not
be permitted to import/export unless the required
proof would not be done83.
However, the import/export procedure of a
mail requires considerable attention. The declaration and permission are required for mails in
principle, but the way of administrative operation
for implementing the process is different from the
other shipments due to the huge quantity. Furthermore, a certain range of international mail is
exempted from the mandate of declaration and
permission. The details about international mail
will be discussed in 3.3.2.
If an ivory not approved under FEFT is found,
it cannot be permitted by the customs to import/
export logically, then the ivory for export is to be
returned to the exporter while one for import is to
be suspended. The importer has no choice but to
abandon the ownership of the ivory or to ship it
back.
In the case of an intentional offense, the customs inspects the offence as an “infraction case”84.
Under the process, the customs director will
notify the offender of the requirement to make a
payment of an amount corresponding to the fine
plus the goods themselves (or the value of them
instead) (“Notified disposition”) while if the “Infraction case” is considered particularly serious
enough to justify imprisonment, the customs
director immediately charges the offender and
the case is handed over to prosecutors (“Criminal
charge”) 85.

1)Principle regulation on international mail
Importing process of a mail86
When a mail87 from abroad reaches an office
of Japan Post Co. Ltd, it will inspect the mail88.
Then, it will send a notification to the addressee,
guiding the process for customs clearance to be
required unless the office judges that it is the case
of exemption for international mail. It is supposed that a description requesting submission
of the approval under FEFT would be included
in the notification in the case the office found an
ivory in the import mail.
The addressee is expected to declare import
of the mail with necessary documents to the
international mail office of the customs with jurisdiction of the bonded area (the customs office
located in the designated post office), then would
be given permit.

80
81
82
83
84
85
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See 3.2.1
Customs Law
Customs Law
Customs Law
Customs Law
Customs Law

Article
Article
Article
Article
Article

67
70 Paragraph 1
70 Paragraph 3
119 and the following articles
138 Paragraph 1

Procedure on exporting using postal mail service89
When a mail is posted for a foreign destination,
the post office will inspect the mail90. Then, it will
notify the addresser of the process for customs
clearance to be required unless the office judges
that it is the case of exemption for international
mail. It is supposed that a description requesting
submission of the approval under FEFT would be
included in the notification in a case if the office
finds an ivory specimen in the export mail.
The addresser is expected to declare the export
item with necessary documents to the international mail office of the customs within the jurisdiction of the bonded area (the post office), then
would be given permit.

86 Customs Law Article 67, “Customs Law Basic Circular” (MoF No. 0100) 76-4-2, 76-4-4, “Customs answer”
No.6101 http://www.customs.go.jp/tetsuzuki/c-answer/
topcontents_jr.htm
87 International courier is a different service for international transportation from international mail. International
courier is a consistent international transportation service
from door to door for 30kg around or less shipments in general. It includes the courier service for a document except
for confidential correspondence and other goods, and small
package service (SP service) for a small-sized and light
package (MLIT, 2014).
The exemption for international mail is not applied to the
international courier service (based on the opposite interpretation of the Customs Law Article 76).
88 As to be mentioned in “3)”, an exemption of customs
declaration and permission is to be applied to international
mail of which taxable amount 200,000 JPY or less. Thus,
the international mail offices of the customs have to inspect
international mails whether they fall under the exemption or
not (Customs Law Article 76 Paragraph 1).
89 Customs Law Basic Circular 76-2-1, 76-2-5
90 As is the case with import.
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2) “Exemption” of the regulation for international mail: the mail for which import / export
declaration and permission are not required
A special provision in terms of simplified import / export process for a mail is prescribed in
the Customs Law. The declaration and permit
procedure are supposed to be exempted for the
mails which the special provision is applied to91.
Consequently, smuggling using those mails cannot be punished as non-permitted import / export under the Customs Law.
Those mails subject to the exemption are as follows92;
• A mail of which taxable amount is 200,000 yen
(US$1,818) or less;
• ( Only if the case of import) A mail for gift; and
• (Only if the case of import) A mail of which the
addressee cannot evaluate the amount for some
reasons e.g. a gift, an unsolicited mail93.

Needless to say, the exemption does not influence the application of other law than the
Customs Law. It means if an international mail
subject to the exemption encloses CITES listed
species, the mail should be approved under FEFT
to import/export. In the case where the international mail has to get the FEFT approval, it
should be declared to the customs director and
get the permission of him/her.
The import/export process of international
mail where an ivory specimen is found during
the search94 at a customs is as follows;

Procedure for incoming mails which doesn’t
require customs declaration and permission95
When a mail from abroad reaches a post office, it will be subject to an inspection. If ivory is
found in the mail during the inspection, a post
card titled “Notification on the procedure of customs clearance for the mail arrived from abroad”
as the matter of import approval under FEFT will
be sent to the addressee, and submission of necessary documents to the international mail office
of the customs within one month will be advised
in the notification. If delayed, the mail will be returned to the addresser. (The post office can keep
91 Customs Law Article 76 Paragraph 1
92 Customs Law Article 76 Paragraph 1, Cabinet Order on
Implementation of Customs Law Article 66, Article 3 Paragraph 3 (a), Article 2 Paragraph 5 (a)，(b)
93 “Customs answer” No.6101 http://www.customs.go.jp/
tetsuzuki/c-answer/kokusaiyubin/6101_jr.htm
94 Incidentally, the customs offices are supposed to record
the name of addresser, number of mails, name of goods,
price and weight, etc. of the inspected mail in an ununiformed format (Customs Law Basic Circular 76-2-1).
95 Customs Law Basic Circular 76-4-4

the mail further within the limit of two months if
the procedure would need more time96.)

Procedure for an outgoing mail for which doesn’t
require customs declaration and permit97
The addresser should do nothing other than
posting the mail attached with a simple notification card98 to the customs. The mail is transferred
to the designated post office where the international mail office of the customs is located. This
is then, subject to inspection and then would be
sent abroad. If an ivory is found in the mail during the inspection, a paper titled “The process of
customs clearance for export mail” will be sent to
the addresser, requiring for getting the approval
based on the FEFT regulation.

3.3.3 Causes making the inspection on a mail
for preventing illegal Import/export of ivory
difficult
1) Needs for swift customs clearance and the inspection prioritizing prohibited goods
The discovery and suspension of smuggled
contrabands is the most direct countermeasure
against smuggling. However, in recent years of
expanding globalization, the customs officials
have been pressured to handle huge number of
international freights and international passengers swiftly. Now the customs finds itself in the
middle of swift customs clearance and careful
inspection99.
Furthermore, the priority of the inspection is
primarily on prohibited goods100 including drugs
like stimulant drugs, narcotics and psychotropic
drugs, guns, explosives, child porn and goods
detrimental to intellectual property rights like
fake products101. As ivory smuggling is related to
earlier-mentioned illegal activities and has been a
source of money laundering and terrorist financing, ivory trade should be definitely monitored
96 International Post Clauses of Japan Post Co., Ltd. Article
66, 97
97 Customs Law Basic Circular 76-2-1, 76-2-5
98 In the case of “Express Mail Service (EMS)”, the notification card is already attached to the tag to be attached to
the package, so the necessary entries on the tag are automatically copied on the card.
99 MoF, 2015.b http://www.naccs.jp/archives/unkyou/20150306/kouen.pdf
MoF, 2016.b http://www.naccs.jp/archives/unkyou/20160304/kouen.pdf
100 Customs Law 69-11
101 Any person who has imported/exported prohibited
goods without obtaining approval shall be punished by imprisonment with work for not more than 10 years or a fine of
not more than 30 million yen, or both (Customs Law Article
108-4, 109). The penalty is almost twice stricter than the
case of ivory.
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in 2015 FY103.104Considering the reality, it is likely
that only a small part of international mail is
being inspected. If so, it is a concern that international mail could be used for illegal import/
export of ivory within 30kg105.
Furthermore, ivory purchased on internet sales
site through shopping/bidding agents has been illegally exported to China106. One of the transportation measures for those agents is international
mail or international courier service.
Therefore, high attention should be paid to
transactions through postal service.

and enforcement strengthened. However, in reality, strict inspection for ivory at the customs has
become more and more difficult.
The serious situation in the field can be also
assumed from the figure of the customs personnel which has never kept up with the increasing
number of applications for customs clearance
and immigration (Figure 3-8).
Figure 3-8 Change in the number of import declaration, immigrants,
and the number of staff at the customs ofﬁces of Japan
180.0

Index : 100 in 2003

number of import
declaration
(169.7)

170.0
160.0
150.0

3.3.4 Cases on illegal import/export of ivory
using international mail (EMS)

number of
immigrantsv
(163.0)

140.0
130.0

1)Cases on illegal import
The information in terms of the cases ivory
had been discovered inside an international mail
owned by all of the customs offices107 at the time
of 7th November, 2016 was requested to be provided on the basis of the information disclosure
law. Then the obtained information is shown in
Table 3-6 by combining the information included
in the record on import suspension of CITESrelated shipments (the cases of “medicine” containing ivory were excluded).

number of
customs staﬀ
(107.5)

120.0
110.0
100.0
90.0
2003
(H15)

2005
(H17)

2007
(H19)

2009
(H21)

2011
(H23)

2013
(H25)

2015
(H27)

The index will increase to 208.9 if the number of immigrants would reach to 40 million
including 20 million of foreign visitors and 20 millions of Japanese tourists in 2020.
Source：Ministry of Finance, 2016 http://www.naccs.jp/archives/unkyou/20150306/kouen.pdf

2) Difficulty of careful inspection on international mail due to its vast amount
According to postal regulation, international
mail is subject to inspection by the customs102.
However, if several of these international mails
are actually opened and searched, it may take
enormous work and the process of customs clearance will be considerably delayed.
The number of international mail has gone up
to 40,000s, and has reached to a volume of 48,857
102

103 Press releases by Japan Post Co., Ltd. “Numbers of the
received mails”
(14th May, 2013, 14th May 2014, 14th May 2015 and 12th May, 2016）
104 The survey on international air cargo by MLIT concluded that it is impossible in practice to figure out the number
of international couriers because such survey will impose
too much burden upon the related business operators (MLIT.
2014).
105 The upper limit of weight for EMS is defined as 30kg.
http://www.post.japanpost.jp/int/ems/index.html
106 See 3.1.1, 3.1.3
107 There are 8 customs offices as a branched agency of the
Ministry of Finance in Hakodate, Tokyo, Yokohama, Nagoya,
Osaka, Kobe, Moji and Nagasaki as well as Okinawa Regional Customs. http://www.customs.go.jp/zeikan/z-kikou.htm

Customs Law Article 76 Paragraph 1

Table 3-6 Import mail containing ivory to Japan
No.
Date of record
Competent office

2009-2

2009-3

2009-4

2009/05/12

2009/09/18

2009/10/28

Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Kobe Overseas Mail Sub-branch

Kind of mail

Air parcel

EMS

EMS

Sea parcel

Declared exporting country

Germany

USA

Mongolia

China

1

1

1

1

Antique

Antique

Knife

Hanko

Mail

Yet acceptant

Mail

Mail

Form recorded on "import
suspension record"

-

-

-

ivory hanko

Number recorded on
"import suspension record"

-

-

-

2

Disposal recorded on
"import suspension record"

-

-

-

Abandonment of ownership

Number of mail
Declared name of goods
Response of addressee
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2009-1
2009/02/02
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Table 3-6 Import mail containing ivory to Japan (continued)
No.
Date of record
Competent office

2009-5

2010-1

2010-2

2010-3

2009/11/18

2010/03/09

2010/03/16

2010/04/17

Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Kawasaki Overseas Mail Sub-branch Fukuoka Overseas Mail Sub-branch

Kind of mail

EMS

EMS

Sea parcel

EMS

Declared exporting country

USA

USA

France

Taiwan

Number of mail
Declared name of goods
Response of addressee

1

1

1

1

Groceries

Bachi (plectrum)

Toy

Hanko

Mail

Mail

Yet acceptant

Yet acceptant

Form recorded on "import
suspension record"

Worked horn/tusk

Worked horn/tusk

horn/tusk

Worked horn/tusk

Number recorded on
"import suspension record"

5

1

2

6

Disposal recorded on
"import suspension record"

Ship-back and return

Ship-back and return

Abandonment of ownership

Ship-back and return

2010-4

2010-5

2010-6

2011-1

2010/06/21

2010/07/12

2010/11/16

2011/02/15

No.
Date of record
Competent office

Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Osaka Overseas Mail Sub-branch Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Osaka Overseas Mail Sub-branch

Kind of mail

Air parcel

EMS

EMS

EMS

Declared exporting country

Denmark

UK

UK

USA

1

1

1

1

Ivory carvings

Antique

Ivory instruments

Groceries

Mail

Yet acceptant

Mail

Window

Form recorded on "import
suspension record"

Worked horn/tusk

-

-

Worked horn/tusk

Number recorded on
"import suspension record"

2

-

-

1

Disposal recorded on
"import suspension record"

Ship-back and return

-

-

Ship-back and return

2011-2

2012-1

2014-1

2014-2

2011/04/11

2012/09/18

2014/08/07

2014/08/07

Number of mail
Declared name of goods
Response of addressee

No.
Date of record
Competent office
Kind of mail

Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Osaka Overseas Mail Sub-branch Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch
EMS

Air parcel

EMS

EMS

China

Germany

China

Nigeria

1

1

1

1

Musical instruments

Netsuke

Ivory products

Sample

Yet acceptant

Phone

Yet acceptant

Yet acceptant

Form recorded on "import
suspension record"

-

-

Accessories

-

Number recorded on
"import suspension record"

-

-

1

-

Disposal recorded on
"import suspension record"

-

-

Ship-back and return

-

Declared exporting country
Number of mail
Declared name of goods
Response of addressee

No.
Date of record
Competent office
Kind of mail
Declared exporting country
Number of mail
Declared name of goods
Response of addressee

2014-3

2014-4

2014-5

2014-6

2014/08/14

2014/08/28

2014/11/03

2014/12/17

Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Kawasaki Overseas Mail Sub-branch Kawasaki Overseas Mail Sub-branch Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch
EMS

Air parcel

Air parcel

EMS

UK

Denmark

Portugal

Nigeria

1

1

1

1

Antique

Wallet

Ivory

Sample

Yet acceptant

Window

Phone

Yet acceptant

Form recorded on "import
suspension record"

-

Worked horn/tusk

horn/tusk

-

Number recorded on
"import suspension record"

-

16

4

-

Disposal recorded on
"import suspension record"

-

Abandonment of ownership

Ship-back and return

-
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Table 3-6 Import mail containing ivory to Japan (continued)
No.
2014-7
2014-8
2015-1
2015-2
Date of record
2014/12/17
2014/12/18
2015/04/16
2015/05/13
Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch
Competent office
Kind of mail
EMS
EMS
EMS
EMS
Declared exporting country
Zimbabwe
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Number of mail
1
1
1
1
Declared name of goods
Sample
Sample
Sample
Ivory
Response of addressee
Yet acceptant
Yet acceptant
Yet acceptant
Yet acceptant
Form recorded on "import
Worked horn/tusk
Worked horn/tusk
suspension record"
Number recorded on
"import suspension record"

-

-

583

15

Disposal recorded on
"import suspension record"

-

-

Ship-back and return

Ship-back and return

No.
2015-3
2015-4
2015-5
2015-6
Date of record
2015/06/24
2015/11/25
2015/11/26
2015/12/17
Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch
Competent office
Kind of mail
EMS
EMS
EMS
EMS
Declared exporting country
Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe
Japan
Number of mail
1
1
1
1
Declared name of goods
Sample
Sample
Sample
Accessory
Response of addressee
Yet acceptant
Yet acceptant
Yet acceptant
Phone
Form recorded on "import
Worked horn/tusk
suspension record"
Number recorded on
"import suspension record"

50

-

-

-

Disposal recorded on
"import suspension record"

Ship-back and return

-

-

-

No.
2016-1
2016-2
2016-3
Date of record
2016/07/08
2016/08/31
2016/10/19
Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch Osaka Overseas Mail Sub-branch Tokyo Overseas Mail Sub-branch
Competent office
Kind of mail
EMS
EMS
EMS
Declared exporting country
France
Belgium
Nigeria
Number of mail
1
1
1
Declared name of goods
Ivory products
Ivory figurine
Ivory
Response of addressee
Mail
Mail
Yet acceptant
Form recorded on "import
suspension record"
Number recorded on
"import suspension record"

-

-

-

Disposal recorded on
"import suspension record"

-

-

-

* The information above are based on the records of 9 Customs office nationwide, which are possessed by them at the time of Nov. 7th 2016.
* The records related to medicine including ivory are excluded.
Source：Tokyo Customs, 2016. a, Disclosed administrative document based on No.636（14-Jun-16), Tokyo Customs, 2016. b, Disclosed administrative document based
on No.1221（25-Nov-16), Yokohama Customs, 2016, Disclosed administrative document based on No.135（14-Jun-16), Osaka Customs, 2016. a, Disclosed
administrative document based on No.167（22-Jun-16), Osaka Customs, 2016. b, Disclosed administrative document based on No.271（28-Nov-16), Kobe Customs,
2016, Disclosed administrative document based on No.658（15-Jun-16), Moji Customs, 2016, Disclosed administrative document based on No.168（9-Jun-16)
Ministry of Finance, 2010, CITES import suspension record (2009), Ministry of Finance, 2011, CITES import suspension record (2010)
Ministry of Finance, 2012, CITES import suspension record (2011), Ministry of Finance, 2013, CITES import suspension record (2012)
Ministry of Finance, 2014, CITES import suspension record (2013), Ministry of Finance, 2015, CITES import suspension record (2014)
Ministry of Finance, 2016, CITES import suspension record (2015)

Summary
•As far as the disclosed records existing at the
customs offices at the time of information request, the oldest record was dated as February
2009. Since then, 31 cases have been found by
5 customs offices during 7 years and 8 months
until October 2016. Those cases are exclusively
related to import mail (no case on export mail is
recorded).
•In one case, true exporting country is unknown
because it was described as “Japan”. Remaining
30 mails include 10 from Nigeria and Zimbabwe,
and 11 from EU member states.
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•The weight and number of the ivory discovered
are unknown from the record disclosed by the
customs offices.
•Among 28 cases provided by the customs offices as with the date of which is until the end
of 2015, only 13 cases of import suspension
records of 2009 – 2015 which were compiled by
the Ministry of Finance were shared. The cause
for the gap is unknown108.
108 With regard to the cases of No. 2015-4, 2015-5, and
2015-6, the reports of those cases from the competent customs offices to the Ministry of Finance was likely to yet have
been completed by the reporting deadline for compilation of
the record on import suspension 2015. If so, those would appear on the record on import suspension for the year of 2016.
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•The methods of disposal of the goods after the
import suspensions are referred in the import
suspension record. In the case of mails, there is
no choice for the suspended item to be shipped
back and returned to the addressers109 if the
addressees don’t respond to the queries from
the customs (“Yet acceptant”) because the customs cannot confirm if the addressee is the real
importer with the intention of import.
•On the other hand, if the addressee contacted
to the customs by some means including “posting”, “phone” or visiting the “window”, unless
it is considered an intentional offense which
should be inspected as an “infraction case” the
customs handle the case as “voluntary abandonment of ownership” when the addressee
intended to do so, or handle the case as “shipping-back and return” when he/she does not
intend to do so.
•Out of 13 cases of international mail recorded
in the import suspension record, 10 cases were
handled as “shipping-back and return” while
3 cases were as “voluntary abandonment of
ownership”110.

Continuous attempts for exporting ivory enclosed in EMS from Nigeria or Zimbabwe to
Japan
•The most noteworthy fact is that similar 10 imports
are confirmed with ivory enclosed in EMS which
was sent from Nigeria or Zimbabwe between 2014
and 2016 (see the shaded area of the table).
Figure 3-9

Figure 3-10

Figure 3-11

Smuggled ivory from Nigeria Smuggled ivory from
Smuggled ivory from
by using EMS:1
Nigeria by using EMS:2 Nigeria by using EMS:3

•The EMS enclosed more than 10 ivory cut pieces coloured up in blue with whole the surface
(Figure 3-10). Each size of the ivory cut piece is
around 7cm in diameter and 6 cm in height (Figure 3-11).
•After the first finding in August 2014, 2 EMS in
December 2014, one in April 2015, one in May
2015 have reached from Nigeria.
•Additionally, one EMS from Zimbabwe containing ivory was found in December 2014. Subsequently, one in June 2015, two in November
2015 were found.
•At a later time, one EMS reached from Nigeria
was further found to have ivory in October 2016.
•EMS was used in all of the 10 cases for exporting ivory from Nigeria and Zimbabwe into
Japan.
•The volume of ivory enclosed in EMS is known
for three cases recorded in the import suspension records (No. 2015-1, 2015-2, 2015-3), namely 583 pieces, 15 pieces and 50 pieces. Those
look to be considerable number, but the weight
cannot be estimated because even the form of
the ivory is unknown111.
•Those EMSs had been “yet acceptant” at the
time of November, 2016 except for one for
which the process by the customs office was
ongoing 112. It means the ivory enclosed may
be returned to the addressers because the addressees don’t respond to the queries from the
customs (“Yet acceptant”)113.
•The names of products with regard to the mails
from Nigeria or Zimbabwe are expressed as
“ivory” in 2 cases but as “sample” in the other
8 cases including the case in August, 2014. The
impact of this modus operandi to the law enforcement efforts will be discussed later114.

•In August 2014, the Tokyo Customs opened
and searched an EMS (Figure 3-9) exported
from Nigeria as “sample of cassia wood” and
found ivory pieces. The addresser may be a
Nigerian considering the name described on the
shipping tag, and the address of him was of the
military base in Lagos, Nigeria.

2) Illegal export utilizing international mail
As shown in Table 3-6, any export mail enclosing ivory was not found as far as known from the
existing records in the customs offices.
However, according to the news sources in China,
it has been revealed that international mail or
courier service would have been used in the cases
that ivory sent from were seized in China115.

109 See 3.4.5
110 With regard to the case of No. 2010-2, the record of
import suspension was dealt as “voluntary abandonment of
ownership” though the original record of Tokyo Customs
dealt it as “yet acceptant”.
Considering the record on import suspension is a compilation of the report from each customs office, accuracy of the
record on import suspension is doubtful as far as the case.

111 The upper limit of the weight for EMS is defined as
30kg. See 3.3.3, 2)
112 The most recent case of No. 2016-3 is likely to remain
to be done at the time of information disclosure application
for the case due to time space.
113 In fact, all such cases found in the record of import suspension as well are disposed as “shipping-back and return”.
(See Table 3-6).
114 See 3.4.4
115 Case 6, 7 and 8 on Table 3-1.
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For example, ivory was exported from Japan to
China by international mail in case No.7 and 8
listed in Table 3-1. The weight of imported ivory
in the Case 7 was 131kg. The ivory was segmented in 7 EMS packages. It may be due to the maximum weight of EMS set at 30kg116.

3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Concerns that illegal ivory is slipping
away in the ivory permitted under CITES
The customs have distinct limitations on
strengthening inspection on the shipments regarding international mail, international courier,
passenger’s luggage or the other freight, which
cannot be overcome due to the reality of the priority of customs administration affairs117.
Relying excessively on the water-edge controls under such situation is equivalent to turn a blind eye
to the flow of ivory into/out of domestic market118.
From the above it is clear that, as far as there is
a limitation on customs inspection, the possibility
that illegal ivory can slip away in the ivory permitted under CITES. In terms of import/export of
ivory which can be allowed under CITES, stricter
domestic measures119 are taken by some countries.
An example from United States is shown in Table
116 See 3.3.3, 2)
117 See 3.3.3
118 However, the MoE claims as follows on the FAQ posted
to its website.
“Q11. Could smuggled ivory be laundered as legally imported one within Japan and re-exported due to a flaw in the
management system of the domestic ivory in Japan?”
“A11. Considering the strict control over the imports and
domestic trade in elephant ivory in Japan, we think that
such criticism is not substantiated by facts.”
http://www.env.go.jp/nature/kisho/z as follows ougetorihiki/
FAQ_on_ElephantIvory_JP.pdf
As shown in the description, GoJ is excessively relying on
the crackdown of the customs to prevent illegal ivory flowing
into/out of domestic ivory market.
119 CITES Article XIV 14 Paragraph 1 (a)
Table 3-7

Export

No commercial imports allowed.
Noncommercial imports as follows are
allowed:
・Limits import of sport-hunted trophies to two
per hunter per year.
・Law enforcement and bona ﬁde scientiﬁc specimens.

○

○

○

No export allowed.

Source：USFWS website
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3.4.2 “Japan-China ivory market”: Dynamic
traffic of ivory between Japan and China
As aforementioned, under the background of
demand for ivory in China and development of
art market there, the chances for the flow of ivory
into China are still significant121.
A greater attention should be continually paid
to illegal export in ivory from Japan to China by
using antiques bought at real auctions targeting
Chinese art works as a cover and, using crossborder online shopping/auction agents.
On the other hand, the activities for the flow of
ivory from Japan to China are likely to become
120 That is a code prescribed in the Harmonized Commodity
Description Coding System based on HS Convention. The system is used by major trading nations including Japan, which are
the member of the World Customs Organization (WCO). Those
countries which are implementing customs administration based
on the HS occupy almost all of the world trade volume.
https://www.jetro.go.jp/world/qa/04A-010701.html
The HS code is called as “customs tariff schedule” in Japan.
http://www.customs.go.jp/toukei/index.htm
121 See 3.1.2

Wo rk e d i v o ry

○

○

Raw ivory is not allowed for general public
to import/export except for hunting trophy as
the unique aspect of the U.S. with a lot of sports
hunters.
It draws attention particularly about worked
ivory. Even though a worked ivory can be imported/exported as exemption of pre-convention
stock under CITES, import of it for commercial
purposes is not allowed at all, and export for
commercial purposes is also not allowed except
for antiques which is 100 years old or older. Japan
should follow this level of import/export restriction. In fact “antiques of an age exceeding one
hundred years” is categorized in the Harmonized
Commodity Description and Coding System
(HS)120as the world standard.

Import/export requirements with regard to ivory introduced by the United States
R a w iv o r y

Import

3-7.

No commercial imports allowed.
Noncommercial imports as follows are allowed:

（Limited to legally acquired and removed from the wild prior to February 26,
1976 when African elephant was ﬁrstly listed in CITES Appendices.）

・ Part of a household move or inheritance ・ Part of a musical instrument
・ Part of a traveling exhibition
Commercial imports as follows are allowed:
・Antiques (It is 100 years or older and it has not been repaired or modiﬁed with any
such species after December 27, 1973 when Endangered Species Act came into effect.)
○ Noncommercial exports as follows are allowed:
・ Antiques (as aforementioned)
・Worked ivory legally acquired and removed from the wild prior to February
26, 1976, and is either:
＊Part of a household move or inheritance; ＊Part of a musical instrument; or
＊Part of a traveling exhibition.
・Worked ivory that qualiﬁes as pre-Act (acquired before December 27, 1973).
・ Law enforcement and bona ﬁde scientiﬁc specimens.
○

https://www.fws.gov/international/pdf/questions-and-answers-african-elephant-4d-ﬁnal-rule.pdf
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more difficult than ever due to increased enforcement action against illegal ivory trade, stricter
control on antique market, etc.122.
Under such situation, a phenomenon is becoming realized that Chinese would transfer their
art works to Japan as a place for storing them. It
seems a new age of “re-return” of ivory from China
to Japan and introduction of ivory acquired by
Chinese anywhere to Japan seems to advent after
the age of ivory flow from China to Japan.
In the first place, Chinese ivory market including the ones in HK and Taiwan has been having
a close relationship with Japan’s market. The import of ivory by HK had been the largest in the
world until Japan overtook it in 1982. But, even
before the event, considerable amount of ivory
had been re-exported from HK to mainland China
and Japan123.
The case revealed in April 2000 that HK broker
who illegally imported 500kg of ivory cut pieces
into Kobe Port had played a key role as a supplier
of ivory to Japan, and had a close relationship
with most of Japanese ivory traders including a
member of “Japan Federation of Ivory Arts and
Crafts Association” (JIA) who had been involved
with the case124. Incidentally, one of the traders
122 See 3.1.4
123 In 1970s, annual imports of raw ivory by Japan was 255
tons in average, it reached to 368 tons in 1978 thus Japan
was regarded as the world’s largest ivory consuming country.
The largest importing country of raw ivory at the time was
Hong Kong SAR which imported average of 463 tons per year
while considerable part of the imported was re-exported to
China and Japan (Martin, 1985). In fact, 49% of the imported
ivory by Japan during the 5 years between 1974 and 1978
had been exported from Hong Kong SAR (Ibid.). Two-thirds
of the imported ivory by Japan between 1981 and 1986 were
provided by Belgium and HK SAR (Milliken, 1989).
124 This case marked the third largest amount of smuggled
ivory in Japan. This smuggling was projected through the
involvement of a board member of “Tokyo Ivory Arts and
Crafts Cooperative Association” forming Japan Federation
of Ivory Arts and Crafts Association” (JIA) together with
“Osaka Ivory Arts and Crafts Cooperative Association”, who
had legally imported one-off sold ivory in 1999 while the
smuggling into Kobe was carried out during the eleventh
meeting of the Conference of the Parties to CITES (Sakamoto,
2000). Thus, the case shocked the international community.
It can be summarized as below.
In April 2000, a Hong Kong broker smuggling the ivory
originally possessed by a Taiwanese, from Singapore into
Kobe port of Japan (Ibid.). The imported ivory tusks which
were alleged as deprived from forest elephants inhabit in
the forest in west and central Africa were comprised of
27 raw tusks chopped into 132 pieces with about 30cm in
length each (492.375kg in total) (Ibid.).
A Taiwanese who has a company in Taiwan and his employees were involved with the customs clearance while a
Japanese ivory hanko manufacturer (deceased) who was a
board member of the ivory association joined to transport
the ivory to his workshop for storage (Ibid.).
The HK broker had played a main role in importing ivory
from HK into Japan since 1982 and had connections with
many Japanese ivory business people before the trade ban.
The president of the ivory association at the time visited the
broker in the detention centre (Ibid.).
Consequently, the HK broker was found guilty at the Urawa

investigated during the door-to-door survey has
had a business connection with some HK buyers
since long time ago125.
Such relationship with China and HK has
grown closer over time because of the increase in
movement of people and goods both on business
and tourism, and through the internet as a new
platform of business126. Now, it seems to be difficult to understand each market separately, but
it would rather be appropriate to consider that
ivory would enter into the integrated “JapanChina” market from Africa via various areas and
move inside the market in dynamic way.
Illegal ivory is destined to “the Japan-China ivory market” and attempts to enter in a country or
area with high-profit and low-risk. The destination
country or area has changed depending on each
country’s economy or trade policy of the time.
Since around the end of 2000s, destination of
ivory started to shift from Japan to China. But,
more recently, changes in economy, society and
law enforcement on the Chinese side are likely
influencing the direction of movement of ivory.
Then, with developing implementation of closure of domestic ivory markets in China and
HK SAR, the new trend would become definite. Thus, Japan may become the new ‘haven’
for even poached ivory as it paves way into the
world’s biggest legalized domestic ivory market.

3.4.3 The special provision on exemption for international mail makes crackdown of the smugglers
of the ivory impossible , while it makes the inspection weaker as a matter of practice
It is quite worrying to know that international
mails have been frequently imported into Japan
with ivory enclosed inside. Particularly, those
international mails disguising the name of goods
have been destined to Japan from specific African countries127.
Recently, it seems that international community is aware that international mails are abused
to smuggle contrabands including ivory because
huge amount of international mails make the
customs difficult to intensively open and check
them. For example, the State Postal AdministraDistrict Court (now Saitama District Court) as import without permission and sentenced to a suspended one year and
6 months imprisonment with work for import of ivory without permission of the customs, while the ivory hanko manufacturer was sentenced to a fine of 300,000 yen (US$2400:
based on 125 yen to the dollar exchange rate at the time)
for internal transportation of the contraband.
125 The seller No.2 surveyed by door-to-door (see 4.4.5)
126 See 2.4.4
127 See 3.3.4 2)
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tion of China issued a Notification in July, 2015 to
include the wildlife protection in key list of safety
supervision and inspection of mails and express,
in order to enhance the supervise of smuggling of
endanger species and its products including ivory
in the mails and express128.Then, the State Postal
bureau joined enforcement agencies for CITES
training in December 2016129.
On the contrary, Japan retains some loopholes
on the Customs Law and the related circular by
the Ministry of Finance, contributing the modus operandi abusing international mail system.
Actually, the exemption of the regulation for international mail is likely to be applied when the
description of the contents is shown as “a gift” or “a
sample” on the tag unless there is some reasons for
being suspicious to the true contents. In the case
the exemption is applied, there is no room that infraction of the Customs Law would be pursued.
The problem of the exemption is more than
what is described above. The existence of the
exemption itself makes the customs clearance
inspection weaker. It is true that the customs are
authorized to inspect even an international mail
to which the exemption is applied, however the
existence of the exemption itself must be a message to the customs and their officials that the law
would not expect them to inspect mails as strictly
as other shipments.
Therefore, the inspection on vast amount of
mails is concerned to be possibly conducted
weaker than generally imagined. The exposure of
ivory enclosed import mails aforementioned130
may be a tip of ice burg. Scarcity of findings of
ivory from the export may suggest inspection on
export mail may be weaker than one for import
mail131. Considerable exposure of ivory by China
from import mail from Japan132 demonstrates the
assumption above.

128 SC66 Doc.29 Annex3
129 In the training workshop, it was pointed out that more
and more wildlife products are being traded using the internet and social media with delivery taking place via courier
companies so the overseer of the courier industry, the Postal
Bureau is an important stakeholder to help implement CITES
measures (TRAFFIC, 2016).
130 See 3.3.4, 1)
131 See 3.3.4, 2)
132 See 3.1.1
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3.4.4 Even in the case import / export declaration and permit is required, illegal importer/
exporter can avoid any blame due to the blanket practice based on the circular issued by the
Ministry of Finance instructing each customs
office to inform the addressee / addresser the
fact by mail that the international mail in
question was identified as required to get import / export approval based on FEFTL
When an import mail from abroad reaches to
the international mail office of the customs and an
ivory is discovered, according to the circular issued by the Ministry of Finance, the required customs clearance procedure is to be uniformly notified to the addressee133. If the said addressee truly
planned to import the ivory illegally, he surely
recognizes that ivory was found. Such perpetrators will definitely keep themselves away from visiting the customs for declaring the import.
In fact, all of the addressees of the EMSs arrived
from Nigeria or Zimbabwe with ivory enclosed
(see Table 3-6) didn’t respond to the queries from
the customs134. Additionally, among the 21 cases
besides the Nigeria/Zimbabwe cases, 7 cases were
found that the addressees of the EMSs with ivory
enclosed didn’t respond to the queries from the
customs135.
Under such a situation that the addressee intends to avoid declaring import, it is desperate
to charge him for offence of the Customs Law136.
Consequently, there is no way for the mail to be
returned to the addresser, and then an opportunity is to be given them to smuggle the ivory into
Japan again.
When an export mail is posted and any ivory
is happened to be found at the international mail
office of the customs, according to the circular
issued by the Ministry of Finance, the required
customs clearance procedure is to duly notify the
matter to the addresser137. In this case, the addressee can recognize that the ivory is found, and
can keep himself from visiting the customs for
declaring the export. Thus, it gets very difficult to
133 See 3.3.2, 1)
134 See 3.3.4
135 Ibid.
136 The addressee has not moved into the action of declaration for import at that moment. Therefore, an attempt on
import without permission (Customs Law Article 111 Paragraph 3) has yet been consisted. A preparation on import
without permission (Customs Law Article 111 Paragraph 4)
might possibly be consisted, however the inspection by the
customs would be still hindered until the intention of the
addressee for such preparation becomes distinct. It is because the addressee cannot be assumed to intend so if the
contraband was unilaterally sent to him/her.
137 See 3.1.2, 1)
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crack down the addresser138. The mail will finally
be returned to the said addresser.
As discussed above, the people attempting illegal import or export of ivory by utilizing international mail system need to take almost no risk
of charge and seizure but only a risk that the mail
would be returned to the addresser or to himself.
It would have to be said that the international
mailing system in Japan establishes serious loopholes of enforcement of the Customs Law.

3.4.5 The circular issued by the Ministry of
Finance on import / export declaration and
permit makes crackdown of violation of FEFT
impossible as a matter of practice
When an import mail from abroad reaches to
the international mail office of the customs and
an ivory happened to be found, there should be
an opportunity to crack down the non-approved
import as the violation of FEFT 139. However,
there is almost no opportunity to do so because it
is unlikely to be determined if the said addressee
imported the mail by himself at the stage. In order to admit an import by an addressee, a proof
is required to show that the addressee recognized
the mail as exported with his name designated as
the addressee. In the story that the addresser sent
the mail to the addressee in a unilateral way, such
proof is unlikely.
Under the circular issued by the Ministry of
Finance, the customs has no way but to notify
the required customs clearance to the addressee
uniformly, and then he will surely recognize that
ivory was found. Therefore, even if the police
would contact with the addressee after it got a
related-information from the customs or the
designated post offices, the addressee is likely to
justify himself that the mail was not intended for
him. The investigation by the police will meet
with a setback unless some proof of his import is
provided besides the address on the mail.
138 The addresser has not moved into the action of declaration for export at that moment. Therefore, an “attempt” on
export without permission (Customs Law Article 111 Paragraph 3) has yet been consisted. A “preparation” on export
without permission (Customs Law Article 111 Paragraph 4)
would be strongly suspected, if the addresser truly posted
the contraband. However, considering that the addresser
who got aware of the ivory exposed is likely to justify himself
by claiming someone disguised his name, the inspection by
the customs may be difficult as a matter of practice unless
the proof of true addresser is secured.
139 This is because the import without approval in violation
of FEFT (Article 69-7 Article Paragraph 1(e) ) is generally
considered to be consisted the shipment landed regardless
of whether the shipment is international mail or another.
Incidentally, the attempt of import without approval is not
punished by FEFT.

When an export mail is posted and an ivory is
happened to be found at the international mail
office of the customs, the required customs clearance procedure is also uniformly notified to the
addresser in accordance with the circular issued
by the Ministry of Finance. Again, the addresser
need not visit the customs. In this case, the addressee cannot be cracked down as the nonapproved export under FEFT because the offence
has yet been consisted before the addresser declares the import to the customs140.
Thus, the implementation of the Customs Law
under the circular issued by MoF makes crackdown of offences against FEFT also impossible as
a matter of practice.
In terms of illegal import/export using international mail, it is required to make it possible for
the customs officer to inspect infraction case and
charge it to the prosecutors under the Customs
Law by changing the blanket practice based on
the circular issued by the Ministry of Finance.
Unless such action can be taken by the customs
officers, they could not request cooperation to
the police, thus no investigation against violation
of FEFT would happen also141.

140 The attempt of export without approval is not punished
except for the export of documents, pictures or data storage
medium containing information on the specified technology
to the specified state as being considered to undermine the
maintenance of international peace and security (FEFT Article 69-7 Article 2).
141 More specifically, “Customs Law Basic Circular” should
be changed in order to make it possible to take the following action when the customs official found a CITES listed
species and suspected the circumstances of the crime is
grave.
Import mail
To make it possible to send the mail directly to the addressee without the notification about the procedure on customs
clearance in advance. (Thus, the customs official can inspect
the addressee who intends to receive the mail as a suspect
of “infraction case” against the Customs Law.)
Export mail
To make it possible to inspect the addresser as a suspect of
“infraction case” without the notification about the procedure on customs clearance in advance.
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Chapter 4 The reality of internal trade in Japan’s domestic ivory market, and the regulation
over it / the registration scheme
4.1 Outlook of controls on internal ivory trade,
and the regulation on it / the registration scheme
as the primary component of the controls
As discussed in Chapter 3, enforcement of controls on import and export based on the Customs
Law is at the water edge and is virtually constrained in functioning as the core of preventing
illegal import/export.
Particularly looking into import/export mail
service, both the rule of law, and implementation
/enforcement of it would provide loopholes for
importing and exporting ivory.
Thus, the importance of complementary measures in the regulation for preventing smuggling
ivory must be recognized. The right measure is to
strengthen the controls on internal ivory trade “Law for Conservation of Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora (LCES)1”and its bylaws2 3.
1

“Law for Conservation of Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora (Law No.75, June 5, 1992) (hereinafter
“LCES” or “Law”)
2 The basic bylaws include those as follows.
•Cabinet Order for implementation of law for conservation
of endangered species of wild fauna and flora (Cabinet Order No.17, February 10, 1993) (hereinafter “Cabinet Order”)
•Ministry Order for implementation of law for conservation of endangered species of wild fauna and flora (Cabinet Office Order
No.9, March 29, 1993) (hereinafter “Ministry Order”)
•Ministry Order with regard to the matters including notification of businesses activities in connection with designated internationally endangered species (Cabinet Office and
Ministry of International Trade and Industry Order No.2,
June 24, 1995) (hereinafter “Ministry Order on notification
of business”).
3 【Application of LCES to elephants】
•LCES categorises “endangered species of wild fauna and
flora”(LCES Article 4 Paragraph 2) which is subject to conservation is categorized in “nationally endangered species
of wild fauna and flora” (LCES Article 4 Paragraph 3) and
“internationally endangered species of wild fauna and flora”
(LCES Article 4 Paragraph 4).
•“National guideline for the conservation of endangered species of wild fauna and flora” adopted by the Cabinet based
on LCES (Article 6, Paragraph 1) states that “listed species
on CITES Appendix I, except for the species specified in
Japan’s reservation” are to be selected as internationally endangered species of wild fauna and flora. Elephas maximus
(Asian elephant) and Loxodonta Africana (African elephant)
both belong to family Elephantidae are designated as it
(Cabinet Order Article 1 Paragraph2, Appendix 2 (12)).
•Regarding controls of treatment of individuals, etc. of Internationally endangered species of wild fauna and flora, LCES
(Chapter 2 “controls of treatment of individuals, etc.”) prescribes “Prohibition of the taking of individuals and transfers of individuals, etc. (Section 2)”, “Registrations, etc. of
individuals, etc. of internationally endangered species of
wild fauna and flora (Section 3)”, “Controls of businesses
activities in connection with designated body parts of internationally endangered species (Section 4, Subsection2)”
and “Certification, etc. of products produced of legallyobtained materials (Section5)” while the Chapter 1 of LCES
prescribes “duties of owners, etc. of those individuals, etc.
obliging owners and possessors of them to endeavour to
properly treat the individuals, etc. (Article 7), and authority
of Minister of Environment to give them necessary advice or
guidance on treatment of the individuals, etc. (Article 8).
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【Application of LCES and its bylaws to elephants’ “body
parts” and “products”】
•“Individuals, etc.” defined in the Chapter 2 of “controls
of treatment of individuals, etc.” is a generic term used to
refer to “individual”, “body part” and “processed product”
(Article 7). “Body part” means portions of individual, and
“processed product” means a thing manufactured out of
“individual” or “body part” as material (See Cabinet Order
Article 3 Paragraph2). Individuals, etc. have to be readily
recognizable and designated by the Cabinet Order (LCES
Article 6 Paragraph 2 (c). Regarding “body part” in particular, see Cabinet Order Article 2-2 and Appendix 4. Regarding “processed product” in particular, see Cabinet Order
Article 2-3, Appendix 4 and Ministry Order Article1).
• “Hide” and “tusk” are designated as “body part” of family
Elepantidae (LCES Article 6 Paragraph 2 (c), Cabinet Order Article 2-2 and Appendix 4). “Leather products (“footwear”, “bags”, “pouch”), and “Accessories”, “Furnishing
goods”, “hanko”, “Musical instruments“. “Indoor recreational
equipment”, “Tableware”, “Smoking supplies”, “Stationeries”, “Convenience goods” , “Buddhist altar articles” and
“Tea utensils” “manufactured out of tusk” are designated as
“processed product” of family Elepantidae (LCES Article 6
Paragraph 2 (c), Cabinet Order Article 2-3 and Appendix 4,
Ministry Order Article1).
• Those “body part” and “processed product” of family Elephantidae are entirely designated as “raw material body part,
etc.” “as material of such products within Japan” (LCES Article
12 Paragraph 1 (c), Cabinet Order Article 2-4 and Appendix 5).
• The “raw material body part, etc.” and its processed product
“in which the used body part do not maintain the whole shape”
(Cabinet Order Article 2-5) are defined as “the designated
body part, etc.” which are exempted from the regulation on
internal trade (LCES Article 12 Paragraph 1 (c), Article 17).
• The business transferring or delivering the designated body
part, etc. of “tusk and processed product of it” is subject
to a supervision scheme by the administrations (MoE and
METI) as “business activities in connection with designated
internationally endangered species” (LCES Article 33-2,
Cabinet Order Article 5-2), and the designated body part,
etc. are called “business-related designated body part, etc.”
(Ministry Order on notification of business Article 6 (b)).
Under the amendment to LCES in 2017 (to be implemented by 1st June, 2018), the business is called “business activities in connection with special designated internationally
endangered species”, and the designated body part, etc.
are called “special designated body part, etc.” (The Bill for
amendment to LCES Article 33-6 Paragraph 1),
Figure Legal schemes on LCES applied to the body
part and processed product of Elephantidae
Body part
・Hide
・Tusk

Processed product

・Leather products (footwear, bags, pouch)
・Accessories” , “Furnishing goods” , “hanko” , “Musical
instruments “. “Indoor recreational equipment” ,
“Tableware” , “Smoking supplies” , “Stationeries” ,
“Convenience goods” , “Buddhist altar articles” and
“Tea utensils” manufactured out of tusk

Raw material body
Designated part, etc. Internal trade regulation,
part,etc.
superviison scheme on
・Hide which does not
・Hide which
maintain the whole shape business are not applied to
maintain the
Business-related designated part,etc.
whole shape
（"Special designated body part,etc."under the amendment
・Tusk which
maintain the
to LCES in 2017(to be implemented by 1st June, 2018))
whole shape
・Tusk which does not maintain the whole shape
Internal trade
regulations
are applied to

Super vision scheme on business
transferring or delivering the
designated part,etc. and certiﬁcation
scheme of products are applied to
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The main pillars of the internal trade controls
prescribed in LCES are comprised of the following legal schemes;
(1) Internal trade regulations 4 / registration
scheme
(2) Supervision scheme on business dealing
with ivory
(3) Certification scheme of products.
This chapter discusses about (1) while the others will be discussed in Chapter 5.

4.2 Internal trade regulations / registration
scheme
4.2.1 Outline of internal trade regulations /
registration scheme
According to the internal trade regulations of
Ivory or ivory tusks which maintain their whole
shape (“whole tusks” hereinafter), are prohibited
to transfer, deliver or receive them unless they
have been registered5.
Display and advertisement for the purpose of
selling or distribution, which include advertisement on the Internet shopping/auction site, without registration are prohibited as well6.
There are various procedural regulations for
controlling treatment of the registered items and
registration cards7.
4

This report calls the following regulations prescribed in
LCES as “internal trade regulation” collectively.
•Prohibition on transfers (movement of ownership (Environmental Agency, 1995)), delivery (movement of occupancy
(Environmental Agency, 1995)) or receiving them (Article
12 Paragraph 1)
•Prohibition on display and advertisement for the purposes
of selling or distribution (Article 17)
•By the context, “internal trade regulation” may include various procedural regulations for making above regulations
workable.
5 LCES Article 12, Paragraph 1. Those having violated the
regulation with regard to prohibition of transfers shall be
imprisoned for a term not exceeding 5 years and/or fined
an amount not exceeding 5millions yen (US$ 45,455) (LCES
Article 57-2), while corporations violated the regulation
shall be fined an amount not exceeding a hundred millions
yen (US$ 909,090) (LCES Article 65, Paragraph 1 (a)).
6 LCES Article 17. Those having violated the regulation in
regard to prohibition of transfers shall be imprisoned for a
term not exceeding 1 year or fined an amount not exceeding
1million yen (US$ 9,091) (LCES Article 58 (b)), while corporations violated the regulation shall be fined an amount
not exceeding twenty millions yen (US$ 181,818) (LCES Article 65, Paragraph 1 (b)).
7
•Where the whole tusks are to be displayed for the purpose
of selling or distribution, the registration cards shall be kept
ready at hand (LCES Article 21 Paragraph 1).
•Where the whole tusks are to be advertised for the purpose
of selling or distribution, information on that they have been
registered and codes of the registrations shall be displayed
(LCES Article 21 Paragraph 2, Ministry Order Article 11-3).
•The transfers, etc. of the registered whole tusks shall not be
conducted without the registration cards (LCES Article 21

4.2.2 Registration scheme
It is clear from the provisions on internal trade
regulations that the following registration scheme
comprises the heart of the regulation.

•Any occupant based on a legitimate title of the
whole tusks8 and satisfying the specific requirements may get the registrations approved by the
Minister of Environment9.
•The Minister of Environment shall seek a registration organization to carry out registrationrelated affairs10. The registration organization
which has ever been registered to MoE is only
“Japan Wildlife Research Centre” (“JWRC” hereinafter) 11.
•The registration organization shall, where the
registrations have been made, issue registration
cards to the applicant12.

4.2.3 Duties related to registration
The registration organization shall implement
duties related to registration fairly and comply
with the method as follows13.
•Identifying the species of the applied items for
registration
Paragraph 3).
•The transfers, etc. of the registration cards shall not be
conducted without the registered whole tusks (LCES Article
21 Paragraph 4).
•The transferees of the registered whole tusks shall make a
report on the transfers, etc. to the registration organisation
within 30 days (LCES Article 21 Paragraph 5, Article 23
Paragraph 7).
•The registration cards shall be returned to the registration
organisation within 30 days in the case the owners cease to
own the whole tusks or the case the whole tusks change the
form as meeting with the change of category on “individuals, etc.” (body part or product manufactured out of the
body part) of the whole tusks (LCES Article 22 Paragraph 1,
Article 23 Paragraph 7). A typical case for the former (LCES
Article 22 Paragraph (a)) is that they are divided or carved
so that they do not maintain whole shape anymore while the
case the owner lost the tusks in a literal sense. The latter
case (LCES Article 22 Paragraph 1 (b)) actually means that
raw whole tusks are processed into polished tusks or carved
tusks falling under the category of “products”.
Those having violated the provisions above shall be fined
an amount not exceeding 300 thousands yen (US$ 2,727)
(Article 63 (f)).
8 Ivory tusks falling under “designated body parts, etc.”
or ones “in which the used body parts do not maintain the
whole shape” cannot be registered (LCES 20 Paragraph 1).
9 Those having made the registration by a falsehood or
other illegal means shall be imprisoned for a term not exceeding 1 year or fined an amount not exceeding 1 million
yen (LCES Article 58 (c)), while corporations violated the
regulation shall be fined an amount not exceeding twenty
millions yen (LCES Article 65, Paragraph 1 (b)). Incidentally,
the penalty will be increased by the 2017 amendment to
LCES to be implemented by June, 2018.
10 LCES 23 Paragraph 1
11 On the MoE website, only JWRC is mentioned as the
contact for registration procedure.
http://www.env.go.jp/nature/kisho/zougetorihiki.html
12 LCES 20 Paragraph 3, LCES 23 Paragraph 7
13 LCES Article 24 Paragraph 2, Ministry Order Article 14
Paragraph1
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•Confirming the items satisfy the registration requirements
•Confirming that the applied items for registration
have not been registered already

The registration organization has to set the
rules on implementation of the registration-related affairs and then get it approved by the Minister of Environment14.
The registration organization is given any authority to inspect neither the real item nor the
place where the item exists, but only given to refer to the documents and photos attached to the
applcation form15.
The registration organization has to equip a
ledger, record specific matters on it and keep it16.

4.2.4 Requirements for registration
Individuals or their body parts or products
thereof of international endangered species of
wild fauna and flora will be registered if it falls
under any one of the following five requirements17.
(a) Individuals bred in captivity inside Japan or
body parts , etc.18derived from them19;
(b) Individuals, body parts or products20 acquired
in or imported to Japan before the CITES application came into effect21 (“pre-convention acqui14 LCES Article 24 Paragraph 4, JWRC has set them as
“Rules on implementation of the registration-related affairs”
(“JWRC registration rules” hereinafter).
15 No authority to inspect the real item, etc. is prescribed in LCES.
16 LCES Article 24 Paragraph 7. The items to be recorded
on the ledger are names and addresses of the applicants
(Ministry Order Article 15 (a)), the dates of applications
(Ministry Order Article 15 (b)), the name of species of the
whole tusks (Ministry Order Article 15 (c)), the categories
(body parts or products manufactured out of the body part)
of the whole tusks (Ministry Order Article 15 (d)), the key
feature of the whole tusks (Ministry Order Article 15 (e)),
the registration requirements applicable to the whole tusks
(Ministry Order 15 Article 15 (f)), the types of documents
referred to for confirming the registration requirements
(Ministry Order Article 15 (g)), the date of registration
(Ministry Order Article 15 (h)) and the registration code
(Ministry Order Article 15 (i)).
The ledger is kept in the form of computerized electronic
data called as “Registration ledger for international endangered species of wild fauna and flora” (Rules on implementation of the duties related to registration).
17 LCES Article 20 Paragraph 1, Cabinet Order Article 4 (c).
The ivory tusks have to have been imported with the permission based on Article 67 of Customs Law for registering
under requirement (c).
18 They include body parts which comprised the individuals bred in captivity, and products manufactured out of the
individuals or the body parts as material (see Cabinet Order
Article 3 Paragraph 2).
19 Cabinet Order Article 4 (a)
20 The body parts derived from acquired/imported individuals, the products derived from the body parts above and
the products derived from acquired/imported products are
to be included (Cabinet Order Article 4 (b).
21 18th January, 1990 (Cabinet Order Article 1 Paragraph 2,
Annex 2 (12))
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sition” or “pre-convention stock” hereinafter) 22;
(c-i) Individuals or body parts, etc.23imported to
Japan under the permit based on the Customs
Law after the CITES application came into effect, which have been bred in captivity for commercial purposes24;
(c-ii) Individuals, body parts or products25 imported to Japan under the permit based on
the Customs Law after the CITES application
came into effect, which have been acquired in
or imported to the exporting country before the
CITES application came into effect26;
(c-iii) Individuals or body parts, etc.27imported to
Japan under the permit based on the Customs
Law after the CITES application came into effect, which derived from the populations listed
in the CITES Appendix II28

With regard to ivory tusks, the possibly applicable requirements are limited to (b), (c-ii) and (c-iii).

4.2.5 Confirmation that a whole tusk applied
for registration would meet the requirement of
“internal acquisition of pre-convention stock”
1) Mandated documents, etc. to submit
The following three documents, etc. are required when a whole tusk is applied for registration as met the requirement of “internal acquisition of pre-convention stock”.
(i) An application form which includes all prescribed items29;
(ii) A statement clarifying the history of the acquisition written by the person who acquired
the tusks in or imported them to Japan (“selfstatement on the acquisition” hereinafter) 30.
If such a document is not available, any other
document that proves the history of acquisition
can be attached instead (“alternative documents” hereinafter)31;

22 Cabinet Order Article 4 (b)
23 See Note 18.
24 Cabinet Order Article 4 (c) (i)
25 See Note 21.
26 Cabinet Order Article 4 (c) (ii)
27 The body parts derived from individuals of the population listed in CITES Appendix II, the products derived from
the individuals above or the body parts above are to be included (see Cabinet Order Article 3 Paragraph 2).
28 Cabinet Order Article 4 (c) (ii)
29 LCES Article 20 Paragraph 2
30 LCES Article 20 Paragraph 2, Cabinet Order Article 4 (b),
Ministry Order Article 11 Paragraph 1 (b)
31 LCES Article 20 Paragraph 2, Ministry Order Article 11
Paragraph 1 provisory clause.
A statement written by an heir of the acquirer of whole
tusks, who died until by the time of application, is considered as one of the examples.
In that case, the date of inheritance or date of acquisition
known to the heir is supposed written in the statement.
However, as discussed in 2), JWRC does not seem to inter-
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(iii) Photos of the tusks32; and
(iv) Any other document recognized as necessary for confirming that the registration requirements are met33.

The applicants have to pay the charge of 3,200
yen (US$ 29) per tusk to the registration organization34.

2) Background of requiring a document supporting the background of acquisition in practice
The only document related to confirmation of
registration requirements is the self-statement
on the history of acquisition. However, the selfstatement is subject to be written by the acquirer
or his/her heir, who get benefited from getting
the registrations.
Thus, objectively, the statement should not be
considered as a proof of meeting legal requirement.
JWRC as a registration organisation “acknowledges that, requirement on MoE Order Article
11, Paragraph 2 Number 235 would be fulfilled if
a document made by public agencies, such as a
clearance certificate by the Customs, delivery slip
for the purchased item or ‘statement of transfer’
written by the transferor of the item using a form
prepared by JWRC” would be attached to the
self-statement on the acquisition written by the
acquirer. But, given that it would be difficult to
submit those above, “JWRC accepted “statement
of ownership” written by a third party who witnessed the acquisition or import, and acknowlpret “alternative documents” applicable to the case above.
JWRC seems to regard the statement written by the heir as
not “alternative documents” (Ministry Order Article 11 Paragraph 1 provisory clause) but “self-statement on the acquisition” itself (Ministry Order Article 11 Paragraph 1(b)).
32 LCES Article 20 Paragraph2. The text of LCES does not
mention about the necessary number of photos nor way of
photographing.
33 LCES Article 20 Paragraph2, Ministry Order Article 11
Paragraph 2.
This article was set by the 2014 amendment (Environment
order No.17, 2014). It is assumed that the Government at
last responded to the existing criticism that requiring a document supporting the history of acquisition described in the
acquirer’s self-statement lacks legal basis (Sakamoto, 2002,
Sakamoto, 2007, Sakamoto, 2013 , etc..).
However, what kind of documents should be required is left
to the discretion of the registration organization completely
as they are defined as “documents as recognized necessary”.
Thus, the amendment of the Ministry Order was done
only for justifying the prior problematic implementation for
form’s sake.
34 LCES Article 29 Paragraph 1, Cabinet Order Article 5
(a). Only the ivory tusks which have been imported in Japan
since 1 June, 2014 are required to be pay 1,600 per tusk
(Cabinet Order Article 5 (b)). The supposed is an imported
ivory in accordance with the annotation on Appendix II in
future. http://www.env.go.jp/press/files/jp/23650.pdf
35 The provision of pre- amended MoE Order of the same
content as Article 11, Paragraph 1 (b).

edged that the requirement of “alternative documents” (MoE Order Article 11, Paragraph 236) are
fulfilled.”37
However, when JWRC recognised that false
statements of transfer or statements of ownership
have been occasionally submitted for registration,
it sent a query to the Ministry of Environment,
asking if JWRC can reject to accept any application not attached with a document made by public agency in principle in 2001.38
However, “given that it would be difficult to attach those made by public agencies, JWRC then
sought to seek an explanation on the history of
the acquisition (from the applicant) and then if
no specific question arises, it will request the applicant to prepare some necessary documents and
then it would accept the application when the
documents are attached to the application,”39so
that JWRC still remains a loophole.
It is not clear on the face of the query if the
“necessary documents”40mean the “statement of
transfer” and/or “statement of ownership”.
In response to the query by JWRC, MoE replied
that,, “it has no objection against the proposed
operation”.41

3) The existing practice on accepting a document recognized as necessary for confirming
that an applied tusk would meet the registration
requirement of pre-convention acquisition
The present Rules on implementation of the
duties related to registration defines the “predefined documents , etc..” as “a document proving
that the applied items for registration had been
acquired before CITES application came into effect , or a document made by public agencies in
principle proving that the items had been legally
imported” 42. The description on the rule above
seems to mean that a document made by public
agencies is not required when the applicants have
to prove the pre-convention “acquisition in Japan”
but when they have to prove pre-convention “import to Japan”.
36 The provision of pre- amended MoE Order of the same
content as Article 11, Paragraph 1 provisory clause.
37 JWRC, 2001
38 Ibid.
39 Ibid.
40 There had been no legal basis to request “necessary
documents”, but at present, MoE Order Article 11 Paragraph
2 was provisioned, as mentioned in Note 33. The type of the
“necessary documents”, however, is not specified in the text.
41 Ministry of Environment, 2002
42 Rules on implementation of the registration-related affairs Article Paragraph 2 (2)
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On the other hand, JWRC makes it appear as
though it urges the applicant of registration on its
website to submit “a document made by a public agency in principle, proving that the applied
items for registration had been owned before
CITES application came into effect” as the supporting document for the self-statement on the
acquisition43.
Thus, as the existing practice on requiring a
document recognized as necessary for confirming pre-convention acquisition, it is not clear how
strictly “a document made by public agencies” is
required, such as on whether a certificate written
by a third party is accepted.
Table 4-1 Number and weight on newly registered tusk,
and ones for which "registration card" was returned
(A)
Year

(B)

Number of
tusks
registered

(C)

(D)

Number of

Weight of tusks

was returned

was returned (kg)

Weight of tusks tusks for which
for which
registered (kg) "registration card" "registration card"

1995

2, 2 52

40, 354.32

0

82 1 . 9 0

1996

3 , 7 49

51, 568.70

522

10, 83 4 . 1 0

1997

3 47

5, 952.25

384

7, 85 3 . 4 0

1998

63

1, 011.85

384

7, 38 4 . 4 5

1999

5, 5 01

50, 346.78

1, 203

13, 57 6 . 5 3

2000

75

1, 377.29

1, 382

13, 66 3 . 9 7

2001

119

2, 070.41

752

8, 89 7 . 3 5

2002

63

1, 094.10

538

6, 08 1 . 8 7

2003

75

1, 528.56

443

4, 75 6 . 1 3

2004

107

1, 638.83

394

4, 55 1 . 9 1

2005

252

3, 877.07

153

2, 51 0 . 5 3

2006

4 08

6, 606.62

567

5, 77 7 . 0 4

2007

358

5, 557.92

378

4, 83 5 . 3 5

2008

431

7, 044.72

257

3, 48 5 . 5 9

2009

3 , 6 64

43, 460.83

488

5, 96 7 . 2 1

2010

4 99

5, 671.55

498

5, 90 8 . 9 1

2011

1, 1 37

11, 565.55

961

10, 34 5 . 1 3

2012

1, 2 47

2013.1-6

536

2013.7-12

806

2014.1-6
2014.7-12

925
961

1 , 3 42
1 , 8 86

2015.1-6 1,251
2 , 1 57
2015.7-12 906
2016.1-6 824
1 , 6 87
2016.7-12 863
2017.1-6
7 23
Total

28, 1 42

12, 727.38
5,146.79
7,342.28
8,843.63
9,109.59
13,009.03
8,327.08
7,593.30
8,498.44

705
195

12,489.07 460
17,953.22
21,336.11
16,091.74

7, 006.07
328, 330.14

210
208
228
553
642
653

655
418
781
1, 295
787

8, 52 3 . 1 9
2,297.75
5,434.88
2,856.06
2,812.61
3,034.14
6,300.69
6,948.55
6,626.24

7,732.63
5,668.67
9,334.83
13,574.79

8, 50 0 . 8 4

13, 945 170, 58 6 . 3 2

Source: MoE, 2012, MoE, 2013.a, MoE, 2013.b, MoE, 2015.a, MoE, 2016.e,
MoE, 2016.f, MoE, 2017.f

43 http://www.jwrc.or.jp/cites/regist/kikan/1.htm
There has been no change on the description since the beginning of August 2015 till the end of February 2017 at least.
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4.3 Trends and background of registration
and return of registration cards with regard
to whole tusks
4.3.1 Volume of the registered whole tusks and
the tusks for which the registration card was
returned
Table 4-1 shows every year’s number and
weight on newly registered whole tusks, and ones
on whole tusks for which the registration card
was returned (“whole tusks with the registration
cards returned” hereinafter) since the application
of the registration to ivory whole tusks has been
implemented.
The registration cards shall be returned to the
registration organization in the case the holders
of the tusk cease to possess it44. A typical case is
that the whole tusk is divided so that it does not
maintain the “whole shape” anymore. So, the tusk
for which the registration card has been returned
can be supposed to be consumed for manufacturing ivory products.
The number of existing stock are to be provided
by the figure on (A) after deduction of the figure
on (C), and the weight of existing stock are similarly provided by the figure on (B) after deduction of the figure on (D). The stock of registered
whole tusks at the end of June, 2017 was 14,197
with 157.7 tons in weight45.
The total weight of whole tusks newly registered in between 1995 and June, 2017 can be
calculated as 328 tons on Table 4-1. 239 tons after
deduction of 50 tons and 39 tons of ivory tusks
imported in 1999 and 2009 each as one-off sold
ivory tusks from the 328 tons, are as discussed
later46, are supposed to be registered mostly as
pre-convention acquisition. Out of the 239 tons
of tusks, 92 tons were registered at the beginning
of implementation of the registration scheme
(1995-1996), most of which were owned by traders and received the registration by confirmation
of registration requirement (pre-convention acquisition) without objective proof47.
44 See the sixth paragraph in Note 7
45 GoJ reported the stock of registered whole tusks as
11,415 in number with 136,135kg in weight on 24th April,
2014 (SC 65 Doc. 42.1 Addendum Annex 2), as 12,384
in number with 143,710.5kg in weight on 31st December,
2014 (SC 66 Doc. 29 Annex 20), as 13,583 in number with
155,314.3kg in weight on 31st July, 2015 (SC 66 Doc. 29
Annex 20).
46 See 4.5.5 1)
47 In 1995, internal trade control/registration scheme
was applied to ivory whole tusks, and business notification scheme was applied to ivory traders who deal ivory
other than finished products (that means manufacturers) by
the Bill for amendment to LCES (see 7.1.2). So, the ivory
manufacturers were supposed to register their whole tusks
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99 tons of the rest 147 tons of ivory tusks had
been registered since 2011 when the seizure of illegal ivory increased globally. In fact, the volume
of registered whole tusks in Japan has rapidly increased since the year and reached 2,100 in number
and 21 tons in weight in 2015. It should be carefully examined whether illegally imported tusks had
been effectively screened out at the time of registration of pre-convention acquired ivory, including
the recently registered 99 tons of ivory tusks.

4.3.2 Changes and their background in
weight of newly registered whole tusks and
ones with the registration cards returned
Figure 4-1 shows the change in weight of newly
registered whole tusks (based on (B) in Table 4-1)
and one in weight of whole tusks with the registration cards returned (based on (D) in Table 4-1),
together with the consumer confidence index48.
Based on the figure, change of those weights of
the whole tusks will be discussed as well as the
history how potential consuming demand for
ivory products manufactured in Japan has been
controlled mostly through a production “adjustment” by ivory manufacturers regardless of the
actual consumer perception.
in possession to JWRC (MITI (currently METI) and EA (currently MoE) made an administrative guidance to the traders
to register their ivory stock.) and mandated to notify their
stock of ivory cut pieces including scraps with 1kg or more
in weight, and 20cm or more in length to the Director General of Environment (currently Minister of Environment) and
Minister of International Trade and Industry (currently Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry).
At the time of the registration and the notification, those
whole tusks and cut pieces under possession “having legitimate title” were each allowed to be registered or notified
(MITI, 1995).
The said “having legitimate title” should be interpreted to
mean not only a legitimate title of possession but also complying with CITES or acquired as pre-convention stock.
In fact, Japanese traders had imported ivory since 1980
with submission of a certificate of origin to the customs, and
furthermore, they started to submit the CITES export permit
to the customs since April 1985 (see4.8.2, 6). It means that
the traders could prove the date of import of those ivory
by showing the copy of clearance certificate with the copy
of the certificate or permit as long as they had actually imported the ivory in an official way.
MITI (currently METI), however under a condition, approved
to register the whole tusks without any proof of pre-convention acquisition like an official document or a delivery slip,
which include the transferor of which had been unknown.
The condition was to apply the registration within 6 months
after implementation of the registration scheme (28th June
1995) with attached a confirmation letter by the Presidents
of Ivory Arts and Crafts Association in Tokyo or Osaka saying that the date of pre-convention acquisition written in the
registration application form “is confirmed to be true” (Ibid.).
Consequently, 3/4 of whole tusks registered in 1995 received the registration by submitting confirmation letter by
the ivory associations (CITES Panel of the Experts, 1997).
48 See 1.4.2. In table 4-1, the numerical number of 1 thousand
times of the index value for every December is shown for easier comparison of the trends with the weights of whole tusks.

Figure 4-1: Change in weights of registered whole tusks both
stocked and consumed, and consumer conﬁdence index
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1) Change in weight of newly registered whole
tusks
The registration scheme was applied to ivory
whole tusks in June 1995. The figures of registered tusks are large during 1995 and 1996. It is
thought that a considerable part of the registered
was occupied by a part of stock49 owned by ivory
manufacturers50.
The number of registration jumped up in 1999
and 2009 when the one-off sold ivory tusks were
collectively registered. Among the fully registered
tusks, excluding the ones brought through the
one-off sale, was the whole tusks as of pre-convention acquisition51, which have dramatically
increased since 2011 and reached to 21 tons in
just one year of 2015.
2) Change in weight of whole tusks with the
registration cards returned and the history of
production adjustment by ivory manufacturers
Aforementioned, most of whole tusks with the
registration cards returned can be assumed to be
consumed for production.
Therefore, the weight may reflect the trend of
production by ivory manufacturers while it does
not reflect the total weight of whole tusks consumed for production52.
Then, the trend of production by ivory manufacturers will be discussed based on the weight of
49 The manufacturers’ stocks mandated to be registered are
supposed to ones to be traded to the third party including
the peer. Even ivory manufacturers are not mandated to register their whole tusks owned for self-consumption as manufacturing material (see 4.8.4).
50 CITES Panel of the Experts, 1997
51 See 4.5.5, 1)
52 Ivory products are made not only from the registered
whole tusks but also the cut pieces which already existed in
1995 when the registration scheme was implemented, or ones
not derived from registered whole tusks. Those cut pieces
were added up to 98.3 tons at the time (see table 5-4).
However, it cannot be known how much those cut pieces
have been consumed afterwards because only the data on
stocks at the end of each fiscal year is available with regard
to cut pieces (see 5.3.3, 5.3.4).
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whole tusks with the registration cards returned in
contrast with the change in consumer perception.
The weight was merely 11 tons in 1996 when
the track record of returning registration cards
was established for the first time.
The small amount is considered as the result of
a strong production adjustment already made by
ivory manufacturers on at least the stock of legalised whole tusks led to curb the process of whole
tusks though the consumer perception was relatively high at the time53.
In the succeeding 1997 – 1998, the volume of
whole tusks with the registration cards returned
was also small, due to strict production adjustment. In June 1997, the first one-off sale of ivory
was conditionally endorsed 54, therefore they
saw day light to secure a new stock. Nevertheless, most of ivory manufacturers collectively
launched to raise the price at high rate of 3- 40
% just after the decision, and in doing so, took
a step to stronger production adjustment55. The
reason for the response comes from the concerns
about depletion of stock within or around two
years for that period they have to wait for arrival of the one-off sold ivory56, and the concerns
about if the strict conditions57 for implementation of one-off sale would be met58.
The tightening of production adjustment also
appeared in the form of reduction of sales offered
at so-called “ivory swapping party” or the ivory
auction held by ivory manufacturers59.
The major reason why the registered whole tusks
were consumed so slowly was the strong production adjustment made by ivory manufacturers
while consumer perception also fell in those days60.
In 1999 – 2000, the volume of whole tusks with
the registration cards returned mostly doubled
than the ones in 1998. This trend may be encouraged by the prospect that one-off sold (and ex53 Takaichi, the largest ivory hanko manufacturer in Japan
stressed his concern about the runout of his stock and the
necessity of a production adjustment on ivory hanko for preventing it at the time of 1992 as: “If you determined to buy
the products actively and actually put the action in practice,
our stock would soon disappear and we would run out the
options (for continuing our business)” (Takaichi, 1992.b).
54 CoP10 Com.I 10.13 (Rev.)
55 Anon, 1997.b
56 It was decided that no international trade in ivory before
18 months after the transfer to Appendix II comes into effect (3 months after the decision). Therefore, the export of
ivory was supposed to be in place total 21 months after the
decision of CoP (CITES CoP10 Com.10.33).
57 CITES CoP10 Com.10.34
58 Anon, 1997.b
59 Ibid.
60 The rate of consumption tax was raised from 4% to 5% in
1997 http://www.nippon.com/ja/features/h00013/
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perimentally exported) 50 tons of ivory assumed
to be imported from Botswana, Namibia and
Zimbabwe to Japan in June 1999, and the manufacturers relaxed the adjustment and actively
consumed registered whole tusks61. Incidentally,
the high consumer perception in those two years
might have pushed the trend incrementally.
During the 14 years between 2001 and 2014,
volume of whole tusks with the registration cards
returned were at a very low level. It obviously
suggests that tightening of production adjustment by ivory manufacturers had continued during those years. The background of the strong
production adjustment is as follows;
At the meeting of CoP11 held in April 2000,
ivory trade was not reopened while the population of South Africa was transferred from Appendix I to II62. 2 years later, at the meeting of CoP12
in 2002, the second one-off sale of 60 tons of
ivory owned by Botswana, Namibia, South Africa
and Zimbabwe was endorsed while it was ensured that the sales would not be in place in the
immediate future63. Therefore, ivory manufacturers tightened production adjustment through
price increasing of ivory blank hanko at the year
end of 200264. Five years later, it was approved
that the conditions set for one-off sales were
met at SC55 held In June 200765. However, at the
meeting of CoP14 which started in the next day
of the SC, a decision that actually intended to
suspend the one-off sale until China can participate in the auction later was adopted in consensus though Japan opposed up to the last minute66.
From there on, ivory manufactures were left with
the uncertainty on when and how much they can
import the ivory.
61 In fact, Takaichi, the largest ivory hanko manufacturer in
Japan undertook “customer appreciation sale on ivory hanko
as a gift celebrating graduation from school” as a celebration for the first import of ivory in 10 years, and a hanko
business journal recommended the readers hanko retailers
to promote ivory hanko sales actively at the opportunity of
the import of ivory because it has become a hot topic for
people broadly (Anon, 1999. b).
62 CoP11 Com. I. 11.10
63 CoP12 Com. I Rep. 9 (Rev.), CoP12 Com. I Rep. 10 (Rev.)
It was decided that the export of ivory can be carried out
not before May 2004, and in any event not before the Secretariat has verified the prospective importing countries
or Japan, and MIKE has reported to the Secretariat on the
baseline information.
https://www.cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/cop/12/Adopted_Amendments.pdf
64 Anon., 2003
65 SC55 Summary Record
The completion of verifying Japan’s ivory trade controls by
the Secretariat was reaffirmed and the baseline information
of MIKE was reported to it.
https://www.cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/com/sc/55/
E55-SumRec.pdf
66 CoP14 Com. I Rep. 15 (Rev. 1) , CoP14 Inf. 61
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In July of following 2008, China was endorsed as a
designated trade partner of the one-off sold ivory at
SC 57 meeting67, and then competed with Japan at
the ivory auctions held in 4 Southern African countries in October and November of that year68.
As the result, Japanese ivory manufacturers
ended up to buy only one third of the 102 tons or
39 tons of auctioned ivory which was imported
to Japan in 2009. Rest of the stock was bought by
China69.
It means that the second one-off sales may not
be so profitable for the Japanese traders comparing the first one in 1999. It provided less amount
of ivory than previous one though it took 10
years to be in place. Furthermore, it was ensured
that next import would take more than 10 years
(at CoP18 in 2019 at earliest)70. Additionally, it
was easily anticipated that Japanese ivory manufacturers have to compete again with their tough
rival possibly China. The former President of
Takaichi, stated at the trial of violation against
LCES as follows “The second import of legalized
ivory after the ban realized in 2009, however Japan got only 40% of them and China won the rest
of 60%. I’m mixed-up to think of what shall I do
if ivory will be unavailable in future”71.
While the next import from 4 Southern African
countries receded from view, Japanese ivory
manufacturers had expected to lift the trade ban
from Tanzania and Zambia72. However, The ivory
manufacturers were disappointed that Tanzania
withdrew its proposal for reopening international
trade in its ivory stockpile before the opening of
CoP16 to be held in 2013 and that Zambia did
not even submit such a proposal to the Conference of the Parties, so they increased wholesale
price of ivory blank hanko in the range of 10 to
a bit less than 20% in 2013 and 2014 without a
break under a reason that they have little hope of
importing new ivory while their ivory stockpile
provided by the last one-off sale is running73.
67 SC57 summary record https://www.cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/com/sc/57/E57-SumRec.pdf
68 Anon. 2008
69 Ibid.
70 CoP14 Com. I Rep. 15 (Rev. 1) , CoP14 Inf. 61
71 Sakamoto, 2011.a
72 Anon., 2013.b
73 In 2013, Takaichi announced that it will increase the
price of ivory products including ivory blank hanko from
April 21st. The range of increase is between 10 and a little bit less than 20%. The other two ivory manufacturers in
Osaka also decided to do so from April or May in the year
(Anon., 2013.b).
In 2014 to follow, Takaichi announced another price increase
of the products made of ivory, cow horn or buffalo horn
(15% increase for ivory blank hanko) from July. It explained
the reason for increase that suspension of ivory export from
African countries is supposed to continue till 2019, so it has

Thus, it is a matter of course for ivory manufacturers to continue the strong production adjustment under the situation that they cannot help
being pessimistic to securing stock of manufacturing material in future74. Incidentally, the
consumer perception during the period (2001 2014) had swung much more widely. It suggests
that the consistent production adjustment based
on prospect of securing manufacturing material
had been made regardless of potential consumer’s
demand for ivory products.
In 2015, however, the weight of whole tusks
with ’registration card’ returned slightly increased and production became active. As the
background of the trend, registration of whole
tusks has rapidly increased since 2011 to an unprecedented number of 2,100 tusks in 2015 75.
Considering the fact that prices for purchasing
whole tusks offered by Japanese manufacturers
have been more expensive and stable than ones
offered by Chinese buyers76, most of increasing
registered tusk are likely to fall into them. The
active production in the year may come from the
relaxation of the production adjustment driven
been struggling to buy ivory stock owned by individuals and
corporates as an estate or arts and crafts, or purchased at the
auction held for exchanging the stockpile among fellow traders, however the rising procurement costs forced it to decide
to increase the wholesale price (Anon., 2014.a）
74 Incidentally, whole tusks with the registration cards returned tentatively increased in 2011 though there was no
affirmative event for legalizing import under CITES. Additionally, the consumer confidence index in the year became
lower than one in the previous year.
More interestingly, the stock of ivory hanko increased in
that year (See Figure 5-5). It is difficult to comprehend
that the production becomes so active that the stock of the
product expands though the manufacturers cannot see their
way to procure the ivory as manufacturing material near
future. In fact, such a case has not been found. Therefore,
it is suspected that some special conditions other than the
production adjustment may affect the increase in the whole
tusks with the registration cards returned and the increase in
the stock of ivory hanko.
A theory is that the Takaichi case influenced the increases
in both the tusks with the cards returned and ivory hanko
stock, that the largest ivory hanko manufacturer and those
involved were arrested and then convicted guilty. Arrests of
the former president of Takaichi which had purchased a lot
of unregistered whole tusks should raise deterrent effects
to Takaichi itself and other ivory manufacturers somehow.
Thanks to the effect, compliance of mandatory return of
registration cards and recording produced ivory hanko in
the ledger may be tentatively improved, so track records of
those might increase. On the contrary to the trend above,
the tusks with the cards returned in 2012 decreased to almost midway between 2010 and 2011. The change may be
understood that the decrease occurred due to loosening the
compliance by the manufacturers after the things simmered
down and effect of the strong production adjustment came
out to the open again.
75 See 4.3.1 and 4.5.5,1). Incidentally, the total weight of
registered whole tusks and cut pieces owned by the notified
dealers in 2015 followed the previous year to make all-time
track record since 1995 of over 200 tons (calculated from
Table 4-1 and Table 5-2).
76 See 4.4.3, 4).
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by satisfactory stockpiling of manufacturing material. Incidentally, stock of hanko reduced in
2015. It suggests that purchasing ivory hanko by
consumers was also going strong77.
In conclusion, it can be said that ivory manufacturers have made production adjustment in a
consistent way based on the prospect of securing
manufacturing material, and that their decisions
were not largely influenced by the trend of demand of consumers for products at the time.
Therefore, it should be noted that it is likely to
lead to seriously marginalize the potential demand for ivory in Japan’s domestic market if the
estimation is based on the appearance of production trend as shown in the weight of whole tusks
with the registration card was returned. Here,
the fact that the production trend has been controlled by a strong production adjustment would
be underestimated.

Between 7th August and 14th September, 2015,
one Japanese investigator under the semblance
of a buyer of unregistered whole tusks called the
targeted traders to get the responses about the
offer on sales and on whether the responses indicated any intention for illegal activity. The entire
communications were audiotaped.
This survey was conducted by the U.S. based
Environmental Investigation Agency78. The following analysis is based on the original survey
records provided by EIA.

Fact situation on the phone survey

•Two unregistered ivory tusks (a polished tusk
weighing 21kg and a carved tusk weighing
same) were found in the house of my father.
•He died this year.
•No one knows the details of the acquisition
except for my father.
•My elder sister who lived with my father has
heard from my father that he had bought the
ivory or got them as celebratory presents
about 15 years ago.
• Both of us don’t know the profile of the
transferor.
•Characteristics of the carved tusk: so-called
openwork ivory with the smooth top, but
the middle section has so many carvings on
it that they can see the other side straight
through the tusk. There is still a half crescent
shape to the silhouette of the entire tusk. It
means the tusk is creating a slight arch.

4.4 Survey on ivory traders who buy or sell
ivory whole tusks
4.4.1 Objective
The objective of the survey is to understand
how effective is the registration scheme of ivory
whole tusks, where the core composing internal
trade regulation of ivory based on LCES, functions in reality and then to clarify the problems of
it by understanding the responses of ivory buyers
and sellers about the deal of unregistered whole
tusks.
4.4.2 Methodology
1) Identifying the targets
From July to August 2015, 51 traders were selected as target candidates for the phone / doorto-door survey. The selection was based on the
following criteria;
a) The traders who advertised “Hon-zouge (real
ivory)” on “Rakuten Ichiba,” “Yahoo! Japan
Shopping,” “Rakuten Auction” or “Yahoo! Japan
Auction”, and names and addresses of whom
are available.
b) The identified traders searched on google by
entering “Buying ivory” as the key word.
c) The traders with specific information ever provided from various sources.

2) Phone survey to ivory buyers
77
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See 5.4.3,1).

The investigator particularly took notice of the
matter as indicated below.
- Legality of the suggested responses (purchasing

unregistered whole tusks / false registration)

- Use of the whole tusks after purchasing
- Price for purchasing
- Modus operandi for false registration
- Recognition about the practice on registration

duty by the registration organization

- Reality of illegal export to and from Japan to

China

3) Survey on websites of ivory traders
This survey was conducted to analyse the results of EIA’s phone survey.
While the website is known as one of the efficient tools for ivory traders to offer purchasing
of ivory79, it may also function as tools for them
to disguise compliance with the law and regula78
79

http://eia-global.org/
Matsumoto, 2015
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tion because some websites of the traders phonesurveyed (see 2)), who suggested illegal activities
were found as emphasizing their compliance.
Then, with regard to the traders advertising
purchasing of ivory whole tusks, correlation
between the explanation regarding registration
scheme on the website and the applied illegality
category to those traders was reviewed. For reference, display of notification code of “specified
business on international endangered species”80 is
shown as well.

4) Door-to-door survey to ivory sellers
This survey was conducted by EIA.
Between 3rd and 10th December, 2015, two
Chinese investigators under the semblance of a
person seeking as a seller of ivory whole tusks and
cut pieces visited the targeted traders together
with a translator to get the responses to the offer
on purchasing unless they rejected to meet the investigators during the first contact by phone.
The entire communications were video-recorded.
4.4.3 Results of phone survey to ivory buyers
1) Targeted ivory buyers for analysis
Among 51 selected ivory buyers, 14 buyers
were deselected. Of which, 4 buyers did not respond to the call, 5 buyers responded not to purchase an ivory whole tusk at the time of call, one
of the investigated buyers was shared as an expert
exclusively for purchasing ivory. This person and
another trader were already investigated at the
time of the call (though the ivory buyers advertise ivory purchasing separately as independent
companies), and 3 buyers failed to let an employee respond with enough level of knowledge about
ivory dealing (14 buyers in total).
Then, the recorded conversations with remaining 37 buyers were analysed.
The outline of the result is shown in Annex 1.
The code put on each ivory buyer in this section responds to one for each buyer shown in the Annex.

would be successfully registered);
(ii) Directly takes unregistered ivory, and then cuts
or resale them;
(iii) Requires registration prior to purchasing. Offers
to act as an agent applying for registration based
on false or unsubstantiated facts (suggesting explicitly or implicitly);
(iv) Requires registration prior to purchasing. Recommends the seller to apply for registration based
on false or unsubstantiated facts; and
(v) Requires registration prior to purchasing. No
suggestion of illegal activity in applying for registration while explaining the requirements and
procedure of registration to the seller responding
to his/her queries.

In what follows, legality of the acts shown in the 5
categories above as well as applicability of the responses of 37 buyers to the categories will be discussed.

Responses suggesting Illegal activities
The responses applicable to category (i) or (ii)
are clearly illegal activities if they are actually undertook. They meet the conditions for transfer of
unregistered items81.
Furthermore, the response applicable to category (i) meets false registration82 as well. Additionally, a preparation of the paperwork for the application constitutes forgery of private document83
if the holder of the title has not accepted it or has
not comprehended the contents of the paperwork.

2) legality of the responses
As the result of analysing the recorded conversation with 37 buyers above, their responses are categorised as follows (“category of legality” hereinafter).

Responses suggesting Likely illegal activities
The responses applicable category (iii) or (iv)
are likely illegal.
In the case applicable category (iii), the person
who acts as the agent is chargeable as the co-principal with the applicant84. Additionally, a preparation of the application form constitutes forgery
of private document85 if the holder of the title has
not comprehended the contents.
The responses applicable to category (iv), the
person who does not act as the agent but instruct
the applicant a way based on specific false facts to
get registration is likely co-principal (by reason of
conspiracy), instigator86 or accessory87, considering he acknowledges that he will buy the ivory
after a false registration is completed.

80

81
82
83
84
85
86
87

(i) Directly takes unregistered whole tusks, and then
registers them under a fake name for resale (This
category includes the case that transfer of occupancy of the whole tusks is subject to be made
first, and payment will be made after the tusks
See 4.1 and 5.1 for further references.

LCES Article 12 Paragraph1 and Article 57-2
LCES Article 58 (c)
Penal Code Article 159
Penal Code Article 60
Penal Code Article 159
Penal Code Article 61, Paragraph 1
Penal Code Article 62, Paragraph 1
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Responses not suggesting illegal activity
There is no illegal activity suggested in the responses applicable to category (v).
The result of conformity of 37 dealers’ responses
with the categories of legality is shown in the following Figure 4-2.
Figure 4-2 Legality of ivory buyers' responses

(v) 19%

(iv) 21%

(i) 19%
(ii) 11%

(iii) 30%

Directly takes unregistered whole tusks
（i）Then, registers them under a fake name for resale (This category includes the case that
transfer of occupancy of the whole tusks is subject to be made ﬁrst, and payment will be
made after the tusks would be successfully registered). Illegal (tranfer without registration +
false registration)
Directly takes unregistered whole tusks
（ii）Then, cuts or resale them. Illegal (tranfer without registration)
Requires registration prior to purchaing
（iii）Offers to act as an agent applying for registration based on false or unsubstantiated
facts (suggesting explicitly or implicitly). Likely to be illegal（false registration）
Requires registration prior to purchaing
（iv） Recommends the seller to apply for registration based on false or unsubstantiated facts.
Likely to be illegal（false registration）
Requires registration prior to purchaing
（v）No suggestion of illegal activity in applying for registration while explaining the
requirements and procedure of registration to the seller responding to his/her queries. Legal

The ivory buyers with illegal responses (category
(i) or (ii)) account for 30%, while the dealers with
responses likely to be illegal (category (iii) or (iv))
account for 51%. Thus, total of those accounts for
81%. On the other hand, legal responses (category
(v)) account for only 19%.

3) Proportion of the ivory buyers with intention
to supply the laundered whole tusks into legal
market
It is a form of “laundering” to pump the whole
tusks which have been registered by a falsehood
or other illegal means into legal market.
The “laundering” is inevitably made as the result
of the activities suggested in the responses of (i), (iii)
and (iv) (in the case a false application for registration is made). The number of ivory buyers included
in those categories reached to 26 out of 37 (70%).
Figure 4-3 Proportion of ivory buyers's with intention to supply the
laundered whole tusks into legal market

(v) 19%

(iv) 21%

(i) 19%

5) Relationship between purchasing price offered by the buyers and usage of the whole tusks
after purchasing
The purchasing prices of the whole tusks (polished
ones of 21kg) offered by the buyers in the conversation are shown in Figure 4-4 (22 dealers).
When some prices were shown by the buyers,
the highest price in the range is adopted. Also,
when both price of registered tusks and unregistered ones were shown, the price of registered
ivory is adopted.
Figure 4-4 Price offered by the ivory buyers
Unit: Number
of traders

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

(ii) 11%

(iii) 30%

Directly takes unregistered whole tusks
（i）Then, registers them under a fake name for resale (This category includes the case that
transfer of occupancy of the whole tusks is subject to be made ﬁrst, and payment will be
made after the tusks would be successfully registered). Illegal (tranfer without registration +
false registration)
Directly takes unregistered whole tusks
（ii）Then, cuts or resale them. Illegal (tranfer without registration)
Requires registration prior to purchaing
（iii）Offers to act as an agent applying for registration based on false or unsubstantiated
facts (suggesting explicitly or implicitly). Likely to be illegal (false registration)
Requires registration prior to purchaing
（iv）Recommends the seller to apply for registration based on false or unsubstantiated facts.
Likely to be illegal (false registration)
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4) Usage of purchased whole tusks
The usages of the whole tusks after purchasing
include the resale to Japanese manufacturers of
hanko, etc. and resale to Chinese traders. The former usage includes self-consuming by the manufactures purchasing whole tusks as manufacturing
material.
Among the 14 buyers whose usages were identified, the number of buyers who fell in each category of usage was same (7 buyers for each).
Some of them are of the misunderstanding that
they can get export permits for pre-convention
tusks. Such situation can be also recognized
through the announcement on the website of
MoE saying as “any registration card can’t be
used as evidence for export to prove pre-convention acquisition”88.
Such a misunderstanding might be the reason
why some ivory buyers surveyed were attempting
to make false registration for ivory tusks before
they resale them to Chinese.

Requires registration prior to purchaing
（v） No suggestion of illegal activity in applying for registration while explaining the
requirements and procedure of registration to the seller responding to his/her queries. Legal

8

3

20,000-29,999

8

2

30,000-39,999

1
40,000-49,999

50,000-59,999

60,000-70,000

(Unit: yen, 123 yen=US$ 1)

According to the result, the 40,000 yen (US$
325) level and 50,000 yen (US$ 407) level are the
most common. The average purchasing price of
those 22 buyers is 43,400 yen (US$ 353).
Table 4-2 shows the price range offered by the
buyers for each usage of the whole tusks including resale to Japanese manufacturers of ivory
hanko, etc. or resale to Chinese.
88

http://www.env.go.jp/nature/kisho/zougetorihiki.html
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Table 4-2 Price range offered by the ivory buyers and usage of the bought tusks
Price

(yen, 123 yen=US$ 1)

Resale to hanko manufacturers
Resale to Chinese Unknown Total
(including purchase by
manufacturers themselves)

60,000 - 70,000 ○
50,000 - 59,999 ○○○○
40,000 - 49,999 ○○

○
○○○

30,000 - 39,999
20,000 - 29,999

○○○

○○○
○○○
○○

1
8
8
2
3

It shows that the ivory buyers intend to resale
to domestic manufacturers offered purchasing
prices higher and less in variation than ones who
intend to resale to Chinese. The former prices
were averaged as 51,800 yen (US$ 421) while the
latter prices were as 35,300 yen (US$ 287).
Accordingly, domestic ivory manufactures are
securing whole tusk stock more stable and competitive than Chinese buyers at the time of survey.
It should be noted that , “during the course of
the event, big tusks, small and broken tusks were
purchased by China, and middle-sized tusks suitable for hanko manufacturing were purchased
by Japanese” at the ivory auctions held in 2008
by four Southern African countries as the second one-off sale89. It is because main usage of
raw ivory as material is arts and crafts in China
while it is hanko in Japan90. In the case of arts
and crafts, depending on the size of those, significantly large tusks are often required, while, small
parts of ivory to be used in combination are also
needed in vast amount91.
The weight of the whole tusk offered by the investigator was 21 kg which can be considered as
“relatively” large-sized. However, given that the
tusk would have been much larger, purchasing
price offered by the dealers intended to resale it
to Chinese might have been more expensive.

6) Modus operandi for false registration
application
Disguising title of application
There are two categories of false registration application. The first one is the case faking the title of an
application, the second one is the case that the application itself is false though the title is not disguised
(including acting as an agent of the title holder).
With regard to the former case, the ivory buyers mentioned “The only way to play it safe completely would be for me is to make up each story
and get the registration based on that. That way,
you the customer, are completely innocent”92, “We
often use a ‘pre-determined route’ for registration using the name of someone who owns lots of
89
90
91
92

Anon, 2008
Anon., 2006
Ibid.
Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 20

ivory”93, and “I will ask someone to fake that he
has owned the ivory, then we will apply for registration (under his name).94”

Required document for confirming the registration requirement (pre-convention acquisition)
All of ivory buyers who referred to the document for confirming pre-convention acquisition
talked about the certificate written by the third
party as “given”.
This certificate generally lacks the credibility and
even JWRC pointed out the problem95 (it will be
discussed later where JWRC has broadly accepted
the certificate written by a third party in reality96).
The eligible “third party” for writing the certificate
Many ivory buyers recommended to request
the person to write false information in the certificate as that he/she had seen the whole tusk
before the international ban came into effect, and
that it should not be the applicant (or successor)
himself nor the relatives.
They showed several measures for false registration application as “It’s perfect if you can get permission to use the name of your relative or acquaintance with different surname from yours” 97, “Just
call your neighbour over and use their name”98,
and “we can put the name of someone without
his acceptance”99.
An ivory buyer recommended to disguise the
sister of the applicant as “a third party“, in the
case her family name is different from the applicant, This tactic was recommended by the biggest
manufacturer in eastern Japan (No.7).
Some buyers number of buyers claimed that
even a relative is eligible. One of them explained
how to persuade the registration organization to
accept the written statement by a relative of the
applicant as “you can ask your relatives to act as
the witness under the assumption that no one
other than him has seen the ivory. In that case,
you can explain that no one other than the relative could have seen it because it had been stored
in a warehouse”100.
Description regarding the date of acquisition
The most important point on preparing a false
self-statement and a false certificate written by a
third party is how to fake the date of acquisition.
93 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 19
94 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 32
95 See 4.2.5 2)
96 See 4.5.3 1）
97 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 4
98 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 6 (a major ivory hanko
manufacturer)
99 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 22
100 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 21
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The ivory buyers recommended to “create a story
and most of them are pretty predictable, common
stories”101. They expressed this tactic as “We must
lie on these official statements”102, “Just make up a
story”103, “It is easy to get the certificate if you talk
yourself into acquiring the ivory in the year…”104,
“It is prohibited but”105, “cunning way”106, etc..
In terms of the date of acquisition which is the
most important element in the story, a trader
referred to ”1980s”107 but many of them recommended to write “Showa era” (until 7 January,
1989) including “around 60th in the Showa
era”108, “around 63rd in the Showa era”109and “40s
in the Showa era”110.
In fact, the most detailed tactic for fabrication
was provided by the biggest ivory manufacturer in
eastern Japan as “When they call to confirm your
story, they might ask you, ‘How do you remember’
and just stick with your excuse that you precisely
remember that it was during the bubble years”111.

7) Recognition of the ivory buyers to the registration procedure conducted by the registration
organisation
Power of inspection given to the registration
organization
Some ivory traders stressed that the registration
organisation is not authorized to conduct an inspection to reveal the false statement included in
a ‘self-statement’ or a certificate written by a third
party, as “Inspection of registration organisation
is unlikely” 112, “They won’t come and audit you
or ask you for a receipt of purchase, or a delivery report”113, and “The centre cannot examine
whether the story is true or not”114.
Recognition of the limitation in the registration process
Many ivory traders recommended to apply the
registration even if the investigator referred to the
date of acquisition (15 years ago) not satisfying
101 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 36
102 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 23
103 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 7
facture in eastern Japan)
104 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 21
105 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 12
106 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 24
107 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 30
108 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 7
facture in eastern Japan)
109 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 12
110 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 29
111 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 7
facture in eastern Japan)
112 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 2
113 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 7
facture in eastern Japan)
114 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 29
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(the biggest manu-

(the biggest manu-

(the biggest manu(the biggest manu-

the legal requirement, as “it may be possible, so
you could phone to the Japan Wildlife Research
Centre”115, “It’s ok to be honest, too (if you just
say that you received the ivory 30 years ago from
someone it would not be a problem)”116.
The responses of those traders above seem to base
on an assumption that JWRC would give full consideration to such application even if the applicant
would mention a fact contradictory to legal requirements for the registration so that the ivory tusk to
be applied would be eventually sold to them.
The surveyed traders, except for ones who intended to buy the tusks as unregistered scarcely
suggested a concern to buy the whole tusks as
unregistered.
In fact, some even suggested that as “The procedure is based on the assumption of successful
registration”117, and “The mission of the centre is
(not to screen ivory tusks whether they are to be
registered but) to register an ivory in due course,
so that it will not question you persistently”118.
It is considered that considerable limitation in
the registration process is a common perception
among the ivory traders.

8) Possible flow of ivory tusks to China
8 traders out of 37 surveyed indicated the flow
of ivory whole tusks from Japan to China. Considering the topic was not necessarily so focused
in the investigation, more traders were likely to
recognize it actually.
The specific statements related to the following
four subjects made by the statements of 5 dealers
(No.12, No.19, No.20, No.29, No.36) are as follows.
Existing flow of whole tusks to China
They say that antique ivory including whole
tusks once imported to Japan has been purchased
back to China by smuggling recently 119. It was
also pointed out by an ivory trader that the market rate at the time when major demand had existed exclusively in Japan’s domestic market rose
since commercial flow of ivory took place from
Japan to China.
Incidentally, a dealer (No20) talked about a seizure of ivory in Dalian, which had been illegally
exported from Japan. Such seizure actually took
place on the 29th May, 2014120.
115 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 8 (the biggest manufacture in Japan)
116 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 6 (a major ivory hanko
manufacturer)
117 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 5
118 Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 12
119 Also, see 3.1
120 See the Case 4 on Table3-1
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No.12: “Until this point, Chinese traders have taken
everything of ivory antiques which had been imported into Japan before.
No.20: “About 6 months ago, a large shipment from
Osaka was discovered in Dalian. This stuff came
from Japan. For such occasions, the traders who
were involved with those businesses were all
known to the authority.”
No.29: “In earlier times, the price was lower because
ivory was purchased inside Japan. The market rate
upsurged after Chinese started to buy every product of ivory.”
No.29: “Most buyers of ivory have been Chinese,
even in Japan (so the market rate in Japan got seriously influenced by the situation in China). They
may have smuggled ivory from Japan to China.”

Recent environment surrounding the outflow
of ivory from Japan to China
The ivory traders said that resale price of ivory
to Chinese buyers has been dropping due to the
increased enforcement action against illegal ivory
trade and the economic downturn in China recently. Accordingly purchasing price of ivory tusk
offered by Japanese traders has dropped as well.
In a door to door survey conducted by the investigation team, some traders stated that the
outflow of ivory to China was at its peak during
the end of 2014, But, according to one trader
(No.24), the prime time was “two years ago”,
which means the end of 2013121.
No.12: “The sales to China still exist but, dropping
due to the economic downturn of China.”
No.19: “In China these days, illegal sales have a strict
penalty such as death sentence. They can’t buy it (in
Japan) because they can’t carry it (in China). We
are also bothered by this too. In Japan, the price
for ivory has dropped, therefore we cannot help
keeping the stock of ivory tusks.”
No.19: “The demand in China is there. But there
are many troubles with that. Earlier, we had a customer who wanted a stuffed tiger for 3 million yen
to take it home. He then realised that he would be
facing death penalty, so he ended up backing out.
The deal is tough.”
No.29: “Ivory demand reduced in China by the end
of last year and then economic deterioration followed it.”
No.29: “Serious enforcement action in China drove
down the market rate in Japan. It is said that the
rate will return to the earlier unit price around
20,000 to 30,000 yen though Japanese market rate
hit a high of 80,000 yen momentarily during a lim121

See 4.4.5

ited period last year.”
No.36: “The majority of ivory flows towards China.
It may get into China but these past 2-3 months,
there has been a major crackdown by the Chinese
authorities. Due to the strict management, the
stores can’t line up the tusks and sell them like they
used to and it’s become quite a taboo. They are
going underground selling it only to people who
really want to buy it. Of course, there is still a prevailing market but it has become much harder to
sell it. Additionally, now it’s difficult to obtain larger tusks and the price of ivory is dropping quickly.”
No.36: “In China, the authorities are focusing on
ivory in particular. When it comes to ivory, regardless of whether it is stolen goods or not, the
internet site where it’s listed will suddenly disappear. They are cutting out every way to buy or sell
it other than being spread by “word of mouth.” The
value of ivory has fallen due to the very tight control on the demand. It’s been in these last 6 months
that it has changed. At the beginning of the year,
the price was up around 45,000 or 50,000 yen if
you had a 20kg piece.”

Demand for ivory whole tusks in China
An ivory trader suggested that Chinese would
manage to take large tusks out of Japan as much
as possible while it is not the case for smaller
tusks which they would carry in portions. It is
assumed that larger tusks are to be carved to
figurines by taking advantage of the size and that
smaller one are used as material of accessories,
beads, etc..
No.36: “Tusks have a higher value as a whole piece.
In China, maybe in the case a 20 kg tusk, they
would never want to cut it up, just as material for
carving due to the high value of such a large piece.
Say 7-8kg -nothing less than 10 kg would be cut up
into 3 pieces as raw material for making it easier to
smuggle. There is a demand for those cut pieces,
but when you have a whole tusk it’s more highly
valued and there is still demand for it. It gets appraised for its precious value because it is so rare.
If it were to go smoothly, then they could turn it
around for 3 to 4 times the profit.”

Existence of Chinese brokers or couriers for
taking ivory from Japan to China
It is suggested that Chinese brokers who would
buy ivory tusks in Japan and export it to China,
and Chinese couriers who would get a contract
to carry them from Japan to China.
No.36: “When I did come across someone like that it
was on the internet when we were doing sales, and
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giving quotes for an auction. There was a person
who called in about an advertisement for red coral.
This Chinese person talked about that and also
inquired about ivory as well.” “Also aside from that
there was a regular Japanese person who is dealing with antiques, who had other connections with
Chinese people. They were able to unload some of
my products using that avenue. When it is like that,
if one person goes bad, the whole network is gone.”
No.36: “They acted as the point of contact but it
didn’t seem like they went to China themselves.
There seemed to be another Chinese person who
was doing the other part of the business.”

The existence of those Chinese brokers / couriers was also referred by other ivory traders investigated face to face122.

4.4.4 Use of websites for posing as a law-abiding trader
1) Risk to assume the law-abiding spirit of ivory
traders based on description on their website
In the case of a type of regulation applied to
displaying a specific information, it can be judged
for certain whether it is adhered or not by observing the presence of the information. The regulation123 which requires displaying information
including description of having been registered
and codes of the registrations when a person advertise a whole tusk for the purposes of selling or
distribution is one of the examples.
122 Door-to-door survey to ivory seller No.1
123 LCES Article 21 Paragraph 2, Ministry Order Article 11-3
See 2.3.4, 9) also.

It is possible to determine the violation when
no description of the matters above is found on a
trader’s website124.
On the other hand, another type of regulation,
in contrast with the case above, it is quite risky to
assume the law-abiding spirit of the traders based
on description on their website or other media
for advertisement because they could utilise website, etc. for posing as a law-abiding trader.

2) Correlation between the explanation regarding registration scheme on the website and the
applied illegality to their real responses
With regard to the traders showing the intention for purchasing ivory whole tusks on their
website (30 traders), correlation between the
explanation regarding registration scheme on
the website and the applied illegality category to
those traders is reviewed (Table 4-3). For reference, display of notification code of “business
activities in connection with designated internationally endangered species” is shown as well.
4 of the 5 traders who fell under the category
(v) (: not suggest illegal or unfair way of registration application) displayed a specific explanation about registration scheme. The result makes
sense because those information- sharing benefits the dealers who are willing to comply with
the law by making their purchasing process efficient.
124 It is another story that subtle fact- finding might be inevitable in the process for individual cases of infraction. In
a case regulation of advertisement based on LCES, such a
situation may happen when the registration code cannot be
clearly made out from the photos of registration card.

Table 4-3 Explanation of registration scheme by ivory traders on their website
Discription of purchasing whole tusks on the website
Yes
Speciﬁc explanation regarding registration scheme on the website
Yes

＊

No

Display of
notiﬁcation code of
the ivory business

Display of
notiﬁcation code of
the ivory business

No

＊＊＊

Total

Category of legality

Total

(i) Then, registers them under a fake name for resale (This category includes
Directly (tranfer without registration the case that transfer of occupancy of the whole tusks is subject to be made
+
false
registration)
ﬁrst,
and payment will be made after the tusks would be successfully registered)
take

3

1

2

2

0

2

5

3

1

1

0

4

0

4

5

0

(iii) Offers to act as an agent applying for registration based on
false or unsubstantiated facts (suggesting explicitly or implicitly)

8

5

3

2

2

0

10

1

(iv) Recommends the seller to apply for registration based on
false or unsubstantiated facts

3

3

0

2

1

1

5

3

(v) No suggestion of illegal activity in applying for registration while explaining the
requirements and procedure of registration to the seller responding to his/her queries

4

3

1

1

0

1

5

1

Illegal

unregiste
Illegal
(ii)Then, cuts or resale them
red ivory (tranfer without registration)
Require
registratio

Likely to be illegal
(false registration)

n prior to
purchaing

Legal

＊＊

Yes

No

Total

＊＊

Yes

No

* This category includes the traders whose websites describe speciﬁc explanation e.g. purpose, process, contact of the registration organization while the website only shows that any perssn
cannot buy ivory without registration card, etc doesn't fall under it.
** This category does not include the dealer whose website just shows that they got some certiﬁcation of MoE and/or METI but lacks the code of business
*** The traders are fell under this category, who did not display a description about ivory purchasing though they were searched with the key word of "ivory purchasing".
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On the contrary, only one of the 5 traders who
fell under the category (ii) (: suggest to take unregistered tusks directly and then cut or resale
them) displayed a specific explanation of the registration scheme. It also makes sense because it is
not necessary for the traders who intend to make
business process inside black market from beginning to end to appeal their good face externally.
The trend of the remaining 20 traders who
intended to supply the laundered whole tusks
into legal market (Category (i): 5 traders, Category (iii): 10 traders and Category (iv): 5 traders) is worth noting. 14 of the 20 traders (70%)
displayed a specific explanation on registration
scheme on their websites. So, it is observed as
matter of course that they are willing to evade the
law and then fake their compliance.

3) Conclusion
From the above analysis, it can be seen that it
would end up with misleading conclusions if the
compliance is judged by what is provided in their
website or other media advertisements.
4.4.5 Results of door-to-door survey with ivory
sellers
Results of the survey are analysed on the following 9 categories. The findings are summarized
in ANNEX 2. The code put on the traders shown
in the following analysis accords with one indicated in ANNEX 2.
1) Types of business
The 8 ivory sellers to whom the door-to-door
survey was conducted (include one ivory seller125
interviewed at an antique auction market) include
one ivory manufacturer126 and 7 antiquaries.
2) Purchase and resale
5 ivory sellers (all of them were antiquaries) referred to their purchase and resale channels.
They were almost silent about how and where
they purchase ivory tusks. Though it seemed that
purchase is irregular, somehow they seemed to
have devised a plan where the ivory seller obtains
his ivory tusks through a network of his peers127.
In terms of destination of resale, it was obvious
that resale chain had been secured and systematic deal could be made. Many of the sellers have
a list of regular clients or buyers128. It means that
their business method is to secure the buyers first
125
126
127
128

Ivory seller No.8
Ivory seller No.1
Door-to-door survey to ivory seller No. 8
Door-to-door survey to ivory seller No.2, No. 4, No.5

and then to purchase ivory tusks according to the
clients demand.

3) Characteristic of resale destination
All of the ivory sellers have Chinese as one of
the resale destinations.
The existence of Chinese buyer was revealed
easily because this investigation was based on a
cover story where a Chinese buyer is offering to
buy ivory tusks.
In one case, an ivory seller unveiled that the
domestic hanko manufacturers are included in
the resale destinations129. Furthermore, the other
ivory seller 130 suggested that he can resale the
tusks in bundle to a certain person or agency. It is
assumed that the target of resale may be a big domestic hanko manufacturer, considering that the
ivory seller is a big antiquary who had supplied
lots of unregistered ivory whole tusks to Takaichi
since 2005 to 2010.
Incidentally, the investigated ivory manufacturer who is also an ivory seller suggested that he
would prioritize using the ivory as material for
manufacturing instead of reselling131.
4)Resale price
One ivory seller mentioned that the Chinese
had driven up the purchasing rate. The resale value was also high until recently due to this reason.
However the price has now gone low132. According to him, resale value is now 43,000 yen (US$
435) per kg, but was 80,000 yen (US$ 661) per kg
previously or even 110,000 yen (US$ 909) at the
peak133. According to him, the tightening of the
law enforcement in China has made it difficult to
deliver ivory tusks into China.
The other ivory seller offered resale price as
80,000 – 90,000 yen (US$ 661-744) per kg for
over 20kg tusks134 while 30kg over tusks are still
so expensive as offered 100,000 yen (US$ 826)
per kg135 to 200,000 yen (US$ 1,653) per kg136 by
some sellers.
The resale values of over 20kg tusks shown in
this investigation are almost double for the purchase value137 offered to a tusk with 21kg during
the aforementioned phone survey.
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137

Door-to-door survey
Door-to-door survey
Door-to-door survey
Door-to-door survey
Door-to-door survey
Door-to-door survey
Door-to-door survey
Door-to-door survey
See 4.4.3 4）

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

ivory
ivory
ivory
ivory
ivory
ivory
ivory
ivory

seller
seller
seller
seller
seller
seller
seller
seller

No.2
No.7
No.1
No.3, No. 8
No.8
No.6
No.1
No.2, No.7
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5) Resale of ivory scraps
Three sellers138 of the investigated stated they deal
with ivory scraps and they sold them to Chinese.
6) Resale of unregistered ivory tusks
Three sellers139 were willing to sell unregistered
whole tusks while two140 stated that they only sold
registered whole tusks.
The source of the unregistered whole tusks the
ivory manufacturer141 intended to sell is noteworthy. It originated from an unregistered stock of
manufacturing material. It is legitimate to possess
an ivory whole tusk without registration under the
existing laws and regulations while registration is
mandated prior to internal trade including transfer,
display for sales purpose, etc142. Consequently, a
possession of unregistered whole tusks by a manufacturer who would keep whole tusks as material of
manufacturing for self-consumption purpose cannot be determined as illegal as far as he has kept
the tusks unregistered, which were acquired before
the internal trade regulation was introduced. As
discussed later, this investigation made it clear that
the loophole of internal trade regulation creates a
cover for illegal ivory in reality143.
7) Separate transfer of a registration card
The ivory manufacturer144 investigated agreed
to sell a registration card separately from the
whole tusk for which the card had been issued. It
is assumed that he intended to sell the registration card saved without returning it to JWRC145
even after he had divided the relevant whole tusk.
8) Illegal export of ivory to China
No ivory seller investigated intended to send
ivory to China or any transit country by himself.
However, all of them were willing to sell their
ivory to the investigator, recognizing the buyer
were supposed to tranship it to those countries.
An ivory seller who has been cracked down as
a seller of unregistered ivory tusks to Takaichi in
2011 and is still managing resale business of ivory
in big scale, said he intended to sell ivory only to
buyers who has an address in Japan. This is because
of the fear that his identification could be caught at
the Chinese customs146. It is assumed the seller is
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
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Door-to-door survey to ivory
Door-to-door survey to ivory
Door-to-door survey to ivory
Door-to-door survey to ivory
LCES Article 12 Paragraph1
See 4.8.4
Door-to-door survey to ivory
Ibid.
Door-to-door survey to ivory

seller
seller
seller
seller

managing his business in particularly careful manner.
The other remarkable points observed are as
follows.

• A seller explained a system of transportation
agency providing a paid service to carry ivory to
China, and advised to use it (No.1).
• A seller explained that a trade partner based in
Hong Kong has transported an ivory purchased
in Japan to Viet Nam or Macao by a container,
and then has carried the ivory to China, that
the trade partner would divide a large tusk into
pieces to bring it to China, and that ivory would
be processed in HK after imported from Japan,
then be brought into China (No.2).
• A seller advised buying ivory on online auction
site like Yahoo! Japan auction through a bidding
agent (No.7).
• A seller confessed that he had been stopped
carrying ivory from China to Japan (No.5).

9) Recent environment surrounding the outflow of ivory from Japan to China
Most of ivory sellers pointed out that purchase
and resale of ivory whole tusks have decreased.
The first reason raised by them is that Chinese
had bought up huge number of ivory whole tusks
already until the stock in Japan had dried up.
According to them, only extra-large and expensive whole tusks remain in Japan147, and that the
whole tusks weighing 10 – 20 kg in high demand
are especially difficult to obtain148.
The second reason is that the ivory holders are
hesitating to resale the tusks because resale value
of them has decreased to the level not the worth
the cost149.
The third reason is that ivory manufactures
used to resale their ivory stock to Chinese and
are now holding off on reselling ivory tusks for
securing manufacturing material for their selfconsumption because they lost a perspective of
resumption of legal import of ivory due to rising
poaching crisis of elephants150.

No.1, No. 4, No.5
No.1, No. 2, No.6
No.3, No. 7
No.1

seller No.1
seller No.7

147
148
149
150

Door-to-door survey to ivory seller No.2
Door-to-door survey to ivory seller No.8
Ibid.
Door-to-door survey to ivory seller No.1, No.8
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4.5 Surveys to the registration organisation
4.5.1 Objective
The objective of the survey is to assess how effective the registration scheme of ivory whole
tusks, the core composing internal trade regulation of ivory based on LCES to clarify the problems of it by understanding the reality of operation of registration affairs.
4.5.2 Methodology
1) Identifying the targets
Japan Wildlife Research Centre (JWRC), only
registration organisation registered to the Minister so far was targeted for investigation.
2) Phone survey
This survey was conducted by EIA.
On 14th September, 2015, one Japanese investigator called to JWRC under the same fact situation as of the phone survey to ivory buyers151
and asked some questions about the procedure
on registration of ivory whole tusks to the staff in
charge to understand how they respond.
The following matters were particularly focused
to catch.
• How strictly a document made by a public
agency which is required on JWRC website in
principle is actually required, and what kind of
alternatives can be accepted as a necessary
document for confirming the registration requirement (pre-convention acquisition)?
• If a certificate written by a third party would be
accepted as a document confirming pre-convention acquisition, would a kin of the ivory owner
(the inheritor of the owner under the prepared
fact situation) be a “third party”?
• How much details about the date of acquisition would be requested to describe in the selfstatement written by the acquirer of ivory (the
inheritor)?
• How much information about the justification of
the date would be requested to explain?
• How does JWRC explain about necessity of
registration of various carved tusks?

The whole conversation was audiotaped, and
then attached as in Annex 3.

3) An actual case of registration
In order to compare the findings in the phone
survey of ivory buyers referred in “2)” with an
151

See 4.4.2 2)

actual case of registration, a copy of a set of the
application form and the attached documents
used for applying registration which had been already received were obtained from the applicant,
then the person was interviewed about the process of the registration application.

4) Survey of the record on registration requirements applied for each ivory tusk and types of
documents used for confirming the registration
requirement of pre-convention acquisition
MoE was requested to disclose the record
from the time of implementation of registration
scheme (June, 1995) to the time of survey (April,
2016) in terms of applicable registration requirements on ivory tusks and types of documents
used for confirming the registration requirement
or pre-convention acquisition. Then, those records were examined.
5) Survey on supposed personnel distribution,
assigned operation to each personnel and time
to be consumed for the operation with regard to
registration affairs
The fee for registration on individuals, etc. of
international endangered species is provisioned
in LCES as to be fixed considering the actual expenses for the registration operation152. Incidentally, the registration fee was increased in June 1st
2014 as follows153.
• An elephant Ivory tusk (supposed to be acquired as pre-convention): 3,200 yen per tusk
(increased from 1,100 yen (US$ 10 *US$110) per
tusk)
• “A collectively imported ivory tusk”: 1,600 yen
(US$ 15 *US$110) per tusk
• An individual, body part or product of other
species: 3,200 yen (US$ 29 *US$110) per number (increased from 2,600 yen (US$ 24 *US$110)
per number)

The estimation of actual expenses is supposed
to have been reviewed at the opportunity of aforementioned raise of registration fee. The basis of
the new estimation provide a clear picture of existing personnel distribution, assigned operation
to each personnel and time to be consumed for
the operation with regard to registration affairs.
Then, MoE was requested to disclose the documents with regard to the basis for the change of
registration fee from 1,100 yen (US$ 10) to 3,200
(US$ 29) yen, and the disclosed documents were
examined.
152
153

LCES Article 29 Paragraph 1
Amendment to the Cabinet Order Article 5
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6) Finance of the registration organisation on
registration affairs
The expenditure and income regarding registration affairs disclosed on JWRC website was examined in reference to the financial statements154
from fiscal year 2010 (July 2010 - June 2011) to
2015 (July 2015 - June 2016).
4.5.3 Results of phone survey to JWRC
1) Necessary documents to confirm the date of
acquisition written in a self-statement on the
acquisition
The investigator firstly mentioned that she
doesn’t have any official document issued by
public agencies. In response, JWRC staff immediately concluded as “it’s easy to understand that
she may not have the records of these documents
(like a document issued by the Customs) anymore because of passage of long time” though the
investigator stated she saw the ivory 15 years ago,
and continued to advise “we would need you to
have just one person, possibly a third party, who
can write a statement that the ivory was in your
father’s ownership from the Showa era”. Consequently, the staff made it clear that the document
can be accepted as the certificate written by a
third party as the necessary document.
A certificate written by a third party has the
least credibility as a document for proof, something which JWRC itself has admitted. Hence,
the third party certification can be considered as
a window-dressing155. But, JWRC staff clearly expressed to accept the statement instead of a document made by public agencies. As mentioned
earlier, JWRC appears to enforce strictness while
acquiring an official document made by public
agencies on its website156. However, the investigation indicates a blatant gap between real intention and what is mentioned in its website.
2) The eligible third party for writing a certificate on the acquisition
In response to the request by JWRC to prepare of a certificate on the acquisition written
by a third party staff, the investigator answered
that she, and her sister or the inheritor (present
owner) of the tusks, saw them. Then, the JWRC
staff immediately explained as “ideally we would
rather have a neighbour, or unrelated friend who
just saw the item and then have them write that
154
155
156
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http://www.jwrc.or.jp/profile/profile.htm
See 4.2.5 2)
See 4.2.5 3)

down…that would be the very best situation”,
“But as the next step, if you just can’t find anyone
else who saw the ivory, in that case then even a
relative is ok. For example you as the witness as
long as you say the piece is from Showa era it
would pass.”
It means that JWRC stands the position officially that a person is ideal for being a third party
eligible to write the certificate of acquisition,
however it also accept one written by blood relatives as a third party pretty easily as a necessary
document to confirm the registration requirement (pre-convention acquisition) 157.

3) Description about acquisition: coaching false
description
Though the investigator told that her father
seemed to acquire the ivory tusks around 15
years ago, JWRC staff advised as, “if it was Showa
era, like 1985 or 1988 that is ok”, “so anytime during the Showa era then there would be absolutely
no question about the time period”, the staff of
JWRC stressed that point, and “if you enter into
the Heisei era”, “you say it’s 15 years ago”, he said
against the investigator’s talk, and then “if you
were to tell me that your father had these things
in his possession from the Showa era, then we
can start on the process, and there would be no
doubt, no problem” he determined.
JWRC staff clearly attempted to steer the investigator to make up the year of acquisition in the
Showa era (until 7th January 1989) which is the
period clearly preceding the date of CITES application on listing African elephant in Appendix
I, which is 18th January in 1990 in the Heisei era
(from 8th January 1989 to the present).
JWRC staff did not question anything about the
reason for specifying the date of acquisition. He
did not ask objective evidence to confirm the accuracy of the applicant’s memory nor a social or
private topic for tracing her memory158.
And finally, JWRC staff started to narrate the
example sentences to be written in the self-statement on the acquisition and the certificate on the
acquisition written by a third party after he advised to take a note.
157 The past record of registration reflects it clearly (4.5.5,
2), 4.6.3, 1)).
158 The biggest manufacture in eastern Japan stated as,
“When they call to confirm your story, they might ask you,
‘How do you remember’ and just stick with your excuse that
you precisely remember that it was during the bubble years
(Phone survey to ivory buyer No. 7 (the biggest manufacture
in eastern Japan): See 4.4.3). But, JWRC did not even ask
such question.
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There were some items to be written in the
documents, but in terms of the most important
item or the date of acquisition (the date when the
inheritors saw the tusks with regard to the case),
JWRC staff read up the example sentences as, “In
Showa 60 (1985), I saw my father Mr. XX holding
the two tusks”. Furthermore, he made extra sure
as, “it’s the most important to include the time
period ‘about 1985 year’ so please be sure not to
leave this part out”.
As mentioned above, the JWRC staff narration
was so specific159 that a person can complete a
self-statement on acquisition and a certificate on
acquisition written by a third party160. It is obvious that JWRC assumed that the person is likely
to prepare the documents to be enclosed for the
registration application. Receiving registration is
the absolute condition for an owner of an ivory
whole tusk to sell them. There is no reason why
such person would go beyond the example sentences given by the organization authorized to
make registration.

4) Confirmation of authenticity and identification of species
As mentioned earlier, the registration organization shall “identify the species” of the applied
items for registration161. In the case of ivory (a
tusk of Elephas maximus (Asian elephant) or
Loxodonta africana (African elephant) ), it is
supposed to confirm that the applied item is not
a tusk of mammoth or other species, bones of
some species, or a fake tusk.
But, the JWRC phone operator connected the
call to the staff in charge after she checked with
the investigator regarding whether the tusk is real
ivory or not (it was likely that she would have
not connected the phone unless the investigator
confirmed it). The staff in charge of registration
also mentioned that a registration card is not an
evidence for authenticity of real ivory and that
applicants are responsible for whether the tusk is
159 JWRC official read up a specific sentences regarding
the condition of the tusks when they were found, “when I
realized it, it was displayed in the ‘Tokonoma’ (a built-in
recessed space in a Japanese style reception room, in which
items for artistic appreciation are displayed)”, “It was in the
family warehouse”.
160 The traders targeted by the phone survey (4.4.3) stated
as, “The staff of the centre will guide you how to write in
the documents” (No.12), “The mission of the centre is (not
to screen ivory tusks whether they are to be registered but)
to register an ivory in due course, so that it will not question you persistently” (No.12), and “The procedure is based
on the assumption of successful registration” (No.5). It was
proved by the phone survey against JWRC that the statements by the ivory traders were true.
161 See 4.2.3

a genuine piece of ivory or not.
Far from the identification between African elephant or Asian elephant, he had no mind to even
confirm if the item is tusks of Elephantidae162.

5) Confirmation of the applied item “maintaining its whole shape”
The investigator further asked the JWRC staff
whether she should register a carved tusk which
is so-called openwork ivory with the smooth top,
but the middle section has so many carvings on it
that they can see the other side straight through
the tusk. There is still a half crescent shape to the
silhouette of the entire tusk. It means the tusk is
creating a slight arch.
The JWRC staff firstly explained that a tusk
with “whole shape” is subject to registration, then
demonstrated his recognition as “Since you say
the silhouette is intact, if you try to get the piece
registered, it will probably pass, I think”, however
he also advised that the ivory owner can sell the
tusk without registration by claiming that the
tusk is “not maintaining its whole shape”, and that
it’s a matter of applicant’s judgement whether she
applies for registration of the tusk or not.
Under the existing laws and regulations, a tusk
“not maintaining its whole shape” is exempted
from the internal trade regulation, and then exempted from the target of registration163. So, it is
the alternative judgement whether an ivory tusk
is subject to registration or not. Nevertheless, the
JWRC official made an advice violating the laws
and regulations as that the ivory owner can sell
it without registration by discretion of him/her
even if the tusk is supposed to be legally applicable to the subject of registration.
6) Coaching to justify oneself against investigation on transfer of unregistered tusks by police
as being unaware that the ivory tusk in question
would maintain its whole shape
The JWRC staff stated about registration of a
carved tusk which can possibly be argued that it
does not meet the tusk to be registered as maintaining its whole shape.
162 An ivory seller surveyed by phone (4.4.3) criticized as
“By chance, perhaps they might miss- register a piece made
of plastic. Since they are only assessing the ivory by photograph” (Phone survey to ivory buyer No.5).
Such empty operation of registration affairs is attributed
not to negligence of JWRC but to the limit of power authorized by the laws and regulations. Under the existing laws
and regulations, the registration organization is only authorized to confirm the submission of the prescribed documents
and the photos, and the contents of them as prescribed, so
it can neither examine the real item applied for registration
nor inspect the place where it exists (see 4.8.3).
163 See 4.2.1, 4.2.2
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•“In your case, I think it is more like 5-60cm
or even 1 meter”, “In that case, it’s up to your
judgement, to decide to register it for avoiding
risk of being called out for not having a registration. You should stick to your argument. If
you decide you don’t get it, then, you can just
state flatly that the tusk is not in ‘whole shape’.
No matter who like buyers on internet or even
police, it is making the claim that you need a
registration, you should argue ‘it’s not in whole
shape’ and ‘is there a problem?’ ”
• “Just stand your ground. Just say ‘It is so
carved up and it has ‘not maintained its whole
shape’ and for this reason it doesn’t need a registration and is there a problem with that?’ ”

Those advices by JWRC can be considered as to
abet the applicant in defending herself by claiming lack of criminal intent in a case transfer of
the unregistered ivory would be accused. Considering those statements, the act of the JWRC
staff may instigate the transfer of unregistered
items164.

4.5.4 An actual case of registration
1) Process of the application
This is a case in 2010 that the guardian of a
person who had owned ivory tusks made an application for registering three ivory tusks, then
received the registration.
Figure 4-5 An actual case of registration:
Notification on issuing registration card

Figure 4-6

An actual case of registration: The registration card issued

The process of registration application was as follows.

• Preliminary consultation on phone
• Sending the documents, etc. for application to the
registration organisation.
• Next day of above, receiving the information on
reception of the application and notifying details
of remittance for registration fee.
• Next day of above, sending the charge.
• Next day of above, the registration was completed
and the registration was sent to the applicant.

2) The documents submitted for registration
application
Figure 4-7 show the cover letter prepared for
sending the documents, etc. necessary for registration application.
Figure 4-7: An actual case of registration:
The list of attached documents, etc. to the application form

164 LCES Article 12, Section 1 and 57-2, Penal Code Article 61, Paragraph 1
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The documents shown are as follows.

-

Application form
Annex of application form
Photos
Self-statement on the acquisition
Certificate on the acquisition written by a third
party
- Certified copy of guardian registration

The particular points to be examined are, firstly
who is the third part wrote the statement on the
acquisition and secondly the specific description
on the self-statement and the certificate by the
third party.

3) The third party who wrote the statement on
the acquisition
As the title of the fifth item on the list of documents (Figure 4-6) is read as “Statement, the son”,
the person who wrote the certificate on the acquisition was the son of the ivory owner.
4) Specific description on the self-statement
The figure 4-8 is the self-statement submitted. The guardian (applicant) of the ivory owner
wrote it because of her lack of intent capacity.
Personal information is masked.
Figure 4-8: An actual case of registration:
The self-statement on the acquisition prepared by the applicant

According to the statement;

• As regards the date of acquisition, it was described
roughly as “Around Showa 40th (1965)”.
• As regards the reason for specifying the date of
acquisition, it was described only as “(The ivory
owner’s) second son born in Showa 28th (1953)
saw the ivory tusks during his middle high school
and then recognizes well that they have existed
since then.” And it was also described as “”No one

has witnessed the background other than family
members.”
• As regards the circumstance of finding ivory, it was
described as “They are displayed on the Tokonoma
(a built-in recessed space in a Japanese style reception room in which items for artistic appreciation
are displayed) in our house.”

5) specific description on the statement by the
third party
It was not allowed to be provided with the
statement itself due to confidentiality obligation
imposed on the guardian (applicant of registration), however the applicant explained as “the
son had been requested to handwrite a situation
as ‘The ivory tusks were in my house since my
early childhood’ ”.
6) Conclusion
Those contents are well in conformity with the
method of documentation advised by the registration organisation during the phone survey165
as follows.
• A certificate on the acquisition written by a third
party was accepted as the necessary document to
confirm the registration requirement (pre-convention acquisition)
• A blood relative was allowed as a third party under
the prior condition that no one other than family
member had seen the ivory.
• As regards the date of acquisition, a vague year
during the Showa era (Dec. 25th of 1926–Jan. 7th
of 1989), that name of era had been changed to
Heisei just one year before the CITES application
in terms of transfer all the population of African
elephant to Appendix I (July 18th of 1990) was accepted.
• As regards the circumstance of finding the ivory,
a typical example sentences, like “displayed in
Tokonoma” was accepted.

4.5.5 Record on registration requirements
applied for each ivory tusk and types of documents used for confirming the registration requirement of pre-convention acquisition
1) Registration requirements applied for each
ivory tusk
The record from the time of implementation of
registration scheme (June, 1995) to the time of
survey (April, 2016) in terms of applicable registration requirements on ivory tusks is shown in
Table 4-4.
165

See 4.5.3
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Table 4-4 Registration requirement applied to registered ivory tusks in 1995 - 2016*

2) Types of documents used for confirming the
registration requirement of pre-convention acquisition
It was found that MoE and even JWRC have
not counted the figures when MoE was requested
to disclose the types of documents used for
confirming the registration requirement of preconvention acquisition.
But, as shown in Table 4-5, MoE exclusively
counted the figures on December 2014 responding to the request from JTEF.

(c) ii)

(c) iii)

Imported to Japan after
the CITES application,
which derived from the
populations listed in
the CITES Appendix II

1995

0

2, 252

0

0

0

2,252

1996

0

3, 749

0

0

0

3,749

1997

0

347

0

0

0

347

1998

0

63

0

0

0

63

1999

0

55

0

0

5,446

5,501

2000

0

75

0

0

0

75

2001

0

119

0

0

0

119

2002

0

63

0

0

0

63

2003

0

73

0

2

0

75

2004

0

107

0

0

0

107

2005

0

250

0

2

0

252

2006

0

408

0

0

0

408

2007

0

351

0

7

0

358

2008

0

423

0

8

0

431

2009

0

299

0

0

3,365

3,664

2010

0

499

0

0

0

499

2011

0

1, 135

0

0

0

1,135

2012
2013

0

1, 246

0

0

0

1,246

0

1, 342

0

0

0

1,342

2014

0

1, 886

0

0

0

1,886

2015

0

2, 157

0

0

0

2,157

2016
Total

0

495

0

0

0

495

0

17, 394

0

19

Total

Imported to Japan after
the CITES application,
which have been acquired
in or imported to the
exporting country before
the CITES application

(c) i)

Acquired in or imported
to Japan before the
CITES application
came into effect

(b)

Bred in captivity
inside Japan

(a)

Imported to Japan after
the CITES application,
but bred in captivity for
commercial purposes

The number of registered pre-conventionacquired tusks had shown signs of increasing
(rapidly increased in 2011) and soaring. The total
number of registered pre-convention-acquired
tusks between 2011 and 2015 is around 7,800
with 76 tons in weight166 which is correspondent
to over 4,000 elephants167.

Types of registration
requirements provisioned
in Cabinet Order on
implementation of LCES
Article 4

From the table, it is figured out that all of
17,394 tusks were registered as applicable to preconvention acquisition apart from the 8,811 in
total as two-times imported one-off sold tusks in
1999 and 2009, and 19 in total as imported preconvention acquisition tusks in exporting countries (registered in 2003, 2005, 2007 and 2008).

8,811 2 6 , 2 2 4

Unit: number
* 1995: From 28 June to 31 December 2016: From 1 January to 30 April
Source: Ministry of Environment, 2015.b, Ministry of Environment, 2016.c, Ministry of
Environment, 2016.g, Ministry of Environment, 2016.i

Figure 4-9 shows the number of tusks registered as pre-convention-acquired from 2000 to
2015.
Figure 4-9 Number of registered ivory whole tusks as pre-ban stock
imported into or acquired in Japan before the ban (2000 - 2015)
2,250

1,500

Table 4-5 Breakdown of the received documents as necessary
for conﬁrming pre-convention acquisition at the time of
registration application of ivory tusks (in December 2014)
A

B

C
D
Total
Documents
written
by
the
Documents Documents written
made by
by the transferor third party except for "B" The Total
Other than others
public agencies except for "A"
Relatives
relatives

30

0

1

64

94

0

95

Unit: number of registration application (the number of application was 95 in total. The
number of registered ivory tusks was 160.)
*The type of registration requirements applied to all of the tusks was pre-convention
acquisition.
Source: MoE, 2015.b,
環境省 , 2016.c, 環境省 , 2016.g, 環境省 , 2016.i←この３点日本語版に記載有。英語版は
無し。

Table 4-5 shows the data for only 95 registration application during one month because it was
the only figure prepared at the time of response
from MoE to JTEF168.
Nevertheless, the result is noteworthy.
There is no case that a document made by public agencies was submitted.
The case that document written by the transferor was accepted was only one.
In the other 94 cases, a document written by a
general third party was accepted. Furthermore,
the documents were written by a family member of the applicants in one third of them (30
cases)169.

750

0

2000

2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

＊The number of registered tusks derived from (i) legal import of the acquired in
exporting countries before the ban (19 tusks) and (ii) one-off sale in 2008 (3,365
tusks) is excluded. It means that all the tusks on this ﬁgure have been registered as
pre-ban stock imported into or acuquired in Japan before the ban.
Sources： MoE, 2015.b, MoE, 2016.c, MoE, 2016.g, MoE, 2016.i
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166 Counted based on Table 4-1
167 Calculated provided that the average number of tusks
one African elephant own is1.88 tusks (Milliken, 1989)
168 MoE, 2016.c
169 See 4.6.3 1) with regard to the data on between 1st
Jan. 2016 and 30th Apr. 2016.
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4.5.6 Supposed personnel distribution, assigned operation to each personnel and time
to be consumed for the operation with regard
to registration affairs
1) Provisions on the rules on implementation of
the registration-related affairs
“Rules on implementation of the registrationrelated affairs170” prescribes the duties and personnel distribution related to registration to be
made originally as follows171.
• The person in charge172 shall carry out the duties
as follows.

- Receiving documents, etc. for registration application
- Recording given information on the “Registration
ledger for international endangered species of
wild fauna and flora” and the “Registration status
ledger”.
- Drafting request for approval
- Issuing a registration card
- Summarizing the status of implementation of the
registration-related affairs

• Head of the department in charge shall, under the
supervision of Umbrella administrator, supervise
the person in charge with regard to implementation of registration-related affairs.
• Umbrella administrator shall control the registration-related affairs overall and approve to accept
a registration application.
• Adviser on identification of endangered species
of wild fauna and flora shall, on the request of
Head of the department in charge give scientific
advice on taxonomy, identification, etc. for appropriate implementation of registration-related
affairs.

Incidentally, involvement of “Adviser on identification of endangered species of wild fauna and
flora” is not supposed as registration-related routine duties as seen in 3).

2) Implementation of registration-related duties shown in the estimation of registration fee
As aforementioned173, the registration fee was
originally provisioned as 1,100 yen (US$10)
per tusk across the board when the registration
scheme was implemented in 1995. The value was
later increased in 1st June, 2014 as 1,600 yen (US$
15) per tusk for one-off sold ivory tusks (collec170 See 4.2.3
171 Rules on implementation of the registration-related affairs Article 5
172 The number of staffs at the time of 27th June, 2016 in
charge of registration service of body parts and products of
them, which includes ivory, is two apart from one part-timer.
They are also in charge of ivory products certification-related affairs (JWRC, 2016).
173 See 4.5.2 5)

tively imported ivory tusks) and 3,200 yen (US$
29) per tusk for “other cases” supposed to be preconvention-acquired ivory tusks174.
The registration fee is fixed considering the
actual expenses for the registration operation175.
It means that value of the fee should be based on
the supposed personnel distribution, assigned
operation to each personnel and time to be consumed for the operation176.

3) Personnel distribution for implementing registration-related duties and the time required
for each personnel involved to handle one registration application
According to the document explaining the basis
of evaluation of registration fee177, the personnel
distribution for implementing registration-related duties and the time required for each personnel involved to handle one (original) registration
application are as follow.
“Executive Director”178:

The time required for approval		

1 minute

179

“Senior Researcher” :

The time required for approval
Person in charge:

5 minutes

The time required for operation in the field

35 minutes

Total

41 minutes

180
181

174 MoE, 2016.d
MoE explains the reason for differentiating the registration fee between collectively imported ivory tusks and preconvention-acquired ivory tusks as follows.
“In terms of ivory tusks collectively imported under CITES
decision, MoE and METI are informed with the volume, furthermore those tusks are supposed to be applied for registration by a small number of persons. Therefore, less time
are supposed to be consumed for confirming the registration requirement and implementation of registration-related
duties is relatively simple.
On the other hand, there exists a lot of ivory tusks which
had been imported before CITES regulation was applied as
provisioned in the Cabinet Order (18th January, 1990), and
those tusks owned by individuals are occasionally bought
as material by manufacturers of ivory products. In terms of
those tusks, background of acquisition should be confirmed
on a case-by-case basis, so registration-related duties for
those require as much work as registration on individuals,
etc. of other species.
Therefore, the registration fee for collectively imported ivory tusks should be fixed as special case, and one for other
ivory tusks should be fixed similar to registration of other
individuals, etc..”
175 LCES Article 29 Paragraph 1
176 See 4.5.2 5)
177 MoE, 2016.d
178 “Umbrella administrator” is authorized to approve to
accept a registration application in the Rules on implementation of the registration-related affairs (Article 5), therefore
the Executive Director is considered to be in the position.
179 “Head of the department in charge” is authorized to supervise the person in charge in the Rules on implementation
of the registration-related affairs (Article 5), therefore the
Senior Researcher is considered to be in the position.
180 The time required for the person in charge is estimated
as 20 minutes in the case of registration of a collectively imported ivory tusk (MoE, 2016.d).
181 The required time is estimated as 26 minutes in the
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4) Breakdown of the time allocated to the person in charge
Out of 35 minutes allocated to implement the
operation by a person in charge, 20 minutes are
supposed to be consumed for phone calls182 183.
According to the aforementioned document,
it is not clear how the 15 minutes not involving
phone calls are supposed to be consumed. On
the other hand, the duties related to registration
according to the “Rules on implementation of
the duties related to registration” are as shown in
“1)”. Furthermore, the result of the phone survey
reported in “4.5.3” revealed that the duties would
include “receiving documents, etc. for registration application” there would include preliminary
consultation on phone, preliminary checking by
exchanging fax on the description of the documents to be submitted for the application, receiving application documents and notifying details
of remittance for registration fee184.

5) Consumed time for confirmation of the registration requirement
MoE explained as follows, “there exists a lot
of ivory tusks which had been imported before
CITES regulation was applied as provisioned
in the Cabinet Order (18th January, 1990), and
those tusks owned by individuals are occasionally bought as material by manufacturers of ivory
products. In terms of those tusks, history of acquisition should be confirmed on a case-by-case
case of registration of a collectively imported ivory tusk
(MoE, 2016.d).
182 According to JWRC (2016), the person in charge would
talk with an applicant by phone at least 4 or 5 times since
receiving the first contact, therefore it is considered that the
time consumed for those phone calls is supposed to be 20
minutes in total.
183 The time required for phone calls by the person in
charge is estimated as 5 minutes in the case of registration
of a collectively imported ivory tusk (MoE, 2016.d). It means
that the difference of time required for a person in charge
for handling the operation between the cases (15 minutes)
directly reflects the difference of time to be consumed for
phone calls.
184 Of the series of operations, preparation for posting,
and sorting and recording the mail are left to part-timers
(JWRC, 2016).

Table 4-6

Registration fee on individuals
Registration fee on body parts and products
Registration fee on ivory included in the above

Total

4.5.7 Finance of the registration organisation
on registration affairs
1) Structure of the account for registration affairs
JWRC designates an independent special account called “CITES Registration special account” for registration affairs, and its income is
composed of just the fee for registration on individuals, body parts and products of internationally endangered species187.
2) Trend of income gained for the CITES registration special account
Change of the income is shown in Table 4-6
where Ivory tusk is included in “body parts”.
The total amount of registration fee had been
20 million yen (US$ 181,818 *US$110) level,
and of which the registration fee regarding body
parts and products including ivory remained at 2
to 4 million yen (US$ 18,182 to 36.364 *US$110)
since 2010 to 2013.
In fiscal year 2014 (July 2014 - June 2015),
about 5 million yen (US$ 45,455 *US$110) was
added to the former year’s income, which then
came up to 9 million yen (US$81,818 *US$110).
Of this 7 million yen (US$ 63,636 *US$110) is for
ivory alone. In the total, income from registration alone exceeded 32 million yen (US$ 290,909
*US$110).
185 MoE, 2016.d
186 The whole time of 20 minutes may not be necessarily
consumed for confirmation of pre-convention acquisition
because some part of the talks on phone would be for the
other business.
187 It is provisioned that a fee paid to a registration organization shall be treated as income of the registration organization (LCES Article 29 Paragraph 2).

Total amount of income for "special account for registration affairs" of JWRC
2010(H22)FY

Provision from general account

basis”185.
However, no operation of registration-related
duty for confirming background of acquiring the
ivory tusk on a case-by-case basis is found other
than the phone calls within 20 minutes in total186.

2011(H23)FY

2012(H24)FY

2013(H25)FY

2014(H26)FY

(Unit:yen)

2015(H27)FY

(2010.7- 2011.6)

(2011.7- 2012.6)

(2012.7- 2013.6)

(2013.7- 2014.6)

(2014.7- 2015.6)

(2015.7- 2016.6)

18,374,000
2,205,000
841,500
20,579,000

23,886,900
4,130,300
1,419,000
28,017,200

24,027,200
3,155,900
1, 303,500
27,183,100

25,829,500
4,064,500
1,904,100
29,894,000

23,080,900
9,043,500
7,078,400
32,124,400

23,027,900
7,002,500
5,536,000
30,030,400

392,724

81,397

0

0

0

0

＊"Registration fee on ivory" was calculated by the provisioned registration fee at the time of the FY (1,100yen or 3,200yen) multiplied by the number of tusks recorded in each annual
report. The fee on the registered between 1-30 June, 2014 was calculated besed on the fee of 1,100 yen though the fee had been increased to 3,200 yen since this month because the
monthly breakdown is unknown
Source: JWRC website (ﬁnanciial report of each FY) http://jwrc.or.jp/proﬁle/proﬁle.htm
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3) Increase on number of ivory tusks and reliance on ivory tusk for securing income from
registration fee
One of the reasons for increase of the paid registration fee from FY 2013 to FY 2014 is the increase of the unit charge from 1,100 yen (US$ 10
*US$110) to 3,200 yen (US$ 29 *US$110) in the
case of pre-convention-acquired ivory188.
Another reason is 30% increase of registration of
ivory tusks in about 500 tusks 189. 2,212 tusks were
registered in FY2014 (2014.7 - 2015.6 while 1,731
tusks in FY 2013(2013.7–2014.6) were registered. The
number of Ivory registration in 2,212 items accounted near to 80% of the total number of registration of
body parts and products in 2,805 items in FY2014.
Consequently, the fee of the income of ivory
registration has increased to 8.4 times since FY
2010 to FY 2014 and then its share in total fee income has increased from 4% in FY 2010 to 22%
or 5 times of the former rate in FY 2014 (Figure
4-10). The share of ivory registration fee was still
high in 2015 (18%).
Figure 4-10

Total amount of income from registration fee

(Unit: yen)

30,000,000
25,000,000
20,000,000
15,000,000

Others

(all live, body parts and products of any species)

10,000,000
5,000,000
0

2010.7~
2011.6

2011.7~
2012.6

2012.7~
2013.6

2013.7~
2014.6

2014.7~
2015.6

4.6.1 Response of MoE to the expressed concern about the registration services
1) Expressing concern by EIA on registration
affairs
EIA announced the result of the phone survey
on JWRC190 on 11th January, 2015. The points are
summarized as follows;

• JWRC staff intended to accept a statement written
by a family member of the applicant as the proof
of pre-convention acquisition.
• JWRC staff recommended making up the year of
acquisition in the Showa era on the documents to
be prepared for registration application.
• JWRC official advised that an ivory tusk can be
sold without registration though it is likely to
“maintain its whole shape” objectively.
• JWRC official coached to justify oneself against
investigation by police on transfer of unregistered
tusks as being unaware that the ivory tusk in question would maintain its whole shape.

EIA provided the information about the result
of the survey to the Metropolitan Police Department, MoE, METI and MoFA191.

Ivory

35,000,000

4.6 Reality of supervision on the registration organization by MoE

2015.7~
2016.6

Source: JWRC website
(ﬁnanciial report of each FY) http://jwrc.or.jp/proﬁle/proﬁle.htm

It is obvious that the financial basis of registration operation by JWRC has been getting rapidly
dependent on fee income of ivory registration in
recent years.
It can be said that the financial structure of the
registration organisation is in a way promoting
illegal registration of ivory as the income of the
institute is legally forced to depend on the registration fee.

188 The change was implemented in June 1st of 2014 by the
amended Cabinet Order Article 5 (Feb. 21st Feb in publication).
But, as far as the ivory imported to Japan after July 1st of
2014, the charge costs 1,600 yen (US$ 15 *US$110) per tusk
(Cabinet Order Article 5, Section 2). See the footnote “13”.
189 See Table 4-1 with regard to the yearly change of registration volume.

2) Reality of “fact-finding” about registration
affairs by MoE
On 18th January, 2016, MoE announced that it
had conducted a fact-finding about what EIA announced, however, it could not confirm the fact
that JWRC had made a false registration on an
ivory tusk in conspiracy with the applicant192.
Needless to say, there’s no way that the EIA investigator actually made a registration application
in accordance with the advice made by JWRC
because it is illegal. The intent of EIA’s statement
was that the authorities should take appropriate
measures to counter the problems of registration services actually made and legal loopholes
contributing to them as aforementioned in “1)”.
Thus, it was reasonably considered that the “fact190 See 4.5.3
191 EIA, 2016 EIA also announced result of the phone survey of ivory buyers (see 4.4.3) in 10th December, 2015 preceding to the press briefing on January, 2016 (EIA, 2015).
The information regarding the result was also shared to the
Metropolitan Police Department and the three Ministries.
192 MoE. 2016.b. MoE, however admitted the fact that a
JWRC official in charge had explained a possible applicant
the date which falls in the period of pre-convention before
he confirmed the date of acquisition of the ivory tusks (Asahi
Shimbun news article dated 19th January, 2016), and then issued an administrative guidance to JWRC for urging to implement registration affairs in appropriate manner (MoE, 2016.a).
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finding”, as far as it would be meaningful, should
have been done on the basis of a review on the
operation of registration-related duties in the past
and effectiveness of existing law and regulation.
Therefore, JTEF requested MoE to provide voluntarily a breakdown of the types of documents
used for confirming pre-convention acquisition
in terms of registration of ivory tusks (1995 2015). But, the response of MoE was as “the factfinding based on the administrative guidance (to
JWRC) was whether JWRC had made a false registration on an ivory tusk in conspiracy with the
applicant or not. Therefore, we had not counted
the said figures” 193.
JTEF questioned the response by MoE, and
officially requested MoE to disclose all information exchanged with JWRC regarding the “factfinding”194. But, the disclosed information that
existed was only “a report” and “an audio dataset” “sent from EIA to MoE” 195. It means that
MoE had not exchanged any information including Email with JWRC.
In conclusion, the “fact-finding” made by MoE
is determined that it confirmed the person of
JWRC in charge whether he had received an application from an applicant suspected to be the
EIA investigator later by referring to the audio
data provided by EIA. No action was done to review the past operation of registration services.

4.6.2 Action taken by the registration organization responding to the administrative guidance by MoE
1) The administrative guidance by MoE and a
plan for taking measures prepared by JWRC
While MoE did not review the past operation
of registration services nor existing legislation, it
may not ignore the announcement of EIA during
the 66th meeting of the CITES Standing Committee, which resonated with media massively,
thus issued an administrative guidance to JWRC
as follows196.
1. To make sure a confirmation of the ivory tusk
subject to the registration197 and the just title for
ownership of the ivory tusk, etc.198, and provide ap193 MoE, 2016.c
194 MoE, 2016.h
195 Ibid.
196 MoE, 2016.a
197 It intends two matters. The first one is that the applied
ivory tusk is authentic (instead other animal species’ tusk,
horn and bone, and an artefact), the second one is that the
applied ivory tusk maintains “its whole shape”.
http://www.jwrc.or.jp/cites/pdfs/zougeshinseiyouryou.pdf
198 Literally, MoE and JWRC seem to intend to confirm if
a non-owner applied for registration disguising the owner
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propriate information to the applicant, etc. to the
extent necessary for the confirmation.
2. To request the applicant to provide an information
necessary for the judgement if a doubt arises about
the confirmation, and refer to MoE immediately if
the doubt could not be even cleared.
3. To prepare a manual for implementation of the
item 1 and 2 above, and check the implementation
regularly.

As the response to the item 1 on the administrative guidance, JWRC prepared “documents for
providing appropriate information to the applicant, etc. as follows”199.
• “Guidance of application for registration of ivory
tusks”
• “Self-statement on acquisition (format)”
• “Certificate on the acquisition written by the
third party (format)”

As the response to the item 2 on the administrative guidance, JWRC officials in charge were
mandated to make inquiries by Email about a
doubt on registration application to a MoE official in charge200.
As the response to the item 3 on the administrative guidance, JWRC seemed to prepare a manual, however the details are unknown because the
request for disclosure of it was rejected201.

2) The three confirmations highlighted in
“Guidance of application for registration of
ivory tusks”
The “Guidance of application for registration of
ivory tusks” (“the guidance” hereinafter) newly
prepared by JWRC demonstrates three confirmations as follows202.
• Confirmation on authenticity of the ivory tusk
• Confirmation on legitimate acquisition of the
ivory tusk
• Confirmation on the shape of the ivory tusk

3) Specific measure for “Confirmation on authenticity of the ivory tusk”
While the guidance stresses as “applicants are
responsible for the confirmation” in terms of au(LCES Article Paragraph 1 provisions that “a possessor with
just title” may receive the registration of the applied item).
But, it’s not the case here but they intend to confirm if the
tusk applied falls under pre-convention acquisition.
http://www.jwrc.or.jp/cites/pdfs/zougeshinseiyouryou.pdf
199 MoE, 2016.i
200 Ibid.
201 Ibid.
202 http://www.jwrc.or.jp/cites/pdfs/zougeshinseiyouryou.pdf
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thenticity of the ivory tusk and advises applicants
to “contact an ivory-specialty shop, a museum,
etc. regarding appraisement on authenticity”, it
warns that “any person who deposit or send an
unregistered ivory tusk to a third party” should
fall under a violation of LCES203.
It means that MoE through JWRC recommends
a possible applicant to receive an expert’s authenticity of the ivory tusk without depositing real
one prior to application for registration. Those
recommendations should be incompatible and
place an unrealistic demand on the applicants.
The compelling reason for JWRC to make such
tall order is that the registration organization is
not given a power by the existing laws and regulations to carry an appraisement on authenticity
of the items to be applied for registration. The
registration organization is merely authorized to
judge the legality of the registration application
based on the description of given documents, etc.
submitted by the applicant204.
The limit of the existing law and regulation,
however, should doubtlessly cause a consequence
that an applied item cannot be accurately determined an authentic ivory tusk of Asian elephant
or African elephant distinguished from other animal species’ tusk, horn and bone, and an artefact
like one called as “paste” by ivory market players.
Furthermore, leaving authentication of the
items to be applied for registration to an applicant may hinder effective prohibition to deliver
or receive of possession of unregistered ivory
tusks, as discussed later205.

4) Specific measure for “Confirmation on legitimate acquisition of the ivory tusk” (confirmation of pre-convention acquisition)
As the measure, a format of “self-statement
on acquisition (format)” and “certificate on the
203 Even delivery of possession of an unregistered ivory
tusk is prohibited under the existing law (LCES Article 12
Paragraph 1).
204 The existing laws and regulations mandates the registration organization ”confirmation of species applicable to the
applied individuals, etc. for registration” (LCES 24 Paragraph
2, Ministry Order Article 14 Paragraph 1 (a). See 4.5.3 4)).
The provision looks like to urge the registration organization
to carry an identification of species (therefore including an
authenticity appraisement), however it’s not the case. ”Confirmation of species” means to judge if the species expressed
on the application form and the attached documents including
the photos falls under the list of species subject to the registration. It means that the provision does not mandate to examine the applied item actually falls under the expressed species,
but merely mandate to confirm the name of African elephant
or Asian elephant is described in the application form, and the
expression don’t obviously conflict with the photos.
This interpretation is based on the range of the power given
to the registration organization. It is merely authorized to
process an application on the basis of documents.
See 4.8.3.
205 See 4.8.3 3)

acquisition written by the third party” were
prepared206. The former has been publicized on
JWRC website207 while the latter has not. It may
attribute to a trick of JWRC for avoiding the contradiction between the existence of the format
and the aforementioned208 announcement made
on its website, which emphasizes the façade that
a document issued by a public agency is required
in principle.
The entries on “self-statement on acquisition”
are as follows. They are almost similar to the
items as ever required during preliminary consultation on phone209.
• Title
• Date of acquisition
• Who acquired the ivory tusk from whom and how
• Circumstance of acquiring the ivory tusk

The entries on “certificate on the acquisition
written by the third party” are as follows. They
are almost similar to the items as ever required
during preliminary consultation on phone210.
• Title
• Relationship with the applicant
• Date of sighting the ivory tusk
• Place of sighting the ivory tusk
• Circumstance of sighting the ivory tusk

In both of the formats, a check column for each
entry is established with a sentence printed as “I
hereby certify that the description on this document and my answer to the questions are truthful” and an explanation of criminal penalty on
false registration.
In addition, a note that “Date of sighting the
ivory tusk” should be “Described with a specific
year. Like the expression ‘X years ago’ is disapproved” and a sentence as “The person wrote this
certificate may be contacted directly” are printed
on the format of “statement on the acquisition
written by a third party”.
By 8th June, 2016, some applications for registration attached with a certificate on the acquisition written by a third party based on the format
above had been approved and the ivory tusks in
question had been registered211.
In summary, confirmation of registration requirements (pre-convention acquisition) has
206 MoE, 2016.i
207 http://www.jwrc.or.jp/cites/pdfs/zougeshinseiyouryou.pdf
208 See 4.2.5 3）
209 See 4.5.3 3）
210 Ibid.
211 MoE, 2016.l
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been implemented based on a self-statement of
acquisition and a statement of acquisition written
by a third party even after the registration organization received the administrative guidance.
The measures for improving implementation of
registration-related affairs taken by JWRC under
the approval of MoE include two minor points.
Firstly, it publicized of the format for self-statement of acquisition, which has existed internally.
Secondly, a few notes are printed on the format to
guide applicants to intend correct description.
It is obvious that MoE intends to maintain the
existing implementation of registration-related
affairs on ivory in principle.

5) Specific measure for “Confirmation on the
shape of the ivory tusk ” (confirmation if it
maintains ‘its whole shape’)
As far as the inquiry made by JWRC to MoE
on registration affairs between 19th January and
7th March, 2016, most of them related to if the
tusks applied for registration maintains ‘its whole
shape’212. The inquiry and the response were made
by Email attached with the photos of the applied
ivory tusks213.
MoE had sent its response to the inquiries with
simple explanation regarding the judgement if
the applied ivory falls under one maintaining its
whole shape so that it is eligible for registration.
But, the judgement standard adopted by MoE
is considered as “if the general ivory-appearing
shape as creating slight arch and tapering off from
the base to the point is recognizable” as ever214 215.
If so, it is difficult to assume that a response of
MoE had influenced JWRC officials significantly
enough to change their mind.
The introduction of the prompt inquiry should
be considered not function so much for direct
improvement on registration-related affairs, but
function for protecting the registration organization against the outside criticism by showing involvement of MoE to the registration process.
4.6.3 Record of registration after the registration organization improved the implementation of registration-related affairs
It is reviewed how the measures 216 taken by
JWRC as the response to the administrative guid212 MoE, 2016.j
213 Ibid.
214 MoE, 2015.b See 4.8.4 about the details.
215 JWRC is supposed to have followed the new interpretation on “maintaining its whole shape” since MoE announced
it later. See 4.8.5, 2).
216 See 4.6.2
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ance issued by MoE on 18th January, 2016 affect
the registration process.

1) Types of documents used for confirming the
registration requirement of pre-convention
acquisition
The number of applications for registering ivory
tusks was 360 in total in January – April, 2016,
and the type of registration requirements applied
to all of the cases was pre-convention acquisition217. The breakdown of the received documents
as necessary for confirming pre-convention acquisition at the time of registration application of
those ivory tusks is shown in Table 4-7.
Table 4-7 Breakdown of the received documents as necessary
for conﬁrming pre-convention acquisition at the time of
registration application of ivory tusks (in January-April, 2016)
A

B

C

D

Documents
Documents Documents written by the
made by
written by the third party except for "B" The
public
transferor except
others
Other than
agencies
Relatives
for "A"
relatives
Jan.

0

0

32

Feb.

0

2

31

Mar.

0

0

58

Apr.

0

0

49

90
78

100
90

58
47
42
41

Total
Total

0

90

0

80

0 100
0

90

Unit: number of registration application (the number of application was 360 in total. The
number of registered ivory tusks was 495.
*The type of registration requirements applied to all of the tusks was pre-convention acquisition.
Source: MoE, 2016.i

In each case, a certificate written by a third party was accepted as for the confirmation, and no
case receiving a document made by public agencies was found.
In the cases occupying 99% (356/358), the
document was written by a third party other than
the transferor. Furthermore, the documents were
written by a family member of the applicants in
the half cases of them (170/358).
The consequence was as expected because the
measures taken by MoE through JWRC intended
to maintain the existing implementation of registration affairs in principle218.

2) Number of registered tusks
The number of originally registered ivory tusks
in January - April, 2016 is as shown in Table 4-8.
Table 4-8 Number of registered tusks (in January - April, 2016)

Number of
tusks registered

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

123

111

132

129

Source：MoE, 2016.i

217
218

MoE, 2016.k
See 4.6.2 4)

【Reference】Monthly

average in Jul. - Dec.

151
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The record shows the monthly number of registration is stabilized during the period, and any
change is not visible after the administrative guidance issued by MoE on 18th January, 2016.
Incidentally, the registration during the period
ran still high of a rate of 1,500 tusks per year 219
while it does not seem to overwhelm the latter
half of the previous year (2015) of a rate of 2,157220.

4.7 Shock of the Raftel case
4.7.1 Summary of the “Raftel Case”
The Community environment division of the
Metropolitan Police Department sent papers on
the case to prosecutors on 20th June, 2017, that
Shiko Nabeta (at the age of 35), the company
president of an antiquary named “Raftel”, employees of the company and its customers, or 27
persons in total, and Raftel as the corporate body
traded in unregistered ivory tusks illegally221.
4.7.2 Background of the detection
“Raftel”, an antiquary located at Ueno, Taito-ku,
Tokyo is one of the 37 ivory buyers surveyed on
the phone by Environmental Investigation Agency (EIA) in August 2015222. Raftel told the investigator that it intends to act for her to apply for registration of ivory and that it can get a registration
for the tusk though she clarified the tusk had been
acquired after the date of application of the Convention in 1990. EIA provided the information
including the audio data recording the conversation with the buyers including Raftel during the
phone survey to the Metropolitan Police Department before the press briefing in December 2015.
On 11th January, 2015, subsequently, EIA announced the result of phone survey on Japan Wildlife Research Centre, the registration organization
which is registered to the Minister of Environment.
One of the highlights was that JWRC staff had recommended making up the year of acquisition in
the “Showa era” (1926-1989) on the documents to
be prepared for registration application.
MoE may not ignore the announcement of EIA
during the 66th meeting of the CITES Standing
Committee, which resonated with media mas219 Consequently, 1,687 whole tusks (16 tons) were registered in 2016. See Table 4-1.
220 See Table 4-1
221 Kyodo News article dated 20th June, 2017, “An
antiquary sent to prosecutors on illicit trade in ivory,
Unregistered 18 tusks, 27 people including the company president” http://www.47news.jp/news/2017/06/
post_20170620113814.html
222 The trader No.9 on Annex 1 is “Raftel”.

sively, thus issued an administrative guidance
to JWRC, which includes requesting the applicant to provide an information necessary for the
judgement if a doubt arises about the confirmation of registration requirements, and refer to
MoE immediately if the doubt could not be even
cleared223.
Afterwards, 18 ivory tusks were applied for registration as with different owners and channels of
acquisition for each tusk224. JWRC is assumed to
have reported a doubt about the applications to
MoE in accordance with the aforementioned administrative guidance. The police which seemed
to be informed by MoE suspected that the photos
attached to the application forms were taken at
the same place 225. The police must have questioned the applicants for registration, and it is
supposed to have got a statement that they asked
Raftel to act for them to apply for the registration
and they were hardly involved with preparation of
the paperwork.
Therefore, the police was convinced that the
suspect Raftel has prepared the paperwork for applying the registrations of the 18 tusks using fake
entries, so that it could possess the 18 unregistered
ivory tusks under its hand, which were further
intended to be registered. Then, the police made a
search at the business facility of Raftel in February
2016226, and seized 18 unregistered ivory tusks227.

4.7.3 The suspects and the facts constituting
the offence
The suspects are Raftel (Shiko Nabeta (at the age
of 35), the company president, 8 employees of the
company and Raftel as the corporate body) and
its 18 customers. In total 27 persons (one person
died already228), and one corporate body229.
The facts constituting the offence is that 18
customers of Raftel delivered (in other words,
“deposited”230) one ivory whole tusk owned by
223 See 4.6.2, 1)
224 Asahi Shimbun newspaper article dated 20th June,
2017, “Ivory, Suspect of illegal trade, An antique dealer
acted for registration and disguised the channel of acquisition” http://digital.asahi.com/articles/ASK6N3C6NK6NUTIL00L.html
225 Ibid.
226 Ibid.
227 Different newspapers and TV featured the seized 18
ivory tusks.
228 Asahi Shimbun newspaper article forecited
229 Kyodo News article forecasted
230 LCES defines “transfers” and “receipt of transfers”
(movement of ownership), “delivery” and “receipt of delivery” (movement of occupancy though they are similarly
prohibited and subject to same penal provisions (Environment Agency, 1995, Domestic trade control of endangered
species of wild fauna and flora, Chuohoki Publishing).
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each of them (18 tusks in total) to Raftel and that
Raftel received the deliveries from them between
December 2015 and February, 2016231 232.
Raftel paid 3,555,000 yen for receiving the deliveries of 18 tusks233. The paid money is considered
to be a kind of deposit given “receiving the delivery” is to be without transfer of ownership. It suggests that buying and selling were supposed to be
completed when the rest of the amount is paid.

4.7.4 Process leading to the offence by Raftel
Raftel started purchasing ivory tusks around
2012 and is suspected to have bought about 400500 (100 tusks per year) tusks from the customers
so far234. 80% of them are alleged to be unregistered235. Raftel increased the purchase of ivory
tusks attracting its customers by offering services as agent for registration application236, then
earned profit by reselling them237 to domestic
ivory hanko manufacturers238.
4.7.5 Process of the services as agent by Raftel
is comprised of “receiving delivery of the unregistered” and “false registration”
Raftel had offered a service as agent to the customers for applying the registration, then;
(i) received the delivery of unregistered ivory tusks, and
(ii)submitted the documents with untrue entries
231 Mainichi Shimbun news article dated 20th June, 2017,
“Unregistered ivory trade, the case by 27 persons including
the trader sent to prosecutors, MPD”
https://mainichi.jp/articles/20170621/k00/00m/040/002000c
232 It falls under receipt of delivery of unregistered ivory
tusk in violation of Article 12 Article 1, LCES and is subject
to the penal provision of Article 57-2.
233 Sankei Shimbun news article dated 20th June, 2017, “’
Legalization’ by false registration, Receiving unregistered
ivory, the case by an antiquary and 27 persons sent to prosecutors, MPD”
http://www.sankei.com/affairs/news/170620/afr1706200026-n1.html
234 Nikkei Shimbun news article dated 20th June, 2017,
“Suspect illicit trade in ivory, Receiving unregistered ivory,
the case by an antiquary and 27 persons including the company president sent to prosecutors, MPD”
http://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLZO17872960Q7A620C1CC0000/
235 TV Tokyo “ Satellite in the evening” news dated 20th
June, 2017, “Violation of LCES, illicit trade in ivory, the case
sent to prosecutors”
http://www.tv-tokyo.co.jp/mv/you/news/post_134510/
236 Sankei Shimbun news article forecited
237 Mainichi Shimbun news article dated 20th June, 2017,
“Illicit trade in unregistered ivory, the case of 27 persons including the trader and its customers, MPD”
https://mainichi.jp/articles/20170621/k00/00m/040/002000c
NHK news dated 20th June, 2017, “Illicit trade in ivory, the
case of the company president and others sent to prosecutors”
h t t p : / / w w w 3 . n h k . o r. j p / n e w s / h t m l / 2 0 1 7 0 6 2 0 /
k10011023611000.html
238 Tokyo Shimbun news article dated 20th June, 2017, “Illicit trade in unregistered ivory, the case of 27 persons sent
to prosecutors, 18 unregistered tusks Antiquaries expand a
deal through service as agent”
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with regard to acquisition of the tusks to the registration organization239.

Needless to say, not every service as agent is illegal. However, the service as agent provided by Raftel
aforementioned is comprised of the following;
(i) “receiving delivery of the unregistered” and
(ii)“false registration”.
It means that Raftel’s service as agent was involved in two above mentioned illegal activities.

4.7.6 Involvement of Japan Wildlife Research
Centre as the registration organization supporting the illegal service of Raftel
The company president of Raftel told the Police
as “when I made an inquiry to JWRC in advance,
I’m advised by them that I can act for my customers for the process”240.
Hearing the statement, police became suspicious that illegal services as agent for applying
registration are rampant under the situation of
lax oversight by the registration organization
(JWRC)241. On April 2017, the police made a
search in the business facility of JWRC to investigate the violation of LCES242. During the investigation, an official of JWRC who was in charge of
the registration process, stated to the police as follows, “I recognized Raftel has acted as an agent,
but regardless, I approved the applications while
the provisioned documents were prepared”243,
and admitted the truth of connivance of Raftel’s
service as an agent”244.
This clearly means that illicit registration was
more a rule rather than an exception245 under the
lax oversight of the registration organization246.
Furthermore, despite the denial by JWRC247, the
police suspected that a part of customers delivered ivory tusks to Raftel were likely to have been
239 Asahi Shimbun and Sankei Shimbun forecited
ANN news dated 21st June, 2017, “Illicit trade in unregistered ivory, the case of the company president and others
sent to prosecutors”
http://news.tv-asahi.co.jp/news_society/articles/000103628.
html?r=rss2&n=20170621084209
240 Asahi Shimbun and Sankei Shimbun forecited
241 Asahi Shimbun forecited
FNN news dated 20th June, 2017, “Registration service as
agent... Illicit trade in ivory”
http://www.fnn-news.com/news/headlines/articles/
CONN00361854.html
242 Asahi Shimbun forecited
243 Sankei Shimbun forecited
244 Asahi Shimbun and FNN forecited
245 Sankei Shimbun forecited
246 Asahi Shimbun and FNN forecited
247 http://www.jwrc.or.jp/cites/infomation/kenkai20170623.pdf
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referred to Raftel by JWRC248.
In the case announced at this time, the papers
on the case of JWRC and its officials have not
been sent to prosecutors for receipt of delivery of
unregistered ivory tusk and false registration. The
reasons, however, are simply considered by JWRC
was unlikely to know the detailed situation on the
receipt of delivery of each of the 18 tusks (regarding the suspect of receipt of delivery of unregistered ivory tusk), and as any whole tusk registered
in the past based on the documents with untrue
entries could not been seized (regarding the suspect of false registration).
As far as JWRC is an expert “registration organization”, connivance at Raftel’s service as agent
should mean that it had let receipts of delivery of
unregistered ivory tusks and registration applications based on untrue entries pass.
Even though the papers on the case of JWRC
have not been sent to prosecutors, there can be
little doubt that JWRC as the registration organization had been involved with the illegal
services as agent comprised of receipt of delivery
of unregistered ivory tusks and false registration.
Furthermore, given that JWRC has referred some
applicant (who made inquiry about registration
process to JWRC) to Raftel, it should be regarded
as actively encouraging illegal activities by the
ivory trader.

4.7.7 Flawless case
The Community environment division of the
Metropolitan Police Department sent papers
on the case of trade in unregistered ivory tusks
against LCES to prosecutors on 25th August, 2017
of the company president of an antiquary named
“Flawless” locates in Taito-ku, 4 employees of the
company, “Flawless” as the corporate body, and its
7 customers and one corporate as a trading partner of it (12 persons and 2 corporates in total)249.
The facts constituting the offence is that 7
customers including one antiquary company 250
248 Kyodo News article dated 20th June, 2017, “Ivory, Referred to illicit trader, By corporate designated
by MoE?” https://this.kiji.is/249829069836748280
?c=39546741839462401
249 Sankei Shimbun news article dated 24th August, 2017,
“Suspect for trading unregistered ivory, the case by the
president of jeweller at Ueno and others will be sent to
prosecutors on 25th, MPD”
http://www.sankei.com/affairs/news/170825/afr1708250004n1.html
Hokkaido Shimbun news article dated 25th August, 2017,
“Suspect for 9 ivory tusks trade sent to prosecutors, 12 suspects including president of antiquary”
https://www.hokkaido-np.co.jp/article/127864
250 Hokkaido Shimbun news article forecited

delivered (in other words, “deposited”) 9 ivory
whole tusks in total to Flawless and that Flawless
received them between December 2015 and January, 2016251.
Flawless estimated the value of the 9 tusks as 2.4
million yen (US$ 20,339)252.
The Flawless case was detected together with
Raftel case under the mutual background253.
The modus operandi for offering illegal service
as agent to the customers for applying the registration is common with Raftel. Flawless intended
to receive the delivery of unregistered ivory
tusks first and pay the cost to the customers after
the tusks are registered254, and it defended itself
against the police in the same manner as Raftel by
saying “I did not think it illegal only to receiving
the delivery”255.
It is said that Flawless purchased 158 ivory tusks
between 2012 and 2015 with the value of 3.2 million yen (US$ 26,446)256.

4.7.8 Problems of Japan’s domestic ivory market
based on the findings in Raftel case / Flawless
case
The Raftel case and Flawless case is a noteworthy case and the findings support the following
hypothesis;
1. A laundering system for ivory tusks is well deep
rooted in Japan’s domestic ivory market.
2. As one of the methods of purchasing ivory tusks
a service as agent was provided, which necessarily
comprised of (i) “receiving delivery of the unregistered” and (ii) “false registration”;
3. JWRC, the registration organization has processed
a lot of registration of ivory while it connived at
Raftel’s illegal service as agent, therefore JWRC
should understood that the laundering system is
well rooted in the Japanese domestic market. It
also means that JWRC is disqualified as a registration organization and oversight of it by MoE has
become dysfunctional.
251 Mainichi Shimbun news article dated 25th August, 2017,
“Suspect for 9 unregistered ivory tusks trade sent to prosecutors, 12 suspects including president of antiquary”
https://mainichi.jp/articles/20170825/k00/00e/040/231000c
252 NNN news dated 25th August, 2017, “Suspect for unregistered ivory tusks trade, 12 suspects antiquary and others sent to prosecutors, Tokyo”
253 The No.11 trader on Annex 1 is “Flawless”.
254 Mainichi Shimbun news article forecited, NNN news
forecited
255 Nikkei Shimbun news article dated 25th August, 2017,
“Suspect illicit trade in ivory, an antique company president
at Taito, Tokyo and others sent to prosecutors”
https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLZO20377290V20C17A8CC0000/
256 See forecited Nikkei Shimbun news article. The value
may be stated to the police by Flawless, however the value
obviously looks too less.
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4.8 Discussion
4.8.1 Loopholes driving smuggled ivory to
blend into the legalized domestic ivory market
Based on the findings through a series of survey and investigation, and legal analysis, the
problems of internal trade regulation / registration scheme will be further discussed.
Two Key questions can be raised as follows.
• Loopholes driving smuggled ivory to enter easily into the domestic market
• Relationship between the loopholes found and
the modus operandi for laundering ivory tusks
recognized through the investigation against
the ivory buyers /the ivory sellers / JWRC.

With the key questions in mind, the following
subjects will be discussed.
• Laundering system on the basis of fraudulent
registration established by ivory manufacturers
abusing the legal loophole specifically: objective evidence is not required for confirming
that the tusk was acquired before the ivory ban
(see 4.8.2)
• Laundering unregistered ivory tusks by reusing the registration cards prepared for tusks
already divided or using one fraudulently obtained for fake ivory tusks abusing the legal
loophole specifically: a physical inspection of
ivory tusks for authenticity, identification nor
marking is not required (see 4.8.3)
• Laundering unregistered ivory tusks by ivory
manufacturers, etc. abusing the legal loophole
specifically: unregistered whole tusks can be
legally possessed (see 4.8.4)
• Laundering ivory cut pieces with unknown
origin abusing the legal loophole specifically:
internal trade regulation is not applied to cut
pieces (see 4.8.5)

4.8.2 Laundering system on the basis of fraudulent registration established by ivory manufacturers abusing the legal loophole specifically:
objective evidence is not required for confirming
that the tusk was acquired before the ivory ban
1) A laundering system has firmly taken root in
Japan’s domestic ivory market
According to the phone survey with ivory buyers257 who intended to supply a laundered whole
tusk in the legal market by using a fraudulent
registration accounted for 70% of the total (26/37
257
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traders)258. Additionally, it was found that those
traders would tend to improve their appearance
of compliance with the law on their website by
describing details of the registration scheme 259.
Those facts suggest that an ivory laundering system using fraudulent registration has already
firmly taken root in Japan’s domestic ivory market.
It is the networked antiquaries who have a
special relationship with ivory manufacturers
in Japan that are actually supporting the laundering system. The trick to collect ivory tusks
nationwide through the antiquary network was
developed by Takaichi who is the biggest ivory
(hanko) manufacturers in Japan260. The number
of unregistered tusks purchased through 4 channels of such networked antiquaries and one ivory
manufacturer by Takaichi during 5 years (between
2005 and 2010) was estimated as 630- 1,680261.
In June 2010, Takaichi faced a seizure of 58 unregistered ivory tusks which had been purchased
during the 6 months prior to the seizure and remained without division, and was found guilty
and sentenced for purchasing those tusks in the
following year262.
It is assumed that the case might teach an important lesson to ivory traders including Takaichi
itself. Ivory manufacturers then developed a trick
to have antiquaries arrange registration of ivory
tusks on their side to avoid being directly involved with the trade on unregistered tusks while
the manufacturers, including Takaichi itself, continued to use networked antiquaries for collecting unregistered ivory tusks263.
This has become the origin of the present laundering system of ivory tusks using fraudulent
registrations. Here the risk is extremely low that
laundering could be detected under the existing
law and regulation, which does not require any
258 See 4.4.3, 3)
259 See 4.4.4
260 The ex-President of who virtually ruled management
of Takaichi gave a statement at the trial on the LCES violation case as ”I already distributed a price list to antiquaries
around 2005” (Sakamoto, 2011. a). Incidentally, a trader
(No. 24 of the phone survey) stated during the phone survey
(see 4.4.3) as “Ivory industry set the price”, and other trader
(No. 6 of the door to door investigation) showed a price list
to the investigator during the door-to-door investigation
(see 4.4.5). Those price lists may be the ones distributed
by Takaichi or the other ivory hanko manufacturers who followed suit.
261 Sakamoto, 2013
262 Ibid.
263 The trader investigated (No6 of the phone survey. See
4.4.3) said as “we have antiques dealers that buy them for
us. And occasionally we have customers like yourself, who
are not sure about what to do. In most cases, people do not
have the registration card. The Antiquaries teaches the people how to get a registration card and they often bring it to
us. This is the way we are doing things”.
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objective evidence for confirming the registration
requirement. Furthermore, such small risks are
carefully shifted from the manufacturers to the
antiquaries.
Ivory manufacturers including the biggest ivory
manufacturer in eastern Japan seems to have
adopted the laundering system and purchased a
considerable amount of ivory tusks264.
In 2017, “Raftel” and “Flawless”, (both were antiquary companies) were cracked down265 and the
case supported the hypothesis that a laundering
system for ivory tusks is well rooted in Japan’s
domestic ivory market and that a service as agent
provides the necessary services such as (i) “receiving delivery of the unregistered ivory” and (ii)
“false registration” has been adopted in the market.

2) The process of the whole tusks trade by using
the laundering system
The laundering system follows the procedure
as described below. The name of the antiquary is
not supposed to appear officially as the holder of
the registration.
•The antiquary keeps the unregistered ivory tusk deposited by the seller who retains ownership until
the product is sold266 and authenticate it..
〈The antiquary does not notify the delivery of pos267
session to the registration organization (JWRC).〉
•The antiquary communicates the arrival of a new
ivory tusk to its clients who are ivory manufacturers or larger antiquaries268, and makes a provisional contract to sell the piece of ivory to them.
•The antiquary rates the tusk, making an offer of the
purchasing price not more than one shown in the
price table prepared by the manufacturers in advance, and then makes a provisional contract269.
•The antiquary applies registration of the tusks to
JWRC under the name of the seller on behalf of
him or of the third party lending his name, or
coaches the seller how to make a fraudulent application for the registration.
264 This trader is the No.7 surveyed by phone (see 4.4.3)
who said as “I’ve done 500-600 of these cases”.
265 See 4.7
266 Transfer of possession is defined separately from transfer of ownership in LCES (Article 12, Section 1) though both
of them are equally regulated.
267 It is the violation against LCES Article 21 Section5 and
Article 23 Section 7.
268 It is a control of antiquaries, which collects ivory tusks
from many antiquaries and sells them in bulk to ivory manufacturers. The typical example of such control is No.25 surveyed by phone (see 4.4.3）and No.7 investigated by doorto-door（see 4.4.5）.
269 The trader No.14 surveyed by phone (see 4.4.3) mentioned as “We can finally settle the deal and own the ivory
when the registration is completed. Up to that time, you are
supposed to deposit the ivory to us on trust.”

〈At any rate, the application is based fundamentally

on a false background of acquisition. When there are
cases where a third party’s name is used to for the
application process, it is often found that multiple
tusks are bundled together. Different sellers with one
tusk are bundled and the application for registration
paperwork is made under someone’s name as if the
pieces are all owned by one person. This helps to reserve more names on the list of people lending their
names which are able to be used just one time270. 〉
•The registration is completed.
•The antiquaries make the final contract with the
manufacturer (or the larger antiquary), receive
payment and physically transfer the tusk to them.
•The antiquary makes the payment to the seller (the
amount is approximately half of what is received
from the manufacturer271).
•The manufacturer may presumably notify the
transfer of ownership or possession to JWRC (the
title of registration272 is assumed to be transferred
from the original seller or the name-lender to the
manufacturer directly.)

3) The laundering system is based on the loopholes of the registration scheme
The laundering system is based on the loophole
that the law does not require objective evidence
for confirming the registration requirement that
the applied tusk was imported to or acquired in
Japan before the application of the Convention.
Under such legislation, the registration organization may not force the applicant to submit such
evidence proving the source of the ivory, and the
administration or Ministry of Environment cannot make any intervention in the process of registration.
Actually, as an established practice, the registration requirement would be confirmed on the
270 The trader No.19 surveyed by phone (see 4.4.3) mentioned as “In house, we currently have three pieces that
need registration so we would just add yours to that group.”
The trader No.32 also said as “I know enough not to do so,
but I will ask someone to disguise that he has owned the
ivory, then we will apply for registration (under his name).”
Incidentally, the staff of Japan Wildlife Research Centre
mentioned in an interview made by TRAFFIC that registration sometimes involves multiple tusks recovered following
a relative’s death (Kitade and Toko, 2016). The applications
for registering multiple tusks mentioned above are likely to
be fraudulent ones made under the name of the third party
though the authors of TRAFFIC seem to be unaware of such
a suspect.
271 The sales price of ivory whole tusks offered during the
door-to-door investigation are almost double of the buying
price suggested during the phone survey (4.4.5, 4)).
272 When the transfer of registered tusks are notified to
JWRC, the name and address of the transferee, date of
transfer and, etc. are subject to be recorded as electronic
data in the Ledger on registration of international endangered species of wild fauna and flora (Registration service
regulation Article 9 Section 7. See 4.2.3 about the Regulation and the ledger.)
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basis of the self-statement by the applicant (acquirer of the tusk) and a certificate written by a
third party including acquaintances and/or family members273.
Referring to the reality of the application process, it is obvious that it was practice among ivory buyers to write fraudulently such as “acquired
in Showa era” which is a period certainly precedent to the time of the application of the Convention (18th January, 1990) in the narratives274.
Considering that the confirmation of registration requirements is officially supposed to be
implemented through a preliminary consultation
by a 20 minute phone call, the mentioned trick
deserves to flourish as a technique-free and riskfree modus operandi275. Furthermore, the registration organization actually gave the applicants
specific guidance to write “acquired in Showa
era” in the documents to have their application
proceed smoothly276. Incidentally, the registration scheme is institutionally designed to depend
financial resources for the registration service on
the registration charge paid by each applicant.
Thus, the fundamental institutional design may
cause the registration organization or JWRC to
minimize the time needed for confirmation of
registration requirements, and actively guiding
applicants toward successful registration277.
As a result, 17,394 whole tusks have been registered as pre-convention -acquired ones since 1995
when the registration scheme was implemented
until April 2016278. The accepted documents as
the necessary document for confirmation of the
registration requirement or pre-convention-acquisition were supposed to be mostly certificates
written by the third party in a considerable rate
of family members279 (except for the certificates
made by the chairmen of the ivory associations
in the case of registration of ivory stocks owned
by ivory manufacturers, which were received by
JWRC in the beginning of application of the reg273 See 4.5.3, 4.5.4, 4.5.5, 4.6.2, 4), 4.6.3, 1)
274 See 4.4.3, 5)
275 See 4.5.6, 5)
276 See 4.5.3, 3), 4)
277 See 4.5.7
278 See 4.5.5, 1)
279 The received as supporting document for the background of ivory acquisition in the 95 applications in December 2014 were all narratives written by the third party
(one case by the transferor, 30 cases by family members and
64 cases by the third party except for the aforementioned
(4.5.5, 2)). Those in between January and April 2016 were
also all narratives written by the third party (two cases by
the transferor, 170 cases by family members and 188 cases
by the third party except for the aforementioned（4.6.3, 1）).
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istration scheme to ivory tusks280). Taking into
account that the investigated buyers on the phone
survey, who were willing to be involved with supplying laundered ivory into the legal market (70%
of the total), they supposed certificates written by
third parties as the necessary documents for confirmation of the registration requirement281.
Considering both the reality of registration services and the direct responses of the ivory buyers
investigated, it is not an exaggeration to say that
whole tusks recently registered as ‘pre-convention-acquired’, to be doubted and categorized as
laundered.

4) Non-working supervisory scheme over the
ivory business as a deterrent against the laundering system
The laundering system was established by ivory
manufacturers in order to buy in whole tusks efficiently while avoiding exposing themselves and
reducing the risk of being traced is supported by
an affiliation of antiques dealers. The antiquaries
which would have been seen as not so conscious
to social credibility and collapsible282 are used as
a tool to make the system work.
A suggestion to encourage antiquaries to notify
their ivory trade business to the administrations
was found283, and GoJ seems to believe this is an
effective measure enough for controlling domestic ivory trade284. But, it does not have a significant or direct effect for combating the whole tusk
laundering system because the supervisory measures on notified business only involves the trade
in cut pieces and products285.
280 See Note 47
281 See 4.4.3, 5) “Supporting documents for background of
ivory acquisition”.
282 The number of licensing antiquaries has been increasing since 2005 at latest, and reached to 774,157 in 2016. It
means the number of licensee increased by 9,251 from the
year before (Website of National Police Agency
http://www.npa.go.jp/safetylife/seianki/statistics/H28_kobutsu.pdf
https://www.npa.go.jp/safetylife/seianki/statistics/H27_kobutsu.pdf）.
It is supposed to be behind the increase that it is easy to
get the license and that more dealers are launching internet
trade. Incidentally, sources in the business insist as “there
are many dealers the reality of their business is not known
well（Sankei News, January 4th 2016）. http://www.sankei.
com/west/news/160104/wst1601040044-n1.html
The number of cases administrative penalty (revocation,
business suspension and instruction) against antiquaries
were imposed by the competent authority (National Police
Agency) were 1,336 in 2016 (the aforementioned website of
NPA).
283 Kitada & Toko, 2016
Incidentally, the attempt to encourage antiquaries to notify
their ivory business to the competent authority missed before (Sakamoto, 2007）.
284 Ivory Public-Private Council, 2016
285 The amendment to LCES in 2017 applies a business
registration scheme instead of the existing business notifica-
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5) Constraints of law enforcement efforts
caused by the laundering system
Cracking down on receiving the delivery of an
unregistered whole tusk
The police can seize the whole tusks under the
suspect of receiving the delivery of unregistered
ivory tusks if the antiquary actually possesses
them at the time of seizure. Seizing the whole
tusks themselves is quintessential evidence-collection for the police to proceed with the investigation toward sending the case to prosecutors.
However, once the tusks are registered, resold
to manufacturers then divided by them, the existence as whole tusks are to be erased. Consequently, the seizure has to be unsuccessful.
As aforementioned process of the fraudulent
registration laundering system, the whole tusks
would be immediately transferred to the manufactures once the registrations are completed.
Furthermore, it should be easy for the antiquaries
who have repeatedly laundered ivory tusks to arrange the routine paperwork very quickly. It takes
only 10 days from submission of the application
for registration286, and there is actually an example in 2010, where a registration card was issued
only 3 days after submission of the application287.
Therefore, it is likely that there would not be
any whole tusk there when the police raid the
business facility of the antiquary. Successful seizure of whole tusks in a timely fashion may be
sometimes a matter of luck in the absence of a
detailed tipping.

problem arises as the case of receiving delivery
of unregistered whole tusks. Further, successful
seizure is more difficult than the former case because the investigation may not start before the
registration is done and the crime (fraudulent
registration) is completed289.

Tentative conclusion
Therefore, the police have a significant hurdle
to overcome with regard to evidence-collection
when they try to crack down the players using
the fraudulent registration laundering system. It
means that the criminal penalty may not provide
sufficient deterrent force against those players.
In conclusion, the only measure against the
fraudulent registration laundering system rooted
firmly in Japan’s domestic ivory market should be
considered radical reform of the registration process for preventing fraudulent registration.

6) GoJ’s consideration on tightening registration process and the proposal for registration
promotion campaign of legally possessed ivory

Seizure of the whole tusks for proving the existence of the object of registration is also quintessential for the police to crack down receiving
fraudulent registration288. Consequently, the same

Difficulty in solving the problem caused by
existing stock of unregistered ivory tusks
The registration of a whole tusk is merely required prior to internal trade in it290. It does not
matter whether the possessor of the tusk is a
business operator or non-business. Therefore,
even a business operator can possess an unregistered whole tusk which has been owned since the
registration scheme was entered into effect. Such
existing stock of unregistered ivory tusks may
provide a cover for illegal ivory.
On the other hand, an alarm has been repeatedly raised against encouraging registration of
those unregistered tusks for the purpose of collecting information of them without a makeover

tion scheme and requires to the applicant of business registration to attach a document to the application, proving that
he has received registrations for all the whole tusks actually
possessed by him have been registered (see 7.4.2, 2）).
However, that scheme is unlikely to impact the illegal transfer of ivory under the prevailed laundering system.
In the case of ivory manufacturers are supposed to buy up
registered ivory tusks under the tactic of the laundering system. So, they will care nothing about complying the obligation introduced by the amendment to LCES.
In the case of antiquaries who actually carry out the laundering are supposed not to show up in the deal under the
tactic of the laundering system. So, they are likely to apply
the business registration as “not own any whole tusk”. Such
fraud applications are, however, unlikely to be detected because the registration organization and the administrations
are not legally authorized to inspect the stocks possessed by
those applicants (7.4.2, 4）).
286 See the result of phone survey against JWRC (Annex3）.
287 That was the case in the real example of registration
application shown in 4.5.4.
288 LCES Article 58 (c)

289 Difficulty of proving falsity depends on the case.
It is not difficult to prove the false if it is obvious that a
third party took care of paperwork on background of acquiring the tusks regardless of how the owner recognized
the background.
Moreover, it is easy to prove the false when a fraudulent registration was made using a name of the third party as far as
the police can specify the true seller (original owner or acquirer of the tusks) because a story about acquisition explained
by a false acquirer should be inevitably regarded false.
But, it cannot be expected to always be successful if the
application was done under the name of the seller himself
because it is unlikely that the police can prove completely
that the facts in the story were false even if the story is a
commonly fabricated one. Actually, a buyer advised the
investigator that it may be even better for her to have ‘no
idea’ about the details of the background of acquisition
(No.13 trader surveyed by phone (4.4.3)). He may know so
well that onus of proof is not imposed on the applicant of
registration but on the registration organization and the police to prove it false.
290 See 4.2.1

Cracking down receiving fraudulent registration
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of existing registration process because such attempt would unnecessarily increase the opportunity of laundering291.
In response to the paradoxical issues, both GoJ292
and TRAFFIC293 have depreciated the latter issue, and
actively encouraged tusk registration.
However, even promoting the registration of
unregistered tusks without closing the loopholes
of registration procedure is nearly equivalent to
adopting the laundering officially294 under the
291 Sakamoto, 2007, Sakamoto, 2013
The existence of unregistered whole tusks and the rampant laundering of them would make it difficult to eliminate
smuggled ivory from the legalized market. In order to address those issues, it is necessary to get a true figure of and
take some control of the stock of unregistered tusks legally
possessed while it should be noted that supplying the registered whole tusks into the legal market by promoting registration may encourage the laundering.
Thus, a separated measure from registration scheme for authorizing trade the items in question has to be taken in order
to collect the information of and take control over the legally
possessed unregistered ivory tusks. Sakamoto (2013) proposed
a new scheme on notification of unregistered ivory tusks under
legal possession. The following is the brush-upped version.
•Any occupant based on a legitimate title of the whole tusks
without the registered business operators shall be mandated to notify his/her tusks to the authorities (The registered
business operators are to be exempted from the mandated
because the Bill for amendment to LCES 2017 introduces a
registration confirmation scheme targeting them.).
•Any occupant who wishes to apply the registration for the
tusks afterwards shall notify his/her tusks within the time
limit set force.
•The application for registration of the ivory shall be rejected if the notification has been failed or conducted out
of the time limit.
•A criminal penalty would be imposed to non-compliance of
the mandate of notification if any occupant failed after the
penal provision with transitional measure came into effect
(Imposing this criminal penalty to a non-business is to require that sufficient opportunity to acknowledge is given to
the general public. Given the penalty is applied, the ivory
tusks are likely to be forfeited in the case of a serious offence).
•The matter to be notified shall be a minimum information
to identify the ivory including length, weight, the date of
the first possession, etc..
•The authorities shall be authorized to request a report and
conduct an on-the-spot inspection on the possession of the
tusks.
292 GoJ applauds the increase in registration cases as arguing that possessors’ will to voluntarily comply with the
law, owing to the system being informed and known widely
contributed the increase in registered whole tusks seen
after 2011 (CITES SC66 Inf.24）. Incidentally, the staff of
Japan Wildlife Research Centre stated in an interview made
by TRAFFIC that it is the government’s intension to salvage
more tusks so that they are brought under the regulatory
framework while he clarified that the confirmation of registration requirements remains the level of scrutinizing the
validity of applicant’s claims by phone interview (Kitada &
Toko, 2016).
293 While TRAFFIC recommends that a nation-wide registration programme of all ivory tusks and cut pieces in private possession should be conducted to delineate the total
domestic stocks, it does not recommend any improvement
of registration procedure（Kitada & Toko, 2016）.
294 Behind their silence on tightening the verification of the
registration requirements, GoJ and TRAFFIC must have recognized that such action will block the ivory manufacturers
to buy whole tusks as pre-convention stock.
Incidentally, The ex-President of Takaichi who virtually
ruled management of the company explained the reason for
going on a buying spree of unregistered tusks at the trial on
the LCES violation case as “When we receive the application
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situation that the reality of the laundering system
has taken root into Japan’s domestic ivory market
as aforementioned, and that the number of registered tusks has skyrocketed since 2011 that is
when seizures of illegal ivory shot up. Then, the
position of GoJ and TRAFFIC faced a backlash
of international organizations295.
Development of the Ivory registration promotion campaign by GoJ
The Minister of Environment, in February
2017, announced to launch a campaign promoting registration of individually owned ivory
whole tusks in a manner that it accepted the proposal296 by TRAFFIC297. The campaign is one of
the components of the “Strengthening program
on ivory trade control” 298 which had been prepared in parallel with the Bill for amendment to
LCES. According to the program, a “campaign
to promote registration of unregistered ivory
under legal possession” including distribution
of posters, holding some events and PR by local
governments nationwide were planned between
the summer of 2017 and one of 2019, then afterwards, stricter registration process would be implemented299.
form from JWRC, they request us to attach an evidence to
prove that the tusks had displayed at a Tokonoma (alcove
in a traditional Japanese room where art or flowers are displayed) or in a drawing-room 30 to 40 years ago by a document written by the third party other than family members. I
did not get the tusks registered because I could not prepare
those documents.” (Sakamoto, 2011.a)
It must have been a common demand of the ivory industry that fairly strict verification of registration requirements
should be avoided. GoJ and TRAFFIC may hesitate to clamp
down the demand of the industry (at the time of August
2017) under the situation that there is almost no hope in resumption of international ivory trade in near future.
But, such a response should be criticized as preposterous
which would virtually allow the laundering of illegal ivory to
benefit the ivory manufacturers.
295 EIA, et.al, 2017
296 Kitade & Toko, 2016 (See 292), TRAFFIC East Asia Japan,
2017
297 The Minister of Environment Koichi Yamamoto commented on the minutes of a press briefing held at 9:12am
- 9:25am, Tuesday 28th February 2017 (in Meeting room 1
of Ministry of Environment) as “We will launch a registration
promotion campaign. We are calling the people who own
ivory tusks to apply the registration for them proactively”.
See MoE website
http://www.env.go.jp/annai/kaiken/h29/0228.html
298 MoE, 2017.c
299 According to “Strengthening program on ivory trade
control”, “a feasibility study on scientific proof and a study
assessing the impact of stricter registration process” will
be conducted and, based on the results of the studies, “a
stricter registration process comprised of “proof by public
agencies (proving legal import before the ban) or scientific
proof (?)” is supposed to be introduced (MoE, 2017.c).
It means that any scientific proof will not be introduced if
the feasibility study would conclude it is not practically feasible, and that stricter registration process itself might not
be introduced depending on the result of the impact assessment study.
Thus, it is concerned GoJ would have drawn a scenario
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Launch of ivory registration promotion campaign
Minister of Environment announced the launch
of ivory registration promotion campaign to the
press on August 29th, 2017300. No change was
made from the announcement in February of the
plan in any matter including effect, outline and
schedule301. Incidentally, the name of the campaign was changed from “campaign promoting
registration of individually owned ivory whole
tusks” in February to “campaign for getting the
picture of ivory stockpile” at the time of launch302.
But, the fact remains that the action called for in
the campaign is to apply for whole tusk registration303.
Attempt to justify the ivory registration promotion campaign by assuming “Legally massstored unregistered ivory tusks”
As mentioned above, unregistered whole tusks
can be legally possessed in Japan. But, it is unknown how many ivory tusks are there, which
have been under possession in Japan since before
the implementation of the registration scheme
and have remained as unregistered304 because
that any stricter registration process is to be shelved on the
ground that proof by public agencies is too much strait gate
when scientific proof cannot be adopted due to its infeasibility.
300 MoE, 2017.g
301 MoE explains the idea of the campaign as “it is needed
to get the picture of ivory whole tusks stockpile in Japan”
“because of the international expectation” “though it is unlikely that consuming ivory in Japan affect poaching of African
elephants”.
The effect of the campaign is to familiarize private owners
of ivory whole tusks with the government’s policy for getting
the picture of the stockpile through hand-outs and PR magazines and to call them for registration of the ivory whole
tusks. Distribution of hand-outs and featuring an article on
the PR magazines are to be requested to local governments
nationwide. The campaign launched on 31st August, 2017
and will continue for some 2 years.
302 MoE, 2017.g
303 The idea of ivory registration promotion campaign was
criticized by Mr. Ryosuke Takeda, a Diet member of the
House of Councillors at the session of the Environmental
Committee held on 25th May, 2017 as “But, based on the
present system, the campaign will consequently make them
rush to register. I still think it will become such a campaign
unavoidably. When we see Japan jut domestically by the
eyes of Japanese government, that’ll be that way. But if I
consider how we’ll be seen by international societies, since
in Japan once they register they will be able to trade, so I’
d like to point out again, unavoidably, that’ll be the idea
of putting them (elephant’s tusks) into Japan now while
they can” (House of Councillor, 2017). It is considered that
Ministry of Environment changed the name of campaign at
launch for tricking its way out of such criticism.
304 MoE claimed that the volume of 305 tons of whole
tusks registered between 1995 and 2015 (216 tons in the
case one-off sold ivory is exempted) is fairly small considering the volume of 2,006 tons of ivory imported between
1981 and 1989, so that considerable volume of unregistered
whole tusks are likely to remain intact (see MoE website:
http://www.env.go.jp/nature/kisho/zougetorihiki/FAQ_on_
ElephantIvory_JP.pdf)

the total volume of ivory whole tusks imported
prior to the international ban which have been
consumed (divided) for manufacturing, and the
breakdown of it into registered tusks / unregisAfterwards, in the “strengthening program on ivory trade
control” (MoE, 2017.c), MoE showed an estimate of the unregistered whole tusks owned by business/non-business as
around 1,230 tons based on the calculation as follows.
•The total volume of 2,000 tons of imported prior to the international ban (1981 – 1989) (counted through CITES Trade
Database) and 90 tons of one-off sold ivory are 2,090 tons (A)
•The total volume of registered ivory whole tusks is 320 tons (B)
•The total volume of unregistered ivory whole tusks processed into products is 540 tons (C)
•(A) - (B) – (C) = 1,230 tons (D)
However, the figure of (C) is definitely not able to be calculated unless the data of total volume of consumed (divided)
whole tusks for manufacturing, which were imported prior to
the international ban and the data of breakdown of it into
registered tusks / unregistered tusks would be successfully
provided by all the manufacturers. Such calculation as well
as accurate estimation should be said no longer possible.
MoE does not show the source of the figure of (C) in the
“strengthening program on ivory trade control” but admitted
it is based on a hearing to an ivory trader.
Incidentally, Kitagawa Ivory which is a core member of Japan
Ivory Association and the largest ivory manufacture in eastern
Japan posted a blog article as titled “Re. news articles causing a disturbance to the public” on its website in February
2016, which seems to intend to counter the results of investigation on and criticism of the registration scheme by EIA,
which were covered by all over newspapers (http://skyivory.
net/?p=2192). Kitagawa mentioned in the blog article as “Ivory
import was internationally banned in 1989, but Japan had
imported over 6,000 tons of ivory during 45 years between
1945 and 1989”, “the importers sold good-shaped one of 20
% to 30% or 1,200 - 1,800 tons of the totally imported tusks
to Japanese customers for ornamental use,” “it means that
considerable part of imported tusks should have remained
intact because those must be neither worn away nor lost”.
Kitagawa seems to regard the volume of the existing unregistered whole tusks as a supposed volume of the polished
or carved tusks sold as ornamental products after imported
before the international ban.
However, it is impossible for only one trader to estimate the
total volume of sales of ivory tusks for ornamental use.
Furthermore, ivory traders should have bought back those
tusks sold for ornamental use from their customers in the
past for securing manufacturing material diligently even
more than now because they could purchase unregistered
whole tusks legally before June 1995 when the internal trade
regulation on ivory whole tusks entered into force. But, how
much ivory tusks they have bought back is totally unknown.
Consequently, the assumed volume of existing unregistered
ivory tusks by Kitagawa Ivory should be suspected as overestimation based on the intention to appeal “considerable
amount of ivory tusks still exist in Japan” as well as on subjective view.
MoE, however, seems to snatch to the figure of “1,200 –
1,800 tons” of ivory tusks shown by Kitagawa as of the sold
to Japanese customers as intact for ornamental use, take
the lower limit of the figure (1,200 tons) as the total volume
of unregistered ivory tusks possessed by non-business, add
some small stock possessed by business and fix (D): total
volume of the existing unregistered ivory tusks (1,230 tons),
back-calculated (C) and arranged the estimation above.
The “strengthening program on ivory trade control” notes
that breakdown of possessors (business/non-business) is not
known, but should have estimated the share of the business
as quite small (the broken number of 30 tons?). Otherwise,
it should be contradictory to the supposed effect of the administrative guidance by MITI (now METI) directed to the
ivory traders to have them register their stock of whole tusks
in 1995 that is when the registration scheme was applied to
ivory tusks (see note 47).
Thus, GoJ is supposed to have established the “strengthening program on ivory trade control” based on the huge stock
of unregistered whole tusks lacking objective basis for estimation at trader’s word.
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tered tusks is still unknown.
However, considering the crunch time in reporting for the traders threatened by dwindling stock
of ivory that are subsequent to the international
ivory ban305, and no import during 9 years since
the ban, it is a matter of common sense to understand that many of ivory tusks suitable for manufacturing have been salvaged and consumed already, so that the volume of the unregistered ivory
whole tusks under possession at present should be
minor, except for the ones owned by some special
collectors who have declined to resell them306.

Problems of the ivory registration promotion
campaign
The ivory registration promotion campaign has
a bunch of serious problems.
Firstly, the expected result of the campaign is
contrary to the CITES resolution.
Secondly, it is inappropriate to supply many
ivory tusks to the legalized domestic market,
which were imported prior to international ivory
ban through GoJ’s import permits in violation of
CITES.
Thirdly, promotion of registration without closing the loopholes of registration process would
encourage laundering illegal ivory.
Those issues will be further discussed.
Ivory registration promotion campaign is contrary to the CITES resolution
Seeing that the LCES designs the registration
as the condition for allowing internal trade in
an ivory whole tusk, such campaign promoting
registration should be regarded as an attempt
to supply ivory whole tusks proactively into the
market. It would enhance demand for ivory inevitably. Such attempt, however should violate
the CITES resolution which urges the Parties to
engage in public awareness campaigns including
supply and demand reduction307.

305 The reality was that manufactures were worried their
material ivory would run out and rushed to the importers to
increase a stock for more than half a year. In fact, Takaichi
who was the largest ivory importer talked “there was an atmosphere in the manufacturers that more than half a year
stock should be increased though the stock for a few months
was normally enough. It was a scramble among manufacturers to get ivory.” (Takaichi, 1992.b)
306 As an ivory seller mentioned during the door-to-door
investigation by EIA as “Because Chinese bought all tusks in
Japan, stock is out”(door-to-door survey (4.4.5) to ivory seller
No.2), considerable volume of ivory tusks seem to have flown
out from Japan’s domestic market to China in recent years.
307 CITES Resolution 10.10, Paragraph 6, d）urges the
relevant Parties to engage in public awareness campaigns
about “including supply and demand reduction”. See 6.6
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Many of ivory tusks imported prior to international ivory ban were obtained through GoJ’s
import permits in violation of CITES
It should be pointed out that many of ivory
tusks actually imported prior to international
ivory ban which are still possessed without registration are the ones imported using GoJ’s import
permits in violation of CITES provision.
Since November 1980 when CITES entered into
effect for Japan until January 1990 when international ivory ban entered into effect, or during
about 9 years between 1981 and 1989, Japan had
imported ivory tusks of African elephants under
the regulation of CITES308.
Namely, the exporting countries of African
ivory had been mandated to issue export permits
because African elephants were listed in Appendix II at the time. However, Japan had permitted
the imports of African ivory based on countryof-origin certificates instead of the prescribed
export permits by CITES provision309 310.
In the Seminar on CITES Implementation in
Asia and Oceania held in KL, Malaysia in October 1984, a condemning resolution against Japan’s
non-compliance about CITES including the ivory
issue was adopted as “aware that the Government
of Japan has acknowledged its consistent failure
to meet this obligation through non-compliance
with the provisions of the Convention and Resolutions adopted by the Conference of the Parties”
and “recommends that if the Government of Japan does not take the necessary measurers before
the fifth meeting of the Conference of the Parties,
the Parties address the problem at that meeting
with a view to finding an immediate and effective
solution”311. In response, GoJ established the liaison meeting of the Ministries related to CITES
in October 1984 to discuss the issue312. Consequently, GoJ agreed to mandate an export permit
issued by the relevant Management Authority of
the exporting countries in line with CITES provision since 1st April 1985313.
308 Japan totally prohibited import of ivory voluntarily in
September, 1989. See Chapter 1 Note 32.
309 CITES Article IV Paragraph 2
310 Miyoshi, 1987, Milliken, 1985
311 Ibid.
312 Ibid.
313 The change was implemented by the amended Paragraph (h) (ii) of the “Announcement of necessary matters
with regard to the items of shipment subject to import quota,
the countries of origin of the shipment or the countries of
shipment subject to import permission and others related to
import of shipment” (dated on 30th April, 1966, Notification
by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry No. 170)
based on the Import Trade Control Order (Cabinet order
No. 414, 1949) Article 3 Paragraph 1, which was partially
amended by the “Notification on amendment to the an-
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So, ivory tusks imported by the end of March
1985 or 70% of ones imported during the period
between 1981–1889 (1600/2255 tons314) should
be regarded as imported in violation of CITES
provision (Figure 4-11).
Figure 4-11 Japan's import of raw ivory under the
control of CITES and its compliance

(Unit: ton)
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＊The volume of import is sourced in Japan Customs Statistics
quoted by Kiyono(1997) and Milliken (1989)
＊The volume of import for full year of 1981-1984 and for one forth
of 1985 (as for three months in average) are regarded as the
imported volume in violation of CITES, and the volume for full year
of 1986-1989 and three forth of 1985 are regarde as the imported
volume in complied with CITES,
(Source)
・Kiyono H, 1997, The Ivory Trade in Japan, Still in Business: The
Ivory Trade in Asia Seven Years After the CITES Ban, TRAFFIC
International
・Milliken, 1985, Japan's Ivory Trade, Trafﬁc Bulletin, Vo1. VII NOS.
3/4, WTMU IUCN Conservation Monitoring Centre
・Milliken, 1989, The Japanese trade in ivory: tradition, CITES and
the elusive search for sustainable utilization, The ivory trade and
Future of the African Elephant, Ivory Trade Review Group
・Notiﬁcation on amendment to the announcement of import (dated
11th March, 1985, Notiﬁcation by the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry No. 99)

Ivory registration promotion without closing the
loopholes of registration process would encourage laundering illegal ivory
What’s worse is that the stricter registration
process is to be considered after a period of 2
years for registration promotion campaign. It is
quite contradictory and inappropriate for GoJ
to approve the registration of whole tusks before
setting up an improved registration process under consideration though it has acknowledged
the defects of the existing registration process for
eliminating illegal ivory from the domestic ivory
market.

7) Conclusion
It is mostly impossible to counter the laundering system under the current registration scheme
because the loophole easily allows false registrations of illegal ivory into Japan’s domestic ivory
market, and traders have abused the system
nouncement of import (dated 11th March, 1985, Notification
by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry No. 99).
314 Kiyono,1997, Milliken, 1989

broadly and deeply. It is truly alarming that the
number of tusks newly registered have dramatically increased since 2011, and recorded 1,886
tusks in 2014, 2,157 in 2015 and 1,687 in 2016 as
seen in Table 4-1. It is thus mandatory to introduce a stricter registration process for combating
the laundering system.
GoJ, however, formulates the policy intending
to leave a stricter registration process on a backburner for 2 years and launch a PR for promotion
of ivory registration as if the government itself
would assist ivory industries to launder whole
tusks. The campaign is extremely problematic because it should encourage the laundering of illegal ivory, violate the CITES resolution and supply
many ivory tusks to the legalized domestic market, which were imported prior to international
ivory ban through GoJ’s import permits in violation of CITES.

4.8.3 Laundering unregistered ivory tusks by
reusing the registration cards prepared for
tusks already divided or using one fraudulently obtained fake ivory tusks abusing the
legal loophole specifically:
a physical inspection of ivory tusks for neither authenticity, identification nor marking
is required
1) Reusing a registration card not returned after
dividing the tusk for which the card has been
prepared
There are many tusks with similar length and
weight, and shapes. Thus, it is mostly impossible
in many cases to accurately identify a whole tusk
from many others just based on the description
on the registration application form and the photos attached to it. Based on the reality above, a
modus operandi or reusing the registration cards
prepared for other tusks would be adopted.
This trick is used for disguising unregistered
tusks to the third party including the police as
the registered tusks 315. Furthermore, it can be
used to sell them as registered tusks.
An ivory manufacturer who was a target of
door-to-door survey intended to sell a registration card separately from the tusk corresponding to the registration card in question316. It is
315 Takaichi wrote the registration numbers for registered
ivory tusks on masking tape pieces and pasted them on to
unregistered ivory tusks for a disguise (Sakamoto, 2011a.)
They might fail to return the registration cards even after
the registered ivory tusks were cut into pieces, and keep the
cards to use for disguising unregistered tusks as registered
(ibid.).
316 Door-to-door survey (4.4.5）to ivory seller No. 1
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assumed that he intended to sell the registration
card saved without return to JWRC even after he
had divided the relevant whole tusk.
Though it is legally mandated to return the
registration card when a whole tusk is divided317,
MoE is not authorized to verify whether the tusks
remain as it is (“maintains its whole shape”)or
not318. It means that any active supervision by the
administration on registered tusks is not possible. That is why ivory manufacturers can easily
keep some registration cards without returning
them319.

2) Using a registration card fraudulently obtained for fake or faux ivory
Ingenious counterfeit of ivory is sometimes
found, which is mostly impossible to be differentiated on photo basis from a real one. Based on
the reality above, a modus operandi or using the
registration cards fraudulently obtained using
fake or faux ivory is developed.
An ivory trader surveyed by phone stated as
follows, “By chance, perhaps they might missregister a piece made of plastic since the authorities are only assessing the ivory by photograph”320.
As elaborated in 4), the traders owe little risk
of being accused for false registration321 because
the registration organization is not responsible
for authentication and the process is entirely left
to the applicants’ responsibility. That is why ivory
manufacturers can easily get registration cards
for fake or faux ivory tusks.

317 LCES Article 22 Paragraph 1, Article 23 Paragraph 7,
Article 63 (f) (Penalty: a fine not more than 300,000 yen)
318 The scope of the on-the-spot inspection (LCES Article
33 Par.1 which will be applied Mutatis Mutandis Pursuant to
Article 33-5) against a notified traders on business activities
in connection with a designated internationally endangered
species is limited to “designated body parts, etc.” or ivory
except for whole tusk. See 5.1.4
319 In terms of live animals of internationally endangered
species, MoE pointed out that the number of returned registration card is too small and some illegally acquired animals
are possibly traded attached with an unreturned registration card issued for other individual (MoE, 2016. O). MoE
presumably made the suggestion because it is relatively easy
to assume the time when the registration card should be returned, based on the life duration of the animal in question.
320 Phone survey (4.4.3) to ivory buyer No. 5
321 The act to apply a fake one intentionally and to get the
registration for it falls under the charge of false registration
(LCES Article 58 Number 3).
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3) Placing responsibility for authenticity of the
item to be applied for registration on the applicant is to lead up hindrance to the enforcement
of prohibition on delivery of occupancy of unregistered ivory tusks
JWRC, the registration organization connived at
Raftel’s service as agent322. It means that it should
have acknowledged that Raftel had kept unregistered ivory tusks in advance, those were later
used for applying for registration. This seems to
influence the prosecutor to make a decision not
to allow the police to arrest the suspects but to
send the document on the case to him/her. He/
she must have thought that it is unfair to lay all
the blame on Raftel while the registration organization has connived the illegal activities.
On the other hand, it may not be necessarily
true that connivance by JWRC at receiving unregistered ivory tusks is peculiar to Raftel’s case
because the registration organization (JWRC)
would have required the applicants as general
business process a matter which could be contradict to compliance with prohibition of delivery of
unregistered ivory. This is the authenticity of the
object to be applied for registration. In fact, Raftel
justified itself as “I thought it should be allowed
to receive and keep the tusks for authenticity”323.
JWRC stresses in the guidance for registration
application as “applicants are responsible for the
authenticity” and advises applicants to “contact
an ivory-specialty shop, a museum, etc. regarding
appraisement on authenticity”324. But, it must be
difficult for the applicants to delegate an expert
the authenticity without depositing the object.
That is why JWRC has had an inclination to connive at the delivery of occupancy of unregistered
tusks for authenticity purpose.
The root cause of this problem is that the existing laws and regulations does not authorize the
registration organization to process authenticity
while it punishes delivery of occupancy of unregistered ivory tusks including temporal one.
In fact, the lack of authority for authenticity of
the registration organization attributes the power
of the registration organization. It is merely authorized to process an application on the basis of
documents.
Such deficiencies of the laws and regulations
should not only lead up to possible registration
322 See 4.7.6
323 Tokyo Shimbun news article dated 20th June, 2017, “Illicit trade in unregistered ivory, the case of 27 persons sent
to prosecutors, 18 unregistered tusks Antiquaries expand a
deal through service as agent”
324 See 4.6.2, 3)
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of the fake but also make the self-justification of
the suspect on illegal ivory trade persuadable.

4) It is impossible for the registration organization to conduct a physical inspection of ivory
tusks required for authenticity, identification
and marking as basis of the monitoring for preventing diversion of registration cards
It is necessary to make an authentication as a
precondition to registration for preventing fraudulent registration of a fake or faux ivory tusk.
The authentication is also necessary for preventing diversion of a registration card to identify each tusk, and put an accordant marking on
the tusk and the registration card at the time of
registration.
Furthermore, it is necessary to give a power to
the authorities to inspect registered tusks if they
still exist and they have been replaced by another,
and to execute regular monitoring on the domestic stock of registered tusks.
But, the registration process is designed under
the existing laws and regulations as an administrative act325 to confirm the legality of registration
through the description on the provisioned application documents and the photos326.
It means that the registration organization is
not authorized to examine whether the descrip325 *Details are elided, but this note discusses about the
interpretation by Japanese court precedents how the public
agency is authorized to verify an application by a national
for making a judgement whether an approval or license
should be given to him/her.
326 LCES only makes provisions for registration process
that a possessor having legitimate title to an individuals, etc.
from an internationally endangered species of wild fauna or
flora (LCES Article 20 Paragraph 1) who intends to obtain
the registration shall submit a registration application form
and prescribed documents to the registration organization
in accordance with the Ministry Order (Article 20 Paragraph
2, Article 23 Paragraph 1). Furthermore, LCES makes provisions neither verification nor inspection on registration
requirements and legitimate title.
As that composition of provisions in LCES, the registration
organization is merely authorized to confirm the legality of
registration through the description on the provisioned application documents at the time of registration.
Consequently, the registration process is supposed to come
into practice as follows.
•If a pre-convention date both on “A document written by
the person who acquired in or imported to Japan, which
gives an account of the import or acquisition” (referred as
“self-statement on acquisition” in this report. Ministry Order Article 11 Paragraph 1 (b)) and “Any other document
recognized as necessary for confirming that the registration requirements are met” (referred as “certificate on the
acquisition written by a third party” in this report. Ministry
Order Article 11 Paragraph 2), registration requirement
(pre-convention acquisition) should be regarded as confirmed.
•If a description of “Tusk of Asian elephant” or “Tusk of African
elephant” is made on the registration application form, species
identification (premised on authenticity) should be regarded
as confirmed.
•If the applied tusk can be interpreted as “maintaining its
whole shape” on the received photos, the shape eligible for
registration should be regarded as confirmed.

tion on the documents would accord with the
truth. Therefore, it is impossible for the registration organization to order to submit the real item
for verifying it, let alone to authenticate, to make
identification and marking on it327 328.

5) Conclusion
It is necessary for preventing fraudulent registration and reusing of registration card to provision a procedure for making authentication on
ivory tusks (and species identification) by the
registration organization. Given it is authorized to
be a tusk of Asian or African elephant, it should
be verified if the registration requirements would
meet. If it is confirmed that the ivory tusk which
meets a registration requirement, identification of
the tusk and marking on both of the tusk and the
registration card with a marking of the ID should
be made at the time of registration.
The fast-evolving forensic technique including
species identification and assigning the general
location of origin using DNA analysis of ivory,
and determining the date of death of the elephants using radiocarbon dating of ivory should
be adopted as a method of identification of ivory
tusks at the time of registration329.
Furthermore, it is necessary to give a power
to the authorities to inspect registered tusks and
have them execute regular monitoring.
However, such authentication, identification
and marking should premise the power of the
authorities to confirm that the applied facts expressed on the documents would accord with the
truth. A drastic reform of the laws and regulations should be required for that.
327 The Bill for amendment to LCES 2017 prescribes that
an individual identification measure should be put on a registration application form (the Bill for amendment Article 20
Paragraph 2 (iv)), however, the provision are applied “for
the individual, body part and product designated by the
Ministry Order as one for which individual identification is
particularly needed”, and are supposed to be applied not to
ivory but to live animals (MoE, 2017.a).
Furthermore, it merely mandates an applicant to show the
measure of individual identification taken by the applicant
at the time of registration, and it authorizes the registration
organization neither to make the identification by itself nor
to verify the authentication and accuracy of the identification by the applicant.
328 The “Act for Controlling the Possession of Firearms
or Swords and Other Such Weapons” (Act No. 6 of 1958)
makes a provision on the authentication process made by
a public agency for registration of designated firearms or
swords for exceptional possession.
329 CITES Resolution Conf.10.10 (Rev. CoP17) recommends that Parties cooperate in the development of techniques to enhance the traceability of elephant specimens in
trade, for instance by supporting research to determine the
age and origin of ivory and other elephant specimens, by
supplying samples for forensic research, and collaborating
with relevant forensic research institutions.
https://cites.org/sites/default/files/document/E-Res10-10-R17.pdf
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4.8.4 Laundering unregistered ivory tusks by
ivory manufacturers, etc. abusing the legal
loophole specifically: unregistered whole tusks
can be legally possessed
1) Existence of unregistered ivory tusks in Japan’s
domestic ivory market
As aforementioned330, existence of unregistered
ivory tusks owned by unauthorized business operators or non-business persons are within the
assumption of the existing laws and regulations.
2) Flow-in of unregistered ivory tusks newly
acquired by manufacturers into their legal stock
of unregistered tusks
Such “legal stock of unregistered tusks” would
provide a serious cover for trade in illegal ivory.
It should be particularly concerned that ivory
manufacturers would bring unregistered whole
tusks provided through networked antiquaries
into the “legal stock of unregistered tusks”
There is no way for the authorities to know the
reality of the “legal stock of unregistered tusks”.
Therefore, it is difficult for the police to differentiate the illegal ivory to be seized from the other
legal unregistered whole tusks possessed by a
manufacturer even if it raid the office of the ivory manufacturer and find an unregistered tusk.
In fact, one ivory manufacturer was revealed
during the investigation by EIA to have laundered unregistered ivory tusks by the modus
operandi above. This major ivory manufacturer
has not registered their stocked ivory tusks as
to be used for manufacturing material as said
“I myself have not registered the tusks because
I would (not trade in them but) cut by myself
though it is possible to register them.”331 At the
same time, he clearly intended to enter the purchased unregistered tusks into his “legal stock
of unregistered ivory” as said “We can purchase
your ivory without registration because we directly cut it up into body parts used for manufacturing. If you can bring it to here, we can negotiate the price then settle the deal by check”332.
EIA’s investigation led to the crackdown of that
ivory manufacturer by the local police for purchasing 5 unregistered ivory tusks by 1.3 million
yen333.
Similarly, another ivory trader stated as “I have
many clients who can purchase ivory without
330 See 4.2.1 and 4.8.2, 6)
331 Door-to-door survey to ivory seller No.1(see 4.4.5 6))
332 Phone survey to ivory buyer No.17 (identical to ivory
seller No.1of Door-to-door survey）(see 4.4.3)
333 See Case No.15 on ANNEX 4
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registration. I can sell them to hanko manufacturers in Japan. The point is, small companies
want materials even without registration while
bigger companies can’t buy them without registration. Those manufacturers don’t mind buying unregistered tusks to that end. They would
divide the tusks as soon as they buy them from
me. I have those clients who will buy unregistered tusks”334.

3) Conclusion
Covering up illegal whole tusk trade with “legal stock of unregistered ivory” would precisely
abuse the existing laws and regulations335. For
preventing such illegal trade, a new specific
measure has to be taken to officially cover the
stock of unregistered tusks under possession,
separately from the registration scheme for legalizing trade in the tusks336.

334 Door-to-door survey to ivory seller No.2(see 4.4.5 6）)
335 As aforementioned, the amendment to LCES in 2017
establishes a new business registration scheme, and mandates a person who applies the business registration to
attach a document to the application, proving that he has
obtained registrations for all the whole tusks actually possessed by him have been registered (see 7.4.2 2))..
The provision is supposed to pursue to resolve the “legal
stock of unregistered ivory” owned by business operators,
however the effect should be limited (7.4.2, 4)).
336 Sakamoto (2013) proposed a new scheme on notification of unregistered ivory tusks under legal possession (see
Note 291 in details). However, now the registered business
operators are supposed to register all stock of whole tusks
possessed by them because the Bill for amendment to LCES
2017 introduces a registration confirmation scheme targeting
them. Therefore, they have to be exempted from the proposed possession notification scheme.
Then, the important points with regard to the stock of the
business operators are; firstly, application of stricter registration process; and secondly the disposition of the tusks
which are not confirmed as satisfying the registration requirement due to the stricter process. If possession could be
allowed to continue, the registration confirmation scheme
would be meaningless. Thus, the administrations should
monitor the condition of such unregistered ivory tusks continually whether the owners would continue to possess them
or destroy them (see Chapter 7 Note 82, also).
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4.8.5 Laundering ivory cut pieces with unknown origin abusing the legal loophole specifically: internal trade regulation is not applied to cut pieces
1) Limited application of internal ivory trade
regulation to whole tusks
An ivory tusk which does not “maintain its
whole shape” becomes exempted from internal
trade control and then registration scheme337. The
conclusion above is prescribed in the laws and
regulations as that “body part” and “product” of
tusk of family Elephantidae are designated as “raw
material body part, etc.” as being used as materials of products produced in Japan, ones of which
satisfy the requirements of its form, size, or other
matters are designated as “the designated body
part, etc.” which are specifically defined as “in
which the used body parts do not maintain the
whole shape”338.
The reason why ivory tusks which do not
“maintain the whole shape” are exempted from
internal trade regulation is explained by MoE as
“it is practically difficult to register subdivided
ivory material (cut pieces)”339. But, in reality, not
only “subdivided” ivory but also every ivory lacking whole shape in “the designated body part,
etc.” which are out of the scope of regulation. The
background of such arrangement of subject of the
regulation is not documented, but can be seen
as the result that constraint-free procurement of
raw material for ivory manufacturers was disproportionately prioritized.
2) Criticism to the scope of internal trade control of ivory, which is limited to whole tusks,
and the MoE’s response to it
The extreme limitation of the range of ivory
tusk to be regulated under the existing laws and
regulations has been repeatedly criticized as too
narrow and inappropriate340 and it has been suggested to expand the scope through a legal reform341.
Recently, MoE started to review the existing
judgement standard as to “maintaining its whole
shape” 342. Previously, MoE has only adopted a
judgement standard for “maintaining its whole
shape” as “if the general ivory-appearing shape
337
338
339
340
EIA,
341
342

See 4.2.1, 4.2.2
Ibid.
EA, 1995
Sakamoto, 2002, Sakamoto, 2007, Sakamoto, 2013,
2015, Kitade and Toko, 2016, etc.
Sakamoto, 2002, Sakamoto, 2007, Sakamoto, 2013
MoE, 2016. m

as creating slight arch and tapering off from the
base to the point is recognizable”343 had never intended to show more details344. But, at this time,
MoE might aim to clarify the boundary of the
concept of “maintaining its whole shape” and
even broaden the range by a specific interpretation of the existing judgement standard.
According to the announced interpretation
(referred to “MoE interpretation” hereinafter)345,
an ivory tusk with a tip should be regarded as
“maintain its whole shape” if its pulp cavity or if
it has a size of no less than 20cm in length, as far
as a record cannot be confirmed that a manifest
has been prepared for it346 347.
However, the MoE interpretation should go
beyond the general understanding of the concept
or “maintain its whole shape”. Therefore, the MoE
interpretation is likely to violate the Constitution
of Japan348.
Furthermore, the MoE interpretation is unlikely
to resolve the serious loopholes found in Japan’s
internal trade control as to be mentioned in “3)”
and “4)”. Moreover, it will cause a new problem
as to be mentioned in “5)”.

3) Little hope to eliminate an ivory smuggled in
the form of cut piece from the legalized domestic ivory market
In certain large-scale smuggling cases, whole
tusks were divided into two to five pieces (Figure
4-12, 4-13). Hence, it is necessary to apply the internal trade regulation to the ivory in such form
in order to prevent them from entering in the legalized domestic market.

343 MoE, 2015.b
344 Ibid.
345 MoE, 2016. n
346 The reason why MoE limits the interpretation of whole
tusks to the case a record cannot be confirmed that a manifest has been prepared for the tusk is as follows.
Preparation of manifest by manufacturers is a part of the
business supervisory scheme and ivory products certification
scheme (see 5.1.3). Logically, the ivory for which a manifest
has been prepared is to be “designated body parts, etc.”
or ivory not maintaining its whole shape. Therefore, a contradiction on implementation of the laws and regulations is
inevitable unless any ivory with the record of preparation of
manifest, regardless of ways of division, would be regarded
as NOT “maintaining its whole shape”.
347 The suggestion by the MoE interpretation is noteworthy
that an ivory product like a polished tusk or a carved tusk,
regardless of the degree of processing, would be regarded
as “maintain its whole shape” if it falls under the existing
judgement standard.
348 *Details are elided, but this note discusses if Japanese
court precedents which showed the criteria for judging violation of the Constitution would be applicable to the MoE
interpretation.
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Figure 4-12-1 Ivory smuggled at Kobe port in 2000:1

Figure 4-14-1 Cut pieces sold on Yahoo! Japan Auction:1

Figure 4-12-2 Ivory smuggled at Kobe port in 2000:2 349

Figure 4-14-2 Cut pieces sold on Yahoo! Japan Auction:2

Figure 4-13-1 Ivory smuggled at Osaka port in 2006:1

An ivory without tip like the “naka-giri” is still
out of scope of internal trade regulation even if
the MoE interpretation would be applied. However, this conclusion should damage the internal
trade control seriously.
Furthermore, smuggled whole tusks in the divided form often lose their tips in order to take
advantage of concealment. This reality was clearly shown in the case of smuggled ivory at Osaka
Port in 2006 (see Figure 4-13-3).

Figure 4-13-1 Ivory smuggled at Osaka port in 2006:2350

However, ivory cut pieces are widely traded
legally because only tusks maintaining its whole
shape are regulated. Thus, smuggled ivory cut
pieces can easily slip into those legalized trade in
cut pieces.
For example, “naka-giri”, a form of ivory with
both edges cut off, can be found, which Japanese
manufacturers would deal with routinely 351.
Those ivory are sold online. In fact, such ivory
was found during the survey of closing bids of
Yahoo! Japan Auction352. An ivory tusk found
during the survey just divided in two and sold is
shown in Figure 4-14. The piece without a tip is
“naka-giri”.
349 Sakamoto, 2002
350 Sakamoto, 2007
351 In fact, the existing business supervisory scheme suppose a type of business trading such form of cut pieces including “naka-giri”. See 5.3.4
352 See 2.3.2 4)
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Figure 4-13-3 Ivory smuggled at Osaka port in 2006:3

Thus, it is almost impossible to eliminate the
smuggled ivory in the shape of cut pieces which
have been brought in domestic market under the
existing laws and regulations even if the MoE interpretation is adopted.

4) Little hope to eliminate a smuggled whole
tusk from legalized domestic ivory market if it
would be divided and then brought into there
It is easy to bring an ivory smuggled in the
form of whole tusk into legalized domestic market if it is divided afterwards. Thus, the divided
pieces should be included in the internal trade
regulation.
Incidentally, it is not so disadvantageous for
ivory manufacturers to divide a whole tusk as
far as the way of division is appropriate for their
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manufacturing. This is because those tusks will
be divided anyway during the processing stage.
During EIA investigation, a major manufacturer stated as “We can purchase your ivory
without registration because we directly cut it up
into parts used for manufacturing”353, the other
ivory trader also talked as “We can possibly buy
your ivory if we could cut the tip of it, then the
ivory will be processed into hanko. As I said, we
can make the deal without registration certificate
unless the ivory remains as ‘Horn’ (which means
whole tusk354). Namely, registration is necessarily required for ‘Horn’ trade but we can overcome
the obstacle by strategic processing. Please make it
sure my saying is very secret”355. As can be noticed
from the conversation, the tactic to divide the
whole tusks for eluding the internal trade regulation, seems quite popular among ivory traders.
Even if the MoE interpretation would be adopted, it is easy to sneak through the regulation by
dividing the whole tusk in the way to produce a
piece with the tip and less than 20cm in length,
and another piece or “naka-giri” with big size. The
statement, “We can possibly buy your ivory if we
could cut the tip of it” should be beyond an irony
to the MoE interpretation and rather, raises a serious concern regarding the internal regulation.

5) Loophole created by the MoE interpretation,
which makes law enforcement more difficult
The MoE interpretation which absolutely requires an ivory tusk qualified for registration to
be with the tip premises that the part of a whole
tusk with the tip remained should be regarded as
the original whole tusk regardless on how the appearance of the whole tusk changed by the division, so that there is no room for the possessor of
the divided tusk to take any registration-related
procedure including new registration or receiving an alteration of registration card356.
However, such high-handed interpretation
should cause new problems.
Firstly, the premise of the MoE interpretation
353 Phone survey to ivory buyers No.17 (see 4.4.3)
354 A scene that a craft man is processing an ivory whole
tusk is drawn titled as “Horn work” in “Jinrin-kinmou-zui”
published in the 3rd year of the Genroku era (1690 A.D.)
(Anon. 1997.a).
355 Phone survey to ivory buyers No.27 (see 4.4.3)
356 It cannot be justified to mandate the possessor of the
new cut piece produced by division of a whole tusk to take
registration-related procedure including new registration or
receiving an alteration of registration card without revising
the law. The MoE interpretation which regards a part of a
whole tusk with the tip and not less than 20cm in length as
identical to the original whole tusk would exempt the possessor to take any registration-related procedure. He/she would
be just mandated to return the registration card if the part of
the whole tusk with the tip is less than the prescribed size.

should make the identification more difficult than
ever between a whole tusk targeted by law enforcement action and other registered whole tusk
traded in the legalized domestic ivory market.
The police should prove the unregistered tusk
in question to be nothing like other registered
tusks based on its appearance because the only
tool for identification provided is the photos
received at the time of registration357. The MoE
interpretation, however, makes the identification
more difficult than ever because it would judge
the identity of tusks regardless of its appearance
(e.g. in the case of identification between a tusk
found with 20 cm in length and a tusk on the
photos received at the time of registration originally reported as with 1m in length).
Secondly, the premise of the MoE interpretation should make the reusing of registration card
prepared for a registered tusk for trading illegal
ivory easier than ever.
According to the MoE interpretation, the registration card doesn’t need to be returned and
does remain in his hand as far as the tusk is to be
with the tip and no less than 20 cm in length. It
means, it can happen that the owner of the tusk
does not need to return the registration card even
though he/she divided it. Therefore, return of
registration should logically decrease than ever.
Such situation would reduce the risk of detection
of reusing a registration card as follows.
Under the existing law and regulation, MoE is
not authorized to monitor the registered ivory
tusks, and cannot acknowledge the possession
and division of those tusks after registration358.
Therefore, even if the rate of returning registration card decreased because more ivory owners
have attempted to keep registration card in hand,
MoE has no choice but to regard the reason for
decreasing as mere increasing such division producing a tusk with the tip and no less than 20cm
in length, and overlook the ongoing problem underneath the surface.
Thus, MoE interpretation which intends to register an ivory tusk with the tip and size not less
than 20cm in length without reforming existing
law and regulation would create a new loophole
making law enforcement action difficult359.
357 See 4.2.5 1)
358 The scope of the on-the-spot inspection (LCES Article
33 Par.1 which will be applied Mutatis Mutandis Pursuant to
Article 33-5) against a notified traders on business activities
in connection with a designated internationally endangered
species is limited to “designated body parts, etc.” or ivory
except for whole tusk. See 5.1.4
359 The Bill for amendment to LCES 2017 mandates registered business operators to prepare a manifest for the ivory
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6) Conclusion
The shape of ivory tusks found in Japan’s domestic ivory market is various depending on the
ways of division. Furthermore, as seen in the past
large-scale ivory smugglings, attempts to smuggle
divided pieces of ivory tusks and enter them into
the domestic ivory market are evident. If the laws
and regulations continue to limit their scope on
ivory tusk to one “maintaining its whole shape”
under the situation above, the effect of regulation
remains meaningless.
Some might argue that the range of ivory to
be regulated should be limited to whole tusks
because only the body parts of individuals “readily recognizable”360should be regulated to trade.
However, such argument should not be justified
considering the popularity of various shapes of
divided ivory tusks apart from one with shape
as “creating slight arch and tapering off from the
base to the point” among the general consumers
due to flourishing internet trade in recent years.
Furthermore, determination of the range of
regulated ivory tusks by a shape like “maintain
its whole shape” would raise chaotic argument
inevitably with regard to what degree of division
would damage the “whole shape” because it’s extremely difficult to set an objective and clear criteria for the judgement. It means that determination of range of an ivory tusk to be regulated by a
simple concept of shape is inappropriate.
Japan’s existing laws and regulations excluding
all ivory tusks “not maintaining its whole shape”
are also contradictory to The CITES Resolution
Conf.10.10 revised at CoP16 in 2013361 which
urged the relevant Parties to “regulate the domestic trade in raw and worked ivory”362.
In conclusion, the internal trade regulation should
be applied to all ivory cut pieces in principle363.
cut piece acquired by dividing a cut piece which he/she
obtained legally, and he/she has to transfer or deliver it with
the manifest together (see 7.4.2).
The intent is considered to secure the traceability with
regard to the process on division and trade of cut pieces
which are out of the scope of the trade regulation.
However, the cut pieces produced by division prior to implementation of the Bill are out of scope of the mandate
above. Furthermore, identification of each cut piece necessary for tracking the process of division and trade should be
made only by the description on the manifest. Thus, there
are big questions on the effectiveness of securing traceability of cut pieces by the manifest scheme (see 7.4.2 4)).
360 LCES Article 6 Paragraph 2 (c)
361 The revised version of Conf.10.10 at CoP17adhered the
provision as it is.
362 See 6.2
363 When applying the internal trade regulation (prohibition of transfers, etc., and advertisement and display for the
purpose of sales or distribution in principle) to most of cut
pieces, it should be discussed which part of them is to be
allowed as the subject of registration for internal trade. The
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cut pieces subject to registration can be traded if they would
be successfully registered while the others are to be totally
prohibited to trade. This discussion should be concluded in
the context of “narrow exemptions to this closure for some
items” prescribed in the CITES resolution on closure of domestic ivory markets (see 8.3).

Chapter 5

Chapter 5 The supervisory scheme over the business and the products certification scheme,
for internal trade control on ivory cut pieces and ivory products
5.1 The supervisory scheme over the business related to trade in ivory cut pieces and
ivory products
5.1.1 Purpose and outline of the supervisory
scheme over the business dealing with designated body part, etc. of international endangered species
Industries processing and trading raw material
derived from endangered species as material of
certain products is commonly found in Japan.
LCES takes account of securing the material for
them and for that it established an exemption
of the internal trade regulation / registration
scheme1. More specifically, certain body parts
and products of international endangered species
as being used for materials of products produced
in Japan are designated as “raw material part,
etc.”2, and further, such does “not maintain the
whole shape” are prescribed as “designated body
part, etc.”3 which is subject to exemption of internal trade regulation / registration scheme4.
On the other hand, some measures should be
required for preventing smuggled items from
entering into the domestic legal market from the
viewpoint of securing effective implementation
and enforcement of CITES5. Therefore, a supervisory scheme over the business transferring or
delivering the designated body part, etc. with regard to tusk of Elephantidae and shell of Cheloniidae in particular is in place (“Business activity
in connection with a designated internationally
endangered species, etc.”6).

5.1.2 Mandatory notification
Individuals or companies who are engaged
in businesses of transfers or deliveries of “designated body part, etc.” of tusk of Elephantidae
(ivory tusks except for whole tusks) shall notify
in advance to the Minister of Environment and
Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry of their
names, addresses, stocks, and the other given
1 Environmental Agency, 1995
2 See note 3 in Chapter4
3 Ibid.
4 LCES Article 12 Paragraph1 (c) and Article 17
5 Environmental Agency, 1995
6 LCES Article 33-2, Cabinet Order Article 5-2. However,
“processed product” of Chelonidae shell is exempted from the
targeted designated body part, etc. under the scheme (It means
only cut pieces of shell are targeted. Cabinet Order Article 5-3).

matters7 8.
Those who have made the notification shall notify the Ministers, where they made any changes in
the matters notified or terminated the businesses,
within 30 days of the changes or termination9.

5.1.3 Matters to be adhered to by notified
business operators
The notified business operators are mandated
to comply with those matters as follows.
Confirm the names and addresses of the transferors, and obtain information from them on the
sources of the designated body part, etc. when
the manifests are not attached to the designated
body part, etc.10. The manifests can be voluntarily11 made in the case of transferring or delivering
the designated body part, etc. as material of the
products12 by the notified business operators13 14,
7

LCES Article 33-2. Those to be engaged in the business
without notification shall be fined an amount not exceeding
500,000 yen (US$4,545) LCES Article 62 (a)
8 The amendment to LCES in 2017 applied a business registration scheme instead of the existing business notification
scheme. See 7.4.2 in details.
9 LCES Article 33-5 Article 30 Paragraph 3, Ministry Order
on Notification Article 3.
10 LCES Article 33-3 Article 1
11 The amendment to LCES in 2017 mandated registered
business operators to prepare a manifest containing necessary information concerning the processes, etc. where the
ivory cut piece has been acquired by dividing a cut piece
which he/she obtained legally. See 7.4.2 in details.
12 The designated body part, etc. for which the manifest
may be prepared is limited to the material of the “products”
to be certified because preparation of manifest forms a process of products certification scheme (LCES Article 33-6
Paragraph 1). See NOTE 27 about the lineup of the “products”.
13 Manufacturers are supposed to be.
14 A notified business operator may prepare a manifest
when he/she fall under any one of the following requirements.
(i)where the person transfers or delivers a designated body
part, etc. obtained by dividing a whole tusk received by
transfer or a delivery together with the registration card
pertaining to the tusk, etc. (LCES Article 33-6，Article 1
(a));
(ii) where the person delivers a designated body part, etc.
obtained by dividing a designated body part, etc. received
by transfer or a delivery together with the manifest pertaining to the designated body part, etc. (LCES Article 33-6，
Article 1 (b));
(iii) where the person transfers or delivers a designated
body part, etc. obtained by dividing a whole tusk or a
designated body part, etc. imported by him/herself (LCES
Article 33-6，Article 1 (c), Ministry Ordinance on Notification Article 6 (a));or
(iv) where the person, within 3 months after the date of effectuation of the business notification scheme (28th June,
1995), transfers or delivers a designated body part, etc., as
status quo or after dividing it, which have been possessed
under the confirmation of the Ministers to be legally obtained
at the time of the effectuation (LCES Article 33-6，Article 1
(c), Ministry Ordinance on Notification Article 6 (b)).
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in which necessary matters as for the processes of
receiving the designated body part, etc.15are to be
described16.
Enter the matters they have confirmed, obtained information and other given matters,
weight (number in the case of “products”) and
major features of the designated body part, etc.,
date of transfer/receipt, amount of remained
stock after transfer/receipt and presence/absence
of manifest and manifest ID if present17 in documents (“ledgers” hereinafter), and shall preserve
them for five years18.

5.1.4 Supervisory measures to the notified
business operators
When the notified business operators violates
the matters to be adhered to, the minister may issue instructions to take necessary actions19, and
may order them to suspend the whole or a part of
their transfer or delivery businesses of the designated body part, etc. for a period not exceeding
three months in the cases where they have violated the instructions20.
15 The matters for entry in the manifest are (i) name of preparer, (ii) type, weight and major features of the designated
body part, etc., (iii) name and address of the transferor/
deliverer of the ivory, (iv) the registration ID (in the case a
designated body part, etc. to be transferred/delivered was
obtained by dividing a whole tusk) or the manifest ID (in
the case a designated body part, etc. to be transferred/delivered was obtained by dividing the designated body part,
etc.), or ID of the document proving that the a import of
whole tusk/a designated body part, etc. was imported under the approval, etc. under FEFT (in the case a designated
body part, etc. to be transferred/delivered was obtained by
importing or by dividing the imported one), and (v) date of
transfer/deliver (date of import)
(LCES Article 33-6 Paragraph 1, Ministry Ordinance on
Notification Article 5),
16 As a procedural rule for the manifest, where the manifest
has been prepared, the designated body part, etc. shall be
transferred or delivered together with said manifest (LCES
Article 33-6 Paragraph 2), and it shall be transferred or delivered together with the designated body part, etc. to which
it pertains(LCES Article 33-6 Paragraph 3).
Where a notified business operator violated the rules above
or includes false information in said manifest, the Ministers
may prohibit him/her from preparing a manifest under the
provisions for a period specified by the Ministers not exceeding three months (Article 33-6 Paragraph 4). The person violated the order above shall be punished by imprisonment with work for not more than 6 months or a fine of not
more than 500,000 yen (US$ 4,545).
While those administrative measures against violation are
set forth, such violation is exempted from the subject of
criminal punishment. The weakness of the compliance measure for management of the manifest is based on the nature
of voluntary preparation of manifest which forms a part of
the process of the products certification scheme as an incentive measure.
See 7.4.2 with regard to preparation of the manifest obligated by the amendment to LCES in 2017.
17 This is not the case when they transfer/deliver products
because a manifest is not allowed to prepare for transferring/delivering products. See NOTE 14.
18 LCES Article 33-3 Article 2, Ministry Order on Notification Article2
19 LCES Article 33-4 Article 1
20 LCES Article 33-4 Article 2
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As above, an administrative disposition or “instruction” is the provision of issuing a suspension
order21, however, it has not been actively used.
Recently, an ivory manufacturer, Nippon Ivory
received an “instruction” in September 201622 23.
The powers for collection reports and on-thespot inspections may make the aforementioned
supervisory measures effective. The Ministers
may seek reports from the notified business operators and may have their personnel enter the
facilities where the businesses dealing with the
designated body part, etc. are conducted to have
them inspect documents and other articles or to
make enquiries to the parties concerned24 25.
Those having violated the business-suspension orders shall
be imprisoned for a term not exceeding 6 months or fined
an amount not exceeding 500,000 yen (US$4,545) (LCES
Article 59 (c)).
The business activities to be suspended are limited to
transferring and delivering, so receiving of a designated
body part can be continued.
Furthermore, the suspension order does affect only the
transferring/delivering of a designated body part, etc.,
therefore, it does not influence the trade in whole tusks by
the business operator imposed by a suspension order at all
(At the beginning, the administrations are not authorized
to issue an “instruction” against the transferring /delivering
whole tusks).
21 The amendment to LCES in 2017 authorized the administrations to impose with a business suspension order or
even revocation of business against the operators who has
violated the provisions of LCES, not via an administrative
disposition. See 7.4.2 in details.
22 In 2nd September, 2016, METI and MoE imposed a administrative disposition (“instruction”) to Nippon Ivory Co.
Ltd. (Hamamatsu City, Shizuoka Prefecture) based on LCES
Article 33-4 Paragraph 1.
The disposal reason is “it has not recorded the provisioned
matters (the matters they have confirmed or obtained information and other given matters) on the ledger since 1st April
2011 at latest in violation of LCES Article 33-3 Paragraph 2
and Ministry Order on Notification Article 2” (METI, 2016.d).
23 The business operator is a major member of “Tokyo Ivory
Arts and Crafts Cooperative Association” forming “Japan
Federation of Ivory Arts and Crafts Association” (JIA) together with “Osaka Ivory Arts and Crafts Cooperative Association”, and had announced the policy and activities of
JIA until a while after the crackdown. It was also the buyer
No.17 in the phone survey (see 4.4.3) and the seller No.1
(see 4.4.5) in the door-to-door survey. It suggested during
the surveys to buy unregistered whole tusks (applicable to
the category ii) of the legality. See 4.4.3, 2)), abrupt diversion of registration card issued for the other whole tusks
which have been already divided (see 4.8.3, 1)), cover
purchased unregistered whole tusks with legalized stock of
whole tusk for manufacturing (see 4.8.4, 2)), divide the purchased whole tusks without registration swiftly for disguising as purchasing cut pieces not mandated to be registered
(see 4.8.5, 3)), and intend to sell ivory in spite of knowing it
is exporting to China (see 4.4.5, 8)). It also referred to the
existence of Chinese groups which provide agent service for
transporting ivory to China (ibid.).
In November 2016, the paper on the case that Nippon Ivory
purchased 5 unregistered whole tusks between February
2015 and June 2016 was sent to prosecutors (Case 15 on
Table 8-2 and Annex 4).
24 LCES Article 33 Paragraph 1 which will be applied Mutatis Mutandis Pursuant to Article 33-5.
Those having false reports, obstructed or evaded the onthe-spot inspections, and so on shall be fined an amount not
exceeding 300,000 yen (US$2,727) (LCES Article 63 (g)).
25 Collection reports an on-the-spot inspections are conducted by the personnel of METI and MoE (LCES Article 33
Paragraphgraph.1 which will be applied Mutatis Mutandis
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5.2 The products certification scheme as an
incentive measure
The registered certification organizations
to the Ministers (“certification organization”
hereinafter)26 may, based on applications of producers of products27 made of ivory tusk as raw
material body part, etc. certify28 that their products are made of legally-obtained materials29.
The certification organization shall, when the certification is made, issue to the applicants the marks
indicating to that effect for each product item concerned that the products have been certified30.
It is left to the producers’ option whether the
application for certifying products would be
made. The retailers may also decide, based on
their own will, if they attach the marks on the
products concerned, however, the marks shall not
be attached to anything other than the products
certified with regard to the marks31.
Pursuant to 33-5). In METI, the HQ is in charge of manufacturers and wholesalers and the each regional Bureau of
Economy, Trade and Industry is in charge of retailers. METI
claimed that it has strengthen on-the-spot inspection recently (METI, 2015.g）.
26 LCES Article 33-7 Paragraph 1, 33-8 Paragraph 1 and 6
27 The following products shall be made of ivory tusks as
material, the parts of which ivory is used for shall not be
negligible and the ivory used in the parts shall be readily
recognizable (Cabinet Order Article 5-5, Ministry Order on
Notification Article 7);
“accessories”, “furnishing goods”, “musical instruments”,
“hanko”, “indoor recreational equipment”, “stationeries”,
“smoking supplies”,” Buddhist altar articles”, “tea utensils”,
“tableware”, and “convenience goods”.
28 A notified business operator may receive a certification
for a product when he/she fall under any one of the following requirements.
(i) where the person receives a designated body part, etc.
as the material of the product together with the manifest
pertaining to the designated body part, etc. (LCES Article
33-7 Article 2 (a));
(ii) where the person receives a whole tusk as the material of
the product together with the registration card pertaining
to the tusk (LCES Article 33-7 Article 2 (b));
(iii) where the person imported a whole tusk/ designated
body part, etc. as the material of the product (LCES Article
33-7 Article 2 (c), Ordinance on Notification Article 8 (a));
(iv) where the person, within 3 months after the date of effectuation of the products certification scheme (28th June,
1995), applied for the certification of a product produced
from a whole tusk/a designated body part, etc. as material,
which have been possessed under the confirmation of the
Ministers to be legally obtained at the time of the effectuation (LCES Article 33-7 Article 2 (c), Ministry Ordinance on
Notification Article 8 (b)).
29 “Products are made of legally-obtained materials” (Title
of LCES Article 33-7) specifically means “products are made
of the designated materials satisfying the requirements to
the registrations (of the whole tusks)” (LCES Article 33-7
Paragraph 1).
30 LCES Article 33-7 Paragraphgraph.3. Those having obtained certification by a falsehood or other illegal means
shall be fined an amount not exceeding 300,000 yen (US$
2,727) (LCES Article 63 (h)).
31 LCES Article 33-7 Paragraph3 and Article 63 (i). Sale of
the certification marks together with products without certification is not prohibited unless the marks are not attached
to the products. It means that a product without certification, even produced from illegally obtained unregistered
ivory, can be legally sold with a certification mark issued for

The products certification scheme were established under the recognition that attachment
of the marks will make consumers possible to
choose the products made of legally-obtained
materials, and it will lead that products made of
materials acquired from legal origin will be popular in the market32.
But, in reality the trade in the products attached
with the marks is not so popular and expected
results to the scheme have not been recognized
due to its nature as non-mandatory measure,
even after over 20 years since implementation of
the scheme33. The raison d’etre of the scheme has
been questioned by numerous critics34.

5.3 Management by the administrations of the
information obtained through the process
of the supervisory scheme over the business
5.3.1 Details of mandatory notification and
submission of notification form
Those engaged in the business dealing with designated body part, etc. of ivory tusk shall submit
a notification form35 to the Minister of Environment and the Minister of Economy, Trade and
Industry with the following matters entered in36;
- Name, address and name of the representative of
the company
- Name and address of the business facility
- Start date of the business
- Stocks at the notification
“Products” including ones in-process: by number
The other designated body part, etc. or cut pieces
including chips: by weight

another product. It is concerned that those attempts would
actually be realized because certification marks are impossible to be “attached” in reality on certified products, particularly hanko. The diameter of certification marks are as large
as 3 cm (LCES Article 33-7 Paragraphgraph.3, Ministry Order on Notification Article 9 and Standardized Form No.2),
therefore, ”their use on hankos was rather impractical” as
the CITES Secretariat pointed out (CITES SC41.6.1 (Rev.)
, CITES SC54 Doc.26.1 (Rev.1)). Accordingly, the criminal
penalty (LCES Article 63 (i)) is almost meaningless.
Furthermore, it is not prohibited to trade certification marks
separated from the relevant products certified. It means that
manufacturers conducting illegal activities can buy in certification marks separated from the relevant products for using
them as a cover up of illegal activities.
That provision on certification marks is determined in evidently different way from the provisions prohibiting the
trade of registration cards separated from the relevant
whole tusks (LCES Article 21, Paragraph 3). The difference
is considered to come from the nature of the products certification scheme as not mandatory but incentive-based.
32 Environmental Agency, 1995
33 Kitade & Toko, 2016
34 CITES Panel of the Experts, 1997, Kiyono, 1997, Sakamoto,
1999, CITES SC54 Doc.26 (Rev.1)
35 Format No.1 ”Notification for the Business dealing with
International Endangered Species” http://www.meti.go.jp/
policy/mono_info_service/mono/paper_consumergoods/
main_05.html#todokede
36 Ministry Order on Notification Article 1 Paragraphgraph.2
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The notification form shall be submitted to the
Head Quarter of METI in the case of manufacturers and wholesalers while it shall be to the
competent Regional Bureaus of Economy, Trade
and Industry (BETIs)37.
A notification form for change38 to be submitted where the business operator has made any
change39 in matters notified shall include identification of the business operator, date of notification, address of destination, types of designated
body part, etc., the matter of change and the reason for change40. A notification form for termination41 has to be submitted where the business operation has terminated its business activities shall
include identification of the business operator,
date of notification, address of destination, types
of designated body part, etc. and date of termination, and the weight, features and disposal measures of the designated body part, etc. 42.
The copies of the notification forms submitted
are supposed to be shared to the Ministry of Environment (the Head Quarter and the Regional
Offices of MoE)43.

5.3.2 Entering the matters recorded in the notification forms to the dedicated system
When a new notification form is submitted, a
serial number of the business operator, identification of the business operator44, date of notification, start date of business and stocks owned
at the time of notification will be entered in the
sub-system for the Head Quarter included in the
whole dedicated system of METI. In situations
where the notification is made by a manufacturer
or a wholesaler, the details will be entered in the
sub-system of BETIs in the case the notification
is made by a retailer. The process of entering the
matters on the notification form for change45 and
termination is same as the process above46.
37 Website of METI http://www.meti.go.jp/policy/mono_info_
service/mono/paper_consumergoods/20150812tebiki.pdf
38 Format No.4 ”Notification for Change of the Business
dealing with International Endangered Species” http://www.
meti.go.jp/policy/mono_info_service/mono/paper_consumergoods/main_05.html#todokede
39 Needless to say, change of stock as the result of general
operation is not included in the matters to be notified.
40 Ministry Order on Notification Article 3 Paragraphgraph.1
41 Format No.5 ”Notification for Termination of the Business
dealing with International Endangered Species”
http://www.meti.go.jp/policy/mono_info_service/mono/paper_consumergoods/main_05.html#todokede
42 Ministry Order on Notification Article 3 Paragraphgraph.2
43 METI, 2015.h
44 Name of the division in charge and name of the person
in charge would be described where necessary (Ibid.).
45 Ibid.
46 Ibid.
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5.3.3 Mandatory record on the ledgers and
preservation of them, and collection reports of
a copy of the ledgers
As aforementioned, the notified business operators are mandated to enter given matters in the
ledgers and preserve them for five years47.
Each type of ledger form48 is prepared for raw
ivory (cut pieces including tips) and products49.
The manufacturers are supposed to use the ledger
form for both raw ivory and products50 while the
wholesalers and retailers are supposed to use the
form for products51.
Requests for the report52 (submission of a copy
of each ledger) under the name of the Ministers,
are made around October to the manufacturers
every year and to the wholesalers and retailers
every second year53. The letter of requests had
been sent from the Head Quarter of METI to the
manufacturers and wholesalers, and sent from
the competent BETIs to the retailers until 2014
FY. Since 2015 FY, the Head Quarter started to
send the letter to all business operators by itself54.
When the data entry and calculation are coplet47 LCES Article 33 Paragraph 1and 2, Ministry Order on
Notification Article 2
48 The format No.2 “Ledger for the Business Operator
dealing with International Endangered Species on the matters confirmed and caught”, and the format No.3 “Sheet ‘A’
for the ledger (raw material)” and “Sheet ‘B’ for the ledger
(products)”
http://www.meti.go.jp/policy/mono_info_service/mono/paper_consumergoods/main_05.html#todokede
The format No.2 is for the entry of same matters as entered
at the first notification (METI, .2015.h). So, the matters confirmed or caught at the time of time of individual trades are
supposed to be entered in the sheet “A”/“B”. Thus, the “ledger”
is used hereinafter the documents using the format “A”/“B”.
49 “Products” include final products and products in-process
(Ministry Order on Notification Article 1 Paragraphgraph.1).
The “products in-process” is considered to be such thing
that has been finished alone as a part of some products, so
no more processing is required for, but not supposed to be
traded alone (METI, 2015.h). For example, a bead to form
necklace or beads, and a key to form the piano are applicable to the “products in-process” (ibid.).
50 Thus, manufacturers use two types of ledgers; one using
sheet “A” and the other using sheet “B”.
51 Only the ledger using sheet “B” is supposed to be used.
Wholesalers and retailers are not supposed to deal with cut pieces
because they are not involved with manufacturing (METI, 2015.g).
52 LCES Article 33 Paragraph1, 2 and 4 are applied to Mutatis Mutandis Pursuant to Article 33-5.
53 METI, 2015.h. Format No.4 ”Notification for Change of
the Business dealing with International Endangered Species”
is to be enclosed for the convenience of the business operators to submit the notification for change if any. http://www.
meti.go.jp/policy/mono_info_service/mono/paper_consumergoods/main_05.html#todokede
54 METI, 2015.h.
Previously, the business operators which have multiple business facilities in several areas with different jurisdiction of
BETI, complained about the complexity of submission of the
reports. At the opportunity of outsourcing the entry task, the
address of submission of the reports was integrated to the
Head Quarter of METI in 2015 (ibid.). Additionally, METI
would accept the desire from the operators who wish to integrate the management of the ledger to their HQs under the
condition to submit the list of the business facilities (ibid.).
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ed, the copies of ledgers of the manufacturers and
wholesalers are to be kept in the Head Quarter of
METI while ones of retailers are in the competent
BETIs55.
The copies are shared once a FY to MoE (the Head
Quarter of MoE and the Regional Offices of it)56.

5.3.4 Entry in and calculation on the dedicated
system of the data included in the ledgers
The HQ of METI enters in its dedicated system
of the data on the submitted copies of the ledgers.
Simple tasks are outsourced57. The data of manufactures and wholesalers are entered in the subsystem for HQ and one of retailers is in the subsystem for BETIs58.
When the entry is completed, the HQ counts
up the numerical data on both HQ sub-system
and BETIs sub-system, and keeps them as the national data59.
The data entered in the dedicated system of
METI is limited to the stocks of the designated
body part, etc. at the end of each FY 60. More
specifically, weight and primary features of cut
pieces including tips61(e.g. 2kg of “Naka-giri” or
cut pieces hewed out from the center of tusks),
and number and major character of products (e.g.
5 pieces of broaches and 4 pieces of “Netsuke” or
small sculptures) are supposed to be entered62.
Specific data about each individual trade or
“When”, “To or from who”, “How many (much) “,
“What character of designated body part, etc. in
trade”63 is completely excluded from the input list64.
55 Consequently, if the official of METI in charge needs to
look at the copy of a ledger of a retailer, he has to refer to
the competent BETI which is preserving the copy (ibid.).
56 Ibid.
57 METI claims that outsourcing the routine work (see NOTE
54) will make the whole operation efficient, so that the personnel in HQ and the BETIs can share more time to on-the-spot inspection and inquires by phone to the business operators (Ibid.).
58 Ibid.
59 Ibid.
60 Ibid.
61 Government of Japan reported the CITES SC of stocks on raw
ivory as “Cut pieces” and “Tips” (See 5.4.2, 2)). Those included in
“cut pieces” as with certain size or weight such as “head of tusk”,
“center of tusk”, “bottom of tusk”, “half-finished products” and so
on. Those included in “tips” as without certain size or weight such
as “tips (hanko)”, “tips (musical instrument)” and “tips (others)”
(ibid. Format No.3 “List of Code for the Products” for the Business Operator dealing with International Endangered Species).
http://www.meti.go.jp/policy/mono_info_service/mono/paper_consumergoods/main_05.html#todokede）
62 Ibid.
63 In particular, identification of transferor/transferee, source
of the designated body part, etc. obtained by the transferor,
weight (number in the case of “products”) and major features
of the designated body part, etc., date of transfer/receipt,
amount of remained stock after transfer/receipt and presence/
absence of manifest and manifest ID if present (see 5.1.3).
64 METI, 2015.h

It is obvious that METI does not intend to
monitor the manufacturing and trading process
of ivory cut pieces and products.

5.3.5 Searchable information on the dedicated system, which was originally recorded
in the ledgers
As aforementioned, the data entered in the
dedicated system is limited to matters regarding
stocks at the end of each FY65. Therefore, merely
the stocks at that time are able to be searched
on the system. Needless to say, it is impossible
to search and calculate a stock at a different date
from the final day of any FY66.
Incidentally, the dedicated system of METI is
not designed as to calculate the stocks at the end
of FYs by the business types (manufacture, wholesaler or retailer) except for the stock of hanko67.
In conclusion, if the administrations wish to
get the information regarding trading process of
cut pieces and products, they have to consolidate
all the paper-based copies of ledgers kept at HQ
regarding manufacturers and wholesalers, and
ones sent from the competent BETIs regarding retailers, and then to compare those to each
other. More specifically, all the ledgers of three
business types (manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers) have to be compared in order to trace
back the trading process from final products to
original raw material, But this obviously requires
too much amount of work to be practical.

5.4 Detailed data on the business dealing
with designated body part, etc. of international endangered species
5.4.1 Number of notified business operators
which responded to the request of reports
“Number of notified business operators who
responded to the request of reports” does not
mean the number of notified business operators at a specific date, but means number of
business operators who engaged in the deal at
65 METI, 2015. e, f
66 METI, 2015.d.
It is also difficult to retrace each past stock of the yearend
due to the design of the system, therefore, non-automatic
operation is necessary to know it (ibid.). The reason for the
inconvenience can be guessed that the dedicated system of
METI is designed to overwrite the data of individual stock
automatically when a stock owned by a new business operator who started his business within the FY concerned, or one
who is terminating his/her business notified to METI after
the deadline for counting up.
67 METI, 2015. e
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least for one day within the FY concerned and
submitted a copy of ledgers in compliance with
the obligation68.
It means that the number reflects the comprehensive numbers of the business operators who
have actually engaged in the business during each
FY (from April to March) more precisely than the
number of them at a specific date. Particularly, it
provides much more accurate information than
the comparison between the numbers of them at
a different date within the FY concerned.
Then, the trend of “the number of notified business operators which responded to the request
of reports” by the type of business will be looked
into year by year.
Table 5-1 Changes in number of ivory manufacturers (who made reports)
FY of
calculation

2000

2002

2005

2008

2009

Period subject
to calculation

2000.4 2001.3

2002.4 2003.3

2005.4 2006.3

2008.4 2009.3

2009.4 2010.3

FY of collection
of reports

2001

2003

2006

2009

2010

Number of business
operators who
made reports

163

187

278

289

229

FY of
calculation

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Period subject
to calculation

2010.4 2011.3

2011.4 2012.3

2012.4 2013.3

2013.4 2014.3

2014.4 2015.3

FY of collection
of reports

2011

2012

2013

2014

Number of business
operators who
made reports

262

252

267

267

The reason why the number of manufacturers increased remains obscure. One assumption
is that small private management businesses
for manufacturing sculptures or crafts may be
increasing while new notification by businesses
with huge stocks has decreased70.
The point of the assumption is noteworthy because it suggests that new type of ivory demand
from small-scaled ivory carvers have generated
and got widely spread in Japanese domestic
ivory market.
This assumption can be supported by the fact
that huge volume of cut pieces (including scraps)
have been bought in internet trade recently 71.
While there is no doubt that most of them have
been flown out to China72, the domestic demand
for small cut pieces may possibly be larger or getting larger than supposed so far.

2) Ivory wholesalers
The number of wholesalers has not fluctuated so much and remains between 500 and 600
since 2004 FY73.
Table 5-2 Changes in number of ivory wholesalers (who made reports)
FY of
calculation

2004

2008

2010

2012

2014

Period subject
to calculation

2004.4 2005.3

2008.4 2009.3

2010.4 2011.3

2012.4 2013.3

2014.4 2015.3

2015

FY of collection
of reports

2005

2009

2011

2013

2015

303

Number of business
operators who
made reports

595

498

561

634

506

＊Request on reports (submission of a copy of ledgers) has been made around
October every year.
＊"number of business operators who made reports" means the number of business
operators who engaged in the deal at least for one day within the FY concerned and
submitted a copy of ledgers in compliance with the obligation.
Sources：METI, 2002, METI, 2004, METI, 2007, METI, 2015.b, METI, 2016.b

1) Ivory manufacturers
The number of ivory manufacturers had considerably increased from 2002 FY to 2005 FY, but
decreased from 2008 FY to 2009 FY, stabilized
between 2010 FY and 2013 FY, and in 2014 FY, it
shifted to increase and recorded the largest number as ever69.
Figure 5-1 Changes in number of ivory manufacturers (who made reports)
400

＊Request on reports (submission of a copy of ledgers) has been made around October every second year
＊"number of business operators who made reports" means the number of business operators
who engaged in the deal at least for one day within the FY concerned and submitted a copy of
ledgers in compliance with the obligation
Sources：METI, 2007, METI, 2015.b, METI, 2016.b

Figure 5-2 Changes in number of ivory wholesalers (who made reports)
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68 METI, 2015.c
69 GoJ reported to the CITES Standing Committee that the
number of manufacturers was 293 on May 8th 2014(CITES
SC65 Doc. 42.1 Addendum Annex 2) and 319 in September
2015(CITES SC 66 Doc. 29 Annex 20).
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70 METI, 2015. d
71 See 2.3.4 5).
72 See 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 4.4.3, 7), 4.4.5, 7).
73 GoJ reported to the CITES Standing Committee that the
number of wholesalers was 537 on May 8th 2014(CITES
SC65 Doc. 42.1 Addendum Annex 2) and 584 in September
2015(CITES SC 66 Doc. 29 Annex 20).
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3) Ivory retailers
The number of retailers has slightly decreased
since 2004 FY until 2008 FY, then stabilized
thereafter at 9,000 around74.
Table 5-3 Changes in number of ivory retailers (who made reports)
FY of
calculation

2004

2008

2010

2012

2 014

Period subject
to calculation

2004.4 2005.3

2008.4 2009.3

2010.4 2011.3

2012.4 2013.3

2014.4 2015.3

FY of collection
of reports

2005

2009

2011

2013

2015

Number of business
operators who
made reports

10949

9166

9835

8984

9349

＊Request on reports (submission of a copy of ledgers) has been made around October every second year
＊"number of business operators who made reports" means the number of business operators
who engaged in the deal at least for one day within the FY concerned and submitted a copy of
ledgers in compliance with the obligation
Sources：METI, 2007, METI, 2015.b, METI, 2016.b

Figure 5-3 Changes in number of ivory retailers (who made reports)

Table 5-4 Changes in stock of ivory cut pieces (including scraps)
at the end of FYs reported by the notiﬁed business operators
Unit：ton

July,
1995

1996

July,
1997

July,
1998

July,
1999

2000

Weight of
stock

98.3

-

82.1

75.2

63.8

-

Change
from the
previous FY

-

-

-16.2(2Y)

-6.9

-11.4

-

March,
2001

March,
2002

March,
2003

March,
2004

March,
2005

March,
2006

73.7

61.6

60.4

56.6

55.7

55.2

-12.1

-1.2

-3.8

-0.9

-0.5

March,
2007

March,
2008

March,
2009

March,
2010

March,
2011

March,
2012

Weight of
stock

54.3

54.1

53.8

60.8

61

61.2

Change
from the
previous FY

-0.9

-0.2

-0.3

+7.0

-0.8

+0.2

March,
2013

March,
2014

March,
2015

Weight of
stock

54

55.4

43.3

Change
from the
previous FY

-7.2

+1.4

-12.1

Weight of
stock

Change
from the +9.9(2.5Y)
previous FY

11000

8250

5500

2750
Number of business operators who made reports (retailers)

0

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

・The supervisory scheme on the business dealing with designated body part, etc. of
international endangered species was brought to effect in June 1995. The designted
body part, etc. mandated to be notiﬁed at the time was limited to any cut pieces no
less than 1kg in weight and no less than 20 cm in length.
・All the cut pieces was mandated to be notiﬁed in March 1999(the limitation of weight
and size of cut pieces was lifted).
・Lack of data on 1996 and 2000 is due to no calculation by METI of stocks at the end
of those years.
Sources： METI, 2002, METI, 2004, METI, 2007, METI, 2012.a, METI, 2012.b,
METI, 2015.a, METI, 2015.b, METI, 2016.b

Figure 5-4

5.4.2 Change on stocks of cut pieces possessed
by the notified business operators
1) Change on stocks of cut pieces at the end of FYs
As aforementioned 75, stocks recorded in the
copies of ledgers yearly submitted by manufacturers are supposed to be entered into the dedicated system of METI and calculated. The result
is shown in Table 5-4 and Figure 5-4.
The yearly change on stock of cut pieces shows
the deduction between the increase caused by
division of registered whole tusks76 and decrease
caused by producing products from cut pieces. The
numerical value of the deduction does not suggest
the amount of annual consumption of cut pieces.
The decrease of stocks in cut pieces obviously
suggests that consumption of processed cut pieces exceeds the amount of whole tusks divided for
manufacturing. This suggests that production by
the ivory manufacturers is active.

74 GoJ reported to the CITES Standing Committee that the
number of retailers was 7,570 on May 8th 2014(CITES SC65
Doc. 42.1 Addendum Annex 2) and 8,219 in September
2015(CITES SC 66 Doc. 29 Annex 20).
75 See 5.3.3 and 5.3.4.
76 Amount of tusks for which the registration cards were
returned almost shows the amount of divided (processed)
registered whole tusks. See 4.3, particularly table 4-1.

(kg)
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Weight of stock on ivory cut pieces (kg)

Weight of stock on ivory cut pieces (kg)

75000

50000

25000
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After the business operators notified their initial
stocks of cut pieces in 1995, the stock decreased
gradually, and has stabilized between 2002 and
2014 except for a temporal increase occurred in
2010 subsequent to the import of second one-off
sold ivory in 2009. The trend is influenced by the
production adjustment by manufacturers77.
In 2015, stock of cut pieces significantly decreased though processing whole tusks have increased78 (so that the stock of cut pieces should
have increased). It suggests that production was
so active that the stock of cut pieces decreased
even though the supply into it had increased79.

77
78
79

See 4.3.2, 2)
Ibid.
Ibid.
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2) Report to the CITES Standing Committee
The government of Japan reported the CITES
SC of stocks on “Cut pieces” and “Tips”80 81as in
Table 5-5.
Table 5-5 Stock of cut pieces ("cut pieces" and "scraps")
reported to the CITES Standing Committee
Unit：kg

May 8th, 2014 Fubruary 1st, 2015 September 1st, 2015
“Cut pieces”
“Tips”
Sour ces

203,063

52,628

53,277

1,410

1,423

669

SC65Doc.42.1Adde
ndum Annex2

SC66 Doc.29. Annex 2

The figure of around 204 tons of stock in total
at the time of May 8th 2014 reported at SC65
draws special attention. It was in a different class
from the figure of 54 tons in total reported at SC
66. The difference reached to about 150 tons.
Furthermore, as shown in Table 5-4, according
to the data provided by METI, stock of cut pieces
(including tips) has stabilized within the range
of 50 - 60 tons since 2001 FY until 2013 FY. So,
it should be questioned, from where such a high
volume of 150 tons could have come from.
As clearly suggested from the aforementioned, official increase on stock of cut pieces is to be found
when supply of stock derived from processing (registered) whole tusks exceeds decrease of cut pieces
due to consumption for production. It means that
the maximum increase of cut pieces stock is limited by the volume of processed whole tusks. But,
the weight of processed (registered) whole tusks
has actually never exceeded 14 tons so far (See Table 4-1). Therefore, 150 tons of increase is unlikely
within a short span like one or two years.
In fact, stocks to be reported to the SC are supposed to be one at the most recent end of FY,
which the calculation of stock was completed
for82. More specifically, the figure of stock GoJ
intended to report to SC65 held in July 2014 was
one at the end of 2012 FY (March 31st 2013),
which was the most recent figure calculated at
that time83. In a similar way, the figure of stock
“calculated at the time of September 1st 2015”
GoJ intended to report to SC66 held in January
80 The ivory pieces reported by the business operators as
“cut pieces”, “head of tusk”, “bottom of tusk” or the others
with certain size or weight are regarded as “Cut pieces”, and
ones generated in the process of producing hanko, musical
instrument and other products are regarded as “Tips”. (METI,
2015. h). The term of “Tips” used in the document prepared
by GoJ should mean “Chips” or “Scraps” in English.
81 CITES SC65 Doc. 42.1 Addendum Annex 2, CITES SC 66
Doc. 29 Annex 20
82 METI, 2015.e, f
83 METI, 2015.f
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2016 was one at the end of 2013 FY (March 31st
2014)84. On the other hand, the figure of stock
“calculated at the time of February 1st 2015”
(about 54 tons in total85) reported to SC66 should
mean the stock at the end of 2012 FY (March
31st 2013), which is identical with the stock reported at SC65.
Those facts suggest that METI recognized its
mistake on the figure (204 tons) reported to SC
6586, made another calculation at February 1st
2015 and reported the result to SC66.
The question is why the report was made in
such a sloppy way, which were officially required
based on CITES Resolution Conf.10.1087.
As mentioned earlier, it is impossible to monitor the process of manufacturing and transaction
of ivory under the current practice by GoJ. What
is even worse is that, GoJ made serious mistakes
even on the volume of stocks of cut pieces at the
end of a FY, which is the only data GoJ is able to
report regarding the monitoring of the cut pieces. Furthermore, the mistake could have been
avoided only if the person with authority could
verify the past level of the stock. The incident
suggests that there is a systematic problem on
information management by GoJ more than an
individual matter.
Incidentally, the CITES Resolution Conf.10.10
further requires the Parties to report the reason
on why there is a significant change of stock
comparing to last year if any, however, GoJ did
not publicize the “reason”.

84 METI, 2015.g
85 The figure accords with one which the author is provided
by METI. See table 5-4.
86 Such an extreme miss-calculation cannot happen unless
the unit for the figure would be misused (e.g. “g” might be
misused for “kg”).
87 The Paragraph “e)” of “Regarding trade in elephant
specimens” of the CITES Resolution Conf.10.10 (Rev.
CoP17) “Trade in elephant specimens” urges the Parties
including those with a legal internal trade in ivory in their
jurisdiction as follows. (See Chapter 6.)
e) maintain an inventory of government-held stockpiles
of ivory and, where possible, of significant privately held
stockpiles of ivory within their territory, and inform the
Secretariat of the level of this stock each year before 28
February, inter alia to be made available to the programme
Monitoring the Illegal Killing of Elephants (MIKE) and the
Elephant Trade Information System (ETIS) for their analyses, indicating: the number of pieces and their weight per
type of ivory (raw or worked); for relevant pieces, and if
marked, their markings in accordance with the provisions of
this Resolution; the source of the ivory; and the reasons for
any significant changes in the stockpile compared to the
preceding year.
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5.4.3 Change in stock of ivory hanko possessed
by the notified business operators (business
type wise)
1) Change on stocks of ivory hanko at the end of FY
As aforementioned 88 , number of hanko in
particular stocked at the end of each FY can be
calculated on business types wise by the dedicated system of METI. The result of calculation is
shown in Table 5-6.
Table 5-6 Changes in stock of ivory hanko at the end of FYs
reported by the notiﬁed business operators Unit: no.
2000

March,
2001

March,
2002

March,
2003

March,
2004

-

391,425
548,753
711,914
1,652,092

343,610
236,822
248,556
828,988

293,824
223,531
325,026
842,381

274,051
201,626
353,313
828,990

March,
2005

March,
2006

March,
2007

March,
2008

March,
2009

March,
2010

264,634
186,114
417,999
868,747

223,924
139.665
339,259
702,848

209,275
148,301
416,947
774,523

271,685
101,363
378,369
751,417

280,799
107,209
364,006
752,014

280,788
106,381
360,316
747,485

March,
2011

March,
2012

March,
2013

March,
2014

March,
2015

396,728
102,338
365,283
864,349

302,943
98,229
323,236
724,408

315,456
88,060
325,049
728,565

345,881
91,305
305,244
742,430

310,281
86,471
302,729
699,481

July,
1999

Manufacturers 442,955
Wholesalers
848,838
Retailers
906,660
Total
2,195,453

Manufacturers
Wholesalers
Retailers
Total

Manufacturers
Wholesalers
Retailers
Total

・Hanko has been included in the "designated parts of international endangered
species"since March 1999.
・Lack of data on 2000 is due to no calculation by METI of stocks at the end of the year.
Sources：METI, 2002, METI, 2004, METI, 2007, METI, 2012.a, METI, 2012.b, METI, 2015.a,
METI, 2015.f, METI, 2016.b

The change in total stocks owned by the three business types at the end of each FY is shown in Figure 5-5.
The change of the total stocks of ivory hanko
between the FYs may come about by income of
the produced89 and outgo of the sold to the consumers within each FY concerned. A decrease
of it suggests that consumption of ivory hanko
by the consumers quantitatively overwhelms the
supply by the manufacturers.
Figure 5-5
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The hanko stock (in total of business types) decreased from 2.2 million to 1.65 million between
88 See 5.3.5.
89 See 5.4.2, 1) regarding that ivory manufacturers have
conducted production adjustment in a consistent way.

1999 and 2001. Subsequently, it drastically decreased from 1.65 million to 0.83 million in one
year between 2001 and 2002.
This suggests that the hanko stocks rapidly decreased due to the strong production adjustment
by the manufacturers though the consumers
bought ivory hanko aggressively90.
Afterward, the ivory hanko stocks have been
maintained at low level comparing to one in
199991 due to the continuance of the strong production adjustment until 2014.
In 2015, the ivory hanko stocks slightly decreased after three years. As aforementioned92,
manufacturing was so active in the year that cut
pieces stock decreased in spite of increase of
processed whole tusks, while the hanko stocks
decreased. The fact suggests that consumers purchased ivory hanko so actively that the stocks
decreased though the production adjustment was
relaxed. Incidentally, in 2015, the consumer confidence index recovered from the previous year
then recorded the highest during past 9 years93.
The active consumer confidence might encourage
the consumption of ivory hanko in concert with
the persistent demand for ivory hanko .

2) Report to the CITES Standing Committee
The government of Japan reported the CITES
SC the stocks of hanko as in Table 5-794.
Table 5-7 Stock of ivory hanko reported to the CITES Standing Committee
Unit: no.

May 8th, 2014 Fubruary 1st, 2015 September 1st, 2015
Hanko
Sources

711,124
SC65Doc.42.1
Addendum Annex2

728,565

754,057

SC66 Doc.29. Annex 2

There is a slight difference between the number of
hanko stock reported to SC65 as calculated on May
8th 2014 and to SC66 as calculated on February 1st
2015 though they calculated the stock existed at the
same date or 31st March, 2013 (the end of 2012FY)95.
The difference may arise due to the design of
METI’s dedicated system which may give a different figure for the stock at the end of same FY
depending on the time of calculation because the
calculation by the system is based on the updated
information (e.g. an income of a stock owned by
a new notified operator who notified his business
90 See 4.3.2, 2)
91 Ibid.
92 See 4.3.2, 2), 5.4.2, 1).
93 See Figure 4-1
94 CITES SC65 Doc. 42.1 Addendum Annex 2, CITES SC 66
Doc. 29 Annex 20
95 See 5.4.2, 2)
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after the former date of calculation) at the time of
calculation96.

5.4.4 Stocks of other ivory products
As mentioned earlier, the dedicated system of
METI is not designed as to calculate the stocks, except for the case of hanko, on business type basis.
The following figures were reported to CITES
SC regarding those products97.
Table 5-8 Stock of "worked ivory (except for hanko)"
reported to the CITES Standing Committee Unit: no.
May 8th, 2014 Fubruary 1st, 2015 September 1st, 2015
Accessories
including parts
Furnishing goods
including parts
Stationeries
including parts
Smoking supplies
including parts
Buddhist altar articles
including parts
Musical instruments
including parts
Tableware
including parts
Tea utensils
including parts

Indoor recreational
equipment including parts
Convenience goods
including parts
"Netsuke"
Others
S o ur c e s

2,784,300

2,809,599

2,784,896

ー

61,031

58,772

ー

144

136

ー

1,215

1,163

ー

43,665

42,798

41,281

44,112

43,174

ー

16,696

16,637

ー

12,889

12,189

ー

4,397

4,367

ー

23,230

23,040

10,561

ー

ー

157,795

14,948

10,140

SC65 Doc.42.1
Addendum Annex2

SC66 Doc.29. Annex 2

・All the "worked ivory" has been included in the "designated parts of international
endangered species"since October 2004 (Limitation to hanko was lifted)

5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 The loophole of the supervisory scheme
over the business, derived from the separation between the scheme and the internal trade
regulation / registration scheme
The supervisory scheme over the business aims
to supervise the business dealing with designated body part, etc. of ivory, i.e. cut pieces and
ivory products.
Accordingly, the matters to be adhered by
the notified business operators (confirming the
transferor, obtaining the source of the ivory, and
96 See NOTE 66
If a new business operator who notified its stock after May
8th 2014 had started its business before the end of 2012 FY
(March 2013), its stock is supposed to be included into the
stock of 2012FY. It means that the existing data of 2012FY
stock at the calculation of May 8th 2014 was supposed to be
overwritten by the data. Thus, the stock at the end of the same
FY should possibly change depending on the time of deadline.
97 CITES SC 65 Doc. 42.1 Addendum Annex 2, CITES SC
66 Doc. 29 Annex 20
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recording and preserving those information)
are limited to ones in terms of the way except
for whole tusks (cut pieces and ivory products).
Therefore, the administrations cannot enforce
the watchdog measures or collection reports and
on-the-spot inspections established for the matters above in order to monitor whole tusks trade.
Consequently, the administrators, can neither
make any enquiry to the notified operators about
whole tusks trade nor inspect the real whole
tusks during ‘on the spot’ inspection98.
Furthermore, the administrations cannot issue
any instruction to the business operators who
violated the trade regulation on whole tusks99.
Therefore, as seen in Takaichi Case 100, which
purchased 58 unregistered whole tusks and were
sentenced guilty, no supervisory measure was
taken by the administrators against a notified
business operator who violates the internal trade
regulation even seriously101.

5.5.2 Strong supervisory measures found in
licensing or registration business are not applied to the business dealing with ivory designed as notification-system based
Any person is eligible to carry out “business
dealing with designated body part, etc. of international endangered species” if he/she notifies
the routine matters to the Ministries in advance.
This notification system-based business is fundamentally different from licensed or registered
businesses102 in terms of involvement of the administrations.
More specifically, the involvement of the administrations to the business dealing with designated
body part, etc. of international endangered species
is compared with one applied to general licensed
or registered businesses with regard to “rejection”,
98 See 7.4.2, 4) with regard to the inspection of a whole tusk
during the on-the-spot inspection under the amendment to
LCES 2017 which shall come into effect by June, 2018.
99 See 5.1.4
100 See 4.8.2, 1)
101 The amendment to LCES 2017defined the business
dealing with ivory cut pieces and products as “business
activities in connection with special internationally endangered species, etc.” which is to be mandated to be registered to the administrations and provision general violation
of LCES as the cause of rejection on registration. Therefore,
the registered business operators who violated LCES are
(as different from the existing notified business operators)
able to be subject to the business suspension order without
any administrative deposition requesting improvement as a
prerequisite of the order, furthermore such violation is even
leading to the revocation of the registration (see 7.4.2, 3)).
102 In the case of licensed/registered business, the applicant has to be verified by the administrations if he/she
falls under any cause of rejection, and he/she cannot start
the business until the administrations admit there is no such
cause and then license/register him/her.
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Table 5-9 Comparison on involvement of the administrations to the business dealing with designated parts of
international endangered species with the involvement to general licensed or registered businesses
Licensed or registered businesses in general

The business dealing with designated parts of international
endangered species (mandated to be notiﬁed)

Rejection

Licensed or registered business can only be done when a
competent administrative agency grants beneﬁt to the applicant
for doing the business through licensing or registration as a kind
of disposition. The agency should review the application and
respond to the applicant in the afﬁrmative or negative. When the
applicant is found not to be capable of complying with the matter
to be adhered, to have violated the concerned or related laws,
and the other given matters, the application should be rejected.

Notiﬁcation is not a disposition by administrative agencies but
merely an act taken to notify them of given matters. Therefore, any
response of them in the afﬁrmative or negative is not supposed to
be. Those to be engaged in the business dealing with designated
parts of international endangered species just have to notify
his/her names, addresses, stocks and other given matters to the
administrations without any public review for starting its business.

Renewal

Licensing or registration has an expiration date. Those licensed or
registered with the businesses should renew their license or
registration periodically. It should be reviewed at each renewal
whether any rejectable reason designated by the law is or not.

The dealers with notiﬁcation are not required periodic notiﬁcation apart
from ones to be done when they made any changes in the matters notiﬁed
or they have terminated the businesses.

When any existing rejectable reason, fraudulent licensing
/ registration or renewal of it, violation of the law and
the other given matters by the law is found, the licensing
/ registration should be revoked.

“Revocation of notiﬁcation” is logically impossible because notiﬁcation is merely an
act taken to notify administrations of given matters. The administrations may only
issue instructions to take necessary actions, and may order them to suspend the
whole or a part of their businesses dealing with the designated parts for a period
not exceeding three months in the cases where they have violated the instructions.

Revocation

Reference: LCES, Administrative Procedure Act (Act No. 88 of November 12, 1993) Article2, Act on Welfare and Management of Animals (Act No. 105 of October 1, 1973), Act on
Game Protection and Management, and Securing Safety of Hunting (Act No.88 of July 12, 2002) and Act on Promotion of Distribution and Utilization on Legally Logged Timber (Act
No.48 of May 20, 2016), Antique Dealings Act (Act No.108 May 28, 1949).

“renewal” and “revocation” in Table 5-9.
According to the table, the involvement by
the administrations to the business dealing with
designated body part, etc. of international endangered species is obviously more limited and even
weaker than one applied to licensed or registered
businesses103.

5.5.3 Existence of products certification
scheme is the reason on why the administrators could not put a priority on strengthening
watchdog operation
1) Necessity of intensive information collection and analysis for securing the traceability
with regard to internal movement of ivory
The watchdog measures on the individual
trades made by the notified business operators
prescribed in LCES are based on collection reports (requiring a copy of ledgers) and on-thespot inspections104.
More frequent collection reports and more
comprehensive analysis of the information on the
ledgers will definitely make the on-the-spot inspection more effective. Considerable collection
reports and thorough analysis of the information
are particularly required to trace such complex
process as one from processing raw ivory (whole
tusks and cut pieces) to final production.
103 As aforementioned (NOTE 100), the amendment to
LCES 2017 designed a registration scheme for the business
dealing with ivory cut pieces and products instead of existing notification scheme (See 7.4.2, 3)).
104 See 5.1.4.

2) Reality of watchdog operation on traceability of cut pieces and ivory products by the
administrations
On the contrary to the required procedure mentioned above, METI collects copy of the ledgers
once in a year from manufacturers and once in
two years from wholesalers and retailers105.
Furthermore, the copies submitted are paperbased, and information on individual trade described in the ledgers are never electronically
stored106. The dedicated system or database of
METI, therefore, has the function only to calculate the stock of the business operators at the end
of each FY in addition to confirming the updated
information on the notified business operators,
and do nothing for monitoring the individual
trade in cut pieces and ivory products. Under
those situations, simply increasing on-the-spot
inspections107 will not produce any results.
The reality of METI’s supervision, however, deserves more serious concern that it does not only
reach to the levels expected but also has basic
problems, judging by the unbelievable mistake108
on the report to CITES SC about the stock of cut
pieces109.
105 See 5.3.3.
106 See 5.3.4.
107 See Note.25.
108 See 5.4.2 2).
109 See 5.4.2, 2).
Incidentally, the post of the official in charge of the supervision in HQ of METI has been vacant at the end of June,
2016 since the beginning of April, 2016. His work has been
taken by only his boss (the assistant division chief) during the period. Afterwards, a personnel reform was made in
METI, and the position in charge of supervisory service on
ivory business operators was divided into international af-
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3) The reason why strengthening supervision
over the business is not politically prioritized
The reality that strengthening supervision over
the business is not politically prioritized and not
sufficiently resourced may be partially influenced
by the fact that the business is designed as notification-system based110.
One primary aspect to be noted here is the existence of the products certification scheme111.
As far as such incentive-based scheme exists as
one of the two pronged measures for internal
trade control in cut pieces and ivory products, it
does not make sense to make the other pronged
scheme significantly standing out. Furthermore,
it can be guessed that the officials generally interpret the concept of LCES as that trade control
in those items (cut pieces and ivory products)
exempted from trade regulations will be desirably
achieved not through intensive supervision but
through the preference of motivated consumers.
Continuation of the products certification
scheme which has been proved as objectively
ineffective does more harm than good112. The
scheme should be abolished and more resources
for watchdog operations should be increased.

fairs and internal affairs, and one official (assistant division
chief) each has been deployed to each position. It means
the watchdog operation is still left to only one official in
charge of internal affairs (at the time of April, 2017).
110 See 5.5.2
111 See 5.2.
112 GoJ claims that it intends to enhance “publicity efforts to promote certified ivory product marks” (see 7.2.3),
however, there is no reason for expecting any achievement
considering the saying is not more than the slogan repeated
over 20 years.
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Chapter 6 Japan’s compliance with the mandate on taking measures for internal trade
controls urged by CITES Resolution Conf. 10.10
ing the sale and purchase of ivory; providing information on elephant conservation challenges,
including the impact of illegal killing and illegal
trade on elephant populations; and, particularly
in retail outlets, informing tourists and other nonnationals that the export of ivory requires a permit and that the import of ivory into their state of
residence may require a permit and might not be
permitted; and
e) maintain an inventory of government-held
stockpiles of ivory and, where possible, of significant privately held stockpiles of ivory within
their territory, and inform the Secretariat of the
level of this stock each year before 28 February,
inter alia to be made available to the programme
Monitoring the Illegal Killing of Elephants (MIKE)
and the Elephant Trade Information System (ETIS)
for their analyses, indicating the number of
pieces and their weight per type of ivory (raw or
worked); for relevant pieces, and if marked, their
markings in accordance with the provisions of
this Resolution; the source of the ivory; and the
reasons for any significant changes in the stockpile compared to the preceding year

6.1 CITES Resolution Conf. 10.10 “Trade in
elephant specimens”
The CITES Resolution 10.10 (Rev.CoP17) titled as “Trade in elephant specimens” (“CITES
Resolution 10.10” hereinafter) prescribes the
measures to be taken by the Parties, the Standing
Committee, the Secretariat, etc. with regard to international trade and internal trade in ivory, etc.
broadly1.
The paragraphs of the resolution in direct connection with specific measures for internal trade
controls to be compiled by the Parties are the 6th
paragraph and the 2nd paragraph.
The measures prescribed are mandated to the
Parties to take in parallel with the measures for
closure of domestic ivory markets2.

6.1.1 The 6th paragraph of CITES Resolution
Conf. 10.10
The full text of the 6th paragraph of CITES
Resolution 10.10 is as follows.
6. FURTHER URGES those Parties in whose jurisdiction there is an ivory carving industry, a legal
domestic trade in ivory, an unregulated market for or illegal trade in ivory, or where ivory
stockpiles exist, and Parties designated as ivory
importing countries, to ensure that they have
put in place comprehensive internal legislative,
regulatory, enforcement and other measures to:
a) regulate the domestic trade in raw and worked
ivory;
b) register or license all importers, exporters,
manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers dealing
in raw or worked ivory;
c) introduce recording and inspection procedures
to enable the Management Authority and other
appropriate government agencies to monitor the
movement of ivory within the State, particularly
by means of:
i) compulsory trade controls over raw ivory; and
ii) comprehensive and demonstrably effective
stock inventory, reporting, and enforcement
systems for worked ivory;
d) engage in public awareness campaigns, including supply and demand reduction; drawing
attention to existing or new regulations concern1

https://cites.org/sites/default/files/document/E-Res10-10-R17.pdf
2 See 1.2

The origin of the existing 6th paragraph is
found in the original text of CITES Resolution
10.10 adopted at CITES CoP10 in 1997. It has
been repeatedly revised and evolved in the current text at CoP17 held in 2016. Nonetheless, the
existing “b)” and “c)”, key sentences as the heart
of the paragraph has not been changed in substantial manner and continued as mostly they
were up to today3.
3

The history of change to the 6th paragraph of CITES Resolution 10.10 is as follows.
•The existing 6th paragraph was established in the original
Resolution 10.10 in 1997 as titled “Regarding control of
internal ivory trade”. The paragraph was comprised of only
two sentences of “a)” and “b)” prescribing specific measures for the control in the resolution. They are the origin
of the existing sentences “b)” and “c)”, and have already
formed the heart of the current paragraph.
CITES Resolution Conf. 10.10 (in 1997)
“Regarding control of internal ivory trade”
a) register or license all importers, manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers dealing in raw, semi-worked or worked
ivory products; and
b) introduce recording and inspection procedures to enable the Management Authority and other appropriate
government agencies to monitor the flow of ivory within
the State, particularly by means of:
i) compulsory trade controls over raw ivory; and
ii) a comprehensive and demonstrably effective reporting
and enforcement system for worked ivory
https://www.cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/cop/10/E10-Res.pdf
•The paragraph was revised at CoP12 in 2002 and the origin
of the existing sentence “d)” was added.
https://www.cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/cop/12/
source_res.pdf
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6.1.2 The 2nd paragraph of CITES Resolution
10.10
The full text of the 2nd paragraph of CITES
Resolution 10.10 is as follows.
Regarding marking
2. RECOMMENDS that whole tusks of any size,
and cut pieces of ivory that are both 20 cm or
more in length and one kilogram or more in
weight, be marked by means of punch-dies,
indelible ink, or other form of permanent marking, using the following formula: country-oforigin two-letter ISO code, the last two digits of
the year / the serial number for the year / and
the weight in kilograms (e.g. KE 00/127/14). It
is recognized that different Parties have different systems for marking and may apply different
practices for specifying the serial number and
the year (which may be the year of registration
or recovery, for example), but that all systems
must result in a unique number for each piece
of marked ivory. This number should be placed
at the ‘lip mark’, in the case of whole tusks, and
highlighted with a flash of colour

The 2nd paragraph: “Regarding marking” has
not been substantially changed while some explanatory languages were just added at CoP16 in
20134.
The response to the Resolution and the noncompliance with measures urged there by GoJ are
discussed further.

6.2 Regulating the domestic trade in “raw
and worked ivory”
The 6th paragraph, a) of CITES Resolution
10.10 urges the related Parties to “regulate the
domestic trade in raw and worked ivory”.
As aforementioned5, the subject of internal ivory trade regulation in Japan is limited to a whole
tusk. Thus, raw and worked ivory without maintaining the whole shape are entirely exempted
from the regulation.
Moreover, even the internal trade regulation/
registration scheme applied to a whole tusk itself
faces serious loopholes as follows.

•Laundering of unregistered whole tusks on the
basis of fraudulent registration cannot be prevented because objective evidence is not required for confirming that the tusk was acquired
before the ivory ban6.
•Laundering unregistered ivory tusks by diverting
the registration cards prepared for tusks already
divided or using one fraudulently obtained for
fake ivory tusks cannot be prevented because a
physical inspection of ivory tusks for neither authenticity, identification nor marking is required7.
•Laundering unregistered ivory tusks by ivory
manufacturers, etc. cannot be prevented because unregistered whole tusks can be legally
possessed8.

Thus, Japan is considered to be non-compliant
with CITES Resolution 10.10, Paragraph 6, a).

6.3 Registering or licensing all traders dealing in raw or worked ivory
https://www.cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/cop/12/doc/
E12-20-1.PDF
•The next revision was made to the paragraph at CoP16 in
2013. The whole paragraph was more organized by adding
a new sentence of “a)”, and clarification and modification
of the language. Moreover, “d)” received a major revision,
a new sentence of “e” was added. Thus, the paragraph was
developed to almost the existing contents.
https://www.cites.org/eng/res/10/10-10R16.php
•Apart from an additional clause included in “e)”, which emphasizes the utility of the information on the ivory stock for
MIKE/ETIS analysis, no substantial change was made to the
paragraph at CoP17 in 2016 but a few pro forma revisions
were made as follows.
Firstly, “FURTHER” was added prior to “URGES”. It is due
to inserting the new “5th” paragraph ahead of the (6th) paragraph, which urges those Parties that have not closed their
domestic ivory markets for commercial trade in ivory to implement the above recommendation as a matter of urgency”.
Secondly, a phrase in the preceding sentences of the 6th
paragraph of “Parties that may be designated as ivory importing countries,” was corrected as “Parties designated as
ivory importing countries”.
4 With regard to the details of marking, it is supposed to respect the methodology taken by each Party.
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CITES Resolution 10.10, Paragraph 6, b) urges
the related Parties to register or license all importers, exporters, manufacturers, wholesalers
and retailers dealing in raw or worked ivory.
It is important that the resolution particularly
refers to “register or license”.
As aforementioned9, the existing notification
scheme of “business activity in connection with
a designated internationally endangered species,
etc.” is in both name and reality not applicable to
a “register or license” scheme10.
5 See 4.2.1 & 4.8.5
6 See 4.8.2
7 See 4.8.3
8 See 4.8.4
9 See 5.5.2
10 The Bill for amendment to LCES 2017 designated the
business dealing with ivory cut pieces/products as one to
be registered to the administrations (to be implemented by
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Thus, Japan is considered to be non-compliant
with CITES Resolution 10.10, Paragraph 6, b).

6.4 Recording and inspection of “raw ivory”
by means of compulsory trade controls
CITES Resolution 10.10, Paragraph 6, c), i) urges the related Parties to introduce recording and
inspection procedures to monitor the internal
movement of “raw ivory” which includes most
of whole tusks11 and cut pieces12 without carving,
shaping or processing (just polished pieces are
included in raw ivory) by means of a compulsory
trade control.
However, according to Japan’s law and regulation controls;
•While whole tusks without registration in advance cannot be transferred, and the transferee
is mandated to notify the fact of the transfer,
etc. to the authority13, it is impossible to monitor
the internal movement of them because neither
identification nor marking is required14.
•Cut pieces are entirely exempted from the internal trade regulation, so are merely a subject of
the supervisory scheme over the business15.

Thus, Japan is considered to be non-compliant
with CITES Resolution 10.10, Paragraph 6, c), i).

June, 2018). See 7.4.2 about the details.”
11 Only the whole tusks whose whole surface has been
carved are included in “worked ivory”.
See the following definition in CITES Resolution 10.10 Pargraph1 “Regarding definitions”.
Regarding definitions
1. AGREES that:
a) the term ‘raw ivory’ shall include all whole elephant tusks,
polished or unpolished and in any form whatsoever, and
all elephant ivory in cut pieces, polished or unpolished
and howsoever changed from its original form, except for
‘worked ivory’; and
b) the term ‘worked ivory’ shall be interpreted to mean ivory
that has been carved, shaped or processed, either fully or
partially, but shall not include whole tusks in any form, except where the whole surface has been carved.
12 A cut piece is to be included in “raw ivory” as far as the
change to the intact form of it is not more than polishing.
On the other hand, carved, shaped or processed one is
to be included in “worked ivory”. See the aforementioned
definition in CITES Resolution 10.10 Pargraph1 “Regarding
definitions”.
13 See LCES Article 21 Paragraph 5
14 See 4.7.3
15 See 4.2.1, 5.1.1

6.5 Recording and inspection of “worked
ivory” by means of comprehensive and
demonstrably effective stock inventory, reporting, and enforcement systems
CITES Resolution 10.10, Paragraph 6, c), ii)
urges the related Parties to introduce recording
and inspection procedures to monitor the internal movement of “worked ivory” by means of a
comprehensive and demonstrably effective stock
inventory, reporting, and enforcement systems.
According to existing law and regulation of
Japan, the notified business operators shall enter the matters they have confirmed, obtained
information and other given matters in ledgers
and shall preserve them. The authorities may
seek reports from the notified business operators
and may enter the business facilities and inspect
documents, etc.. The authorities, where those
notified operators have violated the matters to be
adhered to, may issue instructions to take necessary actions, and may order those who violated
the instruction to suspend the whole or a part of
their transfer or delivery businesses16.
However, the authorities collect a copy of the
ledgers just once a year from manufacturers and
once two years from wholesalers and retailers. Furthermore, the copies would be submitted paperbased, and traceability-related information on each
trade recorded in the ledgers are never compiled
into a database.
Thus, even the basics for monitoring the traceability are not feasible due to lack of information
collection and analysis17.
Consequently, it is almost impossible within
Japan’s domestic ivory market to supervise the
movement of cut pieces included in “worked
ivory”18 and all ivory products19. So, it is simply unrealistic that Japan’s controls would meet
“comprehensive and demonstrably effective stock
inventory, reporting, and enforcement systems”.
Thus, Japan is considered to be non-compliant
with CITES Resolution 10.10, Paragraph 6, c), ii).
16 See 5.1.3 and 5.1.4. The business registration scheme
introduced by the amendment to LCES 2017 scarcely
changed the mechanism of watchdog on the trade. Mandating the manifest is the only novelty, however, it is not a full
but a partial mandatory system. Consequently, a cut piece
without the manifest pertaining to it is supposed to be traded together with one with the manifest. Such situation makes
the effect so dubious to exclude illegal ivory trade from the
market. See 7.4.2, 4).
17 See 5.5.3, 1) and 2)
18 An ivory that has been carved, shaped or processed,
either fully or partially is to be included in “worked ivory”.
See NOTE 11. See also “Terminology of “ivory” at the beginning of this report.
19 All ivory products are included in “worked ivory”. See
CITES Resolution 10.10 Paragraph 1 “Regarding definition”.
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6.6 Engaging in public awareness campaigns
including “supply and demand reduction”
CITES Resolution 10.10, Paragraph 6, d) urges
the related Parties to engage in public awareness
campaigns including supply and demand reduction and several matters.
However, GoJ has not engaged in a public
awareness campaign with regard to “supply and
demand reduction” at all.
On the contrary, GoJ demonstrates on its website - “Please trade in ivory in accordance with
the rule!”20 This seems to claim that manufacturing, selling and buying ivory are OK as long as
they are not prohibited by the law and regulation.
The “Public-Private Council for the Promotion
of Appropriate Ivory Trade Measures” established by GoJ together with the related businesses
seems to have neither plan for encouraging the
business to reduce the supply nor for curbing the
demand of the consumers at all21.
Nevertheless, GoJ launched a campaign to promote registration of unregistered by distribution
of posters and PR by local governments nationwide in August, 2017 and intends to continue it
for 2 years22. As long as an internal trade in ivory
whole tusks is approved based on the registration
by LCES, promotion of the registration accordingly means encouraging supply of whole tusks
into the market in a positive manner. It would
then, by default, promote the demand for ivory.
Thus, the result is totally contradictory with the
aim of the resolution, where it urges on building
awareness for “supply and demand reduction”.
Due to such attitude of GoJ, business sectors
tend to neglect the core purpose of reducing ivory supply and demand23.
Yahoo! Japan, the leading online shopping/auction company, the disclaimer certification reads
as follows; “We only permit legal transactions of
ivories in accordance with the Japanese law which
20 http://www.env.go.jp/nature/kisho/zougetorihiki.html
21 See 7.2.3
22 See 4.8.2, 6)
23 Rakuten which had established a major platform for mass
sales of ivory just stated in its website as follows until just
recent days, “committed to working with our merchant partners
to ensure their businesses are conducted in accordance with
all applicable local and international laws and that products
available on our e-commerce marketplaces are sourced in an
appropriate and legal manner.” Afterward, Rakuten decided
to prohibit their merchants to sell ivory products on “Rakuten
Ichiba”. https://global.rakuten.com/corp/about/governance/
compliance.html
See NOTE 55 of Chapter 2, also.
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was enacted to conserve the endangered species”24.
It means that there should be no reason to restrict ivory trade as far as it is legalized25.
Thus, Japan is considered to be non-complied
with CITES Resolution 10.10, Paragraph 6, d) as
far as the public awareness campaign with regard
to “supply and demand reduction” is concerned.

6.7 Maintaining an inventory of stockpiles
of ivory and informing the level and reason
for the change of it to the Secretariat
CITES Resolution 10.10, Paragraph 6, e) urges
the related Parties to maintain an inventory of
ivory stockpiles, and inform the Secretariat each
year of the level of the stock and reasons for any
significant changes in the stockpile compared to
the preceding year each year before 28 February.
However, the reason was not publicized by GoJ
for the extraordinary 150 tons of change in the
stockpile found between the figures of cut pieces
including scraps reported at SC65 and one at
SC66.

6.8 Marking
CITES Resolution 10.10, Paragraph 2 recommends the Parties that whole tusks of any size,
and cut pieces of ivory that are both 20 cm or
more in length and one kilogram or more in
weight, be marked by means of punch-dies, indelible ink, or other form of permanent marking.
However, no such marking has been made in
Japan. On the contrary, such marking cannot be
forced to the ivory owners under the Japan’s laws
and regulations26.
Thus, Japan is considered to be non-complied
with CITES Resolution 10.10, Paragraph 2.

6.9 Summary of the discussion
The main points discussed are summarized in
Table 6-1.
24 https://publicpolicy.yahoo.co.jp/2016/01/2918.html
25 Yahoo! Japan reacted sharply against the response of
Rakuten and declared that it does not intend to prohibit
sales of ivory products (See Chapter 2, NOTE 55).
26 See 4.8.3, 3)
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Table 6-1 Response to Resolution Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP17) "Trade in elephant specimens"
by the Government of Japan and the problem
Conf. 10.10 (Rev. CoP16)
"Trade in elephant specimens"

Response of Government of Japan:
Application of the Law for Conservation of
Endangered Species (LCES) and other measures

a）regulate the domestic trade in raw ・Wh ole t us ks w ithout registration are
prohibited to be traded, or displayed or
and worked ivory
advertised for the purpose of selling or
distributing.

Incompliance of Resolution 10.10 by GoJ
 Cut pieces are not regulated.
 Ivory products are not regulated.

(Except for the whole tusks with whole carved
surface which are still regarded as whole tusks on
LCES while those are regarded as Ivory products in
the Resolution.)
There
are serious loopholes in registration scheme.


Corresponding section

4.8.5
4.8.1

The 6t h par agr aph
The 2nd
Paragraph

b）register or license all importers,
exporters, manufacturers, wholesalers
and retailers dealing in raw or worked
ivory

・Any person or company who is engaged in
businesses of transfers of ivory (except for
whole tusks) shall notify in advance to the
administrations of their names, addresses,
stocks, and the other given matters.

 Ivory traders ane not registered nor licenced.

5.5.2

c ） i n t r o d u c e i)compulsory trade
recording and
controls over raw
inspection
ivory
procedures to
enable the
Management
Authority and other
a p p r o p r i a t e ii)comprehensive and
demonstrably
government
effective stock
agencies to
monitor the
inventory,
movement of ivory
reporting, and
within the State,
enforcement systems
particularly
for worked ivory
by means of:

・Whole tusks without registration are prohibited
to be traded, or displayed or advertised for the
purpose of selling or distributing.
・The transferees of whole tusks are mandated
to notify the registration organisation with the
information on the transfer.

 Active monitoring of the movement of whole

4.8.3

・The notiﬁed traders of (cut pieces and) ivory
products are mandated to conﬁrm the ID of the
transferors and the sources of the ivory, and to
record the details on each trade including the
matters above on a ledger, and keep it.
・The administrations can collect reports from
and conduct on-the-spot inspection to them.
The administrations may issue instructions to
them to take necessary actions, and may order
them to suspend the businesses where they
have violated the instructions.

 Copy of the ledgers is requested to submit

d）engage in public awareness campaigns,
including supply and demand reduction;
drawing attention to existing or new
regulations concerning the sale and purchase
of ivory; providing information on elephant
conservation challenges, and, particularly in
retail outlets, informing tourists and other
non-nationals that the export of ivory
requires a permit and that the import of ivory
into their state of residence may require a
permit and might not be permitted

・Lecture sessions to industry members by an
association of ivory manufactures
・Proactive communications to secondhand
dealers
・ Publicity efforts towards industry and
travelers
・Dissemination of information on regulatory
regimes, status and government position on
ivory trade through government webpages

 Awareness of “supply and demand reduction” 4.8.2, 6)

e） maintain an inventory of stockpiles of ・The ﬁgure of stockpiled cut pieces was
ivory, and inform the Secretariat of the reported by GoJ to SC 66 as 54 tons at the
level of this stock each year before 28 times of Feb. 1 and Sep. 1, 2015 while it had
February, indicating the number of pieces been reported at SC 65 as 204 tons at the
and their weight per type of ivory (raw or time of May 8th, 2014.
worked); for relevant pieces, their
markings the source of the ivory; and the
reasons for any signiﬁcant changes in the
stockpile compared to the preceding year

 GoJ has not been publicized the reason for 5.4.2 2)

Mark whole tusks of any size, and cut
pieces of ivory that are both 20 cm or more
in length and one kilogram or more in
weight by means of punch-dies, indelible
ink, or other form of permanent marking

 No marking is mandated by LCES, so it has

None

6.10 Conclusion
It is obvious that Japan is considered to be
almost non-compliant with CITES Resolution
10.10 (Rev.CoP17).
Furthermore, considering the sentence b) and
c) in the Paragraph 6 of the resolution have not
been substantially changed since the original
resolution was adopted as well as the Paragraph
2 of it, which are the heart of specific measures
for controls on internal ivory trade prescribed. In

Under the existing notiﬁcation scheme, no legal
requirement is imposed to those who intend to
start business associated with ivory trade.
Instead, they can do it without any ofﬁcial
screening after they notify their name, address,
volume of stocks, etc.. Neither rejection nor
revocation of notiﬁcatin is supposed.
However, new business registration scheme is to
be introduced by June, 2018.

tusks is impossible because identiﬁcation and
marking are not supposed.
 In terms of cut pieces, merely the same
scheme for ivory products are applied.

yearly or biyearly.
 Information on each trade necessary for
securing traceability is not databased.
Therefore, it is impossible to monitor the
movement of ivory products.
 Even if on-the-spot inspection is increased,
meaningful results cannot be expected under
that situation above.

4.2.1
5.1.1
5.5.3

is totally ignored.

the extraordinary 150 tons of change in the
stockpile.
5.5.3 2)

never happened.

4.8.3

this regard, Japan is becoming more and more noncompliant to Resolution 10.10 when compared to
almost 10 years when the original Resolution came
into effect.
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Chapter 7 Perspective of tightening controls of ivory trade by Government of Japan in the
wake of the CITES resolution on closure of domestic ivory market
7.1 Japan’s policy on maintaining and promoting
its domestic ivory market
7.1.1 Existing basic policy
METI has been running a pro-trade policy
which states, “while the government made a decision to prohibit the international trade in hawksbill turtle and elephant’s ivory for their conservation and serious compliance with CITES, it is
required as the responsibility of the government to
establish a captive breeding technique1 and win the
down-listing of the species2 so that the tortoise shell
and ivory industries can be put on a road to secure
the stable supply of the material, which have suffered difficulty on securing the materials, less scalemerit and inflexible manufacturing technique for
being transferred to other industry.”3The above
mentioned policy adopted by METI is considered as one of the prioritized policy in the entire
government with regard to CITES. Based on this
clause, GoJ has continued to seek resumption of
international ivory trade to secure the material
for the industry under the cover of the logic directed at international community as “promotion
of ivory trade to enhance elephant conservation
and regional development”4.
7.1.2 The history of tightening controls of
domestic ivory trade and the triggers for the
actions
GoJ, in principle, and as a Party, should adhere to the decisions adopted by CITES. On the
contrary, GOJ has actually put its policy goal on
securing supply of the material for its domestic
industry since the international ivory ban. Recognizing the dilemma that tightening controls
1
2

This part can be read as referring to hawksbill turtle.
This part can be read as referring to both hawksbill turtle
and African elephant.
3 METI, 2006, etc.
4 Because “Japan recognizes that commercial trade may be
beneficial to the conservation of species and ecosystems,
and to the development of local people when carried out at
levels that are not detrimental to the survival of the species
in question. “
SC66 Inf.24, “VIEW OF JAPAN REGARDVIEW OF JAPAN
REGARD VIEW OF JAPAN REGARDVIEW OF JAPAN”
Furthermore, in terms of “a plan of GoJ to contribute to
elephant conservation in range states”, GoJ mentions “it is
possible to contribute to conservation in them through economic activities once international ivory trade would be successfully resumed.”
METI Website
http://www.meti.go.jp/committee/kenkyukai/seizou/zouge_
torihiki/003_giji.html
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over ivory trade may increase the burden on the
ivory industry so that it may contradict with promotion of the industry, GoJ has been negative to
tightening the controls seriously. All domestic
decisions where stricter control of domestic ivory
trade controls adopted were triggered by an expectation that Japan may receive the benefit of
resuming international ivory trade5.
Table 7-1 shows the process and trigger of legislation to the laws and regulations on controls of
domestic ivory trade6.
The table suggests two important matters.
Firstly, in all the cases, the decision by GoJ to
direct action for tightening the controls over domestic ivory trade were not made until it ensured
that the decision on resumption of ivory trade by
CITES was directly related to its bringing control
of its internal ivory markets.
Secondly, as shown in 1998 amendment and
2004 amendment, GoJ has not touched the internal trade regulation/registration scheme, and
confined to strengthening supervisory scheme
on business activities (expanding the scope of
the form of the ivory dealt in the business activities, which is to be accompanied by expansion of
business type of ivory traders to be supervised),
5

It is obvious that the amendment to LCES in1994 (implemented in 1995) was with a short-term mission particularly
to realize lifting the international ivory ban from the comments by officials of the competent administrations and
ivory traders at the time.
An official of MITI (now “METI”) in charge of the amendment wrote in a hanko business magazine (Hosoda, 1994)
as “The Ministry of International Trade and Industry well understands that resumption of international ivory trade based
on the concept of sustainable use is the long-cherished wish
of the business community.” “Internal trade control of ivory
within Japan has become needed as the condition of lifting
the international ivory ban. The purpose of introduction of the
regulation by LCES is to meet such international expectations, therefore your business community should be advised
to realize the effect well and cooperate with implementation of the regulation positively in order to realize your longcherished wish”. The article also exposed that establishment
of ivory products certification scheme (see 5.2) has roots in
the request from the business community (ibid.).
Incidentally, an ivory business player commented as “Whatever registration scheme or partially regulation, a legal response should be presented to the coming session of the
Diet. By doing so, we can see the light about the decision
at CITES meeting. If we miss the current Diet session, we
will see the end of our hope for lifting ivory ban for 2 years”
(Anon., 1994).
6 Incidentally, a procedural regulation on advertisement of
the designated “internationally endangered species” mainly
targeting internet trade was introduced in LCES together
with tightening criminal penalty against prohibition of trade
without registration in 2014(promulgation: 12th June, 2013,
entire implementation: 1st June, 2014). But, the amendment
of the law and regulation did not aim ivory exclusively but
the entire “internationally endangered species”.
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Table 7-1 History of amendment of laws and regulations for tightening internal ivory trade controls
Date of
implementation of
the amendment

Points of the amendment

28 June, 1995
(29 June, 1994)

Applying internal trade regulations and registration
scheme to ivory

(Date of promulgation
of the amendment)

・It is prohibited to transfer and recieve the transfer of
an ivory whole tusk, and to exhibit it for a sale or
distribution purpose.

Introduction of supervisory scheme on busines activities

・Those engaged in the business accompanied with
the trade in ivory cut pieces (1kg or more in weight and
20cm or more in size) shall provide a notiﬁcation of certain
informations to the authorities. Then after, those notiﬁed
traders shall conﬁrm the information on their trade partners
and obtain the information of the source of the ivories, and
enter those information, etc. on the ledger and maintain it.

Legal basis of change on
internal trade controls
Amendment of the original
"Law for Conservation of
Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora" (LCES), 5th
June 1992, Law No. 75 which
had been implemented in 1st
April, 1993
Amendment of the original
Cabinet Order to implement
LCES, 10th February 1993,
Cabinet Order No. 17

Background of the amendment
In light of withdrawal of the proposals
by the proponent countries of
Southern Africa requesting to lift the
international trade ban at CITES
CoP8 held in Mar. 1992, GoJ and
ivory industry recognized it important
to prepare a control over internal
ivory trade in importing countries to
achieve lifting the ban in the future,
then GoJ developed a new legal
system for the controls to prepare for
CoP9 to be held in Nov. 1994(1).

Introduction of certiﬁcation scheme of ivory products

18 March, 1999
(28 April, 1998)

1 October, 2004
(2 July, 2004)

Expansion of supervisory scheme over business activities

・ Business activities accompanied with the trade in any
size of cut pieces are included in the scope of the
supervision (removal of limitation of weight and size of
the cut pieces).
・ Business activities accompanied with the trade in ivory
hanko are included in the scope of the supervision,
which includes manufacturing, wholesaling and
retailing.

Amendment of the Cabinet
Order to implement LCES

Expansion of supervisory scheme over business activities

・ Business activities accompanied with the trade in any
ivory product are included in the scope of the
supervision (removal of limitation of products), which
includes manufacturing, wholesaling and retailing.

↑

Taking measure to rectify the deﬁciencies
of the controls over internal ivory trade in
Japan identiﬁed by the CITES Panel of
Experts on the African Elephant in Feb.
1997(2), which was one of the conditions
CITES CoP10 held in Jun. 1997 had put
on the decision to allow the one-off sales
of ivory stockpile (3).
Taking measure to comply with the
controls over internal ivory trade in Japan
mandated by CITES Resolution 10.10
(Rev.CoP12) ( 4 ) , which was one of the
conditions CITES CoP12 held in Nov. 2002
had put to allow the one-off sale of ivory
stockpile before the CITES Secretariat
veriﬁcation mission visits Japan(5).

1
2
3
4

Japan General Merchandise Importersʼ Association, 1993
CITES Decision 10.1 of the CoP
CITES SC41.4 "Measures Taken by the Government of Japan n Response to the Report of the Panel of Experts"
Amendments to Appendices I and II of the Convention adopted by the Conference of the Parties at its 12th meeting
https://www.cites.org/sites/default/ﬁles/eng/cop/12/Adopted̲Amendments.pdf
5 CITES SC54 Doc.26.1 (Rev.1)

Considering those points, it is anticipated that
GoJ would not tighten the controls over ivory
trade unless it is motivated by an incentive of
resuming international ivory trade. Particularly,
it is unlikely that the internal trade regulation /
registration scheme would be tightened. It may
be because such tightening would make procurement of ivory whole tusks within the country
(required by ivory industry for manufacturing)
difficult7.

7.1.3 Interim conclusion
The basic policy of Japan with regard to ivory
trade has consistently focused on promoting procurement of material for domestic ivory industry
after international trade ban. It clearly reflects the
history of strengthening internal trade control
of ivory. It had not taken place until a specific
incentive for resuming international ivory trade
was given. Furthermore, the realized strengthen7

See Note 294 of Chapter 4

ing just focused on the supervisory scheme over
business activities, and the tightening internal
trade regulation/registration scheme has been
avoided because it conflicted with the promotion
of material supply for ivory industry.

7.2 Responses of GoJ to the move of the overseas seeking closure of domestic ivory market
7.2.1 Backlash to the overseas attention to Japan’s
problem on ivory trade
EIA announced the results of the phone survey
conducted with ivory traders in December 20158.
It also exposed the results of the phone survey
with JWRC (which is responsible for ivory registration-related affairs) at SC 66 In January 20169.
The EIA report shows serious problems of Japan’s
controls over internal ivory trade. Thus, MoE was
driven to the corner to serve a written warning to
8
9

See 4.4.3
See 4.5.3
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JWRC for its inappropriate operation of registration10 for the first time since the implementation
of the ivory registration scheme.
GoJ has not responded specifically to the move
by other countries seeking closure of domestic
ivory market started since 2015 as the major target of criticism to ivory consuming was directed
towards China. But, after knowing that Japan
has been targeted, it set against the criticism and
started a publicity to justify its ivory trade policy
and effectiveness of its controls over ivory trade
since around the beginning of 2016.
MoE released an article as “FAQ regarding
ivory trade” on its webpage titled “Trade ivory in
complying with the rules!”. The FAQ details as
follows11.
“It is groundless, therefore, to point out that
having lawful ivory/ivory products trade allowed within Japan is contributing to elephant poaching or ivory smuggling abroad.”
“The Japanese government does not consider
that prohibiting domestic trade in ivory, including legal commercial trade, could contribute to conservation of elephants. It is because we believe that the revenues obtained
from legal trade will contribute to elephant
conservation in range states, and that the
prevention of illegal trade and thorough legal
trade control are more important.”

7.2.2 Launch of the “Public-Private Council
for the Promotion of Appropriate Ivory Trade
Measures”
In May 2016, the “Public-Private Council for
the Promotion of Appropriate Ivory Trade Measures” (hereinafter referred to as the “Council”)
was established, which “serves as a focal point of
expertise from a wide variety of stake holders to
further ensure thorough implementation of legal
and administrative measures and to raise public
awareness both within Japan and abroad of the
various issues on ivory trade”12. The said “public
awareness both within Japan and abroad” means
to disseminate the existing ivory trade policy, and
the efforts for and achievement of controlling
10 See 4.6.2 1)
11 See MoE website:
http://www.env.go.jp/nature/kisho/zougetorihiki/FAQ_on_
ElephantIvory_JP.pdf
12 See METI website:
http://www.meti.go.jp/committee/kenkyukai/external_economy.html
The meeting of the Council has been held in 24th May (the
1st meeting), 25th July (the 2nd meeting) and 2nd November (the 3rd meeting) in 2016 (at the time of the end of
February, 2017).
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ivory trade in order to justify them13.
The allowed participants to the Council include
the relevant divisions of GoJ14, “Japan Federation
of Ivory Arts and Crafts Associations” (referred
as “JIA” hereinafter), an industry groups of hanko
retailers, an industry groups of hanko wholesalers, Internet trade businesses including Yahoo
Japan Corporation, Rakuten, Inc. and DeNA Co.,
Ltd.15, industry groups of telecommunications
and TRAFFIC. Two academic experts16 who have
consistently advocated Japan’s ivory policy since
the international ivory ban were also invited to
attend. MoE, METI, JIA and Yahoo act as the
secretariat of the Council17.
The background statement by the Council paid
attention to the recent international trend and
mentioned that some countries are becoming
critical of even legal domestic markets of ivory
and ivory products, in which context making
some Parties of the CITES to submit draft proposals urging total closure of domestic trade in
ivory and ivory products at the Conference of
the Parties (the under is put by the author)18. As
seen above, the Council demonstrated a sense of
caution to the movement encouraging closure of
domestic ivory market.
One of the most-watched points of the outcome
from the discussion at the Council was how GoJ
can justify the effectiveness of Japan’s controls
over ivory trade, more specifically, whether it
intends to tighten the controls by an amendment
of laws and regulations, or limit itself to improve
the implementation effort by the concerned parties. In consequence, the secretariat of the Council proposed only “thorough implementation of
the appropriate law and regulation. The details of
the decisions are as follows:
i) Thorough implementation of the whole tusk registration scheme and further public awareness raising on the registration scheme;
ii) Thorough implementation of the rules of the supervisory scheme applied to entities intending to
engage in ivory business activities; and

13 See the measures for “Official information provision” described in the Council report (see 7.2.3）
14 Ministry of the Environment (MOE), Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), National Police Agency (NPA)
and Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) .
15 The controlling company of “Mobaoku”, an Internet auction site (see 2.3.2)
16 Dr. Nobuo Ishii (Tokyo Woman’s Christian University)
and Dr. Yohiso Kaneko (Iwate Prefectural University)
Both of them have consistently contributed to promoting
pro-ivory trade policy by Japan since the ban of international ivory trade (Ishii, 2016, Kaneko, 2016).
17 See Note.11
18 Ibid.
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iii) Ensuring appropriate ivory trade in e-commerce
market.”

After some discussion as to whether consideration over internal trade regulation is necessary or
not, an agreement has been reached to progress
discussions on above-mentioned items, and not
to discuss about tightening the regulation by
amendment of the laws and regulations19.
At the second meeting, the items to be addressed by the Council were reformed as follows;
i) dissemination of the information, ii) internal
trade control, iii) import / export control20 and
iv) internet trade21. Tightening the controls by
amendment of the laws and regulations were not
brought to the decision table.

7.2.3 Measures announced prior to CoP17 for
strengthening ivory trade controls
A Council report 22 was prepared after two
meetings and was published on September 16th,
2017 - close to CITES CoP17. It was distributed
as an information document through CITES
website during CoP1723.
In the press release announcing the publication
of the report, GoJ commented that “an appropriate trade in ivory and their products should be
secured”24, and assured Japan’s unwavering commitment to resolve or maintain Japan’s domestic
ivory market. In the light of the position above, it
announced that the Council will actively address
the following items, etc. by both public and private sectors25.
Controlling domestic ivory trade

•No compromise to actions against illegal business operators [MOE, METI]
If, as a result of the on-site inspections, violations of LCES by the business operators are
found, strict measures should be taken such
as the implementation and official announcement of administrative punishments (instruc-

19 See the minutes of the 1st meeting of the Council:
http://www.meti.go.jp/committee/kenkyukai/external_economy/zouge_torihiki/001_giji.html
20 The reason why import / export control which had not
been included in the items to be addressed at the 1st meeting was raised at the 2nd meeting may be that GoJ tried to
respond to the point raised in the ETIS report prepared by
TRAFFIC (CITES CoP17 Doc.57.6 (Rev.1)) Annex, which referred to illegal export in ivory from China to Japan.）
21 See the minutes of the 2nd meeting of the Council:
http://www.meti.go.jp/committee/kenkyukai/external_economy/zouge_torihiki/002_giji.html
22 Council, 2016
23 CITES CoP17 Inf. 57
24 See METI Website:
http://www.meti.go.jp/press/2016/09/20160916005/20160916005.html

25

See METI Website:

http://www.meti.go.jp/press/2016/09/20160916005/20160916005.html

tions, suspension of business) as necessary.
•Proactive communications to secondhand dealers [MOE, METI]
LCES should be thoroughly informed to the
business operators of second hand dealings,
the registration of ivory and filing of business
operators should be promoted, and the trade
in non-registered ivory, etc. should be prevented.
•Lecture sessions to industry members [Japan
Federation of Ivory Arts and Crafts Associations]
Lectures should be held with the staff from
the authorities, etc. as lecturers, in order to
increase the awareness of its members on legal compliance26.
•Publicity efforts on certified ivory product
marks [MOE, METI]
Further efforts to promote certified ivory
product marks as stipulated under LCES towards consumers.
•Eliminating illegal e-commerce [Platform providers, MOE, METI]
Effective measures to be taken including voluntary online patrol, elimination of illegally
placed items, and banning of exhibitors that
tout overseas shipping.

Import and export control

•Publicity efforts towards industry and travelers
[METI, MOF]
Customs brokers, logistics operators、and
relevant operators urged to thoroughly inform
exporters and travelers to make sure that they
fully understand the in-general ban on ivory
and ivory-product exports.
•Cooperation with regulatory authorities of other countries such as Chinese custom authorities [METI, MOF]
Bearing this in mind, the Government of Japan
should promote information sharing with the
Chinese customs authorities and management
authorities of CITES, and strengthen border
control based on the information.

Official information provision

•Dissemination of information on regulatory regimes, status and government position on ivory trade through government webpages [MOE,
METI, MOFA]

26 The lecture was held by JIA co-hosted by METI and MoE
in 27th January, 2017.
The participants were supposed to be ivory manufacturers
(notified business operators or someone intending to notify
the business in future). The program includes international
situation about ivory trade, situation of Japan’s domestic
ivory market, management of the trade in ivory/ivory products by the business operators, etc..
See METI Website:
http://www.meti.go.jp/press/2016/01/20170106002/20170106002.html
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The above clauses do not mention strengthening the laws and regulations. The result is attributed to the existing scope of the Council aiming
to “further ensure thorough implementation of
appropriate legal and administrative measures”.
As a matter of worse, those items demonstrated
in the Council report are no more than a conventional operation which should have been executed
from the very start. It cannot be called as “further
measures”. Furthermore, most of the measures
don’t target the right audience or convinced people, but target the people with no knowledge of
the laws and regulations. Ironically, taking such
measures after 20 years since implementation of
the laws and regulations in 1995 suggests an admission of sloppy implementation of them so far.
However, now is the time to address the problem
by tackling the issue with organized traders who
intend to deal with illegal ivory.
In terms of awareness work, the measures just
focus on disseminating the knowledge on the
existing laws and regulations, and totally ignore
“supply and demand reduction”27.

7.2.4 Interim conclusion
GoJ emphasizes thorough implementation of appropriate legal and administrative measures in full
coordination between public and private sectors
through establishment of the “Public-Private Council for the Promotion of Appropriate Ivory Trade
Measures together with JIA, Yahoo! Japan, etc.
This approach intends to avoid tightening the
laws and regulations as much as possible as it may
hinder Japan’s existing ivory trade policy aiming
to secure supply of material for ivory industry.
As seen above, GoJ had intended to tide out the
storm represented by international moves toward
closure of domestic ivory market - retaining the
laws and regulations without tightening them.

7.3 Interpretation of the resolution on closure of domestic ivory market by GoJ

ment distributed a report29 at the meeting and
presented an evaluation on the adoption of the
resolution on closure of domestic ivory market as
follows (the emphasize was put by the author).
•Recognizing that poaching of and illegal trade in
African elephants are urgent issue to be addressed
by the Parties, and that commercial trade not detrimental to survival of species can contribute to
conservation of species and ecosystem, and development of local communities (so-called sustainable use), Japan participated in the discussion on
the draft resolution in a constructive manner.
•As the result, an amendment was endorsed, which
reflects the view of not only Japan but also the U.S.,
etc. that the domestic markets to be closed are
ones that contribute to poaching or illegal trade.
•It deserves acclaim that the adopted resolution does
not intend to recommend the closure of domestic
ivory market of Japan, which has been strictly controlled.
•Japan intends to continue its strict control over internal ivory trade.

Incidentally, a Ministry commented about “the
plan by the Government of Japan for contributing to elephant conservation in range states” as
“Japan can contribute to the conservation in sustainable manner by practicing economical activities if the international trade in ivory is realized
in future.”30
Thus, GoJ has been pushing the interpretation of the resolution as that Japan’s domestic
ivory market is out of scope of the resolution
and the result has been accepted by other countries including the U.S. in order to ensure the
consistency between the existing policy (future
resumption of international ivory trade) and the
adoption of the resolution on closure of domestic
ivory market at consensus. While it is obvious
that Japan’s interpretation is an arbitrary and extremely self-serving one31, it should be noted that
Japan officially announced Japan’s domestic market is not to be recommended by the resolution
to close down.

The 3rd meeting of the Council was held on
2nd November, 2016, about one month after
CoP1728.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry and Ministry of Environ27 CITES Resolution 10.10 (Rev.CoP17) Paragraph 6, d). Also
see 6.6
28 See the minutes of the 3rd meeting of the Council:
http://www.meti.go.jp/committee/kenkyukai/seizou/zouge_
torihiki/003_giji.html
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29 MoFA, METI & MoE, 2016
30 See METI Website:
http://www.meti.go.jp/committee/kenkyukai/seizou/zouge_
torihiki/003_giji.html
31 See 1.3, 1.4
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7.4 Consideration for tightening internal
trade controls of ivory by GoJ after adoption of the resolution on closure of domestic ivory market
7.4.1 Consideration for amendment of LCES
At the third meeting of the ivory council held
in November 2016, MoE reported that the working group established by MoE for consideration
of amendment of LCES discussed (1) strengthening criminal penalty overall, (2) publicizing the
ID applied to the notified business operators, and
the Ministry will prepare an amendment of LCES
through the process of the “Central Environment
Council” and a public comment on the report
submitted by CEC32.
Incidentally, the Law for Conservation of Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (LCES)
which is the legal basis of the controls of internal
ivory trade in Japan33 is under the 3 years-review
after the implementation of the last amendments
to LCES in 201334, therefore GoJ should see real
window of opportunity by chance to strengthen
the trade.
On January 30th, the CEC recommended
“Measures to be taken for conservation of endangered species of wild fauna and flora”35 to the
Minister of Environment”36.
The relevant points to controls over internal
ivory trade included in the recommendation are
as follows;
•Show the authority of MoE and the registration
organization in the statutory form to reject and
extinguish a registration if it is found to have
been got based on false application;
•Review the criminal penalty against getting illegal registration;
•Mandate notified ivory traders to put their notification ID on their advertisements on internet or
whatever;
•Replace the notification scheme to registration
scheme for the business activities accompanying by trade in the designated parts of ivory37
(thus introducing an assessment of the business
at the time of registration, renewal procedure of
the registration, tightening the criminal penalty,

32 See the minutes of the 3rd meeting of the Council:
http://www.meti.go.jp/committee/kenkyukai/seizou/zouge_
torihiki/003_giji.html
33 See 4.1
34 See the Supplement to LCES (12th June, 2013, Law No.
37) Article 7
35 “Measures to be taken to conserve endangered species
of wild fauna and flora: Recommendation” (MoE, 2016. O)
36 MoE Website: http://www.env.go.jp/press/103596.html
37 Whole tusks are to be exempted. See 4.2.1

strengthening management of cut pieces, and
obtaining information on the situation of whole
tusks owned by the business operators.

7.4.2 Proposed Bill for amendments to LCES
in 2017
1) Submission of the amendments to the Diet
Considering the recommendation by the CEC,
GoJ endorsed a Bill for partially amendments to
LCES38 at the Cabinet39 and submitted it to the
Diet (the House of Representatives) on February
28th, 2017 during the 193rd ordinary session of
the Diet40. The Bill was endorsed by unanimous
vote at the House of Representative on 28th
April, subsequently endorsed by unanimous vote
at the House of Councillors on 26th May, and
promulgated on 2nd June 201741 (“The Bill for
amendment to LCES 2017” or “amendment to
LCES 2017” hereinafter).
2) Summary of the part of the amendments related to controls over internal ivory trade
As aforementioned, the controls over internal
ivory trade consist of three pillars including the
internal trade regulation/registration scheme,
the supervisory scheme on the business activities accompanied by trade in ivory cut pieces/
ivory products (“business activities in connection
with a designated internationally endangered
species”), and the certification scheme for ivory
products42.
The focus of the Bill for amendment to LCES
2017 for substantial change is mostly limited to
the supervisory scheme on the business activities.
In fact, the Bill for amendment to LCES 2017
established a new concept of the “special designated body part, etc.” assumed to be applied
to the designated body part, etc. of tusks of Elephantidae (ivory cut pieces and ivory products),
defined the business activities transferring or
delivering it as the “business activities in connection with special designated internationally
endangered species” separately from the existing
38 The Bill for partially amendments to the Law for Conservation of Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (Law
No. 75 of June 5, 1992), Cabinet Bill No. 33, The 193rd
ordinary session of the Diet (20 January - 18 June 2017)
(Japanese only)
39 Prime Minister of Japan and His Cabinet Website:
http://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/kakugi/2017/kakugi-2017022801.html
40 The House of Representatives Website:
http://www.shugiin.go.jp/internet/itdb_gian.nsf/html/gian/
keika/1DC3AF6.htm
41 The House of Councillors Website:
http://www.sangiin.go.jp/japanese/joho1/kousei/gian/193/
meisai/m19303193033.htm
42 See 4.1
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“business activities in connection with designated internationally endangered species”, and then
strengthened the supervision over the business
activities.
On the contrary, it barely makes point to
change the rest two pillars consisting Japan’s internal ivory trade controls. It is particularly noteworthy that the amendment to the internal trade
regulation/registration, which is the core of the
entire controls, is shelved43 44. This issue will be
discussed later45.
The points of the Bill for strengthening the supervisory scheme are as follows;

(i) Applying a business registration scheme instead of the existing business notification
scheme, for which non-existence of any reason
for refusal of business registration is to be confirmed at the registration and the renewal of it.
(ii) Securing that all of whole tusks possessed by
business operators to have been registered at
the time of their business registrations.
(iii) Mandating registered business operators to
prepare a manifest including necessary information concerning the processes, etc. by which the
ivory cut piece has been legally obtained when
he/she acquired a cut piece by dividing the cut
piece obtained, to transfer or deliver the acquired cut piece with the manifest pertaining to
it, and to preserve a copy of the manifest when
the cut piece for which the manifest has been

43 But, the penalty against false registration was toughened
to the same as one against transfer without registration or
an imprisonment with work for not more than five years
and/or a fine of not more than 5 million yen (US$ 45,000)
(the Bill for amendment to LCES Article 57-2 (a)) while the
judicial person shall be punished a fine not more than 100
million yen (US$ 90,900) (the Bill for amendment Article 65
(a)). Nevertheless, just an increase of the penalty is almost
unlikely to deter the fraudulent registration practically (see
4.8.2, 5)).
44 The Bill for amendment to LCES put a refusal of registration in the case of falsehood statement regarding an important matter in the application form (Article 20 Paragraph 5)
and a revocation in the case of registration through deception or other wrongful means (Article 22-2) in the statutory
form. Nevertheless, those authorities have been technically
admitted regardless of such provisions (MoE, 2016. O).
The Bill also prescribes the following matters regarding registration scheme, but those are supposed to be applied not
to ivory but to live animals (though those can be applied to
ivory if prescribed so in the Ministry Order) (MoE, 2017.a）。
•Individual identification: An applicant shall contain a written description regarding the measure taken for the individual identification in the registration form, provided,
however, he/she applies it for the individual, body part and
product designated by the Ministry Order as one for which
individual identification is particularly needed (Article 20
Paragraph 2 (d)).
•Valid period of registration: The registration shall, unless it
is renewed every five years, lose its effect by the expiration
of the period thereof, but only for the individual, body part
and product designated by the Ministry Order as particularly necessary to regularly monitor the situation of the registered individuals, etc. (Article 20-2 Paragraph 1).
45 See 5)
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prepared is transferred or delivered.
(iv) A registered business operator who violates
the provisions of LCES, etc. may be imposed
with a business suspension order or even the
revocation of the business registration without
any administrative disposition requesting improvement of the operation as a prerequisite.
(v) The penalty against unregistered business activities is seriously toughened.

3) Improvement of the supervisory scheme over
business activities dealing with ivory cut pieces
or ivory products: Details of “business activities
in connection with special designated internationally endangered species”
Business registration scheme
A person who intends to engage in “business
activities in connection with special internationally endangered species” shall receive registration
from the Minister of the Environment, etc.46 47,
and is to be prohibited to trade in ivory cut pieces or ivory products without business registration48. The following procedures are provisioned
to introduce the business registration scheme:
• The causes for refusal of business registration
including the case where the applicant has been
sentenced to a fine or severer punishment for the
violation of LCES, etc. are provisioned49.
• A person who applies the business registration
shall attach a document to the application, proving
that he has received registrations for all the whole
tusks actually possessed by him have been registered50.
46 It will be provisioned in the Cabinet Order, but the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry seems to be likely.
47 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-6, Paragraph 1
The penalty is 5 years imprisonment with work for not more
than five year and/or a fine of not more than 5 million yen
(US$ 45,000) (the Bill for amendment Article 57-2 (b) while
the judicial person shall be punished a fine not more than
100 million yen (US$ 90,900) (the Bill for amendment Article 65 (a)).
48 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article12, Paragraph 1,
the main paragraph and (d)
The penalty is an imprisonment with work for not more than
five years and/or a fine of not more than 5 million yen (US$
45,000) (the Bill for amendment Article 57-2 (a)) while the
judicial person shall be punished a fine not more than 100
million yen (US$ 90,900) (the Bill for amendment Article 65
(a)).
49 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-6, Paragraph 6
One of the most important registration refusal causes is “A
person who has been sentenced to a penalty not lighter than
imprisonment without hard labour or sentenced to a fine or
a severer punishment for the violation of this Law where five
years have yet to elapse since the day on which the execution of the sentence has been completed or the sentence
has become no longer applicable”.
50 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-6, Paragraph 3
It is supposed to be provisioned in a Ministry Order about
what kind of document is required. In any event, whether
all of stocks have been registered or not is supposed to be
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• The business registration shall, unless it is renewed
every five years, lose its effect by the expiration of
the period thereof51.
• The Ministry of the Environment, etc. may revoke
the business registration when the registered business operator has fallen under the reasons for
revocation including violation against LCES52 53.

Matters to be complied by a registered business operator
In addition to the matters mandated to an existing notified business operator including confirming the identification of the transferor and and
obtaining the information on source of the cut
pieces or ivory products from the transferor, and
recording of the provisioned matters including
the confirmed and obtained information as above
in a document (ledger) to be preserved, a registered business operator is mandated to display
certain matters including business registration
ID54 when he/she intends to display or advertise
those ivory.
Manifest scheme

• A registered business operator shall prepare a manifest containing necessary information concerning
the processes, etc. by which the ivory cut piece has
been obtained when he/she acquires a new designated body part, etc. (cut piece)55 by dividing the
cut piece which had been obtained legally while an
existing notified business operator may prepare it

confirmed by the document. Physical inspection is not provisioned.
51 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-10, Paragraph 1
52 The refusal causes are as follows (the Bill for amendment
to LCES Article 33-13).
(a) When the person has violated this Law, an order based
on this Law or a disposition based on this Law
(b) When the person has received registration by dishonest
means
(c) When the person has fallen under any of the items of refusal causes
(d) When the person has made a manifesto containing any
false fact
The violation of LCES includes one against prohibition of
unregistered whole tusks (LCES Article 12, Paragraph1, Article 17), thus the offenders are subject to rescission of business registration.
53 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-13
54 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-11. The matters to be displayed except for business registration ID are
supposed to be provisioned in the Ministry Order.
55 In terms of the range of designated body part, etc. produced by dividing the original whole tusk or cut piece for
which a manifest should be mandated to prepare is prescribed as “limited to one which falls under the requirements
to be prescribed in the Cabinet Order (The Bill for amendment of LCES 2017 Article 33-23 Article 1).
While it is obvious that products should be exempted from
the range above (the current LCES Article 33-6 Article 1
limits the designated body part, etc. to raw material for
manufacturing products), it is also likely some cut pieces
under a certain size or weight would be exempted.

when he/she transfers or delivers the cut piece obtained by dividing an obtained cut piece56.
In the case a registered business operator transfers or delivers the acquired cut piece to the third
party without dividing it, new manifest should not
be prepared as in the case of an existing notified
business operator. He/she has to transfer or deliver
it with the manifest together if it has been prepared for the piece, and do without any manifest if
it has not been prepared.
• No person shall prepare a manifest unless the situation falls under any requirement of the law57.
• Where the manifest has been prepared, the cut
piece shall be transferred or delivered together
with said manifest 58, and the manifest shall be
transferred or delivered together with the cut piece
to which it pertains59. While he/she is mandated to
do so as in the case of an existing notified business
operator, only the registered business operator is
to face potential criminal penalty60.
• The business operator shall preserve a copy of the
manifest when he/she transfers or delivers the cut
piece for which the manifest has been prepared61.
• It is not prohibited even for a registered business
operator to receive a transfer or delivery of a cut
piece without preparation of a manifest for it62.

Supervisory measures

• The Minister of the Environment, etc. may order
a registered business operator, unlike in the case
of the “instruction” given to an existing notified
business operator, on not only the matters to be
complied by a registered business operator but also
the matters related to general compliance of the
provisions of LCES (“administrative order on taking measures”)63.
• The Minister of the Environment, etc. may revoke

56 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-23 Paragraph 1
The penalty is an imprisonment with work for not more than
6 months or a fine of not more than 500,000 yen (US$4,545)
(the Bill for amendment Article 59 (d)).
The same penalty is provisioned for false statement in the
manifest (the Bill for amendment Article 59 (e), (f)).
57 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-24
The penalty is an imprisonment with work for not more than
6 months or a fine of not more than 500,000 yen (US$4,545)
(the Bill for amendment Article 59 (d)).
58 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-23 Paragraph 3
59 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-23 Paragraph 4
60 The penalty is a fine of not more than 300,000 yen (US$
2,727) (the Bill for amendment Article 63 (f)).
61 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-23 Paragraph 5
The penalty is a fine of not more than 300,000 yen (US$
2,727) (the Bill for amendment Article 63 (f)).
62 The reason is mentioned in “4)”.
It is supposed to be prescribed in the Ministry Order with
regard to whether the business operator who intends to
divide an obtained cut piece for which a manifest has not
been prepared should prepare a manifest or not (The Bill
for amendment to LCES Article 33-23 Paragraph 1 (iii)).
63 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-12
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the registration or order the suspension of all or
part of the business by specifying a period no
longer than six months when a registered business operator falls under any of the requirements
including violation against a provision of LCES
without issuing an administrative order as prerequisite64 while they may merely order an existing
notified business operator a business suspension
for no longer than three months only when he/she
has violated the precedent instruction65.
• The Minister of the Environment, etc. may conduct
not only a collection of reports and an on-the-spot
inspection against a registered business operator66,
but also order a business partner of him/her in
question to report or submit information on the
said business activity or properties of him/her67.

Business registration organization
If there is any recipient of registration organization from the Minister of the Environment, etc.
with regard to business registration-related affairs
(registration organization), the Ministers have
such business registration organization carry out
said affairs68 69 70.

4) Effectiveness of the Bill for amendment to
LCES 2017 strengthening supervision on ivory
traders
The amendment to LCES 2017 ignores revision of the internal trade regulation/registration
scheme, of which loopholes have encouraged
the serious laundering of ivory tusks with unknown acquisition in Japan’s domestic ivory market. Thus, the effect of the Bill is not more than
strengthening supervision on ivory traders as is
64 The causes for business suspension are identical with
ones for registration revocation. Thus, a special designated
business operator who has violated against prohibition of
trade in unregistered whole tusks (LCES Article 12 Paragraph 1, Article 17), unlike an existing notified business operator, shall be the subject of business suspension order.
65 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-13
66 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-14 Paragraph 1
67 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-14 Paragraph 2
68 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-15 Paragraph 1
The structure of the business registration organization is mostly
similar to the existing registration organization for registering individuals, etc. including ivory tusks (LCES Article 23 Paragraph 1).
69 It is unknown if JWRC will be the business registration
organization, and if so, if JWRC will be play the role exclusively until the Bill is implemented. The affairs on existing
notification of business activities in connection with designated body part, etc. is controlled by MoE and METI (mainly
by the latter) as ever (see 5.3).
70 The applicant shall pay, in addition to 90,000 yen (US$
818) of the registration license tax, a fee specified by the
Cabinet Order in light of the actual cost to the business registration organization (The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-21 Paragraph 1). A fee paid to a business registration
organization shall be treated as income of the organization
(Article 33-21 Paragraph 2).
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the case with the two precedent development of
LCES implementation (amendment of the Cabinet Order)71.
As aforementioned, the points of the amendment to LCES 2017 are: (i) Applying a business registration scheme instead of the existing
business notification scheme, for which nonexistence of any reason for refusal of business
registration is to be confirmed at the registration and the renewal of it; (ii) Securing that all of
whole tusks possessed by business operators to
have been registered at the time of their business
registrations; (iii) Mandating registered business
operators to prepare a manifest including necessary information concerning the processes, etc.
by which the ivory cut piece has been legally obtained when he/she acquired a cut piece by dividing the cut piece obtained, to transfer or deliver
the acquired cut piece with the manifest pertaining to it, and to preserve a copy of the manifest
when the cut piece for which the manifest has
been prepared is transferred or delivered; (iv)
A registered business operator who violates the
provisions of LCES, etc. may be imposed with a
business suspension order or even the revocation
of the business registration without any administrative disposition requesting improvement
of the operation as a prerequisite; and (v) The
penalty against unregistered business activities is
seriously toughened.
It is true that the amendment to LCES 2017 attempts to respond to the points of the necessary
reform as far as the supervisory scheme on ivory
traders is concerned72, in particular, to tightening the penalty against the violation by traders
is significant. However, due to halfway duty to
the ivory traders and authorities for supervision
introduced by the amendment, it leads to no difference in the insufficiency as ever of securing
traceability on division of tusks and trade in the
produced pieces, and supervising the process,
which are crucial preconditions for revealing a
violation. Consequently, successful exclusion
of ivory cut pieces and ivory products with unknown acquisition from inter-trading among
ivory business operators would still highly depend on voluntary efforts by traders for achieving the aim.
The details will be discussed below.
71
72

See Table 7-1
Sakamoto, 2002, Sakamoto, 2007, Sakamoto, 2013
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No effect of screening appropriate ivory traders would occur over a short time frame
Under business registration scheme to be introduced, unlike in the existing notification scheme,
an ivory trader cannot receive the business registration needed for conduct the business activities
unless it is confirmed that no cause for refusal of
business registration has been found. Thus, GoJ
expects that qualified ivory traders dealing with
cut pieces and ivory products for complying with
the controls would be screened.
However, according to the provision of the Supplement to the Bill, any person who has notified
his/her business activities which falls under one
in connection with special designated internationally endangered species, etc. shall be deemed
to “receive the (business) registration” at the date
of implementation of the Bill for amendment
to LCES 201773. Thus, approximately 300 notified manufacturers, 500 notified wholesalers and
8,200 notified retailers74 can automatically transit to the registered business operators without
checking the existence of a cause for refusal of
the business registration. It means that the existing notified ivory traders will not be confirmed
if they would fall under any cause for refusal of
business registration until the first renewal of
the registration75, and that those who would be
checked if they would fall under a cause for refusal of the business registration are limited to
the persons who would newly start the business
activities after the implementation of the Bill,
however, those people would make last-minute
notification of their business activities by the date
of implementation provisioned to be within one
year76 after the promulgation. In fact, seeing the
number of notification in 2016 (1,038) which is
twice of the number in 2015 (520), it is considered such last-minute notification has already
started77.
73 The Supplement to the Bill for amendment to LCES Article 6 Paragraph 1
74 CITES SC66 Doc 29 Annex 20
75 The first renewal of the business registration shall be
within one year and half from the date of implementation of
the Bill, provided the business operator (manufacturers) has
notified his/her business before the date of implementation
of LCES amendment 1998 (18th March, 1998. See Table
7-1) while the other operators shall renew their business
registration within three years from the date of implementation of the Bill (The Supplement to the Bill for amendment
to LCES Article 6 Paragraph 2).
76 The Bill shall be implemented within one year from
the date of promulgation (The Supplement to the Bill for
amendment to LCES Article 1).
77 MoE, 2017.e
The number of notification includes one for business activities dealing with bekko or tortoiseshell, however no reason
can be found for significant increase in business operators

Thus, no effect of screening appropriate ivory
traders by introducing the business registration
scheme would occur over a short time frame.

The scheme for securing all of whole tusks possessed by registered business operators to have
been registered is not only ineffective but also
leading to the government’s blessing of “unregistered whole tusks owned by ivory business
exist no more” without objective proof
Under the situation that business operators can
legally possess unregistered whole tusks, it is easy
for the tusks with illegal origin to slip into their
stock and be traded easily78. The Bill for amendment to LCES 2017 provides a scheme for securing all of whole tusks possessed by registered
business operators to have been registered.
But, in reality, the scheme does not mandates
an applicant of business registration to register
whole tusks possessed by him/her but merely
mandate them to attach “a document proving
that he/she has obtained registrations for all the
whole tusks actually possessed by him/her has
been registered” to his/her application form.
It is true that deliberate business registration or
renewal of it with unregistered whole tusks kept
hidden should fall under the cause for revocation of business registration as receiving business
registration/renewal by illicit means79, and may
be further accused in business registration of
deception80, the scheme looks like being effective
somehow.
However, the problem is how such cover-up
can be detected by the administrations.
In the first place, what kind of documents can
prove that a person does not possess any unregistered whole tusk apart from the reported whole
tusks already registered? Considering the administrations have no power to inspect the whole
tusk stock possessed by an applicant for business
registration at the time of the registration, no
one can prove the fact. Thus, such document as
objective evidence should be unlikely. In light of
these arguments, it is likely that a self-statement
report and/or a certificate written by a third party
other than public institutions could be adopted
as “a document proving that he/she has obtained
registrations for all the whole tusks actually possessed by him/her has been registered”. But, if so,
dealing with bekko recently.
78 See 4.8.4. In particular, see Chapter 4 Note 291 with regard to collecting information of and controls over the stock
of unregistered whole tusks.
79 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 33-13 (b)
80 The Bill for amendment to LCES Article 57-2 (b)
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the real source of unregistered whole tusks stock
possessed by ivory traders will not be brought to
light forever81.
Otherwise, can the authorities verify the stock
of whole tusks thoroughly by the on-the-spot
inspections after the business registration is received? As aforementioned, the amendment to
LCES 2017 mandates an applicant for the business registration just to attach “a document proving that he/she has obtained registrations for
all the whole tusks actually possessed by him/
her has been registered” to the application form.
Therefore, the scope of the power to conduct
on-the-spot inspections on the stock of whole
tusks owned by a registered business operator
is considered to be limited to the whole tusks
existed at the time of application for the business registration. More specifically, it is assumed
to be conducted as a routine during the first onthe-spot inspections on the stock of whole tusks
owned by a registered business operator that the
authorities request him/her to show the whole
tusks recorded in the document attached to the
business registration application form (some of
them may have been divided since the registration), and at most, they might question him/
her if there was any other whole tusk than the
listed in the document at the time of application for business registration. It means that the
whole tusks received after the business registration should be out of the scope of the inspection,
so any inspection on the stock of them cannot
be forced. Consequently, even if an unregistered
whole tusk is stored with the stock of those tusks
(supposed to have been registered), it is unlikely
that it would be detected.
Under the constraints of the power of the authorities to verify an actual stock of whole tusks
at or after the business registration, it is very difficult to eliminate a stock of unregistered whole
tusks possessed by ivory traders.
After all, the scheme for securing all of whole
tusks possessed by ivory traders to have been
registered is rather leading to the government’s
blessing of “unregistered whole tusks owned by
ivory business exist no more” without objective
proof. It’s a kind of official laundering82.
81 It should be noted that provided all the traders were sincerely to register all of their whole tusk stock, any objective
evidence proving the registration requirement at the time of
registration is still not required (see 4.8.2).
82 The quintessential points for preventing the worst situation are; firstly, application of stricter process of ivory tusk
registration; and secondly the disposal of the tusks which
are not confirmed as satisfying the registration requirement
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Mandating preparation of the manifest alone
cannot secure traceability of ivory cut pieces
The Bill for amendment to LCES 2017 mandates a registered business operators to prepare
a manifest including necessary information concerning the processes, etc. by which the ivory
cut piece has been legally obtained when he/she
acquired a cut piece by dividing the cut piece
obtained, to transfer or deliver the acquired cut
piece with the manifest pertaining to it, and to
preserve a copy of the manifest when the cut
piece for which the manifest has been prepared is
transferred or delivered. The intent is considered
to secure the traceability with regard to the process on division and trade of cut pieces up to the
products.
But, the mechanism of the amendment is too
incomplete to ensure the traceability and monitor the process. The reasons are as follows;
Firstly, the measure for identifying each cut piece
is not prescribed in the Bill though it is crucial for
securing traceability of individual cut piece.
It is assumed that weight, major features, etc.
would be described in each manifest83, but, needless to say, it is impossible to identify each cut
piece in its own terms. Accordingly, it cannot be
expected that a contradiction between the actual
movement of an ivory piece and the transaction
suggested by the ownership of the relevant manifests would possibly could come to light.
Secondly, the Bill for amendment does not prohibit receiving a cut piece without a manifest if it
has never been prepared, and allows such trade
for an indefinite period. The reason may come
from the consideration about the existing stock
of cut pieces for which a manifest has never been
prepared as the result of the existing voluntary
scheme on manifest. However, It will leave a serious loophole in the law, which can make illegal
cut pieces slip into the legal trade.
Thirdly, securing traceability and monitoring of
it always require collection of information about
the movement of the target and analysis of the
information in timely manner84, however, it is aldue to the stricter process. If possession of those tusks
could be simply allowed to continue, the introduced registration confirmation scheme would be meaningless. Thus,
the administrations should monitor the condition of such
ivory tusks continually whether the owners would continue
to possess them or destroy them.
83 See 5.1.3
84 GoJ (METI) once attempted to establish a database for
tracking division of cut pieces, and trade in it and products
as one of the measures for strengthening internal ivory trade
controls in order to be designated as an importing country
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most impossible under the Bill for amendment to
LCES 2017.
GoJ seems to expect it under the amendment
that traceability of cut pieces by mandating registered business operators to prepare a manifest
for a cut piece at the time of acquiring it by dividing the sourced ivory piece and preserve the
copy of the transferred manifest together with
the relevant cut piece. But, the problem is that,
all the processes including preparation, transfer
and preservation of a copy of manifests are to be
done by the ivory traders, thus the process is not
visualized to the authorities. There is not a single
mechanism for mandating the registered business
operators neither to report the process each time
nor to provide reports regularly on short-term
basis85. Under the amendment, the authorities
have to request all the registered business operators individually to submit the copies of manifests, compare them and analyse the consistency
of the division and movement of each cut piece.
There is an existing practice that the authorities
would request the notified ivory manufacturers
to submit the copies of ledgers in routine basis,
but the frequency of the request is only once every year86. It should be said that it is impossible to
collect the information to secure the traceability
information in timely manner by such existing
practice above.

Strengthening administrative disposition is
likely to exist only on paper
Under the Bill for amendment, the existing “instruction” is upgraded to “administrative order
on taking measures”, the causes for issuing business suspension order is expanded, the limit of
term of the order is extended to 6 months, and
furthermore the procedure of registration revocation is introduced.
But, what are the odds that the authorities actually impose such hard administrative dispositions
to a registered business operator?
of the second one-off sold ivory (Sakamoto, 2007). It was
supposed to enter the information mandated to record in
ledger into the database, which includes the process of dividing and trade, and the number of manifest if prepared,
etc. (ibid.). But, METI gave up the plan considering it unrealistic due to enormous and burdensome practices are
needed, thus the information entered in the existing database system of METI is limited to the stocks of the designated parts at the end of each FY only (see 5.3.5).
85 There is an example of regular reporting in the existing
LCES built in the “advance registration scheme” though the
scheme itself has not been applied to any species over 20
years since the implementation of the scheme. Every three
months, a recipient of advance registration shall report necessary information to the registration organization (LCES
Article 20-3 Paragraph 2).
86 See 5.5.3

In this context, it should be referred that the actual example of the existing “instruction” which
has weaker legal binding than the new “administrative order on taking measures” had not been
imposed until 21 years passed after implementation of the provision in 1995.
The business operator who received the first “instruction” in September 201687 was “Nippon Ivory”
who is one of the major members of Japan Federation of Ivory Arts and Crafts Association (JIA).
But, this first “instruction” was a special event
based on the background that under the pressure
by EIA’s exposure of suspicion on ivory traders including “Nippon Ivory”88, who were likely to conduct illegal ivory trade, METI and MoE were driven to the corner to conduct on-the-spot inspection
against some traders including Nippon Ivory and
another member of JIA, and they found significant illegality in the business activities of Nippon
Ivory. This history and process show how an administrative disposition against ivory traders is
rare89.
It should be noted that authorities fails to recognise serious violations, such as those caused
by Nippon Ivory, until their business facility is
checked. The said violation by Nippon Ivory was
negligence of recording necessary information on
the ledger between 2011 and 201690. But, the authorities received the report of copies of ledgers
recorded by all of the notified ivory manufacturers every year91. It means that the authorities had
missed the violation as many as 5 times92 of the
87 METI, 2016.d
Also, refer to Chapter 5, Note 22, 23.
88 Newspaper article on Asahi Shimbun dated 9th June,
2016, etc.
89 Afterwards, the second “instruction” was filed in 17th
March, 2017 (MoE, 2017.b).
The instructed was a traditional ivory craft man as a sole
proprietorship. Those craft men would be supplied with ivory material from manufacturers who owns ivory stock, carve
the provided material on demand for them, and deliver the
completed products to them (Martin, 1985).
The cause of the instruction against him was negligence of
recording necessary information on the ledger for 5 years
(The violation had probably continued for more years. See
NOTE 92). It is assumed that many of such small ivory craft
men have not complied with the duty imposed to notified
business operators, however, the manufacturers as employers of them should be more focused as the main target of
supervision.
Subsequently, the third “instruction” was filed against a
musical instrument retailer in 25th August, 2017 (METI,
2017). The instructed had been purchased ivory parts/accessories for musical instruments (kotoji or bridge for koto,
koma or bridge for shamisen, itomaki or screw for shamisen,
kotozume or plectrum for koto and bachi or plectrum for
shamisen) and sold them to general consumers. In a similar
way to the precedents, it had neglected to record necessary
information on the ledger for 5 years.
90 See NOTE 22 in Chapter 5.
91 See 5.3.3
92 It is assumed that the authorities limit the period subject
to the violation to 5 years because LCES mandates a notified
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opportunities to check the records on the ledgers though they could have easily recognized the
violation only if they actually had a glance at the
description on the copies of ledgers submitted by
the trader.
Under such circumstances, it is quite questionable the
purpose of seeking a report. Furthermore, it sounds
skeptical when the authorities(particularly METI
which is protecting and promoting domestic ivory industry) hesitates to enforce an administrative disposition on ivory traders who are the major members of the ivory associations and closed
its eyes on the violation by Nippon Ivory.
Considering the inherent standing of protecting
and promoting domestic ivory industry prevalent
in the authorities, there is no reason to believe
that the strengthened administrative disposition,
which could pose fatal impact to the traders, can
be actually executed.

5) Interim conclusion
The Bill for amendment to LCES 2017 cannot
meet to the demand for tightening controls over
internal ivory trade now expected to Japan. The
reason can be summarized as below.
Firstly, no sweeping review with regard to the
regulation on internal ivory trade / registration
scheme is assumed in the amendment.
Needless to say, the core mechanism of Japan’s
controls of internal ivory trade is the internal
trade regulation which prohibits trading ivory
without registration and would pose serious
criminal punishment against the violation. The
existing LCES, however has many loopholes
with regard to internal ivory trade / registration
scheme, including (i) limiting the scope of the
regulation / registration scheme to whole tusks,
(ii) not requiring an objective evidence proving the registration requirement at the time of
registration which would drop the prohibition,
and (iii) neither authenticating the applied “ivory
tusk” for registration, identifying nor marking
the ivory tusk at the time of registration93.
Nonetheless, the Bill for amendment to LCES
2017 arbitrarily picked up strengthening supervisory scheme over business activities while it
avoids solving the most fundamental problems.
Secondly, it is considered that implementation
business operator to preserve the ledger for 5 years (Ministry
Order on Notification Article2). If so, the actual violation
had been likely more than the period.
93 See 4.8
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of strengthened supervisory scheme on ivory
business would be almost empty of power to
the reality of trade in ivory cut pieces and ivory
products.
It would depend on voluntary realization of
law-abiding spirit by ivory traders as ever whether controls over trade in ivory cut pieces and
ivory products will be improved or not, because
the duty imposed to the traders and the authority
given to the Ministries are halfway.
In fact, it is hard to imagine that a fatally
damaging administrative disposition would be
enforced against a business operator even if a
violation could have been found, considering the
prevailing “culture” spoiling the ivory industry as
seen in the situation that the authorities had not
executed even weaker administrative disposition
for more than 20 years.
Thus, implementation of the amendment would
not change the reality of trade in ivory cut pieces
and ivory products so greatly.

7.5 Conclusion
In light of the discussion above, it can be concluded that GoJ would not drastically strengthen
the controls over ivory trade near future.
The conclusion is obvious on the ground that
GoJ has been dead set against the closure of its
domestic ivory market by establishing the PublicPrivate Council since the CITES draft resolutions
on the issue was proposed, that GoJ has declared
in go-it-alone mentality that the adopted CITES
resolution does not recommend Japan to close
its market because it is strictly controlled, and
that the recently proposed Bill for amendment to
LCES 2017 avoids the most important points for
reforming controls of internal ivory trade, and
remains just a PR, as in the case of the PublicPrivate Council report94, that the “protected” industry makes its intention clear to enhance legal
trade and the authorities as “patrons“ will request
more to the industry to comply with the laws and
regulations.
The reasons why GoJ has avoided radical reform of ivory trade control, and the problems
behind them can be summarized as follows.
The first reason is that Japan’s internal ivory
trade controls is grounded in a concept that the
authorities are supposed to supervise and protect
the business activities of qualified ivory traders
94

See 7.2.3
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in paternalistic manner while the scope of trade
regulation are deliberately narrowed (it means
intervention by the police is to be limited), based
on a consideration to the industry which cannot
survive without securing raw material ivory for
manufacturing by intervention of the authorities.
The concept is running through the Bill for
amendment to LCES 2017 as is the case with the
two times of previous amendment of the controls prepared for securing each import of oneoff sold ivory.
The concept as “minimizing the regulation and
guiding the industry to make efforts to secure
legal trade” is, however, too lax in the light of the
serious crisis of African elephants. Furthermore,
the basis of the concept had collapsed as seen in
the cases that the leaders of ivory industry including Takaichi in 2011 and Nippon Ivory in
2016 have been faced criminal charges over internal trade in unregistered whole tusks.
The second reason is that the most important
subject of the controls or tightening internal
trade regulation/registration scheme would make
it virtually impossible to obtain whole tusks as
pre-ban stock and to trade in cut pieces freely. It
is obvious that resumption of international ivory
trade is moving away, when looking at the debate on “decision-making mechanism” (DMM)
closed at CoP1795. Cutting off the domestic supply of raw material ivory including whole tusks
and cut pieces under such situation is contradict
to the national policy on securing supply of raw
material for domestic ivory industry.
But, keeping supply of ivory for the needs of the
industry at the cost of effective prevention of illegal ivory slipping into domestic market should be
a preposterous idea.
Thus, it is almost hopeless that GoJ would voluntarily strengthen the ivory trade controls drastically. It is obvious that strong pressure from international society is required to let Japan comply
with the CITES resolution on closure of domestic
ivory market.
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Chapter 8 Final discussion, Conclusion and Recommendation
8.1 Final discussion
• As mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 1,
the primary purpose of this report is to answer
the question “Is Japan’s domestic ivory market
to be exempted from the subject of closure?”
From the languages of the adopted resolution
and the discussion on revising the draft resolution on closure of domestic ivory markets at
the working group established at the meeting
of CoP17, it was apparent that Japan’s domestic ivory market was considered as a subject of
attention (Chapter 1). And furthermore, substantial basis for the closure was discussed from
various aspects in the previous chapters.

Activated Japan’s ivory market: Will remain as
the largest legal ivory market after closure of
the market in China
• It was discussed on whether the demand for
ivory in Japan’s ivory market is noteworthy to
direct the world’s attention or not.
It is assumed that consumers’ ivory preference should have been damaged somehow in
response to the event of illegalization of ivory
import in 1989, but there is no evidence found
that the consumer’s ivory preference has further
declined since 1994 and then it is considered
to remain so far (Chapter 1). The fact that GoJ
went all out to get the two times of import of
one-off sold ivory (1999 and 2009) should reflect the theory above.
Moreover, a new trade platform or the Internet trade emerged recently. According to the
analysis of the final closing bids on Yahoo! Japan
Auction, Japan’s online ivory market has expanded since 2005 has exploded since 2011 and
has maintained the momentum until 2015. The
final closing bids on Yahoo! Japan Auction of 5
years between 2011 and 2015 are over 105,000
in number and 2.6 billion yen (US$ 21 million)
in amount (Chapter 2).
It should be noted that the Internet trade
platform like Yahoo! Japan Auction is used
to purchase the ivory in Japan and to send to
China(Chapter 3).
The activated ivory market also reflects on
the explosion of the tusk registration record in
2011, which is required by the law to lift the
prohibition of internal trade in a whole tusk.
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Subsequently, more than 2,100 tusks (more than
21 tons) were registered (Chapter 4).
• Observing those recent trends in Japan’s ivory
market, it is obvious that Japan will come back
to the position of the most industrialized and
largest legal ivory market after the one of China
(including Hong Kong SAR) is closed down.
There is no evidence that there is any legal ivory
market that matches to the one of Japan (Chapter 1, 2 and 3). Hence, It is totally contradictory
to the basic assumption of the resolution on closure of domestic ivory market to exempt Japan
as the legal ivory market, which, in turn, will be
the largest in the world in near future.
• Government of Japan, however, claims that Japan
should be excluded from the mandated countries
which are required to close their markets because
its market is strictly controlled. Considering the
response from GoJ, the effectiveness of Japan’s
controls on ivory trade was discussed in detail in
Chapter 3 and in the subsequent chapters.

Loopholes in import/export regulation: Controls on international mail service
• The import/export regulation was reviewed
first. The highest attention was paid to the special provision within the Customs Law where
an exemption for international mail stands as a
loophole against preventing inflow and outflow
of ivory over the borders. Furthermore, the circular prescribing details of implementation of
the Customs Law makes crackdown of a smuggling case against the Customs Law / the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act impossible as de facto (Chapter 3).
Recent focus on ivory smuggling by using international mail service
• As seen in the recent action taken by the government of China, it is clear that international
community is now aware that international mail
service is abused to smuggle wildlife products
including ivory as a low-risk method for international transport.
It is quite worrying that a lot of international
mails with ivory enclosed have entered Japan
and such attempts have not been cracked down
as criminal cases. For example, 10 imports are
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confirmed with ivory enclosed in EMS (the
maximum weight of EMS is set at 30kg) which
were sent from Nigeria or Zimbabwe between
2014 and 2016.
On the other hand, illegal exports of ivory
from Japan to China have been continually
cracked down recently. At least, ten cases of
those exports were confirmed and international
mail service was used for the illegal export in
some cases of them (Chapter 3).

Just a whole tusk is regulated
• Looking into the specific problems of the internal ivory trade, it should be noted that; first, the
subject of regulation is limited to a whole tusk,
so all cut pieces and ivory products are freely
traded. Second, there is no measure in the internal trade controls in preparation for eliminating
intrusion of illegal ivory in divided or in the
form of worked ivory from the domestic market
(Chapter 4).

Significant barrier derived from the prioritysetting of the customs administration confronts stricter enforcement of import/export
regulation in terms of ivory, so then the role of
internal ivory trade controls would heighten
• But, the most fundamental issue of the import/
export regulation is the generic limitation on
tightening enforcement of the regulation in the
field even if they could have succeeded in closing
the loopholes of laws and regulations somehow.
The customs offices of Japan under the freetrade regime cannot afford to meaningfully
prioritize inspection on ivory because they are
caught in a dilemma between handling international freight and passengers, and tightening
inspection on the prohibited goods, such as explosives and drugs (Chapter 3).
Thus, the role of internal trade controls for excluding smuggled ivory from the domestic market would become more important (Chapter 4).

Regulation of a whole tusk with full of loopholes leads to a cascade of laundering
• A whole tusk is prohibited to trade without registration given the specific requirements would
be satisfied, however, under the existing laws
and regulations, an objective evidence proving
the registration requirements is not mandatory.
So, it is easy for the ivory from whatever source
to be registered falsely. This could encourage, a
kind of ‘official laundering’ to prevail (Chapter 4).

The design concept of Japanese way of internal
ivory trade control (“Narrowing the scope of
trade regulation for giving sanctuary to the
traders, instead guiding them to make an effort for conducting legal trade.”) is providing
room for illegal trade
• However, a key aspect of Japan’s internal ivory
trade controls is prioritizing procurement of raw
material inside Japan by the ivory businesses
over tightening the trade regulation leading to
a broader intervention by the police. That’s why
GoJ would put more focus on a paternalistic
supervision over the traders by the administrations than a stricter trade regulation (Chapter 7).
In consequence of such concept, the trade regulation would suffer with full loopholes within
the levels of laws and regulations, and their implementation (Chapter 4, 5).

• The ivory manufacturers have exploited the
loophole by establishing an ivory whole tusk
laundering system which is now firmly taken
root in Japan’s domestic ivory market. The trick
has been developed to have the nationwide antiquary network collect ivory whole tusks, launder them by using the fraudulent registration by
themselves, and sell the registered to the manufacturers.
• Under the existing laws and regulations, physical
inspection of the applied whole tusk is not necessary. Accordingly, authenticating the so-applied
“ivory tusk” would not take place, so it is easy to
register fake stuff falsely and divert the received
registration card for a smuggled whole tusk.
Furthermore, neither identifying nor marking
the ivory tusk to be registered is to be made because it is impossible to do it without a physical
inspection. It means, it is unlikely to monitor the
possession and division of the registered tusk
effectively. Consequently, that it is easy to use
the registration card for a smuggled ivory tusk,
which was issued for the whole tusk already divided.
• Easy false registration and easy use or diversion
of registration card may suggest a cascade of
laundering would have occurred.
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The Japanese way of internal ivory trade controls
highly depending on voluntary efforts by business operators have collapsed as seen in the recent crackdowns of major members of the ivory
association which has played coordinating role
in the ivory business over the years
• “Nippon Ivory”, cracked down for purchasing 5
unregistered whole tusks in 2016 (Case No.15 on
Table 8-2), is an ivory manufacturer who bought
the ivory at both the one-off sales (Chapter 5
NOTE 22 and 23). Moreover, this trader, as a
major member of the “Japan Federation of Ivory
Arts and Crafts Association” (JIA) which engages in the joint-secretariat of the “Public-Private
Council for the Promotion of Appropriate Ivory
Trade Measures” together with the Ministry of
Environment, the Ministry of Economy, Trade
and Industry, and Yahoo! Japan, has actively
demonstrated the policy of JIA.
This “Nippon Ivory” case, subsequent to the
“Takaichi” case in 2011, which was cracked
down for purchasing 58 unregistered whole
tusks revealed again that JIA which has played
coordinating role in the ivory business over the
years has neither intention nor ability to ensure
to stop ivory business operators conducting illegal ivory trade.
In addition to the case above, the fact that
multiple members of the ivory association have
coached a general owner of ivory tusks to make
a fraudulent registration (Chapter 4), suggests
the basis of the concept of “narrowing the regulation, instead guiding the industry to make efforts to secure legal trade” had already collapsed.
The measures taken in the Bill for amendment
to LCES 2017 is still based on the unique concept of the controls developed by Japan, which
has already collapsed
• GoJ attempted to change the internal ivory trade
controls at the chance of an amendment to the
Law for Conservation of Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora (LCES) in 2017. However,
the measures taken by the amendment remained
as an extension of the existing approach.
In fact, the trade regulation with full of loopholes were retained as status quo and just the
supervision over the traders by the administrations was strengthened mostly through tightening the penalty against the violation.
But, that amendment cannot be praised primarily because no sweeping review with regard to the
regulation on internal ivory trade / registration
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scheme was made in the amendment, and secondly because it fails to strengthen supervisory
scheme on ivory business so that traceability of
ivory cut pieces and ivory products are secured.
Consequently, the amendment to LCES 2017 remained just a PR publishing “the business operators as ‘protected’ makes its intention clear to enhance legal trade more and the administrations
as ‘patrons’ will request more to the business operators to comply with the laws and regulations
more carefully”, and won’t lead to a meaningful
reform on internal ivory trade controls.

Non-compliance of the CITES resolution over
20 years
• It is logically impossible to comply with CITES
Resolution Conf. 10.10 under the controls of
ivory trade with serious loopholes.
It is particularly serious problem that Japan has
not complied with the sentence “c)” in the Paragraph 6 of the resolution over 10 years, which is
the heart of specific measures for controls on internal ivory trade and has not been substantially
changed since the launch of the resolution.
Illegal ivory trade cracked down in Japan
• Whether import/export or internal trade, it’s
a matter of course that the ivory market in the
country with considerable number of illegal
activities found should be regarded as “contributing poaching or illegal trade”. Then, the situation of Japan is discussed.
Figure 8-1 Number of the cases in violation of Law
for Conservation of Endangered Species (ivory only)
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Source：The answer by the Director of Nature Conservation Bureau, Ministry of
Environment at the House of Representatives of the 193rd Diet on 21st April, 2017
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Figure 8-2 Number of the cases in violation of Law
for Conservation of Endangered Species (total items)
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Source：The answer by the Director of Nature Conservation Bureau, Ministry of
Environment at the House of Representatives of the 193rd Diet on 21st April, 2017

The number of the cases cracked down by the
police as violation of LCES since 2013 FY (AprilMarch) until 2016 FY as to ivory-related cases
(Figure 8-1) and the total cases (Figure 8-2) is
shown. It is obvious that the number of ivoryrelated cases has increased more rapidly.
The criminal cases related to ivory since 2000
is shown in table 8-1 as far as the information
has been obtained (more details of the cases and
references are shown in ANNEX 4). According to
the list, a particular trend can be found as follows.
Table 8-1 Criminal cases on illegal ivory trade cracked down
by the Police （2000-2017）
・This list is comprised of the cases of which information has been obtained by JTEF at the
time of 22nd September 2017. It does not necessarily list entire cases.
・The year in bracket shows the year when the case concerned was sent to the prosecutor.
The prefectures in bracket shows the jurisdiction area of the police.

Summary of the case
Case１(2000)

Illegal import in 500 kg of cut pieces (raw ivory) into Kobe Port (Saitama)

Case２(2005)

Illegal import in 1,700 pieces of ivory hanko into Naha Airport (Okinawa)

Case３(2007)

Illegal import in 2.4 tons of cut pieces (raw ivory) and
0.4 tons of ivory hanko into Osaka Port (Osaka)

Case４(2007)

Illegal import in 16 cut pieces (raw ivory) weighing
2.4kg as for material of billiard cue sticks (Osaka)

Case５(2007)

Illegal import in 2kg of cut pieces (raw ivory) into
Narita Airport and in 2.2kg of worked ivory into Tokyo
Port, as for material of billiard cue sticks (Gunma)

Case６(2011)

Illegal internal trade in 58 unregistered whole tusks (Tokyo)

Case７(2011)

Illegal internal trade in 1 unregistered whole tusk (Tokyo)

Case８(2011)

Illegal internal trade in 2 unregistered whole tusks and
fradulent registration of them (kagawa)

Case９(2013)

Illegal internal trade in 2 unregistered whole tusks (Chiba)

Case10(2014) Illegal internal trade in 1 unregistered whole tusk (Tokyo)
Case11(2016) Illegal advertisement of 2 unregistered whole tusks (Osaka)
Case12(2016) Illegal internal trade in 1 unregistered whole tusk (Tokyo)
Case13(2016) Illegal internal trade in 1 unregistered whole tusk (Kanagawa)

• The ivory smuggling case in 2000 (Case No.1)
is that a Hong Kong broker having close relationship with Japanese ivory business operators
imported 500kg of raw ivory into Kobe port and
transported it to the address of a board member
of “Tokyo Ivory Arts and Crafts Cooperative
Association”. The ivory smuggling case in 2006
(Case No.3) is that Korean criminal syndicate arranged import of 2.8 tons of raw ivory and blank
ivory hanko loaded in Malaysia and destined to
Osaka port, and a Japanese Yakuza imported it.
The Korean suspects were put on the international wanted list but have not been arrested.
• In 2010s, the violation of internal trade regulation drew attention of the police. “Takaichi”
(Case No.6), the largest ivory manufacturing
company, was suspected to have bought estimated 572 – 1622 unregistered whole tusks between
2005 and 2010 besides the seized 58 tusks.
After “Takaichi” case, trades in unregistered
tusks through Yahoo! Japan Auction or face-toface purchase by antiquaries have been cracked
down by the police next by next. 5 cases are accounted in just one year of 2016.
• In 2017, “Raftel” (Case No.16) and “Flawless”
(Case No.17), both are an antiquary, were cracked
down for receiving 18 unregistered whole tusks
and 9 of them each. Those cases exposed the
reality that a laundering system using false registration rooted in Japan’s domestic ivory market,
Japan Wildlife Research Centre has been ineligible as a registration organization, and that supervision of the Ministry of Environment on JWRC
has malfunctioned.
• On the other hand, any criminal case on ivory
smuggling has not been cracked down recently.
But, ivory smuggling has never lost but continued to be divided in the way of break-bulk e.g.
by using international mail services (Chapter 3).
• As aforementioned, smuggled ivory has continually entered into Japan’s domestic ivory market, and at the same time, it has been flowed out
from it to overseas. Furthermore, illegal trade is
rampant inside the market under the ineffective
controls. Such market should be judged as one
“contributing to poaching or illegal trade”, which
is urged to close down by the CITES resolution
as a matter of course.

Case14(2016) Illegal internal trade in 2 unregistered whole tusks (Tokyo)
Case15(2016) Illegal internal trade in 5 unregistered whole tusks (Shizuoka)
Case16(2017) Illegal internal trade in 18 unregistered whole tusk (Tokyo)
Case17(2017) Illegal internal trade in 9 unregistered whole tusk (Tokyo)
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GoJ has left the loopholes of internal ivory
trade controls alone, which cause rampant
laundering of ivory whole tusks by business
operators and illicit operation of registration
service by the registration organization, and
furthermore it intends to accelerate supply of
ivory whole tusks into domestic ivory market
by initiating an ivory registration promotion
campaign
• Under the situation that Japan’s ivory trade
controls are suffering serious defects, it was
discussed as to whether GoJ would intend to
meaningfully tighten the controls in the near future or not (Chapter7).
Japan’s policy was not influenced by the proposal of draft resolution on closure of domestic
ivory markets in April, 2016 and even by the
adoption of the resolution in October, 2016.
GoJ is still demonstrating the existing policy to
maintain its ivory market.
In fact, the amendment to LCES promulgated in
June, 2017 is pursuing the policy to maintain the
ivory market as ever, avoid restricting manufacturing and sale of ivory, and just remains to provide a feeling of tension to the business operators.
On the other hand, no revision with regard to
the internal ivory trade / registration scheme
was placed in the amendment.
The “Raftel” case (Chapter 4) was announced
by the police just after the amendment to LCES
2017 was promulgated. The investigation of the
case had been kicked off with the information
provided by MoE in 2016, and Japan Wildlife
Research Center as the single registration organization for internationally endangered species
including ivory whole tusks was searched in its
office in connection with the investigation on
“Raftel” in April or in the middle of discussion of
the Bill for amendment to LCES at the Diet.
The process suggests that MoE dared to exclude
tightening internal trade regulation/registration
scheme from the list of amendment though it
recognized that the loopholes of them had been
contributing to illegal trade in the domestic ivory
market and illicit operation on registration affairs
by the registration organization.
However, even more surprising, GoJ launched
a nationwide campaign to promote the registration of whole tusks for 2 years in order to supply them in the ivory market and stipulate the
demand for ivory even though it recognizes the
situation that falsely registered whole tusks have
entered into the domestic market. That attempt
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demonstrates an open resistance by GoJ against
the CITES resolution and the global tides.

8.2 Conclusion
Although illegal internal trade, import and export have continued, and the illegal internal trade
has significantly increased in particular, GoJ is
determined in opposition to follow the resolution
of closure of domestic ivory trade, and far from it,
is avoiding closing the serious loopholes in its controls on ivory trade and is consistently vitalizing
ivory supply into the market and demand for ivory.
In these situations, it is gravely concerned that
traffickers would launder illegally-traded ivory
through the market of legally-traded ivory.
There is no question that Japan’s domestic ivory
market should be urgently closed down in accordance with CITES Resolution 10.10 (Rev.
CoP17).

8.3 Recommendation
The government of Japan is urged to urgently
express a clear message of its policy change to
close down its domestic ivory market in accordance with CITES resolution, and urgently launch
to prepare necessary legislation and administrative measures for the closure.
In particular, the following items should be addressed as the matters of priority.
1) Suspend the registration of an ivory whole
tusk urgently1;
2) Expand the subject of internal trade regulation based on LCES to all ivory and prohibit the trade in them in principle2;
3) Strictly screen the items narrow exemption
of the trade prohibition is to be applied to
under the condition of mandating registration based on LCES;
4) Define the registration requirements for
each exempted item;
5) Authenticate the “ivory” applied for regis1

More specifically, Moe should order the registration organization to suspend any new registration of a whole tusk
as the necessary measure to improve the registration-related
affairs where the registration organization has not implemented the registration-related affairs fairly and in accordance with the method specified by Ordinance of the Ministry of the Environment (LCES Article 24 Paragraph 2 and
Article 26 Paragraph 2).
2 More specifically, the internal trade regulation shall be applied to all ivory and then registration of them shall be suspended in principle.
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tration, verify the ivory if it would meet with
the registration requirements based on objectively and officially credible evidence, and
if it meets them, identify the ivory and mark
both of the ivory and the registration card
pertaining to it with a common identification
data at the time of registration;
6) Apply the supervisory scheme for the “special designated internationally endangered
species business activities” based on LCES
to the business operators dealing with the
items exceptionally allowed to be traded as
in 3) after the internal trade ban recommended at 2) is set in place, and to authorize the
administrations to monitor the process of
division, process and repair on those items
separately;
7) Change the circular on import/export declaration and permit, and the operation based
on it to make it possible for the customs officials to conduct an investigation on the international mail in question as an infraction
case against the Customs Law; and
8) Not allow any import/export of raw ivory
including even the item not prohibited by
CITES;
Not allow any import of worked ivory for
commercial purposes; and
Not allow any export of worked ivory for
commercial purposes except for antiques
which are 100 years old or older.

The CITES Secretariat is recommended to undertake in situ verification missions and identify
to understand the problem of Japan’s domestic
ivory market and the controls on it for the purpose of reporting its findings to the Standing
Committee which may consider recommendations to support the implementation of the resolution on closure of domestic ivory market.
The CITES Standing Committee is recommended to recommend the government of Japan
to implement the resolution of closure of domestic ivory market while keeping an eye on the
measures in accordance with Resolution Conf.
14.3 on CITES compliance measures.
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ANNEX 1: The result of phone survey on dealers purchasing ivory whole tusks
Directly take
unregistered
No.
ivory
(i)

1

2

(ii)

Require registration prior to purchasing
(iii)

(iv)

Type of
business

(v)

◯

Anriquary

◯

•"You can choose
whether you would
(apply registration)
by yourself or I
would act as your
agent."

Anriquary

◯

◯

5

Anriquary

【Regarding background of acquisition】
•"No problem to get registered even though you
have no idea other than that the ivory exsisted at
home around 15 years ago."
【Regarding witness by a third party】
• "It's perfect if you can get permission to use the
name of your relative or acquaintance with different
surname from yours. It may be unlikely that he can
be inquired (by registration organisation) whether
his witness is true or not. It is difficult for us to
provide a name (of the third party).

Anriquary

【Regarding background of acquisition】
• That’s right. It’s just some paperwork to fill out, so
it’s ok. It will probably be fine. By chance, perhaps
they might miss- register a piece made of plastic.
【Others】
• The procedure is based on the assumption of successful registration.

Ivory
6

◯

【Regarding background of acquisition】
• "The application will pass through if you state flatly
(that you obtain the ivory in) 'Showa era (1926-1988)' ".
【Regarding witness by a third party】
•"What we can do is that we write on the PC and get
your friend's permission for stamping hanko on it.
Inspection of registration organisation is unlikely."
【Regarding background of acquisition】
• "It just has to be shown that it was bought any
time before 1990, so just write that it was bought in
the Showa era, don’t you see?"
【Regarding witness by a third party】
• "If you can call the Center and tell them you want
to register a piece of ivory bought in the Showa era
or, it’s strange to say this so casually, 'May of 1985'
for example, they will send you the forms to fill out.
You need to simply fill out the forms and attach the
photos of your ivory, so that you can easily get a
new Certificate."

• "It is our work as
your agent to get
registration certificate."
4

Modus operandi on false registration and
recognition on examination
by registration organisation

•"Saying so ("Yes" for
buying unregistered
ivory) is just illegal.
So, we can discuss
about it on- the- spot.
Of course it is quite
possible (to buy). If
impossible, I won't
visit the place (where
the unregistered
ivory exists)."

Anriquary

◯

3

Intention and
Intention and
modus operandi on
modus operandi of
acting as agent for
purchasing unregapllying registraistered ivory
tion

manufacturer

【Regarding background of acquisition】
• "It’s ok to be honest, too but the Law came into
effect 20 years ago, so if you just say that you
received the ivory 30 years ago from someone it
would not be a problem. There was no registration
system in place like there is now."
• If you are asked where the ivory was, you can say
it was in a storage or exhibited at tokonoma (built-in
recessed space in a Japanese style reception room,
in which items for artistic appreciation are display).
【Regarding witness by a third party】
•"You need a third party to make an official statement. Just call your neighbor over and use their
name for your paperwork and it will pass. "

(i) After taking unregistered ivory directly, register it under fake name for resale*

* This category includes the case that the transfer of ivory’s possession and reservation of purchase are made, and then payment will be done after the ivory is registered.

(ii) After taking unregistered ivory directly, cut it or resale it.
(iii) Attempt to act as an agent applying for registration, suggesting explicitly or implicitly based on false or unsubstantiated facts.
(iv) Recommend the seller (owner) to apply for registration based on false or unsubstantiated facts
(v) Don’t suggest illegal or unfair way of applying for registration while the dealer explains the requirements and procedure of registration to the owner, responding to his queries.
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Reality of illegal export to China

P ri c e
(123 JPY ( yen ) =US$ 1)

Others

No.

1

•"52,000JPY per kg."
2

3

• "35,000 to 40,000 JPY per kg."

4

5

• "There are some people who are fooled
by people because they don’t have a
registration certificate and they sell it
for 30,000 yen. We can pay you Market
Price for it, for example, 50,000 yen."
(50,000 JPY per kg)

• "Here at our workshop, we would quickly cut
up the tusks as soon as we obtain them. We
can carve up at least one tusk a day. We make
it into hankos (personal signature stamp) and
other things. Just today, we had 7 or 8 pieces
that came in today, some yesterday and we
had 5 come in the day before yesterday. We
have antiques dealers that buy them for us.
And occasionally we have customers like you,
who are not sure about what to do. In most
cases, people do not have registered ivory. The
antiques store teaches the people how to get a
certificate and they often bring it to us."

6
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Directly take
unregistered
No.
ivory
(i)

(ii)

Require registration prior to purchasing
(iii)

(iv)

Type of
business

(v)

Intention and
Intention and
modus operandi on
modus operandi of
acting as agent for
purchasing unregapllying registraistered ivory
tion

【Regarding background of acquisition】
• "There is a little bit of a shady way of doing things,
but you’ll have to report that this item was in the
country long ago, and report that your father had
the tusk since around the 1985 (Showa year 60). If
you don’t show “Showa” on the form, you will have
a difficult time getting your registration. They won’t
come audit you or ask you for a receipt of purchase,
or a delivery report, so if you just say that you
acquired it in 1985 during the bubble years. Just
make up a story that your father passed in a specific
(disguised) year, and you received this as inheritance. If you want to get a certificate, you can’t write
the truth. The majority of the people don’t know
when they acquired their ivory. In most cases the father buys the ivory and enjoys it for himself and actually, most don’t say “Heisei era” (1989 to present),
but they decide to report they bought their ivory in
some year in “Showa era, for example 55(1980) or
60 (1985). It’s best to just say you clearly remember
that he bought it during the economic bubble and
leave it at that."
【Regarding witness by a third party】
• "It’s not a law or anything, but it should be someone who is not related to you by blood, according
to the Wildlife Research Center. Is your last name
different from your sister?" "Oh, if it’s different then
have your sister be the reporting person (applicant
of registration) and if you are the “third party” then
it would be no problem."

Ivory
◯

7

manufacturer

【Regarding background of acquisition】
• The investigator asked the employee as "Is it possible to register my ivory obtained 15 years ago?" and
"Isn't it possible to register an ivory unless a specific
years have passed since they obtained it?". The
employee begged for holding on a few minutes (she
may ask her boss how to answer) then answered as
"it may be possible, so you could phone to the Japan
Wildlife Research Center."

Ivory
◯

8

manufacturer

9

◯

◯

10

11

Anriquary

◯

Modus operandi on false registration and
recognition on examination
by registration organisation

• “We can act as
your agent for registration.”
• “It’s possible (to
register your ivory
obtained 15 years
ago). You can just fill
in the marked part of
the form I will send
to you and return it
to me.”

Anriquary

Anriquary

• “It is possible for us
to act as your agent
and get a registration certificate for
you.”
• “The registration
can be completed
under such circumstances.(about 15
years ago my father
celebrated his 70th
birthday and as a gift
he received it from a
friend).”

(i) After taking unregistered ivory directly, register it under fake name for resale*

* This category includes the case that the transfer of ivory’s possession and reservation of purchase are made, and then payment will be done after the ivory is registered.

(ii) After taking unregistered ivory directly, cut it or resale it.
(iii) Attempt to act as an agent applying for registration, suggesting explicitly or implicitly based on false or unsubstantiated facts.
(iv) Recommend the seller (owner) to apply for registration based on false or unsubstantiated facts
(v) Don’t suggest illegal or unfair way of applying for registration while the dealer explains the requirements and procedure of registration to the owner, responding to his queries.
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Others

No.

• “If the ivory does weigh more than 20kg
including the part of hollow, you can receive 1 million yen. Undoubtedly you can
get the 1,000,000 yen.”
(50,000 JPY per kg)

7

8

9

10

11
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Directly take
unregistered
No.
ivory
(i)

16

(iv)

Type of
business

(v)

◯

13

15

(iii)

◯

12

14

(ii)

Require registration prior to purchasing

◯

◯

◯

Intention and
Intention and modus modus operandi
operandi of purchason acting as
ing unregistered ivory agent for apllying registration

Modus operandi on false registration and
recognition on examination
by registration organisation

Anriquary

【Regarding background of acquisition】
• “No problem (in registration) in a case you discovered the ivory recently. What is required (by
the regitration organisation) is the story that the
ivory had been imported in Japan before the ban is
coherent on a document basis. It is unlikely that the
registration organisation inspect the matter. Your
application will easily pass through if you write in
the application form as ‘you acquired the tusk on
the occasiton of XX around Showa 63 year (1988)’ “.
【Regarding witness by a third party】
•”You don’t need any other discription on the documents than that the applicant and another person
(who should not be a person of straw) recognised
that the ivory was there, for example they had seen
the ivory in a warehouse.”
• “The staff of the center will guide you how to write
in the documents.” “It is prohibitted but I have got
registration for an ivory (which I didn’t own), so I
have enough knowledge about the reality on negotiation between the center.”
【Others】
• “The mission of the center is (not to screen ivory
tusks whether they are to be regitered but) to register an ivory in due course, so that it will not question you persistently.

Anriquary

【Regarding background of acquisition】
• “I know enogh not to do so, but it is the easiest
way to mention on the documents that you don’
t know the background at all bacause you just
receivied the ivory by inheritance. In terms of whom
the previous owner got it from , the most problem
is that the current owner doesn’t know the details
of the background.. Therefore, your best solution is
to say’ ‘I don’t know the detail though the ivory was
there from a long time ago.’ “

Anriquary

• “You cannot transfer the ivory without
registration certificate.
I can registrate it. Involvement of the owner
to the process is not
necessary and would
be rather troublesome.
We can finally settle the
deal and own the ivory
when the registration is
completed. Up to that
time, you are supposed
to deposit the ivory to
us on trust.

Anriquary

• “We can purchase the
ivory without registration and then we will
register it later. It’s a
common story.” “Nothing
to prepare by owner’
s side. Unregistered
ivory is supposed to be
prohibited to sale but
we acutually do it under
the ground and register it hiding the true
ownership. Then, you
just need to prepare the
ivory itself.”

Anriquary

(i) After taking unregistered ivory directly, register it under fake name for resale*

* This category includes the case that the transfer of ivory’s possession and reservation of purchase are made, and then payment will be done after the ivory is registered.

(ii) After taking unregistered ivory directly, cut it or resale it.
(iii) Attempt to act as an agent applying for registration, suggesting explicitly or implicitly based on false or unsubstantiated facts.
(iv) Recommend the seller (owner) to apply for registration based on false or unsubstantiated facts
(v) Don’t suggest illegal or unfair way of applying for registration while the dealer explains the requirements and procedure of registration to the owner, responding to his queries.
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• "Until this point, Chinese have taken everything • “Assuming that the tusk weigh 21kg, you will get
of ivory antiques flawn in Japan before. The
around 1 million yen.” (50,000 JPY per kg)
sales to them, however get dropping due to the
economic douwnturn of China. We can purchase
whole tusk as the shape remained. It will flow
out to China finally."

Others

No.

• “Our company is specialised in
purchase of antiques (not a retailer). We have specific routes for
resale, so that we don’t resale the
products on internet auction but
to specialised dealers.”

12

13

14

• “When we strip the surface of uncarved whole tusk
like bark of tree, shiny body so-called ‘Japanese radish’
will come up to the surface. The, we can calculate the
price based on net weight (kg) in a case of ‘Japanese
radish’. The unit price depends on the size of the
tusk. We will deduct the cost for registration from the
calculated price. The standard final price is 30,000 yen
per kg. If the tusk has some damage, it decline in value.
Generally, tusks have curve through its length but
straight- line shape is more popular, so the angle of the
curve influence the value of it. Thickness and color may
influnece, also. Considering all the factors together, we
will add or deduct some amount to the price.”

15

(The standard price of polished tusk is 30,000 JPY per kg)

16
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Directly take
unregistered
No.
ivory
(i)

(ii)

Require registration prior to purchasing
(iii)

(iv)

Type of
business

(v)

Ivory
◯

17

manufacturer

◯

18

19

20

◯

◯

Intention and modus operandi of
purchasing unregistered ivory

Intention and
Modus operandi on false regismodus operandi on
tration and
acting as agent for
recognition on examination
apllying registraby registration organisation
tion

• “We can purchase your ivory without
registration because we directly cut
it up into parts used for manufacturing. If you can bring it to here, we can
negotiate the price then settle the deal
by check. I can show the price after we
weight the tusk. You can bring it by
your car to our workshop and settle
the deal on site unless you trust us and
send it in advance.

• “Oh, you don’t
have registration
certificate, right?
We can serve as
your agent for
registration and explain the procedure
and fill in the form
on your behalf. “

Anriquary

【Regarding background of acquisition】

• “Our company has good relationship with the person responsible
in the Center, so honestly, we can
pass through even a difficult case
for general applicant by negotiating with him.” “We have a knowhow for documentaition, for example, we expanded the background
story from that the applicant got
the ivory from a third party to that
the third party had got the ivory
from another.”

• “We often use a ‘pre-determined
route’ for registration using the
name of a certain someone who
owns lots of ivory.”
• “In house, we currently have three
pieces that need registration so we
Anriquary would just add yours to that group.”

Anriquary

• “.It’s possible but…handling something that is not registered is considered as same kind of violation as of
the Sword and Firearms Control Law.
Our store has a special status when it
comes to elephant tusks, but it’s actually not allowed to buy or sell unregistered items. Not that we won’t buy
it, but whatever we decide to do about
that, it needs to stay between you and
I, and in any circumstance, you must
not tell anyone else about the deal. For
example I can send you cash in registered mail but it would all be under the
table, otherwise the authorities will be
coming after you too.”
• “If I end up buying it from you unregistered, I will definitely end up getting
registration. Because if I don’t register
that, and it goes missing or it ends up
in China, then I would be in big trouble
(in a case the product is seized then
traced by Chinese authorities ).”
• “The only way to play it safe completely would be for me is to make
up each story and get the registration
based on that. That way, you the customer, are completely innocent.”
• “If you are willing to sell it to me,
then there is no receipt of any kind.
To send you cash as registered mail is
possible, but it’s too big for one payment, so I might need to break up into
two, or something.”

(i) After taking unregistered ivory directly, register it under fake name for resale*

* This category includes the case that the transfer of ivory’s possession and reservation of purchase are made, and then payment will be done after the ivory is registered.

(ii) After taking unregistered ivory directly, cut it or resale it.
(iii) Attempt to act as an agent applying for registration, suggesting explicitly or implicitly based on false or unsubstantiated facts.
(iv) Recommend the seller (owner) to apply for registration based on false or unsubstantiated facts
(v) Don’t suggest illegal or unfair way of applying for registration while the dealer explains the requirements and procedure of registration to the owner, responding to his queries.
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Others

No.

• “45,000 yen per kg around.”

17

18

• “In China these days, illegal sales have a strict penalty of the
death sentence. They can’t buy it (in Japan) because they can’
t bring it (in China). We are also bothered by this too. In Japan
the price for ivory has dropped, therefore we cannot help
keeping the stockpile.”
• “We are selling ivory to hanko manufacturers who require
registered tusks but with an un-registered tusks, it cannot help
entering in black market.”
• “There are some dealers that deal in unregistered ivory in black
market, so we would need to discuss the deal with them.”
• “The demand in China is there. But there are many troubles with
that. Earlier, we had a customer who wanted a stuffed tiger for 3
million yen but if he took it home, he would be facing the death
penalty, so they ended up backing out. It’s a difficult.”

• “For each kilo it can be 6-70,000 yen but
that means for 20kg, it can be up to 1,400,000
yen and up if you have a legal registration.”
• “It’s crazy how much the price will change.
It’ll be less than 50% of the original price.”
• “But unfortunately, the sales price will end
up being something like 30,000yen. If you
want to get full market price, then you need to
get the certificate.”
(60,000 - 70,000 JPY per kg for registered
ivory)
(30,000 JPY per kg for unregistered ivory)

• “About 6 months ago, there was a real case where a
large shipment from Osaka was discovered in Dalian.
This was stuff that came from Japan. And then because
of this, the dealers who were originally attached to the
items were all known the authority.”

• “I think the price range is around 40,000
yen for your 20 kg tusk. Provided that, I would
need to keep a portion of that as we discussed
before (regarding unregistered ivory). Let’
s say I promise you not to drop it less than
32,000 yen as bottom price.”
(40,000 JPY per kg for registered ivory)
(32,000 JPY per kg for unregistered ivory)

19

20
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Directly take
unregistered
No.
ivory
(i)

(ii)

Require registration prior to purchasing
(iii)

(iv)

◯

21

Type of
business

(v)

Intention and
Intention and
modus operandi on
modus operandi of
acting as agent for
purchasing unregapllying registraistered ivory
tion

Anriquary

Modus operandi on false registration and
recognition on examination
by registration organisation
【Regarding background of acquisition】
• “Registration certificate shall be issued to the
person who acquired an ivory before the year of
2 of the Heisei era (1990). It is easy to get the
certificate if you talk yourself into acquiring the
ivory in the year of Showa era, for example in
the year of 63 (1988).
【Regarding witness by a third party】
• “You can draft a statement mentioning as ‘I
saw XX owned an ivory when I visited his house
in the year of XX of the Showa era’. You cannot fill in fabulous name but real name of your
aquaintance though the contents won’t be inspected. If you don’t have those people, you can
ask your relatives to act as the witness under
the assumption that no one oher than him has
seen the ivory. In that case, you can explain that
no one other than the relative could have seen
it because it had been stored in a ware house.
You can ask your sister, cousin or any to get the
name and address of one person.
• “The application form shall be documented
under the name of applicant. Don’t send it
straight away, communicate with the person
in charge for a few minutes and get the advice
from him how to correct or add the words of
the documents.”
• “Don’t say as ‘I got the ivory 15 years ago’”.

• “When we pur- 【Regarding background of acquisition】
chase an ivory, reg- • “We have to write who is the owner of the ivoistration is necesry. It is the easiest way for getting registration
sary. We can get
to make up a story that you bought the ivory by
it as your agent. I
yourself a long time ago, instead of the fact that
know enough not
your deceased father obtained it recently.”
to do so, but I can 【Regarding witness by a third party】
make it because
• “What we have to do is a brief of background
the regulation
on ivory acquisition and a paper produced by a
examination is not witness, which we can write down on PC with
so binding.”
the address, name and seal of an aquaintance.
I know enough not to do so, but we can put the
name of someone without his acceptance.

22

○

Anriquary

(i) After taking unregistered ivory directly, register it under fake name for resale*

* This category includes the case that the transfer of ivory’s possession and reservation of purchase are made, and then payment will be done after the ivory is registered.

(ii) After taking unregistered ivory directly, cut it or resale it.
(iii) Attempt to act as an agent applying for registration, suggesting explicitly or implicitly based on false or unsubstantiated facts.
(iv) Recommend the seller (owner) to apply for registration based on false or unsubstantiated facts
(v) Don’t suggest illegal or unfair way of applying for registration while the dealer explains the requirements and procedure of registration to the owner, responding to his queries.
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Others

No.

•“I will pay 59,000 yen per kg for a whole • “Fake tusk made of ceramic is in the
tusk weighing 20 to 25kg. Even if you get marketplace.”
an information saying the cost is decreasing from a dealer offering unfair price, you
shold be better to treat it as a guide.”

21

• “Around 30,000 yen per kg in a case of
polished tusk weighing over 20kg.”

22
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Directly take
unregistered
No.
ivory
(i)

(ii)

Require registration prior to purchasing
(iii)

(iv)

Type of
business

(v)

Intention and modus
operandi of purchasing
unregistered ivory
• “Oh, dealing with the
Wildlife Research Center,
I can handle that registration.”

23

○

Anriquary

○

24

• “No, we won’t leak your
name. If so, you would owe
donation tax.”

Intention and
modus operandi on Modus operandi on false registration and
acting as agent for
recognition on examination
apllying registraby registration organisation
tion
• “It’s complicated because your father
has already passed away. We need an account of when he was alive, how he came
to own the ivory. For example (we’ll need
to explain on the application form) who
he received it from, who bought it from,
and have the applicant’s hanko (signature stamp) and send that as a fax (to the
Center). On top of that, we will need to
have a third party to make a signed statement of seeing the ivory displayed in the
living room or somewhere in the past.”
• “We must lie on these official statements.”
【Regarding background of acquisition】
• “If we can pur• “’15 years ago’ is bad news. It should date
chase your ivory,
back to earlier days. I know enough not to
we will explain
do so, but you can make up the story that
how to write the
your father did not get the ivory at his 77th
documents and
birthday but at his 60th birthday. You can unsubmit the appliderstand that I don’t intend to give cunning
way.”
cation form, take
photos of ivory and 【Regarding witness by a third party】
• “As the proof of background acquisition
do everything.”

Anriquary

story, you can have your sister write a brief
that she surely knows the ivory was purchased and saw it at that time.”

○

25

27

28

Anriquary

○

26

【Regarding background of acquisition】
• “You can say that you wanted to sell
the ivory which has been at home since
a long time ago but were advised by a
antique dealer that you need to register
it in advance. The story can pass through
that you don’t know when your father acquired it because it was a long time ago.
It is more than enough if you can say that
you remember the ivory stayed at home
during your childhood.”

○

Anriquary

Anriquary

○

• “We can possibly buy
your ivory if we could
cut the tip of it, then the
ivory will be processed
into hankos. As I said, we
can make the deal without
registration certificate unless the ivory remains as
“Horn” (which means whole
tusk). Namely, registration
is necessarily required for
“Horn”trade but we can
overcome the obstacle by
strategic processing. Please
make it sure my saying is
very secret.”

Anriquary

(i) After taking unregistered ivory directly, register it under fake name for resale*

* This category includes the case that the transfer of ivory’s possession and reservation of purchase are made, and then payment will be done after the ivory is registered.
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(ii) After taking unregistered ivory directly, cut it or resale it.
(iii) Attempt to act as an agent applying for registration, suggesting explicitly or implicitly based on false or unsubstantiated facts.
(iv) Recommend the seller (owner) to apply for registration based on false or unsubstantiated facts
(v) Don’t suggest illegal or unfair way of applying for registration while the dealer explains the requirements and procedure of registration to the owner, responding to his queries.
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• “If you take it to a recycle shop, they would tell you
one tusk for 50,000 yen, in an extreme case.
If you sell it to us, we would pay 45,000 - 50,000 yen
for 1 kg. For 20kg, the recycle shop would be making like 900,000 yen by reselling it. If that antiques
dealer told you 40,000 yen, then when he comes to
our place, he would be making a profit of more than
200,000yen.
We are just carving up the tusk to make hankos. As
you can see on our homepage, even private individuals can buy/sell the items at dealer prices.”
(45,000-50,000 JPY per kg)

Others

No.

• “If they bought that 20kg piece during that
time, it probably cost them over 2 million yen!
Before the Washington Convention, everyone
was seeking to purchase elephant tusks, even
from department stores and they cost around
5,000,000 yen !”
• “Can I ask if the ivory has changed to a
light brown color? There are cases where it
suddenly cracks and if that happens, you can’ 23
t even get one yen out of it. The thicker pieces
have a more clear opening. The area towards
the 1/3 part of the pointed tip is what we use
for the hanko. Occasionally thin cracks can
form at the tip and splinter the tusk. Ivory and
coral are two things that you can’t keep for a
whole lifetime because they deteriorate.”

• “I have to examine the tusk on spot but can
ensure aroud 900,000 yen.”
(Around 43,000 JPY per kg)

24

• “I have an information on per kg unit price of whole
tusks by the end of September 2015. The unit price
in October might be same as it. Unit price changes
three times a year though the change is not so drastic.
The price is determined by the ivory industry. The
price has dropped recently with hundreds yen or 5
hundreds yen per kg because supply of whole tusks
has gradually increased. But, the price has been
stable since the beginning of this year. Our company
purchases whole tusks in accorance with the standardised price determined by the industry because our
resale desitination is manufacturers of ivory hankos.
Kg unit price is 47,600 for tusks weighing not less
than 20kg and 44,600 for tusks less than 20kg.”

• “Antique dealers provide ivory to my
company almost everyday. You should not
sell your ivory to Chinese. It is prohibited
to bring it to the foreign countries.”

25

(47,600 JPY per kg for the tusk with 20kg or more)
(44,600 JPY per kg for the tusk with less than 20kg)

26

• “The price may be evaluaetd as 40,000 to
50,000 yen per kg, however, the price will be
decided based on the condition of the tusk. We
can ensure 800,000 yen as minimum price even
considering the status of the ivory (unregistered).”
(40,000 - 50,000 JPY per kg for registered ivory)
(38,000 JPY per kg for unregistered ivory)

27

28
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Directly take
unregistered
ivory
(i)

(ii)

Require registration prior to purchasing
(iii)

(iv)

○

29

○

30

Type of
business

(v)

Intention and
Intention and modus
Modus operandi on false registration and
modus operandi of operandi on acting as
recognition on examination
purchasing unreg- agent for apllying regisby registration organisation
istered ivory
tration
【Regarding background of acquisition】
• “Everything is OK if you insist that you
recognised the ivory in the year of 40s of
the Showa era. The center cannot examine
whether the story is true or not. It takes more
time than ever before, or one month around.”
【Regarding witness by a third party】
• “You must be inquired if you have some witness. In a case you got the ivory by descent,
you can easily get the registration by having
your relatives witness that the ivory had been
in your house since a long time ago.”

Anriquary

• “We can act as your
agent for application
procedure, communication with the authority
and everything about
registration.”

Anriquary

• “We will ask you the
background of acquisition and help the documentation. It is easy for
us to get registration
because we have many
experiences.”
• “If you bring the ivory, we
can draft the documents
and take photos of it.”
• “The thrid party witnessing the background includes
your relatives. You can just
inform us of his address
and name. He would not be
contacted (by the registration organisation) at all.”

Ivory
○

31

manufacturer

32

【Regarding background of acquisition】
• “We are happty to help you but you cannot
get registration providing that the owner obtained the ivory in 2000. Differently, you can
make it if you apply the registration based on
the story that the owner obtained the ivory in
1980s or around 30 years ago.”

• “I know enough
not to do so, but I
will ask someone
to disguise that
he has owned the
ivory, then we will
Anriquary apply for regisgtration (under his
name).”

○

• “We can make it,
though.”
33

○

Anriquary

(i) After taking unregistered ivory directly, register it under fake name for resale*

* This category includes the case that the transfer of ivory’s possession and reservation of purchase are made, and then payment will be done after the ivory is registered.

(ii) After taking unregistered ivory directly, cut it or resale it.
(iii) Attempt to act as an agent applying for registration, suggesting explicitly or implicitly based on false or unsubstantiated facts.
(iv) Recommend the seller (owner) to apply for registration based on false or unsubstantiated facts
(v) Don’t suggest illegal or unfair way of applying for registration while the dealer explains the requirements and procedure of registration to the owner, responding to his queries.
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• “The price of ivory dropped recently or last January. The limit • “The unit price is 40,000 yen per kg
price of polished tusk is 40,000. The price was higher before
if the ivory weigh as much as 20kg.”
the last year finished. In earlier times, the price was lower
because ivory was purchased inside Japan. The market rate
upsurged after Chinese started to buy every product of ivory.”
• “Ivory issue burst in China at the end of last year and economic deterioration followed it. Most buyers of ivory have
been Chinese even in Japan (so the market rate in Japan
seriously influenced by the situtaion in China). They may have
smuggled ivory from Japan to China but serious enforcement
action in China drove down the market rate in Japan. It is said
that the rate will return to the earlier unit price around 20,000
to 30,000 yen. Momently, Japanese market rate hit a high of
80,000 yen during a limited period last year.”

Others

No.

• “We don’t act as owner’s agent. I
know some dealers do so, but it cannot
be justified and get a bad reputation
exposed.”
29

• “I can pay at least 350,000 yen for the
tusk. Given the shape is fine or so, It could
be around 500,000.”
• “The price has dropped for the past half a
year. I remember that it was highest about
one year ago in these years. You know that
China has an uncertainty on ivory market
now. (It affected the price of ivory in Japan
because) Most of ivory buyers were Chinese.
I could offer better price before.”
(17,500 to 25,000 JPY per kg )

30

• “I can pay 35,000 yen per kg but
I cannnot make final decision until I
examine the real thing.”
(35,000 JPY per kg)

31

• “I can pay 30,000 yen per kg. Given you
• “The most popular ivory product is unprocessed tusks
supposed to go to China. They are processed into hankos get the registration, I could add 10,000 yen
more. I recommend you to get registration
(in Japan) also but the portion is small.”
if you put priority on price. I cannot help
reducing the price due to the works for
getting registration by ourselves, time of
one month (until registration is completed)
and risk of placing the ivory away for the
period.”
• “The present price of ivory is on the down
side. It was higher two years ago.”
• “Due to the trend of downslide, the resale
price of my company dropped to 56,000 to
60,000 yen at highest.”
(40,000 JPY per kg for registered ivory)
(30,000 JPY per kg for unregistered ivory)

• “We have a lot of Chinese (as customers) around.”

• “In a case of polished tusk weighing
21kg, we can pay close to 1 million yen
though the market rate is on down side.”
• “This deal is prohibited actually, so we
can pay only tens of thousands yen for
one unregistered tusk.”
• “Polished tusks would get better price
than carved tusks.”
(47,000 JPY per kg for registered ivory)

• “Our company stocks 20 or more
tusks at present.”

32

33
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Directly take
unregistered
ivory
(i)

(ii)

Require registration prior to purchasing
(iii)

(iv)

(v)

○

34

Type of
business

Intention and
Intention and modus
Modus operandi on false registration and
modus operandi of operandi on acting as
recognition on examination
purchasing unreg- agent for apllying regisby registration organisation
istered ivory
tration

Anriquary
• "We can act as your 【Regarding witness by a third party】
• “The third party witnessing the background
agent for applying for
includes your sister or familiy members.”
registration including
communication with the 【Others】
• “The registration can be completed even if your
authority."

○

35

father was presented with the ivory 15 years ago.
• “We will draft the proof by the third part. What
your sister has to do is just sign and stamp on it.
Even if your sister is rejected by JWRC as a third
party, we can figure out the solution by consulting JWRC about the matter. We have no record
to fail it.”

Anriquary

• “When we ivory
traders buy it, we’
ll pay the amount
calculated on certain standard rate,
regardless if the
piece is registered
or not. We can
register the piece
under our name in
accordance with
the law. It would
have nothing to do
with you in that
situation.”
36

37

○

• “You must also provide an official statement from a third party, and provide
photos. Then afterwards, they call you and
do some hard questioning about various
details over the phone. You don’t even
know the details of how your father got
the item right? You would have to create a
story and most of them are pretty predictable, common stories. I don’t want to make
you go through that and as our customer;
we would take that on for you; so don’t
even worry about it.”

Anriquary

○

Anriquary

• “It is easy to get
registration. I recommend you to appoint us
as an agent, then what
you have to do is just
sign (on a paper we
prepared). If you leave
it to us, we will make it
in our own way. We will
write in the documents
as ‘I saw the ivory at
home XX years ago’ “.

(i) After taking unregistered ivory directly, register it under fake name for resale*

* This category includes the case that the transfer of ivory’s possession and reservation of purchase are made, and then payment will be done after the ivory is registered.

(ii) After taking unregistered ivory directly, cut it or resale it.
(iii) Attempt to act as an agent applying for registration, suggesting explicitly or implicitly based on false or unsubstantiated facts.
(iv) Recommend the seller (owner) to apply for registration based on false or unsubstantiated facts
(v) Don’t suggest illegal or unfair way of applying for registration while the dealer explains the requirements and procedure of registration to the owner, responding to his queries.
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Reality of illegal export to China

P ri c e
(123 JPY ( yen ) =US$ 1)

Others

No.

34
• “Around 50,000
yen per kg for a tusk
weighing 21kg.”

35

• “Once we have a registered piece, then we can then sell it to people in ivory industry and that
would be the general process. “
• “The majority of ivory flows towards China. It may get into China but these past 2-3 months, there
has been a major crackdown in by the Chinese authorities. Due to the strict management, the stores
can’t line up the tusks and sell them like they used to and it’s become quite taboo. They are going
underground selling it only to people who really want to buy it. Of course, with that kind of thing
going on there is still a market but it’s gotten that much harder to sell it. Additionally, now it’s difficult to obtain larger tusks and the price of ivory is dropping quickly.”
• “Most of Chinese who come to Japan looking for ivory don’t want it for themselves; they are here
to buy it for selling to their customer who is willing pay double or even triple the going price! And
like I said before, those people who are selling over there are not selling it in a store, but selling it
on the black market.”
• “Tusks have a higher value as a whole piece. In China, maybe in the case a 20 kg tusk, they would
never want to cut it up, just as material for carving due to the high value of such a large piece. Say
7-8kg -nothing less than 10 kg would be cut up into thirds in as raw material for making it easier to
smuggle. There is a demand for those cut pieces, but when you have a whole tusk it’s more highly
valued and there is still demand for it all in all. It gets appraised for its precious value because it is
so rare. If it were to go smoothly, then they could turn it around for 3 to 4 times the profit.”
• “In Japan, not just ivory, but all stolen goods are monitored overall by the police. They call it
cyber Patrol. In China, the authorities are focusing in on ivory in particular. When it comes to ivory,
regardless of whether it is stolen goods or not, the internet site where it’s listed will suddenly disappear. They are cutting out every way to buy or sell it other than being spread by “word of mouth.”
The value of ivory has fallen due to the very tight control on the demand. It’s been in these last 6
months that it’s changed. At the beginning of the year, the price was up around 45,000 or 50,000
yen if you had a 20kg piece. I have a contact who is Chinese and he・「knows the reality of the situation over there.”
• “When I did come across someone like that it was on the internet when we were doing sales,
and giving quotes for an auction. There was a person who called in about an ad for red coral. This
Chinese person talked about that and also inquired about ivory as well. “
• “They spoke broken Japanese. It was a Chinese person living in Japan. They acted as the point of
contact but it didn’t seem like they went to China themselves. There seemed to be another Chinese
person who was doing the other part of the business. I sold them a few pieces(of ivory). Also aside
from that there was a regular Japanese person who is dealing with antiques, who had other connections with Chinese people. They were able to unload some of my products using that avenue. When
it is like that, if one person goes bad, the whole network is gone.”

• “It’s hard to say, it
is up to the curvature, the thickness,
weight, length and if
there are some uneven parts. One kg is
about 20,000 yen to
25,000 yen roughly.
Probably it won’t go
over 30,000 yen.”
(20,000 - 25,000 JPY
per kg)

•“Now, they cannot bring the ivory purchased in Japan into China because the enforce- • “The price is
ment action got serious. But, even now, who can offer good price is still Chinese.”
15,000 to 20,000
yen per kg if you get
the registration. It’
s not so long before
when I could offer
30,000 yen.”
(15,000 - 20,000 JPY
per kg)

• “(if you wish to sell ivory
tusks without registration,) That’s one or two.
Now if you try to do that
openly with 100 pieces of
something then you would
definitely get all of that
confiscated! Actually in
Osaka, a few years ago it
was in the news, but there
was a major dealer who
had thousands of pieces
of ivory in a storage unit,
and many didn’t even
have registrations. It was
the #1 dealer at the time,
36
and other rival firms were
caught up in their sting as
well and it was not good
for anyone’s business at
the time. I don’t know
how much they paid in
fines, but they are still in
business.
It might be hard to find,
but I know that there are
always Chinese who are
looking for a chance to
buy ivory.”

37
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ANNEX 2
Type of
Business

Summary of the result of door-to-door survey to ivory sellers
Purchase /
resale channel

Resale Destination

Selling price

Resale of ivory scraps

P L a r g e t u s k s P 5 5 , 0 0 0 y e n POn sale
would be consumed for manufacturing in principle.

Otherwise, small
tusks e.g. 6kg in
weight would be
resold, and even
larger ones are
likely to be sold
depending on the
offered price.

Ivory
manu１
facturer

(US$455) per kg
P A certain high price
(a tusk with 6㎏ )
tag is put on because
P 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 y e n there are many offers
(US$826) per kg to buy them (8,000yen
(a tusk with 35
(US$66.1)/kg).
㎏)
P The price does not
include consumption tax
as different from the
case of other ivory products. (So, it is assumed
that the seller would
not include the sales of
cut pieces in its taxable
business income.)

Resale of unregistered ivory tusks

PHe, as a manufacturer, has not registered the ivory tusks to be processed
as the material of products while some
registered tusks are included in his
stockpile. Thus, those tusks are to be
as unregistered when they are resold.
On the other hand, he agreed to get
the tusk registered in spite of the troublesome if the investigator pay 4,500
per tusk as the cost of registration.
P He also agreed to sell a “surplus”
registration card separately from the
whole tusk for which the card had
been issued.

P H e w o u l d v i s i t t h e P C h i n e s e a n d P 9 5 , 0 0 0 y e n POn sale

２

Antiquary

cusomer who offered Japanese hanko (US$785) per kg
sales of an ivory tusk manufacters
(a tusk with 7.45
displayed at home for
㎏)
receiving it.
P120,000 yen
(US$992) per kg
P He has clients in Tokyo, Chiba, Osaka, Hong
(a tusk with 8kg)
Kong. When he obtaines
P200,000 yen
an ivory tusk, he will call
(US$1,653) per
them to offer the purkg (a tusk with
chase.
30kg)

PResale would be completed within one week
after he got a tusk.

ing unregistered ivory tusks whereas
Chinese buyers should not suffer detrimental impact. However, he can sell
unregistered tusks by just exchanging
them and cash witout issuing receipt.

tusks at a real auction
dealing with Chinese antique.

(US$661) per kg
(a tusk with
10kg)

P When any branch of- PTraders includfice obtained an ivory ing Chinese
tusk, it would be accumulated in the Head
quarter.

PThe cost which

PThe waiting list for ivo-

４

Antiquary

ry tusks are managed by
the HQ. It will negotiate
with the clients in the list
in chronological order. As
long as his branch office,
4 cliensts are in the list.

PHis company would re-

ceive the delivery of the
tusks from the owners
first, in other word, hold
them and pay for the
customers later.
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ment action in China would reach to
(he has sold hundred
him. He also acknowledged the past
thousands item in the
improvement of Japanese law and
past), divided pieces and regulation.
cylindrical scrap.
POn the other hand, he emphasized
that even unregistered ivory can be
sold to domestic hanko manufacturers
who don't care about registration because they would immediately divide
the ivory tusk for processing. He noted, however big manufacturers would
avoid buying unregistered tusks.

PHe argued that he is at risk for sell-

P H e o b t a i n e d i v o r y PChinese traders P80,000 yen
Anti３
quary

PHe was negative to sell unregistered
tusks because he is afraid the enforceP Blank hanko, beads

the company
would pay to
its customers:
15,000 yen
(US$124) per kg
(a tusk with 8kg)

PAll ivory tusks he has sold had been
registered.

Smuggling of ivory into China

PChinsese buyers would bring back the ivory tusks using their

Demand and supply in Japan's domestic ivory market

PDue to intensive elephant poaching, the ivory auction supposed to be

own channel.

once 10 years has yet be held. Therefore, ivory manufacturers become
to hesitate to resell ivory for securing their own stockpile for manufacPHe advised to use a paid transportation service provided by
resident Chinese group for carrying purchased ivory into China, turing use.

PHe advised to bring back small items considering the diffi-

PHe is also reducing the use of his stockpile for production for securing

culty in the case of large item.

future use.

PHe did not agree to send the ivory to China by himself.

PThe manufacturers would definitely preserve large tusks like one with

PThere is a huge demand for beads for accessories and Buddhist rosary.

37kg he mentioned.

１

PNow he has small stock available for resales.

PA trade partner based in Hong Kong has transported an ivory PIn the past, he regularly stocked 5 to 10 ivory tusks, but not now
purchased here to Viet Nam or Macao by a container, and then
has carried the ivory to China.

because those tusks purcahsed would be immdeiately bought up within
one week or so.

PThe trade partner would divide a large tusk into pieces to

PHe has sold huge volume of ivory so far and ivory tusk is disappearing

PThe ivory would be processed in HK after imported from

PHe has obtained less ivory tusks since 2 years before.

bring it into China.

Japan, then brought into China.

PThe other Chiense or a Hong Konger would transport not

tusks but products including figurines from Japan to Viet Nam.

PMany Chinese have been cracked down for smuggling ivory
into Dalian.

PHe did not agree to send the ivory to China by himself.
PThere is a high demand for whole tusks with 15-20kg in
China.

in Japan now.

PJapanese traders don't have many tusks because most of them have

flown out to China. We can obtain less ivory now because the source of
the acquisition is mainly a (private) person who wants to sell the ivory
tusk under display at home. So, the trade volume is less. General owners ２
have already sold up their ivory. The people still owns ivory tusks are
mostly rich people and they are very large as 30kg or 50kg. The value
of such tusks with 30kg reaches to 200,000 yen (US$ 1,653)/kg. It is
difficult to buy so expensive goods.

PHe believes the volume of unregistered stockpile in Japan is scarce at
PThere is a high demand for beads (10mm and 15mm in diam- present.
eter）in China.

PHe was requested from some Chinese he met at the real auc-

PIt is difficult to obtain an ivory tusk at present. He has not sold any
tion of Chinese antique to sell ivory tusks directly to them, then ivory tusk since the beginning of this year.
the business started.

PThe company has clients overseas who require ivory whole
tusks.

３

PAn ivory tusk with 20kg would scarecely come in. The tusk the company obtained for the last business was 8 kg in weight.

PAn ivory tusk is such item which does not come by too often.

４
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Type of
Business

Purchase /
resale channel

Resale Destination

PWhen the company

５

６

７

Antiquary

(US$661) 90,000 yen
(US$744) per kg
(a tusk with 20kg
- 30kg)

Resale of ivory scraps

Resale of unregistered ivory tusks

POn sale
PHe stocked only blank
hanko now because he
sold out huge number
of ivory 2 months ago.
PHe would handle several sizes of ivory from
5cm to 20cm. They
include thick pieces as
well.

P80,000
(US$661) 90,000 (US$744)
yen per kg (a tusk
with 20㎏ )

PHe intended to sell unregistered

PThe company
has some clients who would
purchase the
stocked ivory
tusks collectively.

P200,000 yen

PAll ivory tusks the company has sold
had been registered.
PCarved tusks are not requird to be
registered, so would be sold without
registration.

POther anti-

P43,000yen

tusks. He requested a trade process
that the goods are to be identified by
photos and exhanged with the cash on
a street or at a coffee shop.

Antiquary

Antiquary

tusks at a real auction
held by antiquaries 3
times a month.
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P80,000

obtains an ivory tusk,
it would negotiate with
multiple clients on
the waiting list, then
it would sell it to one
who offered the highest
price.

PHe obtained ivory

８

Selling price

Antiquary

quary

(US$1,653) per
kg (a tusk with
30kg)

(US$355) per kg
(a tusk with 8kg)
P80,000yen
(US$661) per
kg (a tusk with
8kg) in the past
while it increased
to 110,000 yen
(US$ 909) per kg
at one point.

Smuggling of ivory into China

Demand and supply in Japan's domestic ivory market

PChinese rarely buy an ivory whole tusk.
PThe company has sold out 50 to 60 ivory tusks and the stock is not
PThey would buy and bring a small tusk or worked ivory back to available at present (at the time of December).
China.

PThe only way to transport a whole tusk to China is to use a container but even the tactic would not be successful unless a strong
connection or a contact person in the customs.

５

PHe did not agree to send the ivory to China by himself.
【Import of ivory from China to Japan】
PHe had been stopped carrying ivory from China to Japan

PHe doesn't care whatever the ivory he sold would be brought to PIt is easy to obtain carved tusks but not so regarding polished tusks.
China.

PHe did not agree to send the ivory to China by himself.

６

PAs long as the customer has an address in Japan, the company
can sell an ivory tusk to him. It does not care whatever he would
bring back the tusk to China.

PHe advised that if you want to bring back the ivory you would

buy, you can buy it on online auction site like Yahoo! Japan auction through a transnational bidding agent.

７

PHe did not agree to send the ivory to China by himself.

PIn recent years, it is still easy to obtain carved tusks but not so regarding
polished tusks. It is hard to collect as much as 10 polished tusks.

PIn particular, tusks with 10–20 kg which were popular in the past are
difficult to obtain. It may be lucky to get one with 8kg.

PChinse purchased ivory tusks for a high price once, however it is not so

now due to decrease of the value of ivory tusks in China caused by diffi８
culty of transportation into there.

PThe ivory holders are hesitating to resale the tusks because resale value
of them has decreased to the level not worth the cost.
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ANNEX 3 Transcription of conversation with the Japan Wildlife Research Center (JWRC)
The 1st call to JWRC in September 2015

I: Investigator
R: Receptionist of JWRC
S: Officer of JWRC in charge of ivory registration

Ｉ：I would like to ask about getting a piece of elephant
tusk registered.

a paper explaining the methods to take the photos of
the piece of ivory, we will need both side views (from
the left and right), a zoomed- in photo of the pointed
tip of the tusk, and the base where the round hole

Ｒ：Is this your first time calling? So what you have is a

and cut can be seen. So for each single piece of ivory,

whole piece: like from the base of the tusk to the tip

we will need 4 photos, and photos of both pieces to-

there is a nice crescent shape and you can see clearly

gether from the either side. So this time, because you

through the whole thing? Are you completely sure

have two tusks, generally you’ll need 4 photos per

that this is a real piece of ivory correct? If so, then I

tusk, and two photos of the entire collection, so that

will connect you with the person in charge of registration.
Ｓ：Hello, I’m connected now. I heard you have an elephant tusk. You may have been asked if this is a

makes 10 photos you’ll need to submit to us.
Ｉ：And for the documents clarifying the circumstances.
My father passed away and then we found this ivory
but…

genuine piece of ivory, because we may need to send

Ｓ：Oh is that right・・・

you a registration card, please don’t mistake it as an

Ｉ：So, we’re not sure the exact time that he came to

authenticity of ivory. This card doesn’t certify that

acquire the tusks, but according to my sister: about

what you have is real or not, it certifies you to be able

15 years ago, my father celebrated his special 70th

to buy and sell as an exception (of legal regulation).

birthday and it was from then that I think she started

For example, if you complete the registration process

seeing the tusks but...

and then go to sell it, but you are told that it is not

Ｓ：Oh … I see… If it was Showa era, like 1985 or 1988

real ivory…this is the worst case scenario. That is

that is ok. If you just can say that it was before that

why I was asking, is that ok? You’re sure it’s real. If

time, then it would be when the African Elephants

so, did you say that it was one tusk?

were not yet protected by the trade bans so anytime

Ｉ：I have 2 tusks.

during the Showa era then there would be absolutely

Ｓ：Are they both a crescent shape? Are either of them

no question about the time period. But if you enter

carved with designs?

into the Heisei era and the laws begin to affect those

Ｉ：No.

Heisei era years (1989 to present)…so you say it’s 15

Ｓ：From about how many years ago did you have these

years ago…that would be …about 12th year of Heisei

pieces, say from the Showa era (1926-1989)?

(year 2000) and you think it was about that time,

Ｉ：Well my father died and we found this in his house.

well, then, um, about… the laws affect those things

I was not living with him at the time, but my older

that are younger than Heisei 7 (1995), actually. So, if

sister was living with him. She’s quite busy with her

you were to tell me that your father had these things

work and so I am calling to clear up some things that

in his possession from the Showa era, then we can

I didn’t understand after looking at your website. Is

start on the process, and there would be no doubt, no

it ok that I’m calling? I understood the methods for

problem…

measuring the length. But for the photo, do I need to
take one photo per piece is that right?
Ｓ：I will ask you to send both the individual photo

Ｉ：But I’m just not sure. We aren’t sure who and how
he got these tusks…
Ｓ：I understand your situation.

and of the entire collection together. We will accept

Ｉ：We aren’t sure about that year, my sister said she

a photo of the things as explained (on the website),

probably saw it that once during the celebrations, but

photos of the single whole piece by itself, and photos

possibly we had it from earlier times, there’s just no

of them together.

way to be sure.

Ｉ：So for the single photo of the tusk, you just need a

Ｓ：In that case, you’ll need to confirm the background,

complete side view of the tusk, and that’s all I need to

and if the story starts from the Showa era, say 1985,

send?

for example when your father already had these in his

Ｓ：For each tusk, the front view and the reverse side.
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We require you to submit 4 photos per tusk. There is

possession, then there would be no question about it.

even a relative is ok. For example you as the witness

However, if you really want to start your story with

as long as you say the piece in Showa era it would

the fact that the first time you saw these are 15 years

pass. Right now, it might be hard to recall for sure

ago and haven’t seen it before then, well, then it’s af-

that you saw it during that time, but please just try

ter the regulations were put in place, and that would

to recall. Please be sure you can be the witness. I can

change the situation and you will be unable to get a

help guide you through how and what to write the

registration card. So, you’ll have to confirm the back-

bare minimum in the witness statement. If you can

ground. Giving that it was in the Showa era, for say,

take a note then that would be fine. It doesn’t need to

example “In Showa 60 (1985), I saw my father Mr.

be long, but you can’t find this on the internet. There

XX holding the two tusks”. Then we can start talking

is no set paper that you are required to use, but this

from as long as it was in the Showa era. You said your

is a special correspondence so you can use a com-

father passed away, so in that case, we need the per-

puter or word processor to type out your statement.

son who inherited the piece to fill out the paperwork,

You can write it on lined paper if you want but just

so who would that be?

be sure to write your name and stamp it with your

Ｉ：That would be my sister.
Ｓ：So then it would need to be your older sister who
fills out the paperwork for the registration, and since

hanko (personal signature stamp).
Ｉ：So, that witness can be me then? It will be difficult
to find a person who will remember seeing the ivory.

she would be the applicant, just have her write the

Ｓ：We will need your name, hanko, and the address.

history of the tusks and saying that “My father had

The date of your statement, if it is today for example

the ivory since the Showa “whatever” year, and that

then write Sept 14, and in the very beginning, if there

I currently inherited the ivory, when my father died

is a title, I think it would be helpful. For the title, just

in “what’’ year”. The story is like that. Just have her

as an example, Mrs. XXX (write out the applicant’s or

write that information down.

your sister’s full name) – can you tell me your sister’s

Ｉ：Probably, we remember seeing it 15 years ago, and

full name please?

possibly he had it even before. Then, you request

Ｉ：It’s XX.

some supporting documents of the background on

Ｓ：Thank you. Make the title “XX’s petition regarding

your list of paperwork, but we don’t have that or of-

two elephant tusks”. And you’ll need to cover these 4

ficial documents issued by public institutions…

specific points in your statement. These are:

Ｓ：OK, well, that would be a Customs paperwork and

The 1st point is your relationship to the person who

anything like that, but because you’re talking about

owned the ivory, for example “I am the little sister to

so many years back, it’s easy to understand that you

XX.” This will be your first sentence.

may not have the records of these documents any-

The 2nd point is the most important to mention what

more. But, of course we can accept something as alternative (for the official document). We would need
you to have just one person, possibly a third party,
who can write a statement that the ivory was in your
father’s ownership from the Showa era and he can
say it was at your father’s place during that time and
he saw it there.

year in the Showa era, and for example, “In about
Showa 60 (1985), I saw the two pieces of tusks that
registrations are being applied for.” In the second
line, it’s the most important to include the time period
“about 1985 year” so please be sure not to leave this
part out.

Ｉ：Yes, my sister and I saw it…

The 3rd part is to write the condition of the piece, just

Ｓ：Oh, is that the case…well, ideally we would rather

as an example, if it was you, “When I realized it, it was

have a neighbor, or unrelated friend who just saw

displayed in the “Tokonoma (a built-in recessed space

the item and then have them write that down…that

in a Japanese style reception room, in which items

would be the very best situation, please try to find

for artistic appreciation are displayed)” or “It was in

such a person. But as the next step, if you just can’t

the family warehouse” or those kinds of things”, and

find anyone else who saw the ivory, in that case then

just mention the first time you saw it and just write
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it out. And finally the last point is to talk about the

for you. If you are willing, you can write a rough draft

specific parts of the tusks for example, “The two tusks

of everything and mail or fax it to our office and we

were polished and very white” and try to describe the

will go through it once. It would be 4 pages work of

features as they are. Basically, this is the 4 things you

paperwork to review to check before you submit it to

need to include, but if you are the one writing the

the office.

statement, then you can include the 5th point to close

Ｉ：So you can check it for then?

it, which is to say the sister has now inherited the

Ｓ：We will call you and be like “this section is lacking

tusks and that you found them in XX year when your

…” and we can go through changes we can suggest

father Mr XX passed away and now your sister XX is

for you….This will help improve the chances that you

inherited them. Now that would be how you write the
witness’s statement.
Ｉ：So, I should just write the details of as the background?
Ｓ：Exactly that is how to do it. There is not set type
of paper to use, so you can use whatever you have
handy, and you can write the statement out with a
ballpoint pen or type it out. You have to write in the
witness’s full name and address with a ballpoint pen,
and stamp with the hanko. You can type it regarding
the other part. That is the paperwork as supporting
statement, and apart from it you need the photos, and
your sister as the applicant, needs to fill out the application paperwork, and on the internet as I think you
can see, the registration application forms and fill it
out as the example shows, and because you have two
pieces, you’ll need to fill out an additional page of paperwork. Can you see the website right now?
Ｉ：Yes I can open it.
Ｓ：On the same page as you can find the PDF file of
the application form, #1 you will see the application
form, and #3 is the list for special features of the ivory, and on a separate document PDF you will see the
form you need to fill out because you have two ivory
pieces. On that separate form, you’ll need to write
down the length and weight of the two tusks. On the
website you’ll also see there are notes on how to fill
out these forms just as you need to.

So you’ll need the three pages from your sister’s end
of the paperwork, and your 1 page statement, with
the proof photos of the ivory, that makes one set.
So this is everything you’ll need to know for the
application process. This is the best way to ensure
everything goes smoothly, as I explained earlier. But
there may be some confusing things that you may
not understand because it is an unusual paperwork
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will get approved for the registration.
Ｉ：About how long will this take?
Ｓ：Yes, for the first step if you’re able to complete your
part smoothly and get the rough draft written and
edited, with the photos submitted. (After we receive
them,) it may take about 10 days until I call you, if
that’s with all the photos and making sure all the
documents are in order. In the very end there is a fee
of 3,200 yen per tusk, and for two that would come
to 6,400 yen but you’ll need to make that payment
by bank deposit. I will tell the information of where
to make the final payment for 6,400 yen when I call
you, and from there it will take about 10 days for
your sister to receive the registration card in the mail.
It will be a little trouble for you.
Ｉ：OK, I understand. You said around 1985 right?
Ｓ：Yes. Then, first you will write the draft before putting your hanko, You may have to stamp your hanko
and sign on your statement later, and your sister
must also sign and stamp the documents statement as
well. But, It will be troublesome (and time-consuming
for your sister) to complete everything even if you
assist your sister…so, just first of all send us the fax,
please. We have our fax number listed on the website, specifically, you’ll find it on the top right side of
the page, click on the white letters of “International
Endangered Species” and it will take you back to the
page with photos of tigers, turtles and etc., on the
bottom of that page, you’ll get our direct line and fax
number. If you can fax those 4 pages of rough draft
to us, then we will check it and of course there’s no
deadline.
Ｉ：Who’s name should I write the fax to?
Ｓ：To me, I am Mr. XX, and this is how you spell it ”
XX” so please send it anytime.
Ｉ：Thank you for your thorough explanation.

The 2nd call to JWRC in September 2015
I: Investigator
S: Officer of JWRC in charge of ivory registration

tion, you are freed from any further requests from
the buyer. Having said that, the tusks with a “whole
shape” are technically subject to registration. So,

Ｉ：When I asked my sister about the elephant tusks I

when you explain that you don’t think this piece is

mentioned on the phone earlier, one of the two tusks

whole because it has been carved into, it’s possible

is carved. The tip is smooth and polished but the mid-

the other party will agree with you as not in “whole

dle section has so many carvings on it that I can see
the other side straight through the tusk.
Ｓ：Oh is that so? Well, then it will be subject to regis-

shape” and still buy the tusk without a registration.
Ｉ：My sister was thinking about an auction…
Ｓ：Ahh, yes.

tration because the overall shape of the tusk remains

Ｉ：When she was looking at internet auctions, there

even with the carvings. But, frankly speaking, it’

was a carved tusk without a registration card. So, she

s a matter of your judgement (whether you apply

feels her ivory doesn’t need it, either.

for registration of those tusks or not). When there

Ｓ：Oh is that so? Because tusks with “whole shape”

is still a half crescent shape to the silhouette of the

are officially subject to registration, when, just as an

entire tusk even with carvings, the tusks are possibly

example, you sold in an auction online, even if some-

registered if requested to us. Even when it has been

one makes a complaint that it is strange because this

carved up so much to be far from the original form,

tusk doesn’t have a registration card, you are to state

it sometimes can be registered successfully as with

flatly that “I didn’t think this was in its ‘whole shape’

the “whole shape”, because the law prescribes tusks

so I didn’t feel it was required to be registered”.

with the “whole shape” are subject to registration. In

Ｉ：Then in that case, would you have an official state-

the meantime, there are others who do not think the

ment or something to say “That piece is exempt” or

tusk is a “whole shape” because it is so carved up. So

“That’s ok” or something?

really, that is up to you to decide “I won’t register the
tusk.”

Ｓ：Uuummm, that is , ahhh…We can tell you the piece
is in a “non-whole shape” if there is only 10cm left of

Ｉ：For example, can we sell that piece?

the tip, but in your case, I think it is more like 5-60cm

Ｓ：That would be the biggest point I think. For exam-

or even 1 m, right?

ple, when you go to sell it, you won’t be able to sell it

Ｉ：Yes, that’s true there’s 1m or so.

without a registration card, if that’s the kind of store

Ｓ：Ok, if it has the size as so and with carvings, it can

with a discipline that it does not buy in those types of

be said that there is much overall left in terms of

tusks without registration cards.

shape and it is considerably large, so you’ll just have

Ｉ：In such a difficult situation should I get it registered
then right?

to say that it has the carvings on it so you have not
registered it when you sell it online or try to sell it

Ｓ：Um, yes. If you have the overall shape or silhouette

otherwise without the registration card. It is highly

of the tusk remaining, then you may be asked for the

probable that someone were to ask you “Don’t you

registration card. So, you could decide to get it regis-

have a registration card?” because there are all kinds

tered. As long as you have the registration card, then

of people searching the related information. In that

you can sell it.

case, it’s up to your judgement, to decide to register

Ｉ：The base of the tusk is not cut across, and the tip is
still whole.

it for avoiding risk being called out for not having
a registration, if not, stick to your argument. If you

Ｓ：So the tip comes down to a point, is it?

decide you don’t get it, then you can just state flatly

Ｉ：Yes, it’s shaped like a bow, but in the middle is so

that the tusk is not in “whole shape.” No matter who,

carved as that I can see opposite side through the

like buyers on internet or even police, it is making the

tusk.

claim that you need a registration, you should argue

Ｓ：Oh I see. If that is the case, then as I explained ear-

“it’s not in ‘whole shape’ ” and “is there a problem?”

lier, you can probably get a registration for the piece

Ｉ：Just be strong?

and then you can sell it. So if you have the registra-

Ｓ：Just stand your ground. Just say “It is so carved up
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and it hasn’t retained its “whole shape” and for this

cess because the law just mentions as “whole shape.”

reason it doesn’t need a registration and is there a

There are many things to consider, for example there

problem with that?” Because this is a case that you

is a potential that anyone could be asking you (about

have a large tusk and so that it is most likely you will

the registration) and another thing you need to con-

be asked by someone, it’s a matter of how you think

sider is that the cost for registration may be 3200

about it but you have to decide whether you will

yen.

get the registration or just stick with this argument.

It’s hard to determine, but just remember we can only

Since you say the silhouette is intact, if you try to get

rely on the term of “whole shape.”

the piece registered, it will probably pass, I think.

If the tusk is as large as you say, then the probability

Ｉ：When my sister was looking at the different auctions, there were some that looked similar but didn’
t have a card, so she said probably she can also post
hers for sale as well.
Ｓ：That person (the buyer) may or may not know the
case, but if you were asked (from the buyer), you
should respond that it doesn’t need registration because it’s not “whole.”
Ｉ：So I just stick with that story, even with the police,
then I can get out of trouble?
Ｓ：Actually, there is more to it than just that because
there are so many other factors. Within the police,
there might be those who say this is a tusk with its
“whole shape,” and they will scrutinize the law, then
whether this is so or not will be a matter of judgement. But if they investigate it seriously, then it is
possible they will determine that your tusk is “whole
shape.”
Ｉ：There’s not a set rule?
Ｓ：The law prescribes tusks in “whole shape” are subject to registration. Then, more detailed judgement is
a matter of interpretation (of the law). If the police
are leaning more and more towards the idea that the
tusk is with “whole shape,” there is a small possibility,
a small one, but it might happen he might determine
that your piece remains “whole shape.” So, it is a hard
decision, but you cannot ignore that possibility. So,
one option is to register it though there might be
some people who are selling the tusks online without
registration, but, you might decide it’s better to register the piece just in case.
Ｉ：Or, I can just stick with the story (that the tusk is
not in “whole shape”), then?
Ｓ：If that’s your method, then you need to stay with
your story. No matter what they may say to you, you
just don’t change your story. I know the determination of if it’s a whole piece or not is a difficult pro-
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would be high that it should get registered. This is
just in my humble opinion.
Ｉ：I understand.
Ｓ：If you would just start with drafting your paperwork, I will work with you.

ANNEX ４ Details of the criminal cases related to illegal ivory trade in Japan 2000-2017
• This list is comprised of the cases of which information has been obtained by JTEF at the time of 22th September , 2017.
It does not necessarily list entire cases.
• The year in bracket shows the year when the case concerned was sent to the prosecutor. The prefectures in bracket shows
the jurisdiction area of the police

Case 1 (2000)

Illegal import in 500 kg of raw ivory into Kobe Port (Saitama)

Products and Quantity

132 (raw ivory) cut pieces (492.375Kg)

Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)

April 14th 2000 (April 14th 2000)

Port of import

Kobe Port (sea)

Country of export

Singapore

Identity of person involved

A) Chinese British residing Hong Kong: male
B) Japanese: male

Punishment

A) One and half years in prison with a suspension of execution for four years
B) A fine of 300,000 yen (US$2,804 *US$1=107 yen)

Special instruction

Source

The third largest case of ivory smuggling in Japanese history. The ivory is derived from forest
elephants in West or Central Africa.
"A" Involved in ivory business as a supplier of ivory exclusively for Japanese manufacturers, so he had
close relationship with many of them including "B" since l982.
"B"was a board member of “Tokyo Ivory Arts and Crafts Association” at that time, who was one of the
buyers of the one-off sold ivory imported in 1999.
Sakamoto, 2000

Case 2 (2005)

Illegal import in 1,700 pieces of ivory hanko into Naha Airport (Okinawa)

Products and Quantity

1,738 pieces of ivory hanko

Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)

January 14th 2005 (arrested on January 15th 2005)

Port of import

Naha airport (Okinawa)

Country of export

Taiwan

Identity of person involved

A)Taiwanese: female

B)Taiwanese: female

Source

A) One year in prison with a stay of execution for three years
B) A payment of an amount corresponding to the fine under “Infraction case” procedure by the customs (the
price is unknown.)
An investigation by the police of “A” or the principal person’s other crimes identified a case of ivory smuggling conducted in September 2004, with a Japanese national as the final destination for the ivory, but the
case was not brought to a conclusion.
Okinawa Prefecture Police, 2005

Case 3 (2007)

Illegal import in 2.4 tons of raw ivory and 0.4 tons of ivory hanko into Osaka Port (Osaka)

Products and Quantity
Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)
Port of import

608 pieces of raw ivory (cut pieces) weighing 2,409Kg

Punishment
Special instruction

17,928pieces of ivory hanko（385Kg）

August 21st 2006 (arrested on August 28th, 2006)

Osaka Port (sea)
Malaysia（via Korea）
Identity of person involved A) Japanese: male
B) A Korean
Country of export

Punishment

Special instruction

Source

C) A Korean

A) Two years in prison with a suspension of execution for three years and a fine of 800,000 yen
(US$ 6,780 *US$1=118 yen)
B) and C) They were sought internationally by the police, through ICPO Interpol, in April 2007, but yet arrested.
The ivory was reached Osaka Port on 2006/8/21 from Pasir Gudang Port in Malaysia via Port Kelang Port and
Busan Port in Korea. The ivory which was stowed in the crate along with artificial marble was cut pieces which
were mainly divided into 40cm in length (608 pieces with 2,409kg in weight) and hanko in cylindrical shape
and with 15mm in diameter (17,928 pieces with 285kg in weight). Some of cut pieces had Swahili markings
(Swahiri is used in East Africa, and it is a national language in Kenya and official language in Tanzania).
"A" who involved with Yakuza or Japanese mafia was asked by "B" as "there is a person who wants ivory,
so I want to export ivory to Osaka. It can be cleared the customs without being X-rayed if they are mixed in
crystal. I want you to find an import nominal person".
Sakamoto, 2007.a, Sakatmoto, 2007.b

Case 4 (2007)

Illegal import in 16 pieces of raw ivory weighing 2.4kg as for material of
billiard cue sticks (Osaka)

Products and Quantity

4 pieces of raw ivory (cut pieces) weighing 810 grams and 12 pieces of raw ivory (cut pieces) weighing 1,628 grams

Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)

September 14th 2006 and October 17th 2006 (arrested on October 23rd, 2006)

Port of import
Country of export

Kansai International Airport（Osaka）
The United states

Identity of person involved

A) A company making production and distribution of billiard goods in Okayama
B) Japanese: male (The de facto manager of the company "A")
C) Japanese: male (The president of the company "A"and the father of “B”)

▷ Continued

on next page
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Case 4 (2007) [ Continued ] Illegal import in 16 pieces of raw ivory weighing 2.4kg as for material of billiard cue sticks (Osaka)
Punishment

Special instruction

A) A fine of 800,000 yen (US$ 6,780 *US$1=118 yen)
B) Two years in prison with a suspension of execution for three years and a fine of 800,000 yen (US$ 6,780
*US$1=118 yen)
C) Two years in prison with a suspension of execution for three years and a fine of 800,000 yen (US$ 6,780
*US$1=118 yen)
"A" failing to notify its ivory business to the administrations had continually imported ivory as parts for cue sticks
from Atlas Fiber in the United states. The company was selling (exporting) 129 cases of ivory pieces from African
elephants, which exceeds US$93,000 in total, without permission of CITES mainly for Japan and German from
2002/1 to 2006/11 for, but was sued in December 2011 in the United states and admitted guilty against justice of
the peace on January 10th 2012, and fined for US$150,000.

Source

Sakamoto, 2007.c, Fitzgerald, 2012

Case 5 (2007)

Illegal import in 2kg of raw ivory into Narita Airport and in 2.2kg of worked
ivory into Tokyo Port, as for material of billiard cue sticks (Gunma)

Products and Quantity

Raw ivory (cut pieces) weighing 2,006 grams and 2,218 grams

Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)
Port of import
Country of export

April 11th 2006 and September 3rd 2006 (arrested on November 15th , 2007)

Identity of person involved
Punishment

Special instruction
Source

Narita Airport and Tokyo Port (sea)
The United states

A) A company making production and distribution of billiard goods in Gunma
B) Japanese: male (the president of the company "A")
A) A fine of 2,000,000 yen (US$ 16,949 *US$1=118 yen)
B) One and half years in prison with a stay of execution for three years and a fine of 1,500,000 yen (US$
12,712 *US$1=118 yen)
It was detected during the investication for the smuggling of Okayama's trader in the Case 4. The company
"A" also failied to notify its business to the administrations, so it became clear that the business operators
dealing with billiard-related goods had been commonly neglected notification of their businesses. Ivory was
imported from Atlas Fiber in the United States as the same as Okayama's trader. Refer to the Case 4.
Sakamoto, 2008, Fitzgerald, 2012

Case 6 (2011)

Illegal internal trade in 58 unregistered whole tusks (Tokyo)

Products and Quantity
Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)
Place of illegal action

58 whole tusks (509.45kg)
Between March and June, 2010 (searched in June 2010 and arrested on 11th May 2011)
Tenno-ji, Osaka

A) An Ivory manufacturing company named "Takaichi" B) Japanese: male (the former President of "Takaichi")
C) Japanese: male (the President of "Takaichi") D) An antiquary company named "Ura Art Museum"
E) Japanese: male (The de facto manager of "Ura Art Museum") F) Japanese: male (an antiquary),
G) Japanese: male (an antiquary) H) Japanese: male (an antiquary),
I) Japanese: male (an ivory manufacturer)
A) A fine of 1 million yen (US$12,500 *US$1=80 yen)
B) 1 year in prison with a suspension of execution for 3 years and forfeiture of 58 tusks
Punishment
C) 10 months in prison with a suspension of execution for 2 years
(Date of sending papers on D) A fine of 500,000 yen (US$6,250 *US$1=80 yen)
the case to prosecutors if E) 6 months in prison with a suspension of execution for 3 years
the details of the punish- F) 6 months in prison with a suspension of execution for 3 years
ment is unknown)
G) 6 months in prison with a suspension of execution for 3 years
H) 6 months in prison with a suspension of execution for 2 years
I) 6 months in prison with a suspension of execution for 2 years
Identity of person involved

Special instruction

Source

"Takaichi" is the biggest ivory hanko manufacutering company in Japan. It bought 5 tons of the second oneoff sold ivory in 2009 (39 tons in total were imported in Japan). On May 11, 2011, KT (“B”) (then 79 years
old), a former President of "Takaichi" and a former chairman of the "Japan Federation of Ivory Arts and
Crafts Association", and his son MT (“C”) (then 49 years old), the President of the company were arrested on
suspicion of buying unregistered ivory whole tusks. Two antiquaries who sold them were also arrested.
The following investigation disclosed that Takaichi bought a total of 58 unregistered ivory tusks (509.45kg)
amounting 19,572,716 yen (US$ 244,659, US$1=80yen) from four antiquaries including a company managed by one of them and an ivory manufacturer. It was witnessed at the court that Takaichi had bought
unregistered whole tusks since 2000, but "B" (KT) had begun to distribute a price list to the antiquaries in
2005 and bought up the unregistered whole tusks from them on a full scale between 2005 and 2010.
Sakamoto, 2011.a, Sakamoto, 2011.b, Sakamoto, 2011.c, Sakamoto, 2011.d, Sakamoto, 2011.e, Sakamoto, 2013

Case 7 (2011)

Illegal inteternal trade in 1 unregistered whole tusk (Tokyo)

Products and Quantity
Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)
Place of illegal action

1 whole tusk (112cm in length with 5.7kg in weight)

Identity of person involved

March 24th, 2011 ("A" was arrested by December 9th 2011. )
Taito-ku, Tokyo

A) Japanese: male (an antiquary, the President of antiquary company)
B) Japanese: male (an antiquary)

Punishment

(Date of sending papers on the A) A fine of 300,000 yen (US$3,750 *US$1=80 yen) (on December 16th, 2011)
case to prosecutors if the details B) Unknown (By December 9th, 2011)
of the punishment is unknown)
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Case 7 (2011) [ Continued ] Illegal inteternal trade in 1 unregistered whole tusk (Tokyo)
Special instruction

Source

On March 24th, 2010, "A" sold an ivory tusk to "B" at 90,000 yen (US$1,125 *US$1=80 yen) at an antique market
held in Tokyo. The ivory in question is with sculptures of Seven Deities of Good Fortune or something.
This case was exposed during the police investigation on antique markets while investigating the Takaichi Case. It
seems that "A" had no relation to Takaichi.
The Mainichi Shimbun news article dated 10 Dec. and 21 Dec. 2011,
The Sankei Shimbun news article dated 9 Dec. 2011,
The Sankei News article dated 16 Dec. 2011,
The Too Nippo Daily Newspaper news article 10 Dec. 2011,
TV Asahi news 10 Dec. 2011

Case 8 (2011)

Illegal internal trade in 2 unregistered whole tusks and fradulent
registration of them (kagawa)

Products and Quantity

2 whole tusks (168cm in length and 27kg in weight, and 85cm in length and 4kg in weight)

Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)

March 10th, 2011 (September 1st 2011: "A" was arrested.)

Place of illegal action

Takamatsu, Kagawa

Identity of person involved

A) Japanese: male (an antiquary)
B) Japanese: male (an employee of "A")

Punishment
(Date of sending papers on
the case to prosecutors if Prosecuted in September, 2011
the details of the punishment is unknown)
An antiquariy "A" and his employee "B"of Kagawa Prefecture, bought two unregistered tusks at a price of
1.2 million yen (US$15,000 *US$1=80 yen) from a person. Then, they made the registration application
Special instruction
by falsehood means or applied the registration under their acquaintance’s name, falsely claiming that “the
tusks were accidentally found in their parent’s warehouse.” The application was accepted by Japan Wildlife
Research Center, and the registration was completed.
Source

Kagawa Police, 2011.a, Kagawa Police, 2011.b, Yomiuri Shimbun news article dated Sep. 2nd 2011

Case 9 (2013)

Illegal internal trade in 2 unregistered whole tusks (Chiba)

Products and Quantity

2 whole tusks

Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)

July 2012, September-October 2012 (on April 9th 2013)

Susono and Fuji, Shizuoka
A) Japanese: male (an antiquary)
Identity of person involved B) Chinese: female
C) Japanese: male (an antiquary)
Place of illegal action

Punishment
(Date of sending papers on
the case to prosecutors if Decided not to charge A, B and C on November 7th 2013
the details of the punishment is unknown)
"A" sold one ivory whole tusk of African elephant to "B"at the price of about 100,000 yen (US$ 1,020 *1US$= 98yen)
in July 2012 through internet auction site. Also "A" bought an ivory whole tusk of African elephant from "C"at the cost
Special instruction
of 10,000 yen (US$ 102) between September and October in 2012. The police confirmed that "A" sold 5 other whole
tusks to some Chinese. The police suspected that those Chinese bought those tusks from "A"for resale purposes.
Source

Asahi Shimbun news article dated Apr. 10th 2013
Yomiuri Shimbun news article dated Apr. 9th, Apr. 10th and Nov. 8th 2013
Mainichi Shimbun news article dated Apr. 10th 2013

Case 10 (2014)

Illegal internal trade in 1 unregistered whole tusk (Tokyo)

Products and Quantity

1 whole tusk (80cm in length and 4kg in weight)

Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)

August 15th 2013 (on Feburuary 25th 2014)

Place of illegal action

Adachi-ku, Tokyo

Identity of person involved

A) Japanese: female (an antiquary)
B) Japanese: male (managing a pawn shop)
C) Unknown

Punishment
(Date of sending papers on
the case to prosecutors if February 25th 2014
the details of the punishment is unknown)
In August 15 2013, "A" sold one unregistered whole tusk of African elephant to two antiquaries at the cost
Special instruction
of 25,000 yen (US$ 236 *1US$= 106yen). According to the statement of "A", the tusk was purchased in
Africa by a relative of "A" 40 years ago.
Source

Asahi Shimbun news article dated Feb. 28th 2014
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Case 11 (2016)

Illegal advertisement of two unregistered whole tusks (Osaka)

Products and Quantity

2 whole tusks

Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)

May-October 2015 (on May 31st 2016)

Place of illegal action

Nishinari-ku, Osaka

Identity of person involved

A) Japanese: male (a company worker)

Punishment

(Date of sending papers on the
case to prosecutors if the details
of the punishment is unknown)

May 31st 2016

Special instruction

"A" has put one Asian ivory whole tusk and one African ivory whole tusk for sales on Yahoo! Japan Auction
for 3 times. "A" has purchased ivory tusks at an antique fair held in Kyoto or from antiquaries in Osaka and
resold them since 2 years ago.

Source

Jiji News article dated Jun. 6th 2016
Sankei WEST news article dated Jun. 6th 2016
Mainichi TV news dated Jun. 6th 2016

Case 12(2016)

Illegal internal trade in 1 unregistered whole tusk (Tokyo)

Products and Quantity

1 whole tusk (50cm in length and 1.4kg in weight)
April - May 2014 ("D"'s house was searched in October 2015. The papers were sent to prosecutors on September 16th 2016.)
Shibuya-ku and Itabashi-ku, Tokyo
A) A company "Morera CD"

Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)
Place of illegal action
Identity of person involved
Punishment

(Date of sending papers on the
case to prosecutors if the details
of the punishment is unknown)

(an antiquary company locates in Shibuya-ku, a member shop of an antiquary shop chain "Otakara-ya")
C) Japanese: male (a former part-time staff of "A")
F) Japanese: female (de facto wife of "E")

B) Japanese: male (a former area-manager of "A")
D) Japanese: female
E) Chinese: male
September 16th 2016

Special instruction

"D" sold the unregistered African whole tusk with engraving to "A" at the cost of 6,600 yen (US$61 *1US$=
109yen), which had been purchased by the husband of her in Hong Kong in 1972.
"B" and "C"put the tusk on the Yahoo! Japan Auction for sales, later "E" won the bid, then "E" and "F"bought it.

Source

Nikkei Shimbun news article dated Sep.16th 2016
Asahi Shimbun DIGITAL news article dated Sep. 16th 2016
Asahi Shimbun news article dated Sep. 17th 2016
Jiji News article dated Sep. 16th 2016

Case 13 (2016)

Illegal internal trade in 1 unregistered whole tusk (Kanagawa)

Products and Quantity

1 whole tusk (1m in length and 6.6kg in weight)

Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)

February 15th 2016 (on September 16th 2016)

Isehara, Kanagawa
A) A company "Reuse"(an antiquary company)
Identity of person involved
C) Japanese: female
Place of illegal action

B) Japanese: male (a former staff of "A")

Punishment

(Date of sending papers on the
case to prosecutors if the details
of the punishment is unknown)

Decided not to charge A, B and C on March 1st 2017

Special instruction

"C" sold the unregistered whole tusk which was her farther's estate to "A" under the condition "B" will register it later. Afterwards, "C" made a query to MoE about the legality of selling ivory prior to registration because she was worried that "B" had not communicated with her about the registration application. Then, the
violation was recognized by MoE.

Source

Kanagawa Shimbun news article dated September 17th 2017

Jiji News article dated March 1st 2017

Case 14 (2016)

Illegal internal trade in 2 unregistered whole tusks (Tokyo)

Products and Quantity

2 whole tusks (One of forest elephant is 60cm in length. The size of the other tusk of Asian elephant is unknown.)

Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)

April-August 2015 (October 24th 2016)

Place of illegal action

Uda, Nara, and Chiba, Chiba, and Kobe, Hyogo

Identity of person involved

A) Japanese: male (an ivory manufacturer)
B) Japanese: male (a company worker)
C) Japanese: male (a part-time staff of a recycle business ”Fukuzumi”)

Punishment

(Date of sending papers on the
case to prosecutors if the details
of the punishment is unknown)
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Decided not to charge by March 2nd 2017
▷ Continued

on next page

Case 14 (2016)[ Continued ] Illegal internal trade in 2 unregistered whole tusks (Tokyo)
Special instruction

Source

"A" who would manufacture/retail ivory accessory, brush axis and tea utensils won the bids on Yahoo! Japan
Auction of the unregistrered whole tusk of a forest elephant (60cm in length and with engraving) provided
by "B"and the Asian tusk with engraving provided by "C" at the cost of 144,300 yen (US$1,324 *1US$=
109yen) in total between April-August 2015.
Asahi Shimbun DIGITAL news article dated Oct. 24th 2016
Nikkei Shimbun news article dated Oct. 24th 2016
Kyodo News article dated Oct. 24th 2016
Jiji News article dated Oct. 24th 2016
Sankei News dated Oct. 24th 2016

Case 15 (2016)

Illegal internal trade in 5 unregistered whole tusks (Shizuoka)

Products and Quantity

5 whole tusks (approx. 30cm-2m)

Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)

February 2015 - June 2016 (24th November 2016)

Place of illegal action

Hamamatsu, Shizuoka

Identity of person involved

A) A company "Nippon Ivory"(an ivory manufacturer)
B) Japanese: male (a board member and the de facto manager of "A")
C) Japanese: male (a board member of a company)
D) Japanese: male
E) Japanese: male (a board member of a company)
F) A company (locates in Minato-ku, Tokyo)
G) Japanese: male (a board member of "F")

Punishment

(Date of sending papers on the
case to prosecutors if the details
of the punishment is unknown)

Special instruction

Source

Notification of summary order (imposing a fine) to A and B on December 27th, 2016
Decided not to charge C, D, E, F and G on December 27th, 2016
"B", one of the board member and the de facto manager of "A" which is the member of the "Tokyo Ivory Arts and
Crafts Association" purchased 5 Asian and African ivory whole tusks from 4 persons/company at the cost of 1.3
million yen (US$11,927 *1US$= 109yen) in total between February 2015 and June 2016. The tusks with the size
of between 30 cm and 2m were purchased at the price of 15,000 - 40,000 yen (US$138-367 *1US$= 109yen)
per kg. According to the statement by "A", he bought back the tusks for securing the material for manufacturing,
which had been sold by "A" to the 4 persons/company before. "A" had been imposed with a administrative disposition in September 2016 by the Minister of Environment and the Mnister of Economy, Trade and Industry.
Shizuoka Shimbun news article dated Nov. 24th 2016
Chunichi Shimbun news article dated Nov. 25th 2016
Mainichi Shimbun news article dated Nov. 26th 2016
Chunichi Shimbun news article dated Dec. 28th 2016

Case 16 (2016)

Illegal internal trade in 18 unregistered whole tusks (Tokyo)

Products and Quantity

18 whole tusks including a raw tusk with 33.8kg and another raw tusk with 28kg

Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)

December 2015 - February 2016 (on June 20th 2017)

Taito-ku, Tokyo
A) A company "Raftel"(an antiquary)
B) Japanese: male (the President of "A")
Identity of person involved
C) 8 emproyees of "A"
D) 18 customers of "A"(One of them died before the crackdouwn.)
Place of illegal action

Punishment

(Date of sending papers on the
case to prosecutors if the details
of the punishment is unknown)

Decided not to charge A, B, C and D by September 22nd 2017

Special instruction

18 customers of Raftel delivered (in other words, “deposited” ) one ivory whole tusk owned by each of them (18
tusks in total) to Raftel and that Raftel received the deliveries from them at the cost of 3,555,000 yen for the
deposit. Raftel has started to purchase ivory tusks in 2012 around and is suspected to have bought about 400500 tusks from the customers so far. It means around 100 tusks per year, but 80% of them are alleged to be unregistered. Raftel increased the purchase of ivory tusks attracting its customers by offering services as agent for
registration application, then earned profit by reselling them to domestic ivory hanko manufacturers.

Source

Asahi Shimbun news article dated Jun. 20th 2017 Nikkei Shimbun news article dated Jun. 20th 2017
Kyodo News article dated Jun. 20th 2017 Tokyo Shimbun news article dated Jun. 20th 2017
Sankei Shimbun news article dated Jun. 20th 2017

Case 17 (2016)

Illegal internal trade in 9 unregistered whole tusks (Tokyo)

Products and Quantity

9 whole tusks

Date of illegal action
(Date of crackdown)

December 2015 - January 2016 on 25th August 2017

Taito-ku, Tokyo
A) A company "Flawless” (an antiquary) B) Japanese: male (the President of "A")
Identity of person involved
C) 4 emproyees of "A" D) 7 customers of "A" including one antiquary company
Place of illegal action

Punishment

(Date of sending papers on the
case to prosecutors if the details
of the punishment is unknown)

Decided not to charge A, B, C and D on August 29th 2017

Special instruction

7 customers including one antiquary company delivered (in other words, “deposited”) 9 ivory whole tusks
in total to Flawless and that Flawless received them between December 2015 and January, 2016. Flawless
estimated the value of the 9 tusks as 2.4 million yen (US$ 20,339 *US$1=118yen).
Flawless intended to receive the delivery of unregistered ivory tusks first and pay the cost to the customers
after the tusks are registered. It is said that Flawless purchased 158 ivory tusks between 2012 and 2015.

Source

Sankei Shimbun news article dated Aug. 25th and Aug. 30th 2017
Hokkaido Shimbun news article dated Aug. 25th 2017 Mainichi Shimbun news article dated Aug. 25th 2017
Nikkei Shimbun news article dated Aug. 25th 2017 NNN News (Nippon TV NEWS24) dated Aug. 25th 2017
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